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Abstract

The exploration of the universe has recently entered a new era thanks to the multi-messenger paradigm,
characterized by a continuous increase in the quantity and quality of experimental data that is obtained
by the detection of the various cosmic messengers (photons, neutrinos, cosmic rays and gravitational
waves) from numerous origins. They give us information about their sources in the universe and the
properties of the intergalactic medium. Moreover, multi-messenger astronomy opens up the possibility
to search for phenomenological signatures of quantum gravity. On the one hand, the most energetic
events allow us to test our physical theories at energy regimes which are not directly accessible in
accelerators; on the other hand, tiny effects in the propagation of very high energy particles could be
amplified by cosmological distances. After decades of merely theoretical investigations, the possibility of
obtaining phenomenological indications of Planck-scale effects is a revolutionary step in the quest for a
quantum theory of gravity, but it requires cooperation between different communities of physicists (both
theoretical and experimental). This review, prepared within the COST Action CA18108 “Quantum
gravity phenomenology in the multi-messenger approach”, is aimed at promoting this cooperation by
giving a state-of-the art account of the interdisciplinary expertise that is needed in the effective search
of quantum gravity footprints in the production, propagation and detection of cosmic messengers.
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1. Introduction

The theory of quantum gravity (QG) still eludes us. To start with, it is not even clear if gravity
can be quantized like the rest of the fundamental interactions in Nature. For instance, gravity could
be viewed as an emergent force, say entropic, as a result of changes of information associated with
the positions of material bodies. If one adopts the former point of view, i.e. that gravity has to be
quantized, then the important question is to find the extension of Einstein’s general relativity (GR),
that can accommodate such a quantum nature of the gravitational interactions in a mathematically
and physically consistent way. From this point of view, the necessity for going beyond Einstein’s GR is
immediate. The latter is a classical generally covariant, non-linear theory of the gravitational field, in
3+1 dimensional spacetime, with a coupling constant (Newton’s (or gravitational) constant) G, which
carries dimensions of inverse squared mass. As such, the theory of the quantized gravitational field,
viewed as a conventional quantum field theory (QFT) extension of GR, would be non-renormalizable,
in the sense that the higher the order of a perturbative expansion in G, the higher the degree of
divergence, i.e. at each new order in perturbation theory there would appear new divergent graphs
in the ultraviolet (UV) limit of momenta. Thus, it would not be possible to remove the UV cutoff
in momentum space by absorbing such divergences in a finite number of parameters (couplings and
masses), as is the case of renormalizable theories in flat spacetimes, such as the Standard Model (SM)
of particle physics that describes the electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions in Nature.

Having discussed the non-renormalizability of GR, one is tempted to view it as an effective low-
energy theory of a more fundamental (renormalizable in some sense) theory, which is valid below some
energy scale, characteristic of the larger theory. One can make the analogy with the Fermi theory of
the β-decay in nuclear physics, which is a non-renormalizable theory of fermions, involving four-fermion
contact interactions, with a dimensionful coupling, the Fermi “constant” GF, which also has units of
inverse squared mass. The Fermi theory can be viewed as an effective low-energy theory of the SM,
which can be embedded into a mathematically and physically consistent way, by viewing the four-
fermion contact interactions as a low-energy limit of renormalizable SM trilinear-vertex interactions,
mediated by SU(2) weak gauge bosons in the spontaneously broken phase of the SM, in which the latter
are massive. The Fermi theory is obtained at momentum scales of the exchanged gauge boson p�MW .
In this limit, the Fermi constant can be expressed as GF ∝ g2/M2

W , where g is the dimensionless SU(2)
coupling of the SM, and MW is the mass of the charged-weak-boson (W±-bosons), of order O(100 GeV).
Thus, the electroweak symmetry breaking scale O(MW ) is a characteristic scale, at which corrections
to the Fermi theory become important, and the theory is no longer adequate to describe physical
phenomena.

A natural question that arises at this point concerns whether there is a corresponding mass (or
energy) scale for quantum gravity, MQG, below which GR can be more or less adequate in describing
the natural world, including the gravitational interactions, but at which (and above it), a new consistent
quantum theory, renormalizable or even finite appears as the correct natural theory to consider, whose
low-energy limit compared to MQG yields GR. In fact, surprisingly enough, such a scale existed well
before the theory of GR, and was due to the German physicist M. Planck, who in 1899 suggested that
there existed some fundamental natural units for length, mass, time and energy. Using dimensional
analysis, he postulated the existence of a fundamental length (now called the Planck length) based only
on the speed of light in vacuo, c, Newton’s constant G and what is now called the Planck constant h.
A modern version of the Planck length makes use of the so-called reduced Planck constant ~ = h/2π:

`P =

√
~G
c3
' 1.616255(18)× 10−35 m.

From this length unit one then obtains the derived scales of Planck time, Planck mass, and Planck
Energy EP. From a theoretical point of view, the Planck length is the size of a black hole at which
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its Schwarzschild radius is the same as its Compton wavelength, that is the length (or, equivalently,
energy scale) at which gravitational and quantum physics effects are at the same scale. This may be
viewed as the shortest possible length scale which can be probed by particle collisions, since probing
scales shorter than this, via higher-energy collisions, may result in the formation of black holes.1 We
may also view the Planck length as the (length) scale, below which the structure of spacetime itself,
as perceived by low-energy (compared to Planck energy) observers, no longer exists, and instead a
space-time “foamy” structure may emerge. This picture can be understood qualitatively, by adopting
the picture of Regge (1958) on the effects of the Planck length on a Euclidean geometry. According
to Regge, there is an uncertainty in the metric tensor itself, associated with the fact that, as quantum
effects make the gravitational field perform zero-point oscillations, the geometry itself oscillates. The
metric tensor uncertainty can be argued to be of order ∆g ∼ `2

P/`
2, for a region of the Euclidean

spacetime with dimensions ` (although this latter formula can itself depend on the precise QG setting).
Usually, for scales of order of the atomic or particle ones, such quantum effects are negligible. But for
` near the Planck scale, the distortion of the geometry due to quantum effects of spacetime becomes
significant, which corroborates the common perception that QG effects in (3 + 1)-dimensions set in at
the Planck scale `P.

Thus the corresponding Planck-energy scale may be taken to be the characteristic scale of QG.
Following the above reasoning this is probably the highest energy scale, beyond which a low-energy
field theory is not well defined, and, in this latter sense, the Planck scale plays the rôle of a physical UV
cutoff. Unfortunately, at present a UV complete theory of QG is not known. There are several main
streams of research in this direction. One is string theory, which although appears as a mathematically
consistent theory that can incorporate QG effects, nonetheless has its own shortcomings, the most
important one being its space-time background dependence (at least in its present formulation). Also,
its landscape problem might be an issue, given the non-uniqueness of the string vacuum. The important
feature of string theory is that mathematical consistency seems to require the spacetime to have higher
than 3 spatial dimensions. This has, as a consequence, that the higher-dimensional gravitational energy
scale, i.e. the scale at which quantum gravitational effects become important, could be much lower
than Planck. In string theory this is an arbitrary phenomenological scale at present, and it is currently
restricted by collider experiments to be higher than a few TeV, since string-like or extra dimensional
effects have been excluded up to such scales.

The background independence of QG is tackled in other main stream approaches to QG, alternative
to string theory, which are based on a dynamical emergence of spacetime from rather abstract fun-
damental building blocks (“geometry” quanta), and as such are rather discretized approaches to QG:
(i) loop quantum gravity (LQG) (and its cosmological version, loop quantum cosmology (LQC)), and
the spin-foam models; and (ii) the group field theory (GFT) approach to QG, consisting of QFTs of
spacetime in which the base manifold is an appropriate Lie group, describing the dynamics of both the
topology and the geometry of spacetime. All of the above approaches also suffer from inconsistencies
at present, for instance the problem of general covariance is not completely resolved, as yet, given that
all such models suffer from some unavoidable degree of appropriate “gauge fixing”.

The lack of a UV-complete, mathematically consistent theory of QG, which would lead to phe-
nomenological predictions in the low-energy world (a top-down approach), prompted several physicists,
to follow a bottom-up phenomenological approach to QG, by trying to postulate properties that could
characterize a complete theory of QG, which however could have effects at much lower scales than the
Planck energy scale, and thus have a chance of leading to realistic prospects for phenomenology. In
string theory, for instance, the arbitrariness of the extra-dimensional (“bulk”) gravitational scale, leads

1It should be stressed, of course, that whether black holes actually form depends on the details of the gravitational
dynamics at the Planck scale.
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to, in principle, falsifiable low-scale string models in collider searches (of course if the string scale is close
to Planck, the possibility for experimental falsification, or discovery (!), of the pertinent (high-scale)
string models is lost for all practical purposes).

Nonetheless, if one is prepared to sacrifice some of the important symmetries that particle physics
phenomenology is based upon, namely Lorentz and/or charge–parity–time (CPT) invariance, both of
which could be violated at some high-energy scale in the context of QG, then one might have effects that
could be searched for, in, say, cosmic high-energy messengers. Such effects may characterize models of
QG explicitly, in the sense of having Lorentz invariance violation (LIV) (and perhaps CPT Violation)
in the Standard-Model Extension (SME), due to some tensor fields, acquiring vacuum expectation
values, which are constant, due to some unknown mechanisms of the UV complete theory of QG. The
phenomenology of such theories of QG can be done by writing down appropriate higher-dimension
operators in the context of effective field theories (EFTs), and identifying the role of various operators
on certain physical processes, which can then be constrained by either precision experiments, or high-
energy cosmic messenger observations. In this approach, the Planck scale, or in general the scale of QG,
since the latter is a phenomenological parameter, and thus need not be identified necessarily with the
former, is an observer-independent quantity, as is the case of the gravitational constant also in string
theory.

An alternative approach to the study of departures from Lorentz invariance is provided by doubly
(or deformed) special relativity (DSR) models, in which the Planck length is viewed as an ordinary
length, which under the ordinary Lorentz transformations of special relativity (SR) would undergo
the usual length contraction (and the Planck time the corresponding time dilation). However, by
postulating appropriate modifications of the Lorentz transformations one may arrive at mathematically
consistent formulations of the pertinent models in which the Planck length (and thus the other derived
Planck-value quantities) remain an invariant for all DSR observers, just like the speed of light in vacuo
in SR, whose invariance is also maintained here. While the laws of transformations between inertial
frames are modified, the relativistic properties of DSR models are not spoiled. This implies a consistent
modification of other physical features of these models.

One of these is the composition law for momenta in the case of multi-particle states. Indeed, the
standard linear addition of momenta no longer applies, and is replaced by a nonlinear law, which is
covariant under the modified relativistic symmetry transformations. This modified composition law is
the main distinguishing feature of the DSR phenomenology with respect to LIV models and Lorentz-
invariant models. For this reason it constitutes an important, currently open, active area of research in
such theories, aimed at uncovering the possibly observable experimental implications.

Relativistic consistency with the modified laws of transformations between inertial observers in
DSR models might also require a modification of the dispersion relations of particle excitations, so
that these are the same for all inertial observers. This is an important prediction which can be tested
experimentally, at least in principle. In fact, the modified dispersion relation (MDR) is such that the
effect increases with the energy of the probe, leading, for example, to differences in the time of travel of
more energetic photons, compared to lower-energy ones. These differences accumulate over large travel
distances, leading to the expectation that QG effects of this sort can be best probed by very high energy
cosmic messengers, rather than precision laboratory experiments, in contrast to the SME models.

Indeed, cosmic messengers, namely gamma rays, neutrinos, cosmic rays, and gravitational waves
(GWs), emitted from various astrophysical objects cross cosmological distances before reaching detec-
tors. Moreover, they reach energies which by far exceed the ones attainable in particle accelerators
(whether the currently existing ones, or those imaginable in the foreseeable future). Considering that
the modifying terms in the MDR (if present in the first place) are expected to be minuscule and cu-
mulative, these two aspects of cosmic messengers expose them as excellent probes of QG effects. A
drawback of employing astrophysical observations for QG tests is that the experimental conditions are
not controllable. Our present-day knowledge of the emission processes in astrophysical objects is rather
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poor, making it difficult to resolve propagation effects from the source intrinsic ones. Furthermore, it is
possible that messengers propagation is influenced by other phenomena, either expected such as back-
ground electromagnetic fields, or possible but not confirmed ones, e.g., mixing with axion-like particles,
or some we are not yet aware of. Nevertheless, analysis methods have been developed to tackle these
problems, and researchers are constantly working on improving them, as well as improving our under-
standing of the source emission processes and messenger propagation effects. In this work, we will review
different experimental tests of QG performed on astrophysical observations, we will briefly present the
experiments, discuss the analysis techniques, and compare and critically analyze their results.

Unfortunately, MDR characterizes various approaches to QG, e.g. DSR, non-critical string theory,
or effective theories formulated on the so-called Finsler geometries, i.e. geometries in which the back-
ground metric depends on phase-space variables (velocities and coordinates of particles), rather than on
coordinates alone, as in GR. Thus, although an important phenomenological effect, if observed, MDR
will not point directly to a certain theory model. However, a possible observation of MDR would be a
spectacular and thrilling result, triggering various follow-up experimental tests. Indeed, numerous ad-
ditional tests will be required firstly to disentangle QG effects from the source intrinsic ones and other
propagation effects, and secondly to properly measure and understand the nature and origin of the
modification terms. Observing an effect consistent with MDR is a necessary first step on this journey.

Nonetheless, such phenomena are of great interest in the so-called phenomenology of QG, and are
among the focus points of this review. The aim of the latter is to describe a bottom-up phenomenological
approach to QG, whereby starting from rather generic predictions of QG models, such as MDR, one
could identify physical processes in the high energy universe, such as time delays in the arrival times of
more energetic photons from intense cosmic sources, photon decay (and its effects in ultrahigh energy
cosmic rays) etc. which could be due to such models. Last, but not least, such modified dispersions, but
also the foamy nature of spacetime, that could characterize a QG universe at (near) Planck scales, can
in principle be probed with accuracy using GW detector networks, where such effects will essentially
appear as extra fuzzy “noise” in the interferometers. Disentangling such stochastic effects from other
conventional physics effects is a challenge at present, but certainly worthy of further investigations,
especially in view of the increased sensitivity of future interferometric devices. Finally, in addition to
the aforementioned MDR, other important effects of great potential interest to the phenomenology of
QG are searches for CPT violation, which could be either the consequence of LIV, as happens in the
context of the SME, or pure consequence of the foamy nature of spacetime, in which case the CPT
operator is ill-defined in low-energy effective theories, leading to rather unique effects in the physics of
entangled neutral mesons in Laboratory experiments.

This review will focus on the phenomenology of QG and the associated tests, with the emphasis
placed on the cosmic messengers. Theoretical models of QG will only be briefly mentioned, as they serve
to motivate the phenomenological and experimental parts of this work. This review is the outcome of the
collective efforts of the participants of the COST Action CA18108 “Quantum Gravity Phenomenology
in the multi-messenger approach” [1], and expresses a very fruitful collaboration between the theorists,
experimentalists and observational cosmologists that participate in this endeavor.

We like to point out that there are several aspects of QG phenomenology we will not discuss in this
review, including terrestrial precision measurements and cosmological tests. The incorporation of this
kind of studies here would require a significant extension of the present discussion beyond the scopes
of the current review, which focuses on cosmic messengers. Nonetheless, this should not be interpreted
as implying that such tests are not important enough, or exhibit inferior sensitivities as compared to
the cosmic probes discussed here. On the contrary, depending on the effect, the sensitivity of terrestrial
probes and cosmological observations in some effects could surpass that of astrophysical messengers.
Moreover, we envisage that as the quality of data from terrestrial, astrophysical and cosmological tests
will improve, it will become more and more important to use all the windows that nature allows us to
open on the Planck scale in order to make complementary analyses and reach a thorough understanding
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of physics in this realm.
The structure of the review is as follows: in the next Sec. 2 we discuss briefly the theoretical

models, whose predictions will be reviewed in this work. In Sec. 3 we discuss the cosmic (high-energy)
messengers, and briefly mention their most important properties, which will be of relevance to our
subsequent discussion in Sec. 4, where we focus mainly on detection techniques. The latter depend
crucially on the type of the messenger. In Sec. 5 we discuss the QG phenomenology of the various
messengers and experimental bounds, which is the main focus of our review. Finally, conclusions and
an outlook will be presented in Sec. 6.

This review is complemented by a catalogue, the QG-MM Catalogue [2], containing experimental
bounds of QG effects on astrophysical data.

2. Theory

In this section we shall first discuss briefly theoretical frameworks and models for QG, which are
relevant in the subsequent phenomenological and experimental studies of this review. Specifically,
in the context of a top-down approach to QG, we shall commence our discussion with the so-called
asymptotically-safe gravity, which is an attempt to quantize the gravitational interaction within the
well-known framework of conventional local QFT. Next, we move onto the LQG framework (and its
path integral counterpart, the spin foam model), which is a connection-based canonical quantization
approach to QG whose configuration variables are holonomies of the connection that resemble the
Wilson loops of standard Yang–Mills theories. We then continue with the group field theory approach
to QG, a brief mention of deformations of the hypersurface deformation algebra (HDA), which is the
algebra of generators of local diffeomorphism invariance. Afterwards we consider lattice (discretized)
approaches to QG, in particular causal dynamical triangulations (CDTs), before we briefly discuss
aspects of string theory like string cosmology. We then continue with the causality-based theories, in
which causal relations between space-time events play a crucial rôle.

In the second part of this section, we follow a bottom-up approach to QG, and present phenomeno-
logical models, entailing violation and deformations of Lorentz and/or CPT symmetry, which could be
viewed as low-energy flat space-time limits of some QG theories. These models include the SME EFTs,
the DSR models, with their intriguing properties of phenomenological significance, such as MDRs rel-
ative locality and modification in the conservation laws of four momenta. Moreover, we briefly discuss
non-commutative space-time geometries, Finsler spacetimes and their Hamilton generalizations. Finally
we discuss theoretical models of modified classical gravity, viewed as effective theories of QG, as well as
the generalized uncertainty principle (GUP) in quantum physics, which could be one of the potential
consequences of QG. Our discussion is focused on phenomenological predictions of the relevant models.

We close the section with a discussion on some important conceptual issues, including: a discussion
on the scale of QG, a comparison between models that break Lorentz symmetry versus those that
modify it, and the possibility that EFTs may be inadequate to describe all the effects of QG.

2.1. Fundamental frameworks

There are numerous approaches to QG, ranging from unifying all fundamental forces as in string
theory, to frameworks which focus on the quantization of gravity like asymptotic safety, LQG, GFT,
CDT, causal sets and causal fermion systems, as well as non-local approaches.

In this section we give a compact non-technical overview over these approaches, before we continue
with the phenomenological models of QG in the next section.

2.1.1. Asymptotic safety

The idea of asymptotically safe gravity is to quantize the gravitational interaction within the well-
tested and powerful framework of QFT. In this setting, the fate of the dynamics at very high energies, or
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conversely small distance scales, is critical. Using perturbation theory, it has been shown that gravity-
matter systems are not perturbatively renormalizable [3, 4], meaning that the QFT description loses
predictivity at high energies, as infinitely many different interaction vertices, all coming with their own
undetermined coupling parameter, start to play a role. This could either mean that QFT is the wrong
framework at these energies, or it could mean that an additional symmetry principle is missing. The
idea of asymptotic safety is that quantum scale symmetry provides the missing principle that restores
predictivity [5, 6]. Scale symmetry is a symmetry that relates the dynamics at different scales and
can more intuitively be thought of as a form of self-similarity, as also exhibited by fractals. Quantum
scale symmetry means that such a symmetry is realized in the presence of quantum fluctuations, where
competing effects that drive coupling parameters to either larger or smaller values balance out [7].
Then, coupling parameters become constant and do no longer change as the energy scale is increased.
Therefore, achieving a regime of quantum scale symmetry is only possible when certain relations between
the coupling parameters of the dynamics are satisfied. As a consequence, dimensionful observables, such
as, e.g., scattering cross-sections, are expected to exhibit a characteristic energy dependence beyond
the energy scale where quantum scale symmetry sets in [8]. Performing scattering experiments at that
characteristic scale is expected to yield an easily visible “smoking-gun” signature of asymptotic safety.
Given that this scale is roughly the Planck scale of about 1019 GeV, accessing this signature seems
prohibitively challenging. Hence, other, more indirect imprints of asymptotic safety in observations are
searched for.
Intriguingly, there are two independent indications for scale symmetry in nature at high energies: The
first is the spectrum of the cosmic microwave background (CMB), which is nearly scale-invariant,
i.e., exhibits a very particular dependence on the wave-length [9]. The second is the Higgs sector
of the SM: From a Higgs mass of 125 GeV one can calculate the expected energy dependence of
the coupling parameter of the Higgs-particle self-interaction which actually exhibits very nearly scale
invariance close to Planckian energies [10, 11]. These promising hints contribute to motivating extensive
theoretical studies of the asymptotic-safety paradigm for matter-gravity systems with a set of different
QFT techniques: functional renormalization group techniques [12, 13], lattice techniques [14, 15], cf. also
Sec. 2.1.6 as well as tensor-model techniques [16], in addition to perturbative studies [17]. Compelling
evidence for the realization of quantum scale symmetry in gravity-matter systems has been found, see
[18] for a review and list of references. It must be stressed that this evidence arises within a Euclidean
phase of spacetime and the technically more demanding study of Lorentzian signature, i.e., the inclusion
of causal structure, is in its infancy [19]. All results listed below should be interpreted in light of this
caveat; for a more extensive discussion and list of other open problems, see [20].

Symmetries: Asymptotically Safe Gravity aims at quantizing gravity maintaining the symmetries of
GR and avoiding the introduction of new degrees of freedom. Thus, modifications to standard
dispersion relations both for gravitational as well as matter degrees of freedom are not expected
to occur (unless a violation of Lorentz invariance is inserted explicitly at the level of the action
[21, 22]). In other words, the most conservative version of Asymptotically Safe Gravity – the
one based on the symmetries of GR – would be falsified by experiments if a deviation from the
standard dispersion relations is detected.
In contrast, all interactions compatible with the symmetries of the theory are expected to be
non-vanishing at high energies, where they contribute non-trivially to quantum scale-invariance.
This also includes non-minimal gravity-matter couplings. While the so far investigated set of
induced non-minimal couplings does not introduce new free parameters into the system [23, 24],
these couplings, if they persist at sizable values at physically accessible energy scales, might
be expected to lead to spin-dependent modifications of the geodesic equation. Based on their
higher-order nature, the generic expectation would be for such couplings to be present, but tiny
at experimentally accessible scales. Corresponding studies are very much in their infancy, and
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presently only address the question whether non-minimal couplings between gravity and matter
fields are indeed present at trans-Planckian scales [23–26].

Standard Model of particle physics as a consistency test: As a fundamental QFT of gravity and matter,
Asymptotically Safe Gravity naturally offers particle-physics phenomenology as a test of quantum
gravity. This includes questions of consistency regarding degrees of freedom and symmetries of
the Standard Model, as well as potential indirect signatures. All studies so far indicate that
scale symmetry is compatible with the Standard Model matter content [18], while there might be
constraints on the number of beyond the Standard Model (BSM) matter fields [27]. This includes
the existence of light fermions since quantum fluctuations of spacetime seem to preserve chiral
symmetry [28], see also [29, 30]. Potential indirect signatures might arise because Asymptotically
Safe Gravity offers a dynamical unification where scale symmetry (akin to an enhanced grand
unified symmetry) could enforce specific relations between some of the Standard Model couplings
[10, 31–33].

Beyond the Standard Model: In addition to the matter degrees contained in the SM, a dark sector could
be required to provide dark matter and dark energy. First studies indicate that the predictive
power of the asymptotic safety paradigm imposes novel constraints on the parameter space of dark-
matter models [34–37]. Similar constraints might also determine the vacua of scalar potentials
and thereby could restore predictive power to grand unified theories [38].

Black-hole spacetimes: The description of spacetime by GR is expected to break down at Planckian
curvature scales, e.g., in the very early universe and inside black holes. While robust quantita-
tive predictions from Asymptotically Safe Gravity are currently out of reach, toy models based
on scaling arguments suggest that quantum scale symmetry results in a weakening of the effec-
tive gravitational strength and can thus resolve singularities at the center of black holes [39–42].
Resulting horizon-scale modifications, in principle observable via black-hole shadows and gravita-
tional waves, typically remain Planck-scale suppressed [43].

Early- and late-universe cosmology: Similarly to the situation close to the center of black holes,
a weakening of the gravitational strength is expected at the very beginning of our universe.
There, the Big Bang singularity could be replaced by alternative non-singular cosmologies [44, 45].
Thus, nearly-scale-invariance of the cosmological power spectrum could be explained in terms
of the departure from the quantum scale invariance realized at trans-Planckian energies. This
possibility has also been explored via asymptotic-safety-inspired models of inflation [46, 47], aiming
at explaining the primordial accelerated expansion of the universe in terms of fluctuations of the
quantum geometry. In particular, in the context of asymptotically safe gravity, no ad-hoc inflaton
field is required, as higher-derivative operators are expected to play a key role at trans-Planckian
energies (see [48, 49] for reviews). On the other hand, if an inflaton field is added by hand,
asymptotically safe quantum-gravity fluctuations tend to flatten the corresponding inflationary
potential [7, 25].

Links to other approaches: The asymptotic-safety program is not only explored with several techniques,
bridging the gap between lattice studies and continuum techniques, but potentially also provides
points of contact to other approaches at the phenomenological level. For instance, studies in LQG
suggest the emergence of an effective metric in the early universe [50], which is also required in the
context of semi-classical scenarios of quantum cosmology [51–53]. Both lend themselves to a QFT
approach and a potential connection to an asymptotically safe regime. A similar connection has
been made more explicit in the context of string theory [54–56], potentially connecting string the-
ory in an anti-de Sitter setup with a positive low-energy cosmological constant. Asymptotic safety
induces a tower of higher-derivative interactions and could hence be reinterpreted as a particular
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type of infinite-derivative-gravity theory [57–60] where quantum scale symmetry guarantees the
presence of only finitely many free parameters.

2.1.2. Loop quantum gravity

LQG is based on a formulation of GR in terms of connection variables along the lines of standard
Yang Mills theories. The quantization adopts techniques from lattice gauge theory but generalized to a
background independent context. In order to investigate physical consequences and phenomenological
implications of LQG one usually makes additional assumptions such as symmetry reduction and/or
gauge fixings, both operations that in general do not commute with quantization as important ingre-
dients in these models. A source of LQG phenomenology is the consideration of quantum and classical
test matter fields, i.e., by neglecting back-reaction. Unequivocal predictions cannot be made due to the
fact that solutions to the quantum Einstein’s equation corresponding to Minkowski spacetime are not
known, among other difficulties. However, under additional simplifications, effects on matter dispersion
relations can be made plausible [61–67]. Among the simplifications is working with gravity states that
are not exact solutions [68–74], and making specific choices on quantization ambiguities [75]. Effects
involve changes of coefficients, higher order terms, and terms breaking chiral symmetry [61]. The coef-
ficients in the dispersion relations depend on parameters in the quantum state of the gravitational field
which are not well understood up to now. There are relations among the coefficients in one particle
species, as well as among those of different species. In these models Lorentz invariance is generically
broken, but since the results rest on a number of uncontrolled approximations and assumptions, this
cannot be taken as a prediction of LQG. Using LQC for the underlying state, some of the steps can
be made more rigorous, [64, 65, 67], see also in the highlighted paragraphs below. Notably, Lorentz
symmetry seems to be preserved in these models [66]. Modified dispersion relations are also obtained in
the context of deformations of the HDA which encodes the diffeomorphism invariance at the canonical
level of GR. It has been shown that holonomy and inverse triad corrections, caused by the polymer
quantization used in LQG, in spherical symmetric and related midispace models of LQG [76–87] as well
as LQC models based on an anomaly-free formulation of cosmological perturbations [88–91] lead to
such a deformations of the HDA. A deformed Poincaré algebra can be obtained from a deformed HDA
yielding to modified dispersion relations associated with it [92–95]. Further physical implications are
the possibility of a signature change [83, 84] and the realization of a deformation of general covariance
and non-classical spacetime structures [92, 96, 97]. The small LQG effects may be accumulated over
large distances in the dispersion relation for photons coming from extragalactic sources, for example
gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) [98]. The data provided by gamma-ray astronomy have been used to set
limits on the QG energy scale [99] (for more details, see Ref. [100]). In LQG, both the interior and
exterior/full spacetime of black holes, particularly the Schwarzschild black hole has been studied. The
interior corresponds to a minisuperspace model, which is quantized usually using polymer quantization
[101–107]. Its effective dynamics leads to the resolution of the singularity since the radius of the in-
falling 2-spheres never reaches zero and bounces back after reaching a finite value. Consequently this
leads to a Kretchmann scalar that is everywhere finite, and a black hole-to-white hole transition. An
analysis of the Raychaudhuri equation in LQG has also shown that the quantum effects become strong
close to the singularity and lead to avoidance of infinite focusing of geodesics [108]. If one considers
the exterior/full spacetime, one is then dealing with a midisuperspace. In that case, the spectrum of
the volume operator or the area of spheres of symmetry cannot vanish, and this again leads to the
singularity resolution [109–111].

Spin foams: Spin foam models [112] are defined by the assignment of probability amplitudes to cellular
complexes labeled by representations (and intertwiners) of a Lie group. They are then used as
a covariant encoding of the quantum dynamics of spin networks states in LQG, in the spirit of
path integrals and lattice gauge theory [113, 114]. Most modern spin foam models [115–119], in
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fact, result from the quantization of simplicial geometric structures and can be understood as a
rewriting of simplicial gravity path integrals in group-theoretic variables. Spin foam models arise
also as Feynman amplitudes of GFTs [120, 121] and are being developed, also in the direction
of phenomenology, within that context. We refer to the GFT Sec. 2.2.2, for these developments.
Like most discrete QG formalisms (and LQG) they face the difficult challenge of controlling the
quantum dynamics of the fundamental discrete structures well enough to be able to extract an
effective continuum description for spacetime and gravity, and this remains the biggest obstacle
in making solid contact with phenomenology. Lacking a solution to the problem of the continuum
limit/approximation, and since the complexity of spin foam amplitudes grows quickly with the
combinatorial complexity of the underlying cellular complexes, most physical applications of spin
foam models have been limited to very simple cellular complexes interpolating very simple bound-
ary spin network states, encoding discrete geometries with few degrees of freedom. One direction
being pursued aims at capturing cosmological dynamics, choosing boundary states corresponding
to discretizations of cosmological geometries, and at making contact with LQC [122, 123]. Another
uses similar techniques to provide some backing, with a fundamental theory, to scenarios involving
black hole-white hole transitions [124, 125]. While the above results are very preliminary, it is
clear that a solid link between the fundamental spin foam models and cosmological or black hole
scenarios involving QG effects would allow, in principle, to derive predictions directly from the
fundamental formalism. A different, less ambitious strategy has been to employ some ingredient
which appears in current spin foam models, for example in the derivation of black hole entropy
[126], or trying to deduce from it possible physical consequences, for example the existence of a
maximal acceleration [127].

Loop quantum cosmology: LQC is a symmetry-reduced model of LQG which carries out quantization
by mimicking the constructions used in the full theory [50, 128]. Quantization of cosmological
backgrounds have thus been studied within variety of models in LQC [129–151]. Their main
consequence is the resolution of the big-bang singularity using modifications of the gravitational
as well as the matter Hamiltonians due to quantum geometry [130–132]. Accordingly, the Big
Bang is replaced by a quantum bounce where a contracting phase should have taken place before
the current expanding phase of our universe [132]. The other important result of LQC is the
predictions of perturbations on the cosmological quantum geometries. Different approaches to
treat cosmological perturbations have been developed in LQC [64, 152–156]. These studies lead to
spectra that are compatible with the current observations [154–158]. The other phenomenological
prediction of LQC is provided by the backreactions of quantum matter on the quantum geometry
[66, 131]. It turns out that the backreaction effects can result in the non-classical features of
spacetime, for example, phenomenological concrete deformation on the dispersion relations for
perturbations and GWs, which subsequently leads to violation of the Lorentz symmetry [66, 67,
159, 160]. This deviation from the standard physics can leave an imprint on the emission spectrum
which can be verified by the realistic observations.

Quantum gravity and gravitational waves: One expects that QG can modify both the production as
well as the propagation of GWs [161]. The LQG effects on tensor modes of the GWs have been
discussed in Ref. [131, 162–165], while the vector mode dynamics in the context of cosmological
models based on LQG and LQC is considered in Ref. [166] (for more details and implications, see
also Refs. [167–169]). One may thus introduce parametrizations for either the emitted waveform
or its propagation. The former could be viewed as representing possible GR modifications in
the strong-field regime, and the latter would correspond to weak-field modifications away from
the source. Constraints on such parametrizations have been placed using the binary black hole
signals from the LIGO-Virgo Catalog GWTC-1 [170] Moreover, focusing on the propagation,
it has been recently shown [171, 172] that QG modifications can influence the GW luminosity
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distance, the time dependence of the effective Planck mass and the instrumental strain noise of
interferometers. LQC can produce detectable deviations from the standard power spectrum of
cosmological perturbations leading to falsifiable predictions [173, 174] (for a review, see Ref. [156]).

2.1.3. Group field theory

GFTs encode the idea that spacetime can be built out of discrete building blocks, that can be glued
together to form extended structures. As for any quantum many-body system, the discrete building
blocks can form different phases, including “gas-like” and “fluid-like” phases. The latter would be
related to our experience of spacetime as continuous, as described in GR. The search for such a phase
takes center stage in the GFT approach.

More precisely, GFTs [120, 175] are field theories for tensorial fields defined on a group manifold,
characterized by combinatorially non-local interactions. With fields associated to polyhedra, their non-
local interactions generate dynamical processes dual to lattices, summed over in the GFT perturbative
expansion. These combinatorial aspects are shared by random tensor models [176, 177]. The group-
theoretic data allow a rich quantum geometry to be associated to the combinatorial structures, so GFTs
are QFTs of quantized geometric polyhedra and the Feynman amplitudes associated to the lattices dual
to GFT Feynman diagrams can be equivalently represented as spin foam models or lattice gravity path
integrals [119, 178, 179]. Also, for appropriate models, GFTs offer a second quantized formulation for
the quantum states (spin networks organized in a Fock space) and operators of LQG[180, 181].

Like in all discrete quantum gravity approaches, a solid contact with phenomenology requires control
over the quantum dynamics of highly populated states, and the ability to extract an effective continuum
dynamics from the fundamental theory. For this, GFTs can take advantage of powerful QFT techniques,
adapted to the quantum gravity context, for example the renormalization group [16, 182, 183].

At the more physical level, the properties of GFT condensate states and mean field techniques have
been key for extracting effective cosmological dynamics from quantum gravity in GFT condensate cos-
mology [184–186]. The general idea is that continuum gravitational physics should be looked for in
the hydrodynamic regime of the fundamental theory, and condensate states allow to extract it rather
straightforwardly. The collective condensate wavefunction gives a probability distribution on the min-
isuperspace of homogeneous universes [187], and its dynamics takes the form of a non-linear extension
of quantum cosmology. The resulting cosmological dynamics has been shown to reproduce a flat Fried-
mann universe in the classical limit, using a variety of techniques [188–192]. In the same hydrodynamic
approximation, the Big Bang singularity seems generically replaced by a quantum bounce, with LQC ap-
pearing as a special case [188, 193–196]. The formalism has also the potential to reproduce an emergent
universe scenario, going beyond hydrodynamics, with a phase transition to the geometric phase being
what truly replaces the cosmological singularity. With spacetime emerging from non-spatiotemporal
structures [197] and the whole cosmological dynamics emerging from GFT hydrodynamics, the potential
for quantum gravity effects in cosmology is not confined to singularity resolution or Planck scales.

The fundamental GFT interactions can generate an effective inflationary phase in the early universe
(without an inflaton), a cyclic dynamics, and, in some generality, a phantom dark energy-like accelerated
expansion at late times (without any phantom field) with asymptotic de Sitter phase [190, 198–200].
GFT condensate cosmology has been extended to include anisotropies [190, 201], and inhomogeneities
[202–204], with very promising results, but not going yet beyond consistency with basic observational
constraints: dynamical suppression of anisotropies at late times, and an approximately scale invariant
power spectrum of inhomogeneities in the early universe, with good classical evolution. More work is
needed to arrive a solid quantum gravity predictions, but it is remarkable that this analysis can take
place fully within the fundamental GFT formalism, beyond toy models).

Recently, the GFT formalism has been used to describe the microscopic quantum gravity states
of spherically symmetric horizons, and to compute their entropy and holographic properties from first
principles, in terms of generalised condensates involving a sum over lattice structures [205, 206].
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Another route toward quantum gravity phenomenology in the GFT formalism is suggested by a num-
ber of works showing how non-commutative field theories of DSR type could emerge for perturbations
around mean field solutions of the GFT quantum dynamics [207, 208].

2.1.4. Deformations of the hypersurface deformation algebra

Deformations of the symmetries of Minkowski space, discussed in Sec. 2.2.2, are one of the leading
approaches to the phenomenology of quantum gravity. The question which naturally arises in this
context is whether such deformations can be generalised to the fully general relativistic case. Taking
up this issue requires to pass from the level of the Poincaré algebra to the HDA, which is the algebra
of generators of invariance with respect to local diffeomorphisms. While the algebra is known already
for more than sixty years now [209], quantum deformations of the algebra were not the subject of
investigations until roughly a decade ago.

The first results on deformations of the HDA emerged in the context of LQG, discussed in Sec. 2.2.1,
thanks to studies of the effective models with spherical symmetry as well as perturbative cosmological
inhomogeneities [210–212]. In this case, the deformation is governed by the square of the speed of
propagation of inhomogeneities, including GWs.

Attempts to link the deformed HDA to the corresponding deformed Poincaré algebra have been
made. The first approach, based on the mass Casimir operator for the loop-deformed Poincaré algebra,
was performed in ref. [93], where corrections (starting from quadratic orders in momenta) to the dis-
persion relation were derived. Further studies on this subject [94] indicated a possible relation between
the loop-deformed HDA and the κ−Minkowski non-commutative spacetime, described in Sec. 2.2.2 .
This line of investigations also confirmed leading quadratic energy dependence in the speed of light
[213]. Moreover, in Ref. [214], a systematic method of linking the deformed HDA to the deformed
Poincaré algebra has been proposed. These studies revealed that quantum effects may also produce
a maximal speed of propagation for particles, that depends on the particle mass. This kind of obser-
vations open possibility of phenomenological studies in the multi-messenger approach to QG, which
is the main subject of this review. An interesting question arises in this respect, as to how, if at all,
one could distinguish the HDA-induced modifications of the dispersion relations from other QG-related
cases where such modifications arise (see Sec. 2.2.2 and Sec. 2.1.5). This issue remains open at present.

2.1.5. String cosmology

The term String cosmology refers to several approaches to understanding the universe and its evo-
lution within the frameworks of: (i) “traditional” (super-)string theory [215, 216] and (ii) its modern
extensions, involving branes [217, 218].

Assuming (i), our four-dimensional world is viewed: (a) either as a result of compactification of the
six extra dimensions in appropriate configurations, to ensure conformal invariance of the underlying
world-sheet theory, given that the critical space-time dimension of superstrings is ten, or (b) a direct
four-dimensional construction, with the extra dimensions being associated with appropriate conformal
field operators in the first-quantised version of string theory [219], so that the total central charge
deficit of the world-sheet theory, vanishes. Generalising this framework, super-critical string theory
has been used [220, 221], to describe an expanding universe, by identifying the central charge surplus
of the internal theory with the cosmic time derivative of the dilaton field, whose non-trivial space-
time configuration is essential for consistency of the string propagating in four large target-space-time
dimensions.

At a non-critical level the underlying (weakly-coupled) string theory induces a tree-level dilaton
potential that corresponds to dark energy that relaxes to zero at late times. This model can be viewed
as an example of a more general non-critical approach, in which the time is identified with a time-like
Liouville mode of the first-quantised version of string theory [222, 223]. It bears a pertinent feature [224–
226], in that it may alleviate the so-called Hubble tension between Planck measurements [227] and late-
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time data [228]. Moreover, other models with a non-trivial phenomenological dilaton potential have
been proposed as an EFT description of the early universe: they may describe a pre Big-Bang history
of the universe [229] that might leave imprints in the CMB spectrum or in primordial GWs [230].

In framework (ii), one views our universe as a three-brane domain wall propagating in a higher-
dimensional bulk spacetime [231–233]. In general, the cosmological evolution on the brane world will
bring significant modifications, compared to standard cosmology. This is a consequence of gravitational
interactions between the brane world and the bulk, which may manifest themselves as dark radiation.
In addition, standard model particles are viewed as being “confined” on the brane universe, while only
fields in the gravitational multiplet of the string, and standard model singlet fields, such as right-handed
neutrinos, are allowed to propagate in the bulk. The phenomenology of such brane worlds is rich and
diverse, including interesting GW physics.

Furthermore, we mention the possibility of consistent LIV backgrounds that characterise ground
states of string theory [234], which (a) affect the propagation of particles, in which both photons [235]
and GWs [236] may exhibit a quantum-gravity-induced refractive index, with the effective scale of LIV
being redshift dependent in general [235], (b) lead to consistent growth of structure in brane universes
populated with point-like brane defects [237, 238], (c) allow CPT violating leptogenesis [239], and (d)
share features with contorted cosmologies [240, 241].

Lastly, let us mention taking string theory as a setup to explore quantum cosmology (e.g., minisu-
perspce formulation). Besides [229], it has unveiled (albeit phenomenologically) several features that
determine initial conditions associated, e.g., to spatial non-commutativity [242, 243] or (N = 2) su-
persymmetric quantum mechanics (QM) [244]. Altogether, such aspects imply different vacua whose
characteristics (non-Bunch–Davies) hopefully may be appraised observationally in a foreseeable fu-
ture [245].

2.1.6. Causal dynamical triangulations

CDT [14, 246] is a lattice field theory that provides a non-perturbative description of quantum
gravity by defining its path integral formulation. Since the theory is unphysical at finite lattice spacing,
a universal continuum limit – linked to a suitable higher-order phase transition in the phase diagram,
spanned by different couplings of the theory – has to be found. CDT can thus be seen as a lattice
formulation of the asymptotic safety scenario, if this turns out to be realized, to be used as a suitable
computational tool like lattice QCD is for continuum QCD. However, CDT provides more general access
to gravitational universality classes, i.e., potentially different continuum limits.

In CDT, spacetime geometries are encoded into equilateral simplicial lattices and the partition
function is defined by summing over them using as weight the Regge action for discrete gravity, reduced
thus to a function of the combinatorial structure of the lattice. Crucially, discrete random geometries
appearing in the path integral are restricted to the ones that admit a global causal structure, suppressing
spatial topology change. However, it may be sufficient to demand only local causality conditions [247].

The theory has been solved analytically in 1+1 dimensions (where it coincides with Hořava–Lifshitz
gravity [248]) but in higher dimensions one has to resort to numerical simulations and the nature
of spacetime symmetries in the continuum limit is an open question; in particular, full spacetime
diffeomorphism symmetry could be very well available in 3+1 dimensions. CDT in 3+1 dimensions
turns out to have a phase diagram containing at least four phases, one of which appears to possess a
smooth geometric description in terms of a minisuperspace solution: de Sitter universe (for spherical
spatial topology) [249] or the flat one (for toroidal spatial topology) [250].

CDT realizes a dynamical dimensional reduction of spacetime in the UV [251, 252]. Such an effect
may induce deformed dispersion relations for fields on the quantum spacetime, with a number of phe-
nomenological implications [253, 254], possibly within the range of the Fermi space telescope data [253].
On the other hand, the effect of deformed dispersion could be nullified by the scale-dependence of time
intervals [255].
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To bridge the gap towards particle-physics phenomenology, the inclusion of matter fields could be
fruitful, and has been explored, e.g., in [256, 257]. In the related Euclidean dynamical triangulations
approach, gauge fields were studied early on [258] and fermionic matter fields have been introduced
[259], with first indications that chiral symmetry – protecting the lightness of fermions compared to the
Planck scale – could remain intact, similarly to the continuum approach to asymptotic safety [28].

2.1.7. Causal fermion systems and causal sets

In this section we discuss two distinct approaches to quantum gravity, which are based on causality:
causal fermion systems, and causal sets. The causal structure and the volume element [260] decouple
for both, suggesting non-Riemannian measure theories as an effective description. See [261] for a review
on studies in the cosmological setting.

In causal fermion systems [262, 263], all spacetime structures and matter therein arise by minimizing
the causal action. The causal action is built upon an operator manifold, merging the fundamental
mathematical structures of QM and QFT and GR. The Lagrangian then incorporates the causal
structure between all possible events. Causal fermion system reproduce the SM and GR in appropriate
limits while explaining the relative weakness of gravitation as it appears as a third order effect. For
the resulting equations to be well-posed, it requires three generations of fermions. First steps towards
cosmological phenomenology can be found in [264]. Whether it gives rise to observable effects in
cosmology is an open question.

A causal set [265, 266] is a discrete, causal network of events; with spacetime points constituting
nodes that share a link for events at timelike or null separation. The discreteness does not imply a
breaking of Lorentz invariance, because the spacetime points of a causal set do not lie on a regular
lattice. Instead, the points of a causal set are embedded into an emergent, effective continuum via a
random process, a Poisson-sprinkling.

To extract phenomenological implications, one should firstly understand whether the sum-over-
histories (the path integral) over all causal set exists; see [267] for a proposed dynamics and, e.g.,
[268, 269] for Monte-Carlo simulations of the partition function. Secondly, one needs to be able to
describe quantum fields of spin 0, 1/2 and 1 and 2 on a causal set to describe SM matter as well as
GWs/gravitons. So far, this has only been achieved for the free scalar field [270, 271]. With these
caveats in mind, let us describe the state-of-the-art regarding the phenomenology with a focus on
aspects relevant to (MM) astrophysics.

Causal set motivates that the observed cosmological “constant” fluctuates in value with a vanish-
ing mean and a magnitude comparable to the critical density at any epoch. This could be tested
observationally (see e.g.[272] and references therein). For point particles propagating on a causal set,
discreteness is could result in a Lorentz invariant diffusion in momentum space [273, 274] that provides
an acceleration mechanism. Further the spacetime discreteness may not result in loss of coherence of
light from distant sources [275].

The scalar-field d’Alembertian [271] features a non-locality scale several orders of magnitude larger
than the Planck length (typically assumed to be the discreteness scale). This type of non-locality, if it
remains relevant in the full QFT and for fermionic fields, could be tested experimentally [276–278].

Finally, a change of the effective dimensionally at very small length scales, occurring in several QG
approaches, is also relevant for causal sets [279–283], resulting in asymptotic silence [284]. Whether a
direct, observable imprint ensues is an open question.

2.1.8. Non-local quantum and modified theories of gravity

QM and QFT are non-local theories by construction. On the other hand, Einstein’s GR is a local
theory so it is difficult to reconcile non-local interactions and probabilistic evolution of phenomena in
the framework of gravitational interaction. In view of describing gravity under the same standard of
the other fundamental interactions and overcoming incompatibilities at quantum level, extensions of
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the Einstein–Hilbert action containing non-local terms can be taken into account. Such extensions are
supposed, at infrared scales, to account for phenomenology occurring at cosmological and astrophysical
level, as well as to remove the classical singularities of GR, to improve its renormalizability at the
quantum level and to preserve unitarity (absence of ghosts and conservation of probability).

Non-local quantum gravity [58, 285–289] is a perturbative QFT of gravity and matter endowed, at
the fundamental classical level, with non-local form factors, which can be described either as operators
γi(2), with infinitely many derivatives or as convolutions with an integral kernel [290]. Here 2 is the
covariant d’Alembert operator. The appearance of such term in the Lagrangian of a physical field theory
can be motivated by the quantum contributions of QFTs in curved space, see [291] or more recently
[59, 292–294]. The general action is of the form

S =
c4

16πGN

∫
d4x
√−g F (R,Rµν , Rµνρσ, γ0(2)R, γ2(2)Rµν , γ4(2)Rµνρσ) + S(m) , (1)

where different choices of F fix different models studied in the literature. This form of the action in-
cludes fourth-order Stelle gravity and its generalizations [295, 296], infinite derivative gravity theories
(considering analytic transcendental functions of 2 [297]) and integral kernel theories of gravity (consid-
ering 2−1 operators [298] and taking into account IR quantum corrections provided by QFT on curved
spacetime [299]). Further extensions of non-local gravity are the application of 2 to the torsion scalar
of teleparallel gravity [300, 301]; and a nonperturbative approach to non-local gravity is the revival of
Mandelstam’s theory of gravity [302, 303]. The reduced phase space quantization of the latter theory
leads to noncommutativity of the Riemann tensors where space-time points are emergent entities, with
important consequences, e.g., for physics in the vicinity of a black hole. Important theoretical con-
straints on the form of F in the Lagrangian come from the perturbative ghost-free conditions constraint
around Minkowski spacetime [58, 304] and from experimental constraints [305].

The applications of non-local quantum gravity are numerous. In cosmology and for black holes they
are capable to resolve the cosmological [288, 306] and the black hole [58, 307–310] singularities, as well
as the late-time cosmic expansion of the universe without any dark energy, see for example [311] in a
teleparallel model. In spherical symmetry non-local gravity is capable of fitting the S2 star orbit around
Sgr A∗, even better than the Keplerian case [312]. Effects on GW are usually too small to be detected
with current technology [313–315].

2.2. Phenomenological frameworks

After the brief overview on fundamental approaches to QG, we present the bottom-up approach
by discussing some phenomenological models and their most important predictions, which lead to the
phenomenology of QG. These phenomenological approaches constitute the focus of the current review.

2.2.1. Lorentz invariance violation, effective field theory and gravity

The form of the operators in both the SM and GR are heavily constrained by assumed spacetime
and internal symmetries. In contrast, QG models often modify these symmetries, either by breaking
them directly [316, 317], subsuming them into a larger symmetry group [318], or deforming the action
of the underlying transformations [319]. Unfortunately, it is usually quite difficult to directly compute
the low-energy effect of any given QG model. However, one can still explore the possible quantum
QG by considering the SM and GR as EFT, modifying one or more of the constraining symmetries
as indicated by whichever QG model one is interested in, writing down the new allowed operators,
and testing the resultant physics via propagation, scattering, etc. This approach, which is common
in particle physics [320] has been successfully used to constrain extended gauge symmetries [321],
supersymmetry [322], broken translation invariance [273, 323, 324], and, as we shall now focus on,
violations of Lorentz invariance [325].
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LIV have been considered in numerous QG models, including string theory [235, 326–328] (see
also Sec. 2.1.5), LQG [130] (see also Sec. 2.1.2), Hořava–Lifshitz gravity [316], CDT [14] (see also
Sec. 2.1.6), non-commutative geometry [317] (see also Sec. 2.2.2.3), and emergent gravity. They also
occur as a consequence of more general QG considerations such as spacetime discreteness or dimensional
reduction [329, 330]. Whereas LIV can be incorporated in an EFT, deformations of Lorentz invariance
(see Sec. 2.2.2), which occur when spacetime acquires a non-commutative structure or there is a non-
trivial geometry in phase space and simply modify the action of the Lorentz group on configuration
space variables, are more difficult to handle. For an in-depth discussion of the differences between the
Lorentz violating and the Lorentz deforming scenarios and on the effective vs. non-effective field theory
approach see Secs. 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 respectively. Due to the ultraviolet-infrared mixing that often occurs
in these scenarios, integrating out high momentum modes to generate a consistent low-energy EFT is
sometimes problematic and we leave discussion of these issues for Secs. 2.3.3.

Within the EFT framework, LIV are incorporated into the SM via the introduction of terms con-
structed by coupling the matter fields and their derivatives with new vector- or tensor-valued background
fields. For example, one can consider an additional term coupling a vector field uµ and a Dirac field ψ,
such as iuµuνψ̄γ

µ∇νψ. These tensors can be seen as the vacuum expectation values of some string oper-
ators [326, 331, 332] and explicitly break Lorentz invariance. Independent of any other symmetries one
can consider the set of all possible Lorentz invariance violating non-dynamical fields and renormalizable
operators - in this case one gets the minimal SME [325]. The minimal SME is very tightly experi-
mentally constrained, and as a result non-renormalizable operators with LIV suppressed by the Planck
energy, which also appear more naturally in some quantum gravity models, have also been explored.
For these operators an immediate issue arises: because one is working in an EFT, a small (at astrophys-
ical energies) non-renormalizable operator generically induces large renormalizable operators via loop
corrections [333, 334]. (By large, we mean that the dimensionless coefficient in front any operator is of
order unity.) To avoid this one must introduce some additional new physics besides LIV at a scale Λc, a
hierarchy between Λc and the Lorentz violating scale ΛLIV, and a custodial mechanism that suppresses
generation of renormalizable operators by a power of the ratio of Λc/ΛLIV. Various schemes, including
the use of supersymmetry [335] and hierarchies between the LIV scale and the Planck scale [336, 337],
allow non-renormalizable operators with order unity coefficients to be possible while not violating low-
energy constraints. Even these operators however can often be directly constrained beyond their natural
Planck scale suppression by astrophysical tests (c.f. experiments listed in [338, 339] or the data tables
on LIV [340]).

Besides requiring hierarchies, the EFT approach with non-dynamical tensor fields violates general
covariance as the fields constitute prior geometry. While the ramifications of this have been explored
(c.f. [341, 342]), the more natural approach from a theoretical perspective is to make the tensor fields
dynamical with non-zero vacuum expectation values [343–346]. In this case, since the fields have asso-
ciated kinetic terms there is an inevitable coupling to the metric. This generically leads to non-trivial
gravitational phenomenology, including modified velocities and polarizations for GW [347–349] (see also
Secs. 5.7 and 5.2.2), violations of the equivalence principle [350]. Besides the infrared modifications,
violating Lorentz invariance in gravity allows one to add higher derivative operators while avoiding
the problem of ghosts that plagues standard Lorentz invariant QFT approaches incorporating higher
curvature gravity (c.f. [351] for a discussion). As a result, one can construct renormalizable LIV gravi-
tational models [316, 352, 353], in contrast to perturbatively non-renormalizable GR. The net effect of
the generic gravitational coupling and loop corrections is that LIV in one sector will typically lead to
LIV in all sectors without additional physics and strong hierarchies.

The above considerations lead to four classes of phenomena from LIV EFT that are most relevant
for multi-messenger astronomy and astrophysics:

• Generically, there will be time-of-flight differences between different matter fields and between
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matter and gravity that scale with some power of the energy of the excitations [98, 338]. Time-
of-flight differences have been used to constrain electromagnetic, gravitational, and neutrino LIV,
see Sec. 5.1.

• The kinematics of particle interactions are modified due to new energy-momentum dispersion
relations and anomalous reactions occur, see Sec. 5.3

• Birefringence occurs for CPT-odd operators, see Sec. 5.2. A related effect can be used in the neu-
trino sector as Lorentz violation will affect oscillations of both astrophysical and solar neutrinos,
see Sec. 5.5.

• New GW polarizations are often a consequence of dynamical LIV due to mixing of the dynamical
tensor field with the usual gravitational excitations. This can yield both new signals at GW
observatories as well as change the decay rates of inspiraling GW sources [347, 348, 354–356], see
Sec. 5.7.

The plethora of possible signals shows that LIV EFT is very relevant for astrophysical observations.
At the same time, much of the parameter space has already been explored, with tight constraints on
many LIV operators up to mass dimension five, or singly suppressed by the Planck scale. The next
frontier is doubly Planck suppressed mass dimension six operators, which due to their high suppression
and preservation of other symmetries such as CPT invariance, are much more difficult to constrain.
Although some progress has been made, constraints are still many orders of magnitude below the
Planck scale [340].

2.2.2. Modified kinematic symmetries

Modified kinematics allows us to accommodate a fundamental length scale, the Planck length, as
a relativistic invariant quantity, alongside the speed of light. Due to the special relativistic effects of
length contraction and time dilations, assuming the existence of a fundamental observer-independent
length scale leads necessarily to a modification of the relativistic symmetries of particles and observers
on spacetime. In this section we give an overview over the most prominent models in the literature and
their phenomenological consequences. The latter will be discussed more quantitatively in Sec. 5

2.2.2.1. Doubly (or deformed) special relativity. Doubly (or deformed) special relativity (DSR) indicates
a class of models of relativistic kinematics in which a fundamental observer-independent length scale is
present. The main motivating idea behind such models was to circumvent the apparent clash between
the contraction of lengths in ordinary SR and the widely accepted prediction of QG that the Planck
length sets a lower limit to distance measurements once quantum and gravitational effects are taken
into account2 (see [359, 360] for a review). The general principles of DSR theories were first introduced
in [361, 362]. They include the standard principle of SR appended by an additional one postulating the
presence of an observer independent scale of length (or mass)3.

The basic ingredients defining a given DSR model for particles kinematics are the laws of transfor-
mations between inertial observers, the composition rule of momenta and the dispersion relation. In
order to avoid spoiling the relativistic invariance of the model these ingredients must satisfy a number
of consistency conditions [363–366]. Preliminary studies indicate that such conditions guarantee the
relativistic compatibility of multiple-vertices interactions [367–369].

2In more recent times it has been realized that the Planck length does not necessarily play the role of a minimum
length (see e.g. [357, 358]), but it is still regarded as a fundamental constant in QG.

3This has to be contrasted with scenarios in which the presence of a fundamental length scale is associated with a
violation of Lorentz symmetry (see Sec. 2.3.2)
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The claim of the early DSR papers, that DSR could be realized using Hopf algebra deformations
of Poincaré algebra (see below), was shortly confirmed in [370]. It was also realized [371, 372] that
kinematical models with DSR features can be obtained through non-linear redefinitions of the generators
of the Poincaré algebra. The algebraic equivalence of these models was shown in [373], even though this
does not necessarily imply equivalence of physical predictions [374]. Shortly after that it was shown that
this algebraic equivalence can be understood geometrically. Namely, DSR theories could be thought
of as theories with curved momentum spaces of constant curvatures, and the observer-independent
mass scale is associated with the curvature of momentum manifold [375–377]. This observation was,
in turn, the starting point of the relative locality principle [319], see Sec. 2.2.2.2. Working at the level
of momentum space, one can generate DSR models that have no correspondence with Hopf algebras
[365, 377, 378].

A commonly accepted view is that DSR models offer an effective description of some flat-space-time
limit of QG i.e., heuristically, the limit in which Newton and Planck’s constant go to zero, G→ 0 and
~ → 0, but their ratio remains constant ~/G 6= 0 [319, 379]. In this limit the Planck length goes to
zero, which smooths out the small-scale structure of spacetime, and the minimal length is replaced by
a cutoff in the energy or the momentum; the quantum fluctuations of spacetime effectively vanish, but
the momentum space curvature stays. Attempts to generalize this picture to curved spacetimes with
curved momentum space are discussed in Sec. 2.2.2.4.

By far the most studied model with DSR-like features is the κ-deformed kinematics based on a
Hopf algebra deformation of relativistic symmetries known as the κ-Poincaré algebra. Historically
it was introduced as a contraction of a quantum deformation of the anti-de Sitter algebra SOq(3, 2)
[380, 381]. At the space-time level, this deformation of the Poincaré algebra is reflected in the emergence
of non-commuting coordinates, the so-called κ-Minkowski non-commutative spacetime [382, 383] (see
Sec. 2.2.2.3). Four-momenta, on the other side, become elements of a non-abelian Lie group given, as a
manifold, by half of de Sitter space [375, 384, 385]. The curved manifold structure of four-momentum
space reflects in non-linear commutators between translation generators Pa and generators of boosts Na

[P0, Na] = −iPa ,

[Pa, Nb] = −iδab
(
κ

2

(
1− e−2P0/κ

)
+

1

2κ
PaP

a

)
+
i

κ
PaPb (2)

while all other commutators are unmodified. The non-linearities appearing in the κ-deformed commu-
tator lead to finite boost transformations in which κ plays the role of the invariant fundamental energy
scale. Indeed boosting a four-momentum with an infinite boost parameter will lead to infinite energy
but finite linear momentum with Planckian magnitude [370, 386]. Obviously this non-linear action is
incompatible with an ordinary quadratic relativistic energy-momentum dispersion relation and indeed
the mass Casimir of the κ-Poincaré algebra is itself a non-linear function of energy and linear momentum

C = 4κ2 sinh2

(
P0

2κ

)
+ eP0/κPaP

a . (3)

The most distinctive feature of this Hopf algebra based DSR model is the non-abelian nature of
four-momentum space. Indeed we can express the product of two group elements g = e−ik

aXaeik0X0 and
h = e−il

aXaeil0X0 as
gh = e−i(k

a⊕la)Xaei(k0⊕l0)X0 , (4)

with a non-abelian composition law (k0 ⊕ l0, ka ⊕ la) given by

ka ⊕ la = ka + e−k0/κ la , k0 ⊕ l0 = k0 + l0 . (5)

In fact, it is possible to find some coordinates on momentum space (called classical basis) such that
the Poincaré algebra of the DSR model is the standard one and the whole deformation is contained
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in the modified energy-momentum composition rules: this shows that the key ingredient of DSR is a
non-symmetric deformed composition of energy and momentum, which should be contrasted with the
starting point used in the proposal of DSR as based on a modified energy-momentum relation for a free
particle.

The Lie group structure of momentum space provides a solid link with gravity at least in the much
simplified case of 2 + 1 space-time dimensions. Indeed in this case GR is a topological theory with no
local degrees of freedom and particles are coupled to the theory as space-time defects. It turns out
that their three-momentum is no longer given by a three vector but by an element of the local isometry
group of spacetime i.e. the Lie group SL(2,R) [387, 388]. It turns out that the symmetries governing
the kinematics of the particle are given again by a Hopf algebra which can be seen as a deformation
of the three dimensional Poincaré algebra [389] and its kinematics shows the distinctive DSR feature
as one would expect [390]. The connection between (quantum) gravity and DSR models in 3 + 1 is far
less clear even though there are some preliminary indications that Hopf algebra relativistic symmetries
might be connected to Planck scale kinematics also in this more realistic case [391, 392].

2.2.2.2. Relative locality and Born geometry. The proposal of a “principle of relative locality” [319, 379]
resulted from a deepening in the understanding of the fate of locality in DSR theories. After ten years
of developments in DSR research, a series of papers [393–395] put the accent on the fact that theories
of DSR type generally fail to have a property of absolute locality. In particular, in [393] it was realised
that within DSR models events observed as coincident by nearby observers may be described as non-
coincident by some distant observers. Locality of physical processes can still be enforced, as long as one
specifies that it holds only for observers local to the process itself. For distant observers, the amount of
non-locality crucially depends on momenta carried by the probes used to reveal the spacetime structure
(like photons used to synchronize clocks in SR). The transition from absolute locality in SR to relative
locality in DSR is analogous to the transition from the absolute time of Galilean physics to the relativity
of simultaneity of SR.

The formalization of relative locality, first proposed in [319, 379], is based on the nontrivial geometry
of momentum space implied by DSR type theories4, see Sec. 2.2.2.1. In this framework, the metric on
momentum space is related to the form of the energy-momentum dispersion relation. Specifically, the
mass m of a particle is given by the geodesic distance of the point in momentum space corresponding
to the particle’s momentum p from the origin (see [365] for more details):

m2 = d2(p, 0) . (6)

This equation gives the particle’s dispersion relation. The affine connection on momentum space is
determined by the law of composition of momenta, see [365, 377] for a discussion of the various proposals
to formalize this relation.

In the relative locality framework spacetime emerges as one considers the dynamics of particles.
This is obtained from a variational principle based on the action

S =
∑
J

SJfree + Sint, (7)

where Sfree is the free part of the action, of the form

Sfree =

∫
dλ
(
−xµṗµ +N ·

(
d2(p)−m2

))
, (8)

4Note that, while DSR symmetries imply a nontrivial geometry of momentum space, only some geometries of momen-
tum space are compatible with (deformed) relativistic invariance [365].
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(N being a Lagrange multiplier enforcing the dispersion relation), which is summed over particles en-
tering and leaving the interaction vertex, and Sint = Kµ(0)zµ, where Kµ(0) is the conservation law,
which depends on the law of composition of momenta at the interaction point (λ = 0), and the zµ are
Lagrange multipliers that implement the energy-momentum conservation in the interaction. The vari-
ational principle applied to this action then gives the coordinates of the J-th particle, with momentum
kJµ , at the interaction point:

xµJ(0) = zν
∂Kν
∂kJµ

(0). (9)

One then sees that the coordinates of the particles at the interaction point do not coincide, unless K
is the usual conservation law of SR (additive composition law), or the zµ are zero, which then gives
xµJ(0) = 0 for all J (the observer is local to the interaction). So this formalism developed to describe
interaction vertices provides a description of spacetime coordinates consistent with the relativity of
locality of interactions (see [368, 369] for an in-depth discussion).

Born geometry. In order to reconcile the idea of minimal length/time with relativity we are led to
a new development in thinking about QG presented in [328, 396–405]. This new approach follows
the line of reasoning well known from Einstein’s special theory of relativity, albeit in the quantum
context. In order to reconcile the minimal length with relativity one is led to covariant relative locality
[319, 379], which in this setting means “observer dependent spacetimes”. Such observer dependent
spacetimes appear as “sections” of a new and larger concept - quantum spacetime. (This is again in
analogy with what happens to observer dependent space and observer dependent time in special theory
of relativity - they appear as “sections” of a larger concept of spacetime.) The new concept of quantum
(or modular) spacetime [396] is implied by a novel formulation of quantum physics [397] in terms of
unitary variables which explicitly contain fundamental length and time (such observables are directly
related to modular variables). The concept of modular spacetime also illuminates the problem of general
quantum measurements.

It turns out that non-locality (as defined by covariant relative locality) together with causality
essentially determines the known structure of quantum theory [397]. The geometry of such causal non-
locality, that is, the geometry of quantum spacetime, is called Born geometry [398, 399] and it unifies the
symplectic, orthogonal and double metric geometries. Once again, in analogy with Einstein’s general
theory of relativity, a dynamical quantum spacetime (a dynamical modular spacetime) appears as the
natural arena for QG (which “gravitizes the quantum” [399]). This structure is precisely realized in a
T-duality covariant and intrinsically non-commutative formulation of string theory (called “metastring
theory” [400, 401]), and it can be shown to be unitary and causal in the metaparticle limit [328]. In
this theoretical setting quantum gravitational effects appear both at short distance (UV) and at long
distance (infrared (IR)) [402, 403].

2.2.2.3. Non-commutative spacetimes. Generically, a non-commutative spacetime is non-commutative
(and associative) algebra generated by a set of spacetime operators x̂µ whose non-commutativity is gov-
erned by a parameter which is assumed to be related to the Planck scale. Non-commutative spacetimes
are often called ‘quantum spacetimes’ and provide mathematical realizations of the idea that spacetime
at the Planck scale cannot be described by a differentiable manifold. If spacetime operators x̂µ are
assumed to play the role of observables whose eigenvalues provide the spacetime localization of a parti-
cle coordinate in a certain QG regime, their non-commutativity implies the existence of non-vanishing
uncertainty relations between them, thus precluding full localization for simultaneous measurements
of pairs of spacetime observables. The Poisson version of non-commutative spacetimes is also fre-
quently used in the literature, since the interpretation of DSR as a limit ~ → 0, G → 0, ~/G 6= 0 (see
Sec. 2.2.2.1) leads to the formalism with the non-commutativity of spacetime at the classical level, in
which commutators are replaced with Poisson brackets.
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Different non-commutative spacetimes arise in many approaches to QG, since they provide a con-
sistent framework to introduce a minimal length scale, which is a generic ingredient of these theo-
ries [359, 360]. In particular, non-commutative spacetimes are obtained in a natural way when the
quantization of a point particle in (2+1) gravity is considered [387]. Moreover, there exists a dual-
ity between spacetime non-commutativity and non-vanishing curvature of the associated momentum
space [406], and, by adding compatible momenta operators p̂µ to the non-commutative spacetime x̂µ,
non-commutative deformed phase space algebra arises from which the associated GUP can be derived.
Therefore, phenomenological consequences described in Sec. 2.2.4 are also applicable for the GUP ob-
tained for non-commutative spacetimes. Experimental or observational data can be used to provide
constraints on the range of allowed values of the non-commutativity parameter. For instance, in [407]
the GW signal GW150914 is analysed.

The seminal notion of non-commutative spacetime is due to Heisenberg (see [360]), and the first
specific proposal, aimed to introduce a UV cut-off in momentum space, was the Snyder non-commutative
spacetime [406]

[x̂0, x̂k] = i a2M0k , [x̂k, x̂j] = i a2Mkj , (10)

where M0k and Mkj are, respectively, boosts and rotations generators of the Lorentz algebra, and
a is the non-commutativity parameter. By construction, this non-commutative spacetime is Lorentz
invariant, the spectrum of the spatial coordinates operators x̂i is discrete and its momentum space is
a de Sitter manifold with a non-vanishing constant curvature a2. Relative locality phenomenology of
the Snyder model has been studied in [408], including time delay and dual curvature lensing, and the
composition law of momenta is shown to be deformed by terms quadratic in the inverse Planck energy.
An EFT of a self-interacting scalar φ4 on Snyder space is given in [409]. Its one-loop contributions show
that a change of sign in the curvature parameter may happen as a consequence of the renormalization
flow.

Another outstanding non-commutative spacetime is the so-called canonical or θ-non-commutative
spacetime [410]

[x̂µ, x̂ν ] = i θµν , (11)

where θ is a skew-symmetric tensor whose entries are assumed to commute with the spacetime operators
x̂µ, and are thus often considered simply as constants. The Euclidean version of this non-commutative
spacetime is known as the Moyal non-commutative spacetime, whose field theory has been thouroughly
studied (see [411, 412]) including non-commutative versions of gravitation (see, for instance, [413]). In
[414], GW data are used as an effective probe of non-commutative structure of spacetime by considering
the effect of Moyal non-commutativity on resonant bar detectors. The main prediction is a modification
in the resonant frequencies of the detector, modeled as a harmonic oscillator, and phenomenological
restrictions on θ are reviewed.

A covariant yet non-commutative spacetime is the so-called modular spacetime, predicted by a
generic non-commutative formulation of string theory, called metastring theory. This model has an
implementation in the context of “metaparticle physics”, the zero modes of the metastring. Modular
spacetime implements covariant relative, or observer-dependent, locality, and it is tied to the concept
of Born geometry (see Sec. 2.2.2.2). The generic predictions of this non-commutative spacetime, are
the existence of dual matter and dual gravity sectors, as well as very particular kinematical features
of the “metaparticle” degrees of freedom, which result in an infrared deformation of the dispersion
relation [328, 402–405].

In non-commutative spectral geometry, gravity and the Standard Model fields are put together
into matter and geometry on non-commutative space made from the product of a four-dimensional
Riemannian manifold and an internal zero-dimensional discrete space [415–417]. For the bosonic spectral
action, the existence of some energy cut-off Λ leads to an effective action that depends on the spectrum
of the Dirac operator truncated at the cut-off scale, and the asymptotic expansion of the leading
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term in Λ is computed. To address issues related with the cut-off bosonic spectral action, a zeta
function regularization has been later proposed [418]. Most of the Standard Model phenomenology
obtained through this approach is based on considering either Dirac or Majorana massive neutrinos and
employing the see-saw mechanism [419]. Following however a consistent treatment of both the fermionic
and the bosonic parts of the action [420] one obtains nontrivial corrections leading to nonminimal
fermion couplings and a potentially rich phenomenology. Non-commutative spectral geometry leads
to an extended gravitational theory, where the gravitational sector includes additional terms beyond
the ones of the Einstein–Hilbert action [421]. Their cosmological consequences and constraints from
observational data have been discussed in [422–425].

In DSR models the Lorentz invariance condition is replaced by the invariance under a deformed
symmetry (see Sec. 2.3.2) given by a so-called quantum Poincaré group [380, 381]. The non-commutative
spacetimes which are covariant under the action of quantum groups are called quantum spaces. The
main example is given by the κ-Poincaré algebra described in Sec. 2.2.2.1, whose associated κ-Minkowski
non-commutative spacetime is [383]

[x̂i, x̂0] =
i

κ
x̂i , [x̂i, x̂j] = 0 . (12)

DSR (see Sec. 2.2.2.1) contains modified composition laws of energy and momentum. If one accepts
the conjecture that a consequence of a theory of QG is a nontrivial composition of energy and momentum
(the state of a multiparticle system is determined not only by the state of each particle) then one can
derive the non-commutativity of spacetime from different perspectives. In the algebraic approach based
on quantum groups, where one considers a quantum Poincaré (Hopf) algebra [426] as a deformation
of the Poincaré algebra of SR, the composition of energy and momentum stems from the energy-
momentum co-algebra, and the new spacetime commutator algebra is derived through the so-called
pairing procedure [373, 427]. If one identifies the composition of energy and momentum as a translation
in a curved momentum space of constant curvature, then κ-non-commutative spacetime coordinates are
generators of translations in momentum space [376, 377], and x̂µ in (12) are just the generators Xµ of
the Lie group whose group law is the composition law for momenta given in Sec. 2.2.2.1. Alternatively,
the nonlocality (in canonical spacetime) of interactions defined by a nontrivial composition of energy
and momentum, leads to identify a non-commutative spacetime where the interactions are local [428].
This point of view has several phenomenological consequences. First, the kinematics of processes
have to include modified energy-momentum composition laws, which modify the standard analysis
(e.g. computation of thresholds) done in the LIV framework (see Sec. 2.3.2). Second, even if the
analysis of an observable does not in principle involve the kinematics of a process (e.g. time delays) the
non-commutativity of spacetime may play a role in the appropriate definition of that observable (see
Secs. 2.3.2, 2.3.4 and 5.1).

2.2.2.4. Geometry of curved phase space: Hamilton, Finsler and beyond. Effectively the propagation
of particles interacting with the quantum nature of gravity can be described by MDRs, emerging from
DSR or non-commutative models, see Secs. 2.2.2.1 and 2.2.2.3, leading to a non trivial phase space
geometry, i.e. an intertwined curved spacetime and curved momentum space geometry.

In SR, the symmetries of Minkowski spacetime, given by the Poincaré group, and the compatibility
of fundamental physical field theories, such as spinors and gauge potentials, with these symmetries,
imply that the 4-momentum of a physical particle must satisfy −E2 + ~p2 = ηµνpµpν = −m2. When
gravity is included, i.e. passing from global to local Lorentz symmetry, the dispersion relation becomes
gµν(x)pµpν = −m2, where gµν(x) defines a Lorentzian metric on a curved spacetime manifold.

Early approaches to formalize the idea of a non-trivial phase space geometry introduced an energy
dependent spacetime metric, which yields a dispersion relation gµν(p0)pµpν = −m2, where p0 = E is
the energy an observer associates to particles probing the spacetime, see [429] and references therein. A
main drawback of this approach is the observer dependence of the energy dependent spacetime geometry.
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The fist step towards a covariant curved spacetime formulation of the geometry of phase space, is to
realize that it is possible to introduce the dispersion as the level sets of a covariant Hamilton function
on phase space H(x, p) = constant, and, that one can introduce a phase space metric gµν(x, p) with
a covariant transformation behavior that is compatible with coordinate transformations on the base
manifold.

From these insights it turned out that three geometric frameworks are promising candidates to
understand the curved geometry of spacetime and momentum space:

Finsler geometry : To reach Finsler geometry from a dispersion relation on phase space one employs a
Legendre transform to map the Hamilton function H(x, p) to a homogeneous point particle La-
grangian L(x, ẋ) on position and velocity space, technically the tangent bundle. Finsler geometry
then yields a curved intertwined velocity dependent geometry of position and velocity space that
is derived from L. Point particles follow Finslerian geodesics and the geometry can be determined
dynamically by Finslerian generalizations of the Einstein equations [430–440]. A position and
velocity dependent metric, the so called Finsler metric, is a secondary object, derived from the
Finsler Lagrangian.

Hamilton geometry : Instead of performing the above mentioned Legendre transformation, one can
derive the geometry of phase space, technically the cotangent bundle, directly from the dispersion
relation defining Hamilton function H(x, p) [441]. The resulting curved position and momentum
space geometry is the dual formulation of a corresponding Finsler geometry on position and ve-
locity space [442, 443]. In this approach point particles follow solutions of the Hamilton equations
of motion. A position and momentum dependent metric, the so called Hamilton metric, is a
secondary object, derived from the Hamilton function.

Generalized Hamilton spaces : The step from Hamilton geometry to generalized Hamilton spaces is
to consider a phase space metric as fundamental and the dispersion relation defining Hamilton
function as a derived object [444]. The geometry of phase space is derived from the metric in
a way such that it is consistent with a split of phase space into position and momentum space.
Point particles follow particular geodesics of the phase space metric in this picture [445].

From the point of view of phenomenology, the most relevant feature of these geometric frameworks
resides in the link to a MDR, which would in turn have implications for the propagation of particles,
in particular for those of astrophysical origin.

For the different approaches mentioned above, this link can go both ways. In the case of Finsler/Hamilton
geometry, one takes a dispersion relation for granted, derives the phase space geometry and works
out related phenomenological implications. In the generalized Hamilton phase space framework, one
assumes a metric geometry on the cotangent bundle and derives the dispersion relation and other
relevant/observable quantities.

Either way, the robustness of the link between a given dispersion relation and the associated geometry
on the phase space is still matter of debate in the literature. Other issues concern whether the link
between a geometry and a dispersion relation is unique, and whether the geometry (and thus the
geodesics followed by particles) is mass-dependent – an issue especially relevant for multi-messenger
observations.

2.2.2.5. Phenomenological implications. The phenomenological consequences of all the frameworks dis-
cussed in the previous sections reflect the fact that the kinematics of particles and fields propagating
on quantum spacetime are affected through their interaction with quantum spacetime. We now list the
most prominent effects:
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Time delays and distance changes (see also Sec. 5.1) [98, 367, 444, 446–451]: The time of arrival
of elementary particles such as photons and neutrinos is derived from the modified momentum
space geometry. On the basis of Finsler and Hamilton geometry, where one simply solves the
Hamiltonian, respectively geodesic, point particle equations of motion, one obtains a non-vanishing
time delay, depending on the particles mass and energy. Taking into account that distances
measured by particles probing spacetime may also depend on their momentum, the time delay
may by absorbed into the energy dependent notion of distance.

Redshift [444, 448, 450–453]: The gravitational redshift is derived from the trajectories of photons (light
rays), solving the Hamiltonian, respectively geodesic, point particle equations of motion, and an
observer/clock model, which implements how an observer measures the frequency of a photon.
Depending on the observer model employed different magnitudes of a redshift are derived. On
cosmological scales a deviation from the general relativistic redshift is obtained to first order in
the Planck length, while the redshift in spherically symmetric spacetimes is only of second order.

Photon orbits (black hole shadows) and gravitational lensing [452, 454–456]: The photon sphere, respec-
tively the photon regions around a black hole characterize its shadow of. A non-trivial momentum
space geometry makes these regions frequency- dependent, which leads to the prediction that pho-
tons of different frequency propagate in different photon regions, and thus eventually one obtains
a frequency-dependent black hole shadow, literally a rainbow effect. Looking beyond the photon
regions around black hole, the photon trajectories of a non-trivial momentum space geometry lead
to a frequency-dependent gravitational lensing.

Ultra-high-energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) and the Greisen–Zatsepin–Kuz’min (GZK) cut-off [443,
457, 458]: UHECRs can interact with the CMB, dissipate energy during their propagation and
are attenuated in a way that depends on their energy and nature (see Sec. 3.3.2.2); therefore,
the universe is opaque to their propagation (the GZK cut-off). The GZK opacity sphere can
be enlarged by modifications of the momentum space available for CMB interaction processes,
introduced via modifications of the kinematics related to a Hamilton/Finsler geometry, whose
metric depends on the species and energy of the considered particles (see also Sec. 5.3.1.3).

Neutrino oscillations [459, 460]: The flavor oscillation phenomenon is governed by a phase that de-
pends on the ratio of the propagation length divided by the particle energy. Modifications of the
kinematics can again be introduced via a Hamilton/Finsler geometry in a covariant scenario. The
phase governing the oscillation is amended by the introduction of a term given by the product of
the particle energy and the perturbation term related to the geometry.

Synchrotron radiation [450]: One can study the synchrotron radiation with a space-time metric de-
pending on momenta in such a way that electrons are always subluminal. The modified metric is
crucial in order to obtain the result, making a momentum-dependence appear between coordinate
and proper time and spatial coordinate and physical distance probed by a particle. One finds in
this scheme that there is not a maximum frequency of the emitted photons, in contrast with the
LIV case.

Laboratory experiments [461, 462]: Finsler geometry implies a violation of Lorentz invariance. Ac-
cordingly, tests of the Michelson–Morley type and atom spectroscopy can by used to constrain
Finslerian parameters. In the theoretical description the whole experiment, that is, the electro-
magnetic fields as well as the interferometer arms and the atomic matter have to be treated in the
Finslerian framework. Further spectroscopic observables which can be used to constrain Lorentz
symmetry violations and deformations are the spectrum of a hydrogen atom, which has been been
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derived in these frameworks, as well as cold atom systems which open a window to test MDRs at
the scale of order 10−7eV2.

Non-localizabillity of events [463, 464]: Limits on the localizability of events and properties of reference
frames for the κ-Minkowski spacetime, as well as its non-commutative space of worldlines have
been studied.

Emergence of a cosmological constant [465–469]: DSR models including spacetime curvature at cos-
mological distances through a nonvanishing cosmological constant have been considered: κ-(A)dS
curved momentum spaces have been constructed, as well as the non-commutative κ-(A)dS space-
time, which is covariant under the κ-(A)dS quantum group, in which the cosmological constant
appears as a deformation parameter.

Threshold anomalies (see also Sec. 2.3.2) [470]: The deformed energy-momentum dispersion relation
and four-momentum conservation laws which characterize DSR models could affect the kinematics
and energy threshold conditions for certain particle production processes, like the production of
electron-positron pairs in photon scattering γγ → e+e−.

Muon lifetimes [471–473]: Muon physics turns out to be sensitive to deformations of Lorentz sym-
metry. Deformations of CPT symmetry and time dilations between different rest frames can be
constrained by precision measurements of the muon’s lifetime.

Decoherence (see also Sec. 5.3) [474]: Time evolution in a DSR setting, as described by time trans-
lation generators obeying deformed composition and inversion rules, might cause a fundamental
decoherence.

Dark Matter and axion-like backgrounds [403–405, 475–481]: In Born geometry metaparticles are en-
dowed with a non-trivial propagator and an IR sensitive dispersion relation, that could be inves-
tigated in various experimental settings. Such fields are inherently bi-local and non-commutative,
and each observed quantum field has a “dual”, which could be associated with dark matter, and,
in the gravitational sector, dark energy, as well as axion degrees of freedom.

2.2.3. Classical modified gravity as an effective description of quantum gravity

Alternative theories of gravity are important tools in the effort to bridge the gap between QG and
observations. New physics that resolves the conflict between GR and QFT should actually appear at
some (curvature) scale above the Planck length. Theoretical considerations, such as the conundrums
that arise in QFT near black hole horizons and the cosmological constant problem, suggest that one
needs to keep an open mind about how large that lengthscale will be. Moreover, dark matter and dark
energy are striking examples of low-energy new physics that appeared in observations unexpectedly.

QG usually follows a bottom-up approach: starting from fundamental assumptions about the quan-
tum nature of gravity, one aims to construct a self-consistent and complete QG model and eventually
develop it enough to obtain observational signatures that can be used to test it. Modified gravity can
follow the inverse route: it can use observations to quantify in which ways and how much one can
deviate from GR classically, and then feed into QG model building. One of its key strengths is that
an alternative theory of gravity should describe gravitational phenomena in a very wide range of sys-
tems, from the universe to compact objects. Hence one can combine different observations in order to
improve bounds on parameters. This is particularly relevant in the era of multi-messenger astronomy.
It is also highly complementary to other strands of QG phenomenology, where one obtains constrains
using theory-independent, but system-specific, parametrizations.
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Uniqueness of GR and modified gravity. Lovelock’s theorem [482] is one of many ways to show that
GR is unique among gravity theories. It assumes diffeomorphism invariance, 4 spacetime dimensions,
that the metric is the only independent field and that it satisfies second order differential equations.
Violating any of these assumptions will thus lead to a way to deviate from GR: higher-dimensional
models, e.g. the DGP model [483], Lorentz-violating theories, such as Einstein-aether [344, 484] and
Hořava gravity [316, 346, 485–487], higher-order theories. e.g. 4th-order gravity [295] (see also Sec. 2.1.8)
or f(R) gravity [488, 489], and a wide variety of models with extra fields [490–494]. The latter class
includes theories with independent connections, e.g. [240, 300, 495, 496] and massive gravity models
[497–499]5.

In the context of QG, where the symmetries and the choice of variables being quantized are crucial,
different ways to violate Lovelock’s theorem are expected to lead to distinct approaches. This can
help link alternative theories to a QG candidate. However, at a purely classical level, which is usually
sufficient for phenomenology and confrontation with observations, classifications based on how one cir-
cumvents the uniqueness theorem are far less rigid [500]. Alternative theories are seen as EFTs. Hence,
higher-dimensional models can be compactified to yield a 4-dimensional model with new fields, describ-
ing the extra dimensions, diffeomorphism invariance can be restored by introducing new (Stueckelberg)
fields [501], and field redefinitions can be used to re-write higher-order theories as second-order theories
with a larger field content.

This perspective reduces significantly the theory space and suggests a way to navigate it: define
a field content and construct a 4-dimensional, diffeo-invariant, second-order theory, adhering to the
principles of EFT. One can then further restrict focus on the subclass of models that have interesting
phenomenology for a given system. As a characterstic example, fix the field content to one extra scalar
that respects shift-symmetry (and hence can be massless). Members of the shift-symmetric Horndeski
class [502, 503] can then be reasonable EFTs. This is a large class but if one further restricts attention
to black holes, then there is a unique term that gives rise to hair [504, 505] and gives the leading-order
contribution to deviations in GW emission from black hole binaries [506].

Outlook. Testing gravity with multimessenger observations requires modeling the corresponding system
beyond GR [507–510]. Modified gravity theories offer the framework for doing that in the nonlinear
regime and this makes them an indispensable tool for linking fundamental physics and observations. In
the dawn of GW astronomy, modeling waveforms and GW propagation is the new frontier in alterna-
tive theories of gravity. Some related theoretical challenges include: (i) identifying theories that have
interesting strong-field phenomenology, such as black hole hair [511, 512] and strong field phase transi-
tions [513–515]; (ii) addressing the open problem of well-posedness and nonlinear evolution beyond GR
[506, 516–522]; (iii) linking QG candidates to low-energy EFTs, as a way to access observations.

2.2.4. Generalized uncertainty principle

GUP models were originally derived in the context of string theory [523, 524], which is character-
ized by a minimal length given by the inverse of the square-root of the Regge slope [215–218]. GUP
models were later generalised to cases beyond strings [359, 525, 526], as providers of phenomenological
deformations of QM that could accommodate the presence of a minimal length, a feature emerging
in several approaches to QG [359, 360, 527]. Since the presence of a minimal length is not com-
patible with Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, heuristic arguments led to propose GUP of the form
∆x∆p ∼ ~

2
(1+βp2+O(p4)) with the GUP parameter β related to the square of the minimal length. Such

modified GUP is usually encoded [526, 528–531] into deformed Heisenberg commutators between space
coordinates and spatial momenta, [x, p] = i~(1 + βp2 + O(p4)), even though some phenomenological
studies focus directly on the modification of the Heisenberg uncertainty relation [532–536]. Covariant

5We do not consider here nonlocal theories, which are discussed in Sec. 2.1.8.
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extensions of GUP models were developed in [537], and were found to be related to one of the oldest
non-commutative spacetime models, proposed by H. Snyder [406, 537, 538] (see also Sec. 2.2.2.3)

Phenomenological implications. Given the above-mentioned relation of (at least some of) the GUP
models with spacetime non-commutativity, a consistent part of the GUP phenomenology can be traced
back to deformed kinematics (see e.g. [539–542]). Here we focus on works that make explicit reference
to GUP and have direct relevance for multi-messenger astrophysics, even though in some cases we notice
that the effects mentioned are generic predictions of models with modified kinematics, discussed in more
detail in Sec. 2.2.2.5 above.

Implications for GW detection: Explicit probes of GUP can be found in opto-mechanical devices for
the GW detection [543, 544]. In a different direction, an explicit probe of GUP corrections at
the black hole horizon with GWs was investigated in Ref. [545]. Another well-known proposal is
to employ the GW bar detectors such as the Antenna Ultracriogenica Risonante per l’Indagine
Gravitazionale Astronomica (AURIGA) that can set an upper limit to possible modifications of the
uncertainty principle [546, 547]. Using the modified kinematics implied by GUP, in Refs. [548, 549]
the dimensionless GUP parameters were constrained using the propagation of the observed GW
signal.

Implications for neutrino physics : One of the first suggestions regarding the experimental detection
of the minimal length involves neutrino physics [550]. This suggestion has been revisited in Ref.
[551] in the context of time-energy GUP. Neutrino oscillations have also been suggested as probes
of the minimal length [552].

Implications for cosmology : GUP effects might influence the Planck era of the universe [553] and the
post-inflation preheating [554]. Ref. [555] gives a prediction for the lower limit of the density of
matter at the beginning of the GUT phase and an approximate value for the GUP parameter. In
the limit of high temperatures, GUP leads to a drastic reduction in the degrees of freedom, to vary-
ing speed of light as a function of energy, and to MDR [556]. Recently, it was investigated whether
the GUP scenarios are compatible with cosmological data and new cosmologically-motivated con-
straints on the GUP parameter have been derived [557].

Implications for black holes : A fully general-relativistic description of GUP is still not available but
one can study the effective consequences of GUP to the theory up to a certain order. A first such
study has been pursued in the context of canonical QG [558–560]. At odds with astrophysical
observations, a positive GUP parameter permits the white dwarfs not to become arbitrarily large
and, thus, their gravitational collapse into a black hole might not occur. This problem is solved
by requiring a negative GUP parameter and simultaneously by maintaining a finite temperature
at the end of Hawking evaporation [535]. Thus, the small white dwarfs observations support the
choice of negative GUP parameter and suggest that physics becomes classical again at Planck scale
(see also Refs. [561, 562]).GUP also induces quantum corrections to the Hawking temperature and
to the Bekenstein entropy as well as influence the flux of Hawking radiation [563, 564]. Due to
these modifications, GUP critically affects the black hole evaporation [565, 566], especially at the
final stage causing the black hole to leave a remnant of Planck size. The latter provides a hint
towards a possible resolution of the black hole information paradox [567, 568].

2.3. Conceptual issues

In this subsection we discuss some important issues, which may help the reader appreciate further
the difficulties that characterize the various approaches to QG, not only at a formal level, but also at
a conceptual one.
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2.3.1. Effective vs. non-effective field theory

The EFT framework (see also Sec. 2.2.1) allows one to study the low-energy expansion of any
relativistic QFT [569]. Although we still do not know which are the basic features of a quantum theory
of gravity, there are different arguments leading to the conclusion that it will require to go beyond the
framework of relativistic QFT and possibly also that of EFT ([570, 571]; see also below).

A common ingredient to many theoretical approaches to quantum gravity is a minimal length [360],
implemented in many cases through a non-commutativity of spacetime. The formulations of QFT
in a non-commutative spacetime [411] introduce, in general, a mixing of the infrared and ultraviolet
regimes [572], violating the decoupling which is a characteristic of any local QFT [573–575]. This is an
argument pointing to the necessity to go beyond the EFT framework.

The previous arguments about a minimal length, as well those about the creation and evaporation of
virtual black holes as an effect of a quantum theory of gravity [576], point towards possible modifications
of the space-time symmetries that could affect the kinematics of processes at high energies as one of
the possible traces of gravitational quantum effects.

Along this line, a first possibility is the presence of a small LIV, whose inclusion in an EFT [325]
presents difficulties [333, 334, 336] to make the effects of quantum corrections compatible with the
very stringent constraints on this violation from different experiments [340]. This is another hint that
it could be necessary to go beyond the EFT framework to study the low-energy limit of a quantum
gravity theory if it includes a modification of special relativity.

A second possibility is that Lorentz invariance is modified, but not broken. DSR models emerged
as a deformation of special relativity kinematics where the existence of a minimal length can be made
compatible with relativistic invariance (see Sec. 2.2.2). The deformation is indeed characterized by
the presence of an energy scale (which would correspond to the inverse of such minimum length in
an appropriate quantum model) which modifies the standard energy-momentum composition laws to a
non-linear composition dependent on this energy scale as a necessary ingredient to make the deformation
compatible with the relativity principle. The transformations generated by the new non-linear total
momentum of the system P =

⊕
I pI correspond then to momentum-dependent translations, xI →

xI +f(p), so that a local interaction for one observer is seen as non-local for a DSR-translated observer,
and absolute locality is lost [319]. These two features (modified energy-momentum composition laws
and a notion of locality which is observer-dependent) are two features of quantum gravity models which
cannot be captured by the EFT framework.

As a byproduct of the necessity to go beyond the EFT framework to include quantum gravity effects,
it is interesting to point out that, if the energy scale that limits the domain of validity of local QFT is
many orders of magnitude lower than the Planck energy scale (see Sec. 2.3.4), one has a new perspective
of different fine-tuning problems (separation of Planck and Fermi scales, smallness of the cosmological
constant) related to the assumption that the EFT framework can be extended up to the Planck scale.

2.3.2. Deforming versus breaking Lorentz symmetry

The requirements of DSR (see Sec. 2.2.2.1) are that the laws of physics involve both a fundamental
velocity scale c and a fundamental inverse-momentum scale `DSR (or a corresponding length scale) as
relativistic invariant, so that each inertial observer can establish the same measurement procedure to
determine the value of `DSR (besides the invariant measurement procedure to establish the value of the
speed of light). Conversely, in LIV theories a fundamental scale `LIV is introduced as a scale at which the
covariance under Lorentz transformations of the laws of physics involving `LIV is lost. From an algebraic
perspective (see Secs. 2.2.2.1 and Sec. 2.2.2.2), a breaking of the Lorentz symmetry corresponds to a
loss of invariance of the theory under the Poincaré group, while in the case of a deformation, one still
has an invariance under translations and Lorentz transformations if the Poincaré algebra is replaced by
a nontrivial Poincaré Hopf algebra.

In the LIV framework the physical definition of the fundamental scale changes under (Lorentz) boost
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transformations. Observers connected by (Lorentz) boost transformations would describe different laws
of physics, which implies the existence of a sort of “quantum gravity aether”, i.e. a preferred reference
frame in which the laws of physics take a specific form. As an illustrative example, let us consider
the case in which the scale of deformation/breaking ` (shorthand for `DSR or `LIV depending on the
framework) modifies the form of the dispersion relation as (let us work at leading order in `)

E2 −~p2c2 + `E~p2c−m2c4 = 0 . (13)

Each inertial observer can establish the value of ` (the same value for all inertial observers) by determin-
ing the dispersion relation (13) in its reference frame. It is evident that under a Lorentz transformation
Eq. (13) changes its form. Suppose that Eq. (13) represents the particle’s dispersion relation for an
observer Alice, so that in her coordinatization she describes the dispersion relation

E2
A −~p2

Ac
2 + `EA~p

2
Ac−m2c4 = 0.

For an observer Bob, connected by infinitesimal (undeformed) Lorentz boost with rapidity ~ξ, the dis-
persion law takes the form

E2
B −~p2

Bc
2 + `EB~p

2
Bc− `~ξ · ~pB~p

2
Bc

2 − 2`~ξ · ~pE2
B −m2c4 = 0.

If Bob adopted the same operative procedure used by Alice to measure the value of the fundamental
scale `, he would obtain a different value of the scale (different from `). This is the perspective of LIV
approach: the law (13) holds only for a preferred (in this case Alice’s) reference frame.

As already manifest from this simple example, the laws of physics, in presence of a fundamental
inverse-momentum scale `, cannot be invariant under ordinary Lorentz transformations. The assump-
tion of DSR theories is that the principle of relativity is not violated, even in presence of an observer-
invariant inverse-momentum scale `DSR, so that for example the dispersion relation (13) must have the
same form for all inertial observers. It is clear then from the above discussion that in DSR theories the
laws of transformation between inertial observers must be modified respect to the special relativistic
ones. This is achieved through a `DSR-deformation of special relativity transformation laws and com-
position of momenta, and thus of the energy-momenta conservation law (see Sec. 2.2.2), which makes a
radical difference between the two scenarios at the kinematic level.

The distinct conceptual approach of the two scenarios implies in some cases significant phenomeno-
logical differences [338, 577]. A crucial distinction is due to the full relativistic framework of DSR:
effects of departure from Lorentz symmetry which are not compatible with a relativistic scenario, are
indeed forbidden in DSR theories. On the contrary, this kind of effects are allowed in LIV scenarios,
and tend to produce much more virulent phenomenological consequences than the effects allowed in
both DSR and LIV approaches.

For example, particle processes which are forbidden by kinematics in ordinary special relativity, can
be allowed, above a certain threshold energy, in a preferred frame scenario (see Sec. 5.5), and lead
to observable effects [578–582]. The situation is different for DSR theories. If a process is forbidden
in standard special relativity, it must be forbidden also for low-energy particles in DSR: since in a
relativistic theory a particle which is low-energy for one (local) observer Alice has different higher energy
for another relatively-boosted observer Bob (also local to the particle) it must then be the case that the
process is forbidden for particles of any energy, given that, evidently, the laws that establish whether
or not a process can happen must be observer independent. We are therefore assured that there cannot
be any anomalous thresholds in DSR theories, since they do not admit preferred frames [577, 583–585].

Let us exhibit as an example the case, forbidden in standard special relativity (and thus also in
DSR), of a photon decay into a positron and an electron, γ → e+ + e−, particularly useful [586–589] in
setting limits on some schemes for departures from Lorentz symmetry. We assume for both the LIV and
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DSR scenarios the dispersion relation (13), ` standing for `LIV or `DSR accordingly. The conservation
laws of momenta are respectively

Eγ = E+ + E−,

~pγ = ~p+ + ~p−
(LIV),

Eγ = E+ + E−,

~pγ = ~p+ + ~p− − `DSRE+~p−
(DSR). (14)

Combining Eq. (14) with (13) one obtains, for the LIV case (denoting θ the angle between ~p+ and ~p−)

cos θ ' m2 + E+E− − `LIV

(
E+E

2
− + E−E

2
+

)√
(E2

+ −m2) (E2
− −m2)

. (15)

For `LIV 6= 0, there would be some high values of E+, E− (and correspondingly Eγ) for which a real θ
could solve (15). It must be noticed that the energies needed for this are ultra-high but below-Planckian:
photon decay starts to be allowed already at scales roughly of order (m2`−1

LIV)1/3 (which indeed, for m
the electron mass and `−1

LIV roughly of order the Planck scale, is � `−1
LIV ). If one performs the same

analysis for the DSR case, it turns out that the deformed conservation law (14) combines with (13) so
that the formula for θ(E+, E−,m) is the same as in standard special relativity, so that photon decay is
forbidden by kinematics (photon stability).

Some effects of departure from Lorentz symmetry can be contemplated in both LIV and DSR
scenarios, like for instance in-vacuo dispersion (see Sec. 5.1) and spacetime fuzziness (see Sec. 5.4). The
very different picture of spacetime emerging in the two scenarios must be carefully considered when
comparing the effects (see for instance [590]). Moreover, due to the milder modification of Lorentz
symmetries characteristic of DSR theories, the quantitative predictions derived within a LIV scenario
tend in some cases to be larger (and thus more constraining).

2.3.3. IR versus UV effects

In approaches such as EFT [591], the UV/IR divide is clearly spelled out by a cut-off scale. However,
non-perturbative effects can mix UV and IR modes in such a way that it is not possible, or at least useful,
to disentangle them meaningfully. Additionally, the UV/IR divide might not proceed in accordance with
canonical scaling dimensions of couplings in QFT. Therefore, couplings which appear as free, so-called
relevant parameters of the IR theory (e.g., the Standard Model) can actually be fixed uniquely by
the underlying UV physics. Examples of this can be found, e.g., in [10] and [592], where is has been
suggested that the values of the Higgs mass and the top quark mass are ultimately consequences of
particular UV physics, in this case asymptotically safe quantum gravity.

An example of a phenomenon whose nature is not clearly UV or IR is dark energy. Although it
affects IR (cosmological) scales, its origin might as well be in the UV . In supergravity, dark energy
is interpreted as a cosmological constant given by the vacuum energy of matter fields in the quantum
theory. This is an instance where the cosmological constant problem is regarded as due to some unknown
physics above a certain energy scale (in this case, the scaleMSUSY of supersymmetry breaking). However,
there is also a possibility that the root of the problem essentially lies in the IR. For example, if we do
not want to abandon local perturbative QFT , we can revisit the untested assumption that it is valid
at arbitrary large scales and introduce an IR cut-off of order of the Hubble horizon, in analogy with
the notion that, in the presence of a black hole, ordinary QFT overcounts the number of degrees of
freedom within a given volume and ceases to be valid at large scales [593]. Similarly, in the presence
of a cosmological horizon it turns out that a UV cut-off must be related to an IR cutoff in such a
way as to avoid fine tuning [594]. However, on the one hand the IR cut-off is not sufficient to explain
the observed value of Λ and, on the other hand, some UV modification of physics (quantum gravity?)
may still be needed to explain the fundamentals of the overcounting of degrees of freedom. In this and
many other cases, it is therefore difficult, or perhaps artificial, to reduce solutions of the cosmological
constant problem to purely UV or purely IR effects. A fundamental quantum gravity origin (thus
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“UV” from the point of view of EFT) of large scale cosmological dynamics (thus “IR” from the same
perspective) is a general feature of emergent spacetime scenarios and of quantum gravity approaches
where spacetime itself emerges as a collective notion. One example is group field theory condensate
cosmology [184, 185, 198], where an effective cosmological dynamics, including possible accelerated
periods, emerges from the hydrodynamics of the underlying quantum gravity dynamics.

In some models of quantum gravity, the cosmological constant arises dynamically from a condensate
of fermionic degrees of freedom [595]. Although these degrees of freedom are UV, they combine into
Cooper pairs with a long-range interaction, so that the overall effect is an IR phenomenon.

The UV/IR dichotomy may not be obvious in scenarios when spacetime is endowed with certain
symmetries. For example, a spacetime with discrete scale invariance would possess a self-similar (fractal)
structure replicating across all scales, from the UV up to the IR , with observable consequences [596].

In string theory, due to the separation of the scales, i.e., string scale and the Planck scale, there is a
connection between UV and IR effects, in particular one can see this in non-commutative field theory
[572, 597], non-local field theory [598]. Both, non-local field theories and non-commutative field theory
have one common root; string field theory [599–602]. Non-commutative field theory arises as a low
energy limit of open string field theory discussed in the seminal papers by [599, 600, 603]. Typically,
in string field theory the interactions have non-local interaction vertices which tend to softened the UV
interactions. Non-local field theories, such as p-adic strings [604, 605], and its gravitational counterpart
as infinite derivative theories of gravity [58, 288] have similar features, in relating the scale of non-
locality to be emerged in the infrared as we increase the number of interaction vertices [598]. In fact,
a blurred dichotomy between UV and IR physics is a rather general feature of both non-local and non-
commutative field theory, regardless of any connection to string theory, and appears in models derived
from or inspired by other quantum gravity formalisms [606].

2.3.4. The scale of quantum gravity effects

It is standard lore that QG effects should manifest themselves at the Planck scale. Nonetheless,
QG scenarios have recently been suggested where this does not need to be the only relevant scale for
phenomenology.

Typical examples include string/brane theory (and its extension to cosmology – see Sec. 2.1.5), with
QG effects that may be manifest already at scales lower than the Planck (mass) scale MP, and emergent
QG scenarios (e.g. GFT or causal sets, see Sec. 2.1.3 and 2.1.7 respectively), where spacetime emerges
as a collective phenomenon from non-spatiotemporal entities and fundamental constants and scales,
including the Planck scale, turn out to be functions of more elementary parameters [607]. Below we will
briefly discuss the scales at which we expect QG effects, and comment on present and future constraints
on them.

String Theory: The string length scale ls [217, 218], which plays the role of minimal length in space-
time, is experimentally constrained by the LHC center-of-mass energy. Cosmological bounds are
typically not very stringent, because observables usually depend on a number of free parameters,
such as expectation values of Calabi–Yau moduli. Standard Model physics also constrains the
mass scale of non-local infinite derivative theory of gravity [58, 288, 608], some versions of which
are close to string field theory. These and other theories, however, can be constrained with astro-
physical and cosmological measurements (e.g. GRBs, GW speed of propagation and luminosity
distance) when they predict a MDR. A notable example of such MDRs in string theory is the so-
called non-critical string theory framework [609] and its cosmological extension, where QG effects
can appear at scales much lower than the Planck scale [222, 223] (see Sec. 2.1.5).

Large extra dimensions: The scale of QG can be much lower than MP if gravity is embedded in a
more fundamental theory that includes n (compact) extra dimensions and/or D(irichlet)-brane
worlds [232, 610–613]. In such models, gravity is 4-dimensional in the IR up to a (mass) scale
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which is proportional either to the inverse of the typical size R of the extra dimensions or to
the possible curvature k along, say, one of the dimensions [232, 614, 615]. The large number of
Kaluza–Klein excitations of the graviton above this mass scale implies then that gravity becomes
strong at the fundamental (bulk) scale M̄D �MP. In these models, the scale MD of the quantum
gravity effects may take any value between TeV and MP. Above MP, we would enter in a trans-
Planckian regime where all interactions are dominated by gravity [616, 617]. In models with flat
extra dimensions, the scale R−1 of the first KK excitation and the scale MD where gravity becomes
strong are related by the volume Vn of the compact space, M2

P = M2+n
D Vn. As a consequence,

low values of MD will require large volumes that, in turn, will bring very light KK gravitons.
Constraints from astrophysics [618] and cosmology [619] on these gravitons imply then indirect
bounds around MD > 100 TeV. A nonzero curvature k, however, breaks the correlation between
the two scales: it provides larger KK masses and couplings with matter, and for k > 50 MeV
these constraints are avoided. In that case, values MD > 10 TeV would be consistent with the
direct bounds obtained from colliders [614, 620].

Other QG scenarios with low-energy scale-predictions: The back-of-the-envelope conclusion that QG
theories cannot leave signatures in late-time cosmology or GW physics is based on the idea that
perturbative corrections are quadratic in the curvature and strongly subdominant at energy or
curvature scales well above the Planck length `P. However, such conclusions are evaded in QG
theories, like Hořava gravity [316], where the scale of new physics in the gravitational sector does
need to be lower (less than 1016 GeV) and hence comparable with the scale of inflation. An-
other way to get observable effects at large scale is through nonperturbative mechanisms, either
through the generation of one or more effective intermediate scales L, as in LQC (see Sec. 2.1.2)
with anomaly cancellation [621], or via a long-range modification of spacetime geometry and di-
mensionality that cumulatively affects the propagation of GWs on cosmological distances [172]. In
both cases, what one constrains is not so much the scale of the effects, which is O(H−1) by default,
but, rather, the presence of certain features in cosmological observables (large-scale enhancement
of the power spectrum in the first case, and deviations from the standard luminosity distance at
redshifts z ∼ O(1) in the second case). Experiments leading to constraints for the aforementioned
QG-induced non-local EFTs are quite different. In particular, a constraint `nl < 10−19 m was
found using LHC data at 8 TeV [608]. Constraints of order `nl < 10−26 m are expected in the
forthcoming high precision optomechanical experiments [276, 277]. Possible extra lengths scales
associated with the GUP (see Sec. 2.2.4) are presently constrained from resonant gravitational
bars [546, 547] and from astrophysical observations [557]. Non-local effects from a quantum grav-
ity theory, e.g. as in the relative locality scenario (see Secs. 2.2.2.1 and 2.2.2.2), may also require
to go beyond the EFT framework (see Sec. 2.3.1). In particular, the relative locality scenario is
necessarily associated with a deformation of the kinematics of special relativity based on modified
energy-momentum composition laws, which on the one hand guarantees the compatibility with
the relativity principle, and on the other hand involves a new energy scale, different in general
from the Planck scale. Such a scale can be constrained in future high energy particle accelerators
and in the new windows to high energy multi-messenger astrophysics [579, 622–624], e.g. with the
analysis of effects in resonances or the physics of the universe transparency to high-energy gamma
rays, which put constraints on this new scale of O(TeV) [624, 625] (see also Secs. 2.2.2.2, 2.3.2
and 5.2).

Minimal length QG Models: Apart from first-quantized string theory, discussed above, there are many
other QG scenarios involving a minimal length, which could be larger than the Planck length, for
instance, Lorentz-symmetry breaking QG scenarios, like Hořava gravity [316], the low energy limit
of string field theory [626], causal set theory [606, 627], GUP scenarios with linear and quadratic
terms in momentum [528, 553, 628–631], and axiomatic schemes, based on the geometry of phase
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space [360] (for extensive reviews see e.g. [359, 360]). The reconciliation of the idea of minimal
length/time leads to new developments in our thinking about QG [328, 396–405], such as co-
variant relative locality [319, 379], which in this setting means “observer dependent spacetimes”.
The latter appear as sections of a new and larger concept —quantum spacetime with Born ge-
ometry [398, 399], realized in a T-duality covariant, unitary and intrinsically non-commutative
formulation of string theory (“metastring theory”, [328, 400–403]). This approach also sheds
new light on the GUP, and leads to observable hallmarks, such as: (i) the “metaparticles” (bi-
local, non-commutative field quanta in the modular representation), endowed with a non-trivial
propagator and an IR sensitive dispersion relation, that could be investigated via different multi-
messenger probes, (ii) their “duals”, associated with dark matter degrees of freedom [403], and
axion-like backgrounds, [404, 405], and (iii) a “dual” geometry, leading to dark energy in the
observed spacetime, modelled as a positive cosmological constant [475, 476] and consistent with
observations [477, 478].

3. Cosmic messengers

Cosmic messengers are particles and waves emitted by astrophysical objects, carrying information
about their sources and about the intergalactic and interstellar space from their sources to Earth. They
include gamma rays, neutrinos, cosmic rays (i.e. charged particles, mostly protons and other atomic
nuclei) and GWs. Each type of cosmic messengers has certain advantages for performing tests of QG.

3.1. Types of cosmic messengers

3.1.1. Gamma rays

Gamma rays are the most energetic form of electromagnetic radiation. By convention, every photon
with energy above 100 keV (ν ≈ 1019 Hz) is considered to be a gamma ray. This significant chunk of
the electromagnetic spectrum can be further subdivided into low energy (LE), high energy (HE), very
high energy (VHE), ultra-high energy (UHE) and extremely high energy (EHE) as:

LE, 100 keV < E < 100 MeV,

HE, 100 MeV < E < 100 GeV,

VHE, 100 GeV < E < 100 TeV,

UHE6, 100 TeV < E < 100 PeV, and

EHE, E > 100 PeV.

Gamma rays provide a valuable probe of the largest energy transfers throughout much of the universe.
They propagate on straight lines and their sources are relatively easily determined. Moreover, sources

of gamma rays are abundant, with thousands of sources visible in HE and hundreds in VHE bands. On
the other hand, gamma rays interact with the so-called extragalactic background light (extragalactic
background light (EBL), see Sec. 3.2), the electromagnetic radiation in infrared (IR), optical and
ultraviolet (UV) bands which permeates the universe. Through these interactions VHE gamma rays are
converted into electron-positron pairs, meaning that they have finite energy-dependent mean free paths.
This results in a cosmic gamma-ray horizon at a redshift of about z = 1 at E ∼ 100 GeV. Though
this could be seen as a fallback for gamma rays when compared to messenger for which the universe is
more transparent, such as neutrinos or GWs, it does provide in fact an additional powerful handle to
test the phenomenology described in this review since it predicts possible changes in the opacity of the

6Note that the phrase “ultra-high energy” has two different meanings for gamma rays (100 TeV < E < 100 PeV) and
for cosmic rays (E ≥ 1 EeV).
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universe. Moreover, gamma rays trace the emission of the charged particles in the cosmic sources, no
matter if they are leptonic or hadronic in origin.

A distinctive feature of cosmic gamma rays with respect to the rest of cosmic messengers discussed
in this report, is that their experimental detection is rather easier. Their large interaction cross sections
and their rates facilitate their detection in the HE regime by using moderate-sized particle detectors
space-born missions, in the VHE regime using arrays of Cherenkov Telescopes deployed on ground at
moderate altitudes, and in the UHE regime using high-altitude extended detector arrays, all of them
much more compact and cheap than the detectors needed for the rest of messengers.

This has allowed the study of the extreme universe targeted in this report, to progress much faster
in gamma rays that in the rest of messengers, enabling the detection, and the detailed study, of a
few thousands of sources in the HE regime, a few hundreds in the VHE regime and a few tens in the
UHE regime already. This new window complements the observations in the rest of the electromagnetic
spectrum (”Multiwavelength Astronomy”) and has implied a crucial step forward for the understanding
of the astrophysics of the extreme universe sources at the highest energies, that shall be complemented
now with the one coming from the other high-energy messengers discussed in this review (“Multi-
messenger Astronomy”), see Fig. 1.

Furthermore, the current detection techniques for cosmic gamma rays have proven to be really
efficient and easy to scale, and a next generation of instruments aiming at tenfold improvements in
sensitivity and energy coverage is already in construction.

3.1.2. Neutrinos

Neutrinos are privileged cosmic messengers, offering a link between astrophysics and particle physics.
Being electrically neutral and weakly interacting, they can reach us from cosmological distances un-
affected by background fields and point to their source. Therefore, they provide a way of looking
for signals of new physics, including those due to QG corrections, in a complementary approach to
high-energy gamma-rays and cosmic rays studies and reaching energies not accessible to human-made
accelerators.

In the SM, neutrinos are included as massless left-handed fermionic fields that interact only through
the weak force. But the discovery of the flavor oscillation phenomenon and, consequently, the fact
that they are massive particles, provided the first clear indication of the need to extend the SM. The
“standard” paradigm, that assumes that the flavor eigenstates (in which neutrinos are created and
detected) are coherent superpositions of massive neutrino states and the flavor is not conserved during
propagation, is quite well settled. However, there are still important points to clarify in neutrino
physics, like the neutrino mass ordering (normal or inverted hierarchy), the absolute mass scale, the
exact values of the oscillation parameters, the confirmation of leptonic charge–parity (CP) violation and
the determination of the CP phase. Moreover, there are even more fundamental questions to answer,
like the discovery of the exact neutrino mass generation mechanism and the determination of the real
neutrino nature (Dirac or Majorana fermion). The experiments and phenomenological analysis trying
to solve these puzzles represent in most cases also an ideal playground to look for QG effects, since
these effects are typically proportional to the neutrino pathlength and its energy in the form of L×E,
instead to L/E as in the standard oscillation scenario. An ideal context to search for QG effects are
therefore astrophysical neutrinos, since they involve large (cosmological) pathlengths and high energies.
The breakthrough in this sector occurred in 2013, when the IceCube collaboration first announced the
detection of a flux of high-energy neutrinos compatible with an astrophysical origin [645]. This first
indication of an astrophysical neutrino flux, two events in two years of lifetime with an energy of about
1 PeV and incompatible with the atmospheric neutrino background at a significance of 2.8σ, was later
unambiguously established with the detection of more than 100 additional events in about ten years
of livetime using different data sets and analysis techniques [635, 646, 647]. Figure 1 shows the high-
energy neutrino flux measured by IceCube from about 100 TeV to a few PeV. Atmospheric neutrinos,
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Figure 1: Compilation of measurements of the flux of various cosmic messengers. The diffuse extragalactic gamma-
ray background measured by Fermi-LAT is represented by blue markers [632, 633]. High-energy starting events (HESE)
detected by IceCube [634] are shown as orange squares, and the muon-neutrino events [635] are indicated by the overlayed
orange band. The grey triangles, squares, and circles correspond to cosmic-ray measurements by the Pierre Auger
Observatory [636], KASCADE-Grande [637], and the Telescope Array [638], respectively. The red lines represent the
90% C.L. upper limits on the extreme-high-energy (EHE) neutrino flux by IceCube [639] (thick line) and Auger [640]
(thin line). The blue line corresponds to the differential flux limit by Auger for photons with energies between 10 and
30 EeV [641]. The shaded bands represent the cosmogenic fluxes (i.e., those produced through interactions of UHECRs
with cosmological photon fields) of photons (blue band) and neutrinos (orange bands) compatible with measurements
by the Pierre Auger Observatory at a 90% (lighter region) and 99% (darker region) [642]. The shaded grey band at the
highest energies represent the flux of cosmogenic gamma rays expected from optimistic scenarios with a high fraction of
UHE protons [643]. Figure from [644].

not shown in the figure, dominate below a few tens of TeV, while the flux of astrophysical neutrinos
takes over above 100 TeV. The low statistics collected so far above a few hundred TeV does not allow
for a precise characterization of the astrophysical flux. Whether the flux shows one component or more,
or a cut-off, is still an open question that, for example has a bearing on the possibility to set bounds
on the energy scale of LIV.

The same weak interaction that makes neutrinos good cosmic messengers, makes them notoriously
difficult to detect, needing huge volume detectors which are challenging to build (see Sec. 4.3.2). Neu-
trino telescopes have an intrinsically limited angular and energy resolution, which can induce relatively
large uncertainties on establishing a source location, unlike the case with gamma rays. This drawback
can be ameliorated by using multimessenger observations of transient sources, where signal timing and
location is established with data from different telescopes.

3.1.3. Ultra-high-energy cosmic rays

Cosmic rays are high-energy charged particles (mostly protons and other atomic nuclei) of extrater-
restrial origin. Cosmic rays have been detected with energies up to a few hundred EeV (1 EeV =
1018 eV ≈ 0.16 J), see Fig. 1. Their energy spectrum roughly follows a power law dN/dE ∝ E−γ

with γ ∼ 3 over ten orders of magnitude (from a few GeV to a few tens of EeV), after which it
starts decreasing with energy much more steeply. Cosmic rays with energies above 1 EeV are known
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as UHECRs. The flux of cosmic rays with energies above a certain threshold, Emin, is of the order
of 102(Emin/EeV)−2 particles per square kilometer per year, hence, unlike lower-energy cosmic rays
(E . 1015 eV), they are too rare to be directly detected by single calorimeters on balloons or spacecraft.
On the other hand, UHECRs entering the atmosphere generate extensive air showers (EASs) of particles
scattered over large areas (Sec. 4.1.2), which UHECR experiments can detect using sparse arrays of
particle detectors on the ground covering vast areas (Sec. 4.3.3).

Measurements of the UHECR energy spectrum [648–650] show several slight deviations from a simple
power law, with the spectral index decreasing from γ ≈ 3.2 to γ ≈ 2.6 at an energy E ≈ 1018.7 eV (the
so-called “ankle”), increasing back to γ ≈ 3.0 at E ≈ 1019.2 eV (the so-called “instep”), and finally
further increasing to γ ≈ 5 at E ≈ 1019.8 eV (the “cutoff”).

Current estimates of UHECRs masses [640, 651–653] suggest a composition around the ankle domi-
nated by protons and helium nuclei with a few tens of percent of heavier elements. At higher energies,
the composition appears to gradually become heavier and less mixed, though with progressively larger
statistical uncertainties. Only preliminary estimates exist in the cutoff region [654], which appear to
show that the increase in mass might be slowing down at the highest energies. These estimates gen-
erally require assumptions about properties of hadronic interactions in kinematic regimes where they
are poorly known (see Sec. 4.1) and are affected by severe systematic uncertainties. A nearly model-
independent estimated of whether the composition is pure or mixed, obtained from the correlation
between two different observables [655, 656] excludes any pure element and any proton–helium mixture
around the ankle, requiring a mixture of both light and heavier elements, regardless of the hadronic
interaction model. The results become consistent with a less mixed composition at higher energies.

Since UHECRs are electrically charged, their trajectories are deflected by the intergalactic magnetic
field (IGMF) as well as galactic magnetic fields (GMF), so it is not straightforward to reconstruct the
positions of their sources from their arrival directions (“cosmic-ray astronomy”), unlike for photons,
neutrinos, and GWs. On the other hand, the deflections of higher-energy cosmic rays are expected
to be relatively small (typically a few tens of degrees for E/Z = 10 EeV, Sec. 3.3.3), so that the
distribution of the arrival directions of UHECR may retain some information about the location of
their sources. The observed distribution of UHECR arrival directions is consistent with being isotropic
at energies below 4 EeV [657, 658] and at higher energies it exhibits a large-scale modulation of am-
plitude d ≈ 5(E/10 EeV)% [659, 660] towards a direction ≈ 120◦ from the Galactic Center, whose
statistical significance in the [8 EeV,+∞) range has now reached 6σ [661]. This suggests that the ori-
gin of UHECRs is predominantly extragalactic: a Galactic population of protons is predicted to result
in much larger anisotropies [657, 662, 663], and all experiments agree that a large fraction of UHECRs
are protons at least below the ankle energy.

At higher energies, anisotropies are expected to be stronger due to both the reduced magnetic
deflections and the smaller number of contributing sources because of larger attenuation. However,
the steeply decreasing number of events makes it statistically much harder to detect a given level of
anisotropy. So far, no medium- or small-scale anisotropies have been conclusively (≥ 5σ) detected, but
several indications have been reported (see Refs. [664, 665] and references therein).

The interpretation of UHECR data is complicated by propagation effects (see Sec. 3.3), involving
various poorly known quantities, as well as by major systematic uncertainties in the measurements.
Scenarios in which the observed cutoff is almost entirely due to propagation effects (the GZK limit) are
now disfavored [666], but it is still unclear whether it is due almost entirely to the maximum injection
rigidity of the source or both effects contribute.

3.1.4. Gravitational waves

Gravitational waves (GWs) are transverse, propagating oscillations of the spacetime curvature, emit-
ted, for example, by accelerated masses [667, 668]. In four dimensions and in GR, GWs only have two
independent states of polarization, + and ×, with corresponding amplitudes h+ and h×. In a plane
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normal to their direction of propagation, GWs cause a tidal deformation of a circular ring of test masses
into an elliptical ring with the same area, with the deformations aligning along different axes for the
two polarizations. This effect is exploited in laser interferometer detectors, where suspended mirrors at
the ends of orthogonal arms serve as test masses. For a realistic source, the polarization of the emitted
GWs depends on the orientation of the dynamics inside the source relative to the observer.

GWs can be of different types. Those produced by a non-spherically symmetric, single massive
spinning object are called continuous GWs, as the signals are mainly sinusoidal with only small intrinsic
variations in the amplitude and frequency over long times. Such signals are expected from clouds of
ultralight bosons around black holes, or mountains on neutron stars, among other sources. A second
type of signals are those from compact binary systems, when two massive compact objects revolve
around each other and, in time, lose orbital energy and angular momentum through the emission of
GWs, causing them to spiral together and eventually merge. Typical astrophysical binary system
sources of GWs involve white dwarfs, neutron stars, and black holes with masses ranging from stellar
scales (or smaller in the case of potential primordial black holes) all the way to supermassive black
holes, whose masses are of the order of millions of solar masses or larger. Various possibilities for exotic
compact objects also exist, for instance from dark matter or other BSM fields in the early universe
that condense over cosmic time, in addition to numerous proposed scenarios in which black holes differ
from the standard classical GR description. A third type of GWs come as bursts from sudden energetic
events such as for example supernovæ or black hole formations from highly eccentric binaries or cosmic
strings. A fourth type of GW signal is the stochastic gravitational-wave background (SGWB), the
incoherent superposition of GWs from different directions. Its origin may be astrophysical due to
unresolved individual sources such as binary systems contributing to the background, or cosmological
from possible GWs generated in the early universe, for instance, during phase transition or inflation.
To date, only GWs of compact binaries have been observed.

The GWs of the SGWB are characterized by a continuous spectrum on a wide range of frequencies.
On the other hand, GWs from astrophysical individual sources are characterized by the waveform,
which encodes detailed information about the source physics in the time-evolution of the phase and
amplitude of the GW. The phase evolution during the inspiral primarily encapsulates the intrinsic
properties of the compact objects and their dynamics. Another interesting observable for these systems
is luminosity distance, which can be determined either from the amplitude (GW luminosity distance)
or from the electromagnetic counterpart of the GW event (photon luminosity distance). Sources of
both GWs and light are called standard sirens, while those without light are referred to as dark sirens.
The GW amplitude also depends on a number of other parameters, for example the inclination angle
between the orbital angular-momentum vector and the line of sight [669], and the antenna pattern of
the detectors. Since the amplitudes of the two polarization modes have a different dependence on the
inclination, information on polarization can remove degeneracies in our knowledge of the amplitude.

GWs are the only type of messengers which are not detected as single particles. In this case, what
is registered is their amplitude and phase, providing ample information about the distance of the event
and the type of source. Even more scientific insights can be gained with GWs in a multimessenger
context, as was the case with the detection of the wide range of electromagnetic counterparts to the
GW170817 GW event [670].

In principle, QG effects can modify the production [407, 671–676] and the propagation [165, 171, 172,
671, 677–682] of GWs. The advantage of using GWs as a probe of QG is that GWs are direct messengers
of gravitational processes. The GWs from the inspirals, mergers, and ringdowns or postmergers of
binary systems with different constituents and mass ratios explore a wide range of the nonlinear, strong-
field dynamics of gravity, are sensitive to the detailed nature of the compact objects, and can involve
phenomena such as resonances that may greatly enhance otherwise small effects. Furthermore, the
stochastic GW background is also sensitive to modifications of gravity and contains unique information
on the very early universe, since the CMB is transparent to GWs. Among the challenges are that
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QG can barely leave an imprint on the luminosity distance of late-time individual GW sources, unless
the theory predicts cumulative effects at large distances [171], and not many models of QG predict a
blue-tilted tensor spectrum at the frequencies of GW interferometers [683].

3.2. Astrophysical origins

This brief description of astrophysical sources is restricted to sources interesting for tests of QG.
These are active galactic nuclei (AGNs), pulsars, GRBs, black hole mergers, etc. The features which
makes an astrophysical source appealing for tests of QG are:

• brightness (easy to detect, with small uncertainties on fluxes);

• broadband emission (extended towards the highest energies);

• fast flux variability (especially useful for the time-of-flight method);

• well constrained emission scenario;

• large distance (amplifies the effect of time-of-flight differences)

It is not trivial to find a source in which all these characteristics are combined, but any of the mentioned
features is significant for QG phenomenology investigations.

The mechanism by which so highly energetic particles can be produced is a subject of an ongoing
debate. Two logical possibilities — new physics phenomena at very high energy scale (e.g., decay of
topological defects or superheavy particles) and acceleration of known particles to high energies —
are usually referred to as top-down and bottom-up scenarios. Many top-down mechanisms have been
proposed (see Ref. [684] for a review), but they generally predict significant fluxes of high-energy photons
and neutrinos, on which there are stringent limits as mentioned above, disfavoring such mechanisms as
the dominant source of UHECRs except possibly at the highest energies & 100 EeV.

The other possibilities are the bottom-up scenarios, where particles are gradually accelerated to
ultra-high energies. Only stable charged particles — protons and heavier nuclei — are relevant for
UHECRs; being too light, electrons cannot reach ultra-high energies because of large synchrotron losses
proportional to 1/m4

e. Most popular are stochastic acceleration mechanisms which are powered by
shocks in magnetized media. Depending on the environment different types of acceleration can take
place (see Ref. [685] for a review). The maximum energy that can be achieved in these mechanisms
is generically limited by a simple condition known as the “Hillas condition”, which is essentially a
requirement that the Larmor radius of an accelerated particle in the magnetic field B fits inside the
acceleration site. Accounting for a possible Lorentz factor Γ of the accelerator with respect to the
observer, this condition is written as E . eZRBΓ, where R is the size of the acceleration site, e
electron charge, and Z the atomic number of the nucleus. A modern version of the Hillas diagram from
[644] showing potential acceleration sites on the R–B plane is presented in Figure 2. Note that the
Hillas criterion is a necessary but by no means sufficient condition. Other constraints, notably those
resulting from energy losses, usually further limit the maximum achievable energy. Several candidate
acceleration sites have been proposed:

3.2.1. Active galactic nuclei

AGNs represent a large population of objects characterized with luminous electromagnetic radiation
produced in compact volumes. They are believed to be galaxies containing a massive accreting black
hole in their center [686]. There are several classes of active galaxies with substantially different char-
acteristics [687, 688]. The AGN classification schemes assume that the differences are basically due to
the strongly anisotropic radiation patterns, meaning that the pointing directions are more important
than the differences in intrinsic physical properties.
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Figure 2: Left: Hillas plot showing candidate UHECRs acceleration sites as colored areas on the size (horizontal axis)
versus magnetic field (vertical axis) plane. The acceleration to 1020 eV is not possible below diagonal lines which are red
for proton, blue for iron, solid for maximum shock velocity β = 1 and dashed for β = 0.01. Γ is the Lorentz factor of the
acceleration region with respect to observer. Right: luminosity of the candidate sources versus their space number density
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The black solid line shows the UHECRs energy production rate of 5× 1044 erg Mpc−3 yr−1. The grey vertical line gives
the lower limit on the UHECRs source number density. Plots adopted from Ref. [644]

About 15% [689] of AGNs have relativistic jets, whose emission is strongly boosted. When pointing at
us, these jetted sources are called blazars. Blazars are currently the largest class of gamma-ray emitters.
The dramatically enhanced fluxes of the Doppler-boosted radiation, coupled with the fortuitous orien-
tation of the jets towards the observer make these objects perfect laboratories to study the underlying
physics of relativistic outflows through multi-wavelength and multi-messenger observations of temporal
and spectral characteristics of emission. Blazars are further divided in two categories: BL Lacs, with
weak or absent broad emission lines, and flat-spectrum radio quasars, with strong broad emission lines.
The difference between the two flavors of blazars concerns the importance of the broad emission lines
with respect to the underlying continuum, once the blazar nature is confirmed (strong radio emission
with respect to the optical, strong X-ray emission, possibly strong gamma-ray emission). If the (rest
frame, when the redshift is known) equivalent width of the lines is larger than 5 Å the source is a flat-
spectrum radio quasar, while for equivalent width less than 5 Å the source is classified as a BL Lac [687].
Cosmic-ray acceleration could take place at various locations, for instance close to the black hole or
within jets [690]. The broadband electromagnetic spectral energy distribution (SED) produced by the
jet of blazars presents two broad bumps, peaking in the IR – X-ray band and in the MeV-TeV band.
Often fluxes in different bands vary in a coordinated way, suggesting that most of the SED is produced
by the same electrons in a specific zone of the jet. The emission region must be compact to account
for the observed very fast variability. The radio emission from this region is strongly self-absorbed, at
all but the shortest radio wavelengths (sub-mm), therefore must be produced in other larger regions.
Electromagnetic radiation can be emitted by leptons (e.g. electrons and positrons), hadrons (mainly
protons), or combination of both. If UHECRs are accelerated in the jets (protons as well as heavier
nuclei, as for instance reported in [691]), the neutrinos produced in their interactions are expected
to point directly to the source, and might help as a secondary messenger to trace the distribution of
UHECR sources [692].

The historical classification of blazars follows the so-called blazar sequence [693, 694]. In [693], 126
objects were considered, belonging to different complete (flux limited) samples: one was X-ray selected
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Figure 3: Comparison between the new and the original blazar sequence for all blazars. The original blazar sequence
considered five radio luminosity bins, while the new one considers bins in the gamma-ray band. Reprinted with permission
from [695].

and two were radio selected. 33 of those blazars (detected in the gamma-ray band by the EGRET
instrument onboard the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory) were the brightest gamma-ray blazars at
that time. After dividing the objects on the basis of their 5 GHz radio luminosities, their fluxes were
averaged [693] at selected frequencies, to construct the average SED for blazars belonging to 5 radio
luminosity bins. Average SEDs were improved in [694] by adding average slopes of the X-ray emission
for the same objects. The result is shown in the right panel of Fig. 3.

With the introduction of new telescopes, either in space or ground based, new blazars have been
discovered as gamma-ray emitters. The blazar sequence has been then revisited in the search of a more
appropriate description of the blazar class according to the most recent data [695] (left panel of Fig. 3).
AGNs are very interesting for LIV studies especially when detected in the gamma-ray band during
enhanced states or flares. On those occasions they can produce VHE gamma rays with harder spectra
and possibly show fast flux variability, making them a very good tool for the study of LIV effects with
time-of-flight measurements.

3.2.2. Starburst galaxies

Starburst galaxies present a very high level of star formation activity [696], mainly located in their
cores. The rapid star forming activity, corresponding to an enhanced far-infrared luminosity, implies
a high supernova rate. This might suggest that cosmic rays are efficiently produced in these sources.
The winds of starburst galaxies have been also proposed as re-acceleration sites: particles escaping
from the nuclear region with energies of 1015 eV could be re-accelerated at the terminal shock of the
galactic superwind generated by the starburst. This phenomenon could also ensure the survival of nuclei
heavier than hydrogen, the wind being less dense than the starburst galaxy nucleus [697]. Analyses
of correlations among the positions of extragalactic gamma-ray populations (as for instance AGNs
and starburst galaxies) and the arrival directions of the UHECRs [698] can significantly improve our
knowledge of UHECR sources.

3.2.3. Tidal disruption events

Tidal disruption events have been proposed to be able to accelerate UHECRs [699–703]. These phe-
nomena take place when a star is torn apart by the strong gravitational force of a nearby supermassive
black hole, implying some level of accretion. Tidal disruption events with a high level of accretion should
generate a relativistic jet [704], which could be able to accelerate protons or nuclei to ultra-high energies.
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High-energy neutrinos could provide also in this case a window onto the acceleration mechanisms in
these candidate sources [705].

3.2.4. Galaxy clusters

Possible acceleration sites also include clusters of galaxies [706], where the intergalactic medium is
heated, or accretion shocks around galaxy clusters [707]. Clusters of galaxies are the largest gravita-
tionally bound objects in the universe [708]. They can be considered as “closed boxes” that retain all
their gaseous matter. Most of the cosmic rays produced in clusters of galaxies remain confined within
the cluster and produce high-energy gamma rays and neutrinos [709, 710] by interactions with the in-
tracluster baryonic gas. A multi-messenger approach would provide insights to probe if galaxy clusters
are sources of UHECRs.

3.2.5. Gamma-ray bursts

Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are intense and short pulses of gamma rays lasting from a fraction of
a second to several hundred seconds. They are followed by an afterglow — lower-energy, long-lasting
emission in the X-ray, optical and radio [711], up to gamma rays [712–714]. They are transients events
occurring at an average rate of a few per day throughout the universe [715], whose radiation, for a
period of seconds, completely flood with their radiation an otherwise almost dark gamma-ray sky [716].

The first GRB was detected in 1967 by the Vela satellites. For the next 30 years, GRBs were
undetected at any wavelengths other than gamma-rays, which provided poor directional information
and hence there were no direct clues about their site of origin. Despite the mystery on their origin,
the first observations suggested the existence of two classes of GRBs, short and long, based on the
duration of the prompt phase, with a boundary around 2 s [717]. They are thought to be caused by
unusually powerful supernovae (collapsars, long GRBs) or as an effect of mergers of two neutron stars
or a neutron star and a black hole (short GRBs [718, 719]). In early 1997 the BeppoSAX satellite
succeeded in detecting GRBs in X-rays [720], which after a delay of some hours yielded sufficiently
accurate positioning for large ground-based telescope follow-up observations and discovery of fading
optical afterglows [721]. These proved that they were at cosmological distances, comparable to those of
the most distant galaxies and quasars known in the universe [722, 723]. Even at these extreme distances
(up to several Gpc) they outshine galaxies and quasars by a very large factor, albeit briefly.

The bursts might be produced by the dissipation of the kinetic energy of a relativistic expanding
fireball. The GRB itself could be produced by internal dissipation within the flow while the afterglow via
external shocks with the circumburst medium. The physical conditions in the dissipation region [724]
imply that protons may be Fermi-accelerated in this region to energies > 1020 eV [725]. Acceleration of
nuclei is also studied as well as their survival probability [726, 727], within several shock models. The
associated neutrino flux compared to recent IceCube data might help in constraining the GRB–UHECR
paradigm [728]. However, so far such association was not found putting strong upper limits on this
model (current limit suggest that unless GRBs put 10 times more energy in UHECRs than they do
in gamma-rays they cannot be the sources of UHECRs). Low-luminosity GRBs are also studied as
possible UHECR sources [729, 730].

The field of GRB observations has recently seen significant breakthroughs with the detection of
emission with imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes (IACTs), namely from GRB 180720B [731] and
GRB 190829A [732] by the High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.), and GRB 190114C [733, 734]
and GRB 201216C [735] by the Major Atmospheric Gamma Imaging Cherenkov (MAGIC).

3.2.6. Pulsars

Pulsars are rapidly rotating neutron stars, originally seen in the radio band [736]. They possess
strong magnetic, electric and gravitational fields. Particles accelerated to high energies in the magne-
tospheres of pulsars can interact near the surface of the neutron star to produce gamma rays through
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curvature radiation, synchrotron radiation or inverse Compton scattering. The first pulsar detected in
gamma rays, using a gamma-ray telescope on a balloon, was the Crab pulsar [737]. Vela was the second
one detected [738] by the Second Small Astronomy Satellite (SAS-2). EGRET quickly expanded the
number of gamma-ray pulsars [739], currently counting around 200. Most of them have been discovered
thanks to the Large Area Telescope (LAT) instrument onboard the Fermi satellite [740]. Pulsars have
been observed from radio to VHE gamma rays so far. Due to their low spin periods (milliseconds to
seconds), pulsars have highly variable light curves. Besides, their strong magnetic field strength (up to
1012 G) can accelerate particles up to TeV energies.

Pulsed emissions from four pulsars have been detected by Cherenkov telescopes at the VHE regime
so far. The Crab Pulsar was the first detected one above 25 GeV [741] by the MAGIC telescopes, and
the detection of the pulsed emission reports followed by Very Energetic Radiation Imaging Telescope
Array System (VERITAS) above 100 GeV [742], and MAGIC up to 1.5 TeV [743]. The second detected
VHE gamma-ray pulsar is Vela, whose pulsed emission up to 100 GeV was reported by H.E.S.S. [744]. In
contrast to young Crab and Vela, the third VHE gamma-ray pulsar Geminga is middle-aged. The pulsed
emission was reported by MAGIC [745]. The last detected VHE gamma-ray pulsar is PSR B1706-44,
with pulsed emission up to 100 GeV, was detected by H.E.S.S. [746].

Although pulsars are close-by sources, compared to AGNs and GRBs, their pulsed emission with
short periods make them another good candidate for time-of-flight studies. Accumulation of more
statistics in their lightcurves by increasing the observation time improves the sensitivity to LIV time
delays. The LIV limits set by VERITAS and MAGIC using Crab pulsar data are comparable to the
ones obtained using AGNs and GRBs data, especially for the quadratic case. Deeper observations and
possible detection of pulsed emission above TeV energies would further improve the sensitivity. Further
advancements could be made through discoveries of additional pulsars in VHE gamma rays, specifically
of older and fast rotating neutron stars and millisecond pulsars, mainly because of their short spin
periods and relatively large distances. In addition, unlike the young pulsars, emission from older ones
is not affected by the gamma-ray background from their supernova remnants.

3.2.7. Binaries of black holes and other compact objects

3.2.7.1. Black holes and their origin. While GR reproduces Newtonian results in the weak-field limit, in
the strong-field regime it predicts an enhanced gravity, as illustrated for example by the Oppenheimer–
Volkoff equation of hydrostatic equilibrium in stars [747]. An immediate consequence is the occurrence of
compact objects, resulted from the uncontrolled gravitational collapse of massive stars. The simple and
idealized model of pressureless fluid collapsing under its own gravitational pull under spherical symmetry
leads to the Oppenheimer–Snyder collapse into a black hole, a curvature singularity surrounded by
an event horizon [748]. Such black hole solutions of the Einstein equation have been worked out
under various symmetry assumptions and for vacuum or electrovacuum there are important uniqueness
theorems leaving only a handful of them [749].

Despite the rich physics involved in stellar evolution encompassing extreme gravity, plasma physics,
hydrodynamics, electromagnetic fields and radiation, the “no-hair theorem” of GR predicts that the
final black hole product is always characterized by only a few parameters: the mass, electric charge,
and the angular momentum. Gravitational radiation is responsible for carrying away all additional
information, hence in principle its detection could shed light to some of the lost physics through the
plethora of parameters characterizing a gravitational waveform.

The characteristics of black holes as end products of the stellar evolution sensibly depend on the
stellar evolution itself. In the early universe gas clouds being larger and gravity stronger, more massive
stars were born, evolving at the end of their thermonuclear cycle into gargantuan objects, the so-called
super massive black holes, with masses from one hundred thousand solar masses to billion solar masses.
They reside at the center of galaxies and when during cosmological evolution such galaxies merged,
eventually so did their super massive black holes, after overcoming the infamous last parsec in their
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separation [750]. Their merger is among the primary targets of the forthcoming space-born Laser
Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) GW observatory.

By contrast, the much lighter second generation stars evolved through hypernova explosions or
GRBss into stellar-mass black holes, with masses ranging between 5 and a few dozens solar masses.
There is no generically agreed mechanism yet on how stellar evolution could have resulted in the
formation of black holes with masses ranging from 102 up to 105 solar masses. They were also shown to
exist, both from analyzing the data of the Chandra COSMOS-Legacy survey [751] and in a recent GW
detection [752]. The prospective Einstein Telescope and Cosmic Explorer laser interferometer systems
will target GWs from such intermediate mass black hole binaries.

Nevertheless there are two more mechanisms leading to the growth of black hole mass. The first
one is accretion: whenever the black hole environment is rich in surrounding matter, accretion leads
to a sensible mass increase. The second mass-increasing process is the merger of black holes. The
alternating sequence of these events, known as a merger-tree could lead to the observed distribution of
black hole masses in the universe [753, 754]. Both processes also spin up the resultant black hole, due to
the orbital angular momentum transport into the final product. Typical black holes should spin, hence
in GR they ought to be Kerr black holes. By contrast, in certain modified gravity theories they would
also have additional hair (simple examples include a scalar charge or a tidal charge). It is a challenge
to understand therefore why the first 50 detections of GWs identified mostly nonspinning black hole
mergers.

3.2.7.2. Black hole mergers. When two black holes orbit each other, a post-Newtonian (PN) expansion
can be used to approximate their orbital evolution during the early inspiral phase at large separation.
The orbit gradually shrinks due to gravitational radiation escaping the system. General relativistic
corrections affect the orbit at the 1PN level (this is where the Schwarzschild perihelion shift appears).
The rotation of the black holes contributes starting from 1.5PN orders through the spin-orbit coupling
(fractional orders appear as the PN parameter scales with the square of the orbital velocity). When
the spins and Newtonian orbital angular momentum are misaligned, precessional effects occur [755–
757]. From the analysis of VLBI radio data of a binary spanning over 18 years the spin precession of
the dominant supermassive black hole was identified [758]. Additional general relativistic and spin-spin
corrections appear at 2PN, nevertheless both the energy and the total angular momentum are conserved
up to this order [759–763]. The PN approximation breaks down in the nonperturbative regimes close to
the merger, which are explored with numerical relativity simulations. The final epoch of the merger is
the ringdown signal from the final remnant black hole, when it radiates away the perturbations through
quasi-normal-modes.

Gravitational radiation dissipating away energy, momentum and angular momentum only kicks in
at the 2.5PN order [668, 764]. This can drastically change the direction of the dominant spin in binaries
where the components have significantly different masses [765]. This spin-flip may explain the formation
of X-shape radio galaxies [766]. Several higher-order contributions to the gravitational radiation were
also computed.

3.2.7.3. Neutron stars. Not all end products of stellar evolution are black holes. At lower masses the
contraction stops in a dense state of matter comparable with a giant atom, a neutron star. Frozen-in
magnetic fields generate a polar magnetic structure, at the poles of which electromagnetic radiation
can escape. Whenever the magnetic symmetry axis and the rotation axis are misaligned, this radiation
swepts a cone periodically, appearing as a pulsar signal. The imprint in the signal of the orbital decay
due to gravitational radiation leaving the binary system in the Hulse-Taylor pulsar (PSR B1913+16)
has been observed for 40 years, spectacularly confirming the prediction of GR [767]. The network of
pulsar signals monitored nowadays is like a system of extremely well-tuned precision clocks. A GW
sweeping through space would modify the distances, hence affect the pulsar timing array, which hence
has the potential to detect GWs [768].
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Neutron stars have a much richer inner structure than black holes, involving not only strong-field
gravity but also extreme states of matter. This manifests in several of their global properties. For
example, a characteristic dimensionless rotational mass quadrupolar parameter, which is 1 for black
holes, but lies in the range wi ∈ (2, 14) for neutron stars [769], [770]. More exotic compact objects
were also proposed, like gravastars with wi ∈ (−0.8, 1) [771] or boson stars with wi ∈ (10, 150) [772].
The quadrupolar parameter affects the binary dynamics at 2PN orders through the mass quadrupole
- mass monopole (QM) contribution [773–778], essentially affecting the stability of spin configurations
of the binaries with respective components [779]. Likewise, a number of tidal effects associated with
the excitation of isolated quasi-normal-modes dependent on the internal structure of the NS impact
the dynamics and GWs. The most dramatic signatures of an object’s interior structure occur at the
merger, which differs depending on the progenitor properties.

3.2.8. Primordial black hole binaries

Several mechanisms could have led to the formation of primordial black holes in the early universe:
the gravitational collapse of large inhomogeneities [780–784] produced during inflation [785, 786] or
phase transitions [787], scalar field fragmentation [788–790], vacuum bubbles [791, 792] or the collapse
of topological defects like cosmic strings [793, 794]. They can constitute from a negligible fraction to
the totality of dark matter. Various astrophysical limits exist and are reviewed in [795–798]. Given
their uncertainties, certain mass windows are still allowed, including the stellar-mass range, and some
of these limits may not apply to black holes with modified-GR thermodynamics [799–801]. The first
GW detections have rekindled the interest for primordial black holes in this range [802–806], for which
the quantum chromodynamics (QCD) transition should introduce universal features in the primordial
black hole mass function [807–810], which could be used to distinguish the origin of black holes [810].
Primordial black holes may be also linked to the baryogenesis [811, 812], be the seeds of supermassive
black holes [813] and galaxies [814], and would provide new ways to test the existence of particles
like WIMPs [815]. Observing them would thus have groundbreaking implications for fundamental
physics. GWs and multi-messenger astronomy offer multiple ways to probe and constrain the existence
of primordial black holes, as well as their formation scenarios:

Subsolar black holes: Detecting a black hole of mass below the Chandrasekhar mass would almost
unambiguously point towards a primordial origin. Subsolar searches have been carried out by
LIGO/Virgo [816, 817].

Black holes in the neutron star mass range and low mass gap: LIGO/Virgo observations have revealed
the existence of compact objects in the mass-gap, between the highest mass of known neutron
stars and the lowest mass of astrophysical black holes [818, 819]. Black holes in the mass gap
also form when neutron stars merge [820], contaminating a hypothetical primordial black hole
population. Multi-messenger astronomy will probe the origin of these objects, eventually revealing
their primordial origin if no EM counterparts are detected [821].

Intermediate-mass black holes: Above 60M�, pair-instability should prevent black holes from forming
from single stellar explosions. Primordial black holes are not sensitive to this limit and may lead
to mergers in this range, like GW190521 [752, 822–824]. Spin measurements could be used to
distinguish them from secondary mergers in dense environments [825]. Heavier primordial black
hole binaries could also be detected with future ground-based and space-based detectors and be
the seeds of the super massive black holes at the center of galaxies [810, 813].

Black hole mergers at high redshift: The third generation of GW detectors will have an astrophysical
reach of 20 < 1 + z < 100, before star formation. Any black hole merger detection would thus
point to a primordial origin.
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Distinguishing primordial black holes vs stellar black holes with statistical methods: Bayesian statistical
methods and model selection [826] applied to the rate, mass, spin and redshift distributions will
help to distinguish PBHs from stellar scenarios [810, 827–841].

Stochastic backgrounds : If primordial black holes contribute to a non-negligible fraction of dark mat-
ter, their binaries generate a detectable SGWB [842–845], whose spectral shape depends on the
primordial black hole mass distribution and binary formation channel.

Continuous waves (CWs) from planetary-mass binaries : Such primordial black holes would form
binaries emitting CWs waves in the frequency range of detectors, years before they merge. Present
and future detectors will detect or set new limits on primordial black holes in the mass range
[10−8 − 10−3]M�.

GW bursts from close encounters : Another signal from primordial black holes comes from the GW
bursts from hyperbolic encounters in dense halos [846, 847]. The signal frequency can lie in the
frequency range of ground-based detectors for stellar-mass black holes, with a duration of order
of milliseconds.

3.2.9. Phase transitions

3.2.9.1. First-order phase transitions and gravitational-wave production. As the universe cools down,
it goes through thermal phase transitions, linked to the spontaneous breaking of symmetries. A first-
order phase transition is characterized by a barrier in the effective potential between the true and false
vacua that are degenerate at the critical temperature Tc. During a thermal first-order phase transition,
bubbles of the true vacuum, typically characterized by a nonzero vacuum expectation value of a scalar
field, indicating a spontaneously broken symmetry, nucleate in the false vacuum and expand. Upon
collision, they generate a quadrupole moment in the cosmic fluid, setting off primordial GWs [848–852].
The subsequent evolution of the cosmic fluid features magnetohydrodynamical turbulence [853, 854]
and sound waves, often the dominant component of the stochastic GW signal [855–857].

The spectra generated by phase transitions are characterized by a peak frequency, which is related
to the inverse duration of the phase transition, and exhibit power-law-scaling at larger and smaller
frequencies, leading to a peaked power spectrum. The calculation of such a spectrum involves two steps.
First, key parameters of the phase transition, such as the cosmological temperature T∗ at the end of the
phase transition (typically below Tc due to the expansion of the universe), the energy released during
the transition, the speed of the bubble walls and the inverse duration of the transition are determined
from the finite-temperature effective potential of a given particle-physics model [858]. Second, the GW
spectrum is determined from these parameters. While this can only be done by numerical simulations,
phenomenological fits to the GW spectra from simulations exist [859, 860] which are typically used to
calculate the spectrum in the effective potential in the considered microscopic model. Last, a comparison
to the sensitivity curve of a given GW spectrometer allows to calculate the signal-to-noise ratio. When
the signal-to-noise ratio is large, the reconstruction of the signal is expected to be accurate [861–864].

Depending on the specifics of the potential and the expansion rate, strong supercooling with T∗ � Tc

can occur. In this regime, a large energy difference between the stable and metastable vacua provides
a larger amount of energy released during the phase transition, often leading to a stronger GW signal;
see [857, 865, 866] for recent studies and [867] for a numerical simulation.

3.2.9.2. Phase transitions in the Standard Model. Within the Standard Model, the electroweak phase
transition would only be of first order for a much lower Higgs mass than the observed one. The phase
transition in QCD at which confinement and spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking occur, is a cross-
over; see [868, 869] for an alternative scenario where GWs are sourced by domain wall formation in
the QCD vacuum. Accordingly, GWs from a first-order phase transition are thus commonly seen as a
characteristic of BSM physics throughout the literature.
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3.2.10. Other sources: Superradiance and environmental effects

GWs could also arise from superradiantly formed boson clouds around black holes [870–874] and bi-
nary systems that are being affected by their environments (e.g., dark matter spikes or ultralight bosonic
clouds around the black holes) [875–879]. In particular, it has been hypothesized that ultralight boson
“clouds” could form around rotating black holes by extracting rotational energy from the black hole
through superradiance, a classical wave amplification process that has been studied for decades [880].

We could plausibly identify these clouds in the stochastic, continuous and binary inspiral channels
using current [870–874, 881–884] and future [509, 885–887] GW detectors. Indeed, the superradiant
instability would cause the black hole to spin down and form a cloud which could emit continuous,
monochromatic GWs [873]. The spin-induced signatures could be searched for using measurements of
the black holes spins from binary coalescences [882, 888, 889] and the monochromatic GW signatures
using continuous wave [890] and stochastic searches [891]. Moreover, if a binary inspirals near the black
hole/cloud system, the cloud could alter the orbit of the binary inspiral, possibly causing gravitational
drag, mass screening, accretion, and excitation of orbital resonances [875–879, 892], which would imprint
signatures of the cloud on the GWs from the inspiral. Therefore, measurements of the black hole
properties could be used to theoretically predict the shape of the cloud. Through extreme-mass ratio
inspiral measurements, the shape of the cloud can also be directly and simultaneously measured. It
was therefore suggested that extreme mass ratio inspirals may allow for a unique cross-verification to
test the light boson hypothesis by matching the theoretical predictions with direct measurements of the
cloud [892].

However, ultralight boson clouds are not the only objects that could modify a binary inspiral. It has
been suggested that other environmental effects, in particular so-called “dark matter spikes”, formed as
a consequence of adiabatic growth of massive black holes in galactic centers [893], could cause the orbits
of extreme mass ratio inspirals to be altered due to mass screening, dynamical friction, and dark matter
accretion by the smaller, inspiraling body [508, 894–897]. If these effects are embedded in the GW
signal, we could reconstruct the dark matter spike profile. However, let us note that it is not yet clear
how much various uncertain astrophysical processes may play a role in hampering the reconstruction,
or if dark matter spikes would form with sufficient density to be detected [898–903]. Typically, other
environmental effects are too small to significantly alter the inspiral [875, 876].7

If these dark matter spikes exist and are made of the QCD axion, inspiraling neutron stars into the
spikes would trigger radio emission whose profile could be predicted from the reconstructed dark matter
spike profile, allowing for a unique opportunity to detect QCD axions [905]. Meanwhile, numerical and
analytical studies of the mergers of black hole/spike systems indicate that the distribution of DM around
them can dramatically affect the evolution of binaries [906, 907]. Furthermore, it has been suggested
that these spikes are incompatible with very light bosonic and fermionic DM and with self-annihilating
DM, and thus their observation may hint at the nature of the DM particle [908].

Indeed, if either ultralight boson clouds or dark matter spikes were identified, they would have the
potential to reshape our understanding of fundamental physics and dark matter.

3.3. Propagation

Before reaching the Earth’s atmosphere, cosmic messengers from astrophysical sources travel through
Galactic and intergalactic spaces, interacting with matter, radiation, and magnetic fields. This can lead
to changes in the energy of the particles and even their nature. As a consequence, propagation effects
have considerable impact in the observables measured by observatories at Earth, such as the energy
spectrum, particle type, and the angular and temporal distribution of the arriving particles.

All messengers undergo adiabatic energy losses (redshift) due to the expansion of the universe.
Gamma rays and cosmic rays can interact with low-energy photon backgrounds, most notably the

7See, however, research on the possible effect of the accretion disk on the inspiral [904].
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CMB with typical photon energies ε ∼ 1 meV, the infrared/visible/ultraviolet EBL with ε ∼ 1 eV, and
the cosmic radio background (CRB) with ε ∼ 1 neV. Electrically charged particles such as cosmic rays
and charged leptons are deflected by IGMFs and GMFs, so that their arrival directions do not directly
correspond to the position of their sources, and their propagation takes longer than in the rectilinear
case. Conversely, the other messengers considered here follow geodesics in spacetime, which are at
first approximation straight lines, but whose trajectories can be affected by the presence of massive
objects via gravitational lensing. Additionally, neutrinos undergo flavor oscillations, and the flavor
ratio detected at the Earth has been averaged over the long distances traveled, and does not reflect the
flavor ratio at the source. Thus, many searches for BSM physics that depend on the measurement of the
relative neutrino flavors at the Earth must depend on assumptions on the production mechanism at the
source. The naive assumption that neutrinos are produced from the decays of pions and kaons created
in proton interactions in the source gives a flavor ratio of 1 : 2 : 0 for νe : νµ : ντ at the production
site which, after vacuum oscillations over cosmological distances, leads to an expected 1 : 1 : 1 ratio at
the Earth. However the complex, and unknown in most cases, inner structure of astrophysical sources
of neutrinos can lead to energy losses of pions and muons before they decay (in the presence of strong
magnetic fields or high matter densities for example) and the flavor ratio can then deviate from the
expected 1 : 2 : 0 and be energy-dependent. Neutron-rich sources would also lead to a deviation from
the 1 : 2 : 0 ratio at origin, and therefore at Earth.

The energy spectra, composition (which includes the masses of cosmic rays, the flavors of neutrinos
and the polarization of gamma rays and GWs), and arrival directions of cosmic messengers detected at
Earth thus depend both on intrinsic properties of their sources and on phenomena they undergo during
their propagation. It is therefore essential to study these effects in detail. Several simulation codes have
been developed for this purpose, for example [909–917] for UHECRs and [916, 918] for gamma rays.

Some of the quantities relevant to the propagation of cosmic messengers are poorly known, for
example the spectral energy density of the EBL and CRB at certain redshift and wavelengths, the
cross sections of certain channels of photodisintegration of atomic nuclei [919, 920], and the IGMFs
and GMFs [921, 922]. This introduces non-negligible uncertainties in the reconstruction of the source
properties from the observations.

3.3.1. Adiabatic losses due to the expansion of the universe

All particles traveling over cosmological distances undergo adiabatic energy losses due to the expan-
sion of the universe, given by

1

E

dE

dt
= −H(z), (16)

where H(z) is the Hubble rate at redshift z. In the case of messengers traveling rectilinearly and
reaching Earth with no other energy losses, this means that the quantity (1 + z)E stays constant
during the propagation, i.e. their energy at Earth is Efinal = Einitial/(1 + zsource). At redshifts z � 1000
radiation can be neglected and one has H(z) = H0

√
(1 + z)3Ωm + ΩΛ where the measured values for

today’s Hubble rate H0 range within an interval [67, 74]km/s/Mpc, depending on whether they are
determined from CMB [227] or local measurements [228] (known as the Hubble tension, see, e.g. [923]),
the matter density parameter Ωm = 0.315± 0.007, and the dark energy (cosmological constant) density
parameter ΩΛ = 1− Ωm.

3.3.2. Interactions with background photons

The universe is permeated by electromagnetic radiation at a wide range of wavelengths (see Figure 4),
which can affect the propagation of particles. Gamma rays are absorbed producing electron-positron
pairs which, in turn, can generate high-energy gamma rays via inverse Compton scattering. UHECRs
can lose energy via Bethe-Heitler pair production, photodisintegration, and pion production. Charged
leptons produced as by-products of these processes, in particular electrons and positrons, are an essential
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part of this paradigm because they can upscatter background photons to high energies triggering an
electromagnetic cascade. Neutrinos and GWs, on the other hand, are not significantly affected by
background radiation.
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Figure 4: Compilation of the density of background photons (n(ε)) with different energies (ε) at present time for a
wide range of frequencies (ν, shown at the top). Here the dashed lines correspond to the CRB, the dotted line to the
CMB, and the EBL is represented by solid lines. Lines of different colors correspond to different models: Protheroe &
Biermann [924], Niţu et al. [925], Franceschini et al. [926], Gilmore et al. [927], and the model by Domı́nguez et al. [928],
with uncertainties.

The dominant background radiation is the CMB (ε ≈ 0.7 meV, where ε is the energy at the peak of
the spectrum, in the laboratory frame), and it consists of the relic black-body radiation from the Big
Bang, which became free to propagate when the universe cooled down to T ≈ 3,000 K allowing nuclei
and electrons to combine into neutral atoms, and has since been redshifted by a factor of 1 + z ≈ 1,100.

The second most significant background light after the CMB is the EBL, which comprises the
IR–UV (about 0.1 to 1000 µm) part of the electromagnetic spectrum emitted throughout the whole
history of universe. It has not been completely determined nor explained yet. At near-IR, visible and
UV wavelengths (λ . 1 µm), the EBL is believed to consist mainly of starlight, with subdominant
contributions from AGNs, whereas at mid- and far-IR wavelengths, it is thought to be mostly made up
of thermal radiation re-emitted by dust heated by shorter-wavelength EBL [929–931].

Direct measurements of the EBL are particularly difficult and are subject to large uncertainties since
its origin and magnitude vary with energy. At optical wavelengths, the intensity of the EBL suffers
mainly from the zodiacal light that can be several orders of magnitude higher than the EBL itself.
However, an agreement has recently emerged between some EBL models that can be broadly classified
by their approach. The left panel of Figure 5 compares three of them between 0.1 and 500 µm. In
the figure, the two most prominent galaxy emission features are seen; from left to right, the stellar
photospheric peak is at about 1 µm, while the dust re-radiation peak occurs at around 100 µm. The
model in [927] is a semi-analytical model of galaxy formation and evolution, which considers starlight
re-emitted by dust at the mid and far-IR. It starts from first principles and given initial conditions,
after which its implications are extrapolated to the present time. This and other models such as [932]
are known as forward evolution types. In contrast, the backward evolution models extrapolate backward
in time the present stage of a given population of galaxies. For example, using gamma-ray attenuation
the model presented in [926] studies known sources of galaxies and AGNs as the only background source
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of light, and evolves luminosity functions to z = 1.4. Complementary, there are the empirical models
or observed evolution types. The model in [928] is based on a sample of about 6000 galaxies in a
range of redshift less than one, whose extrapolations extend to redshift 4. The uncertainties in the
model can be seen as the orange bands in the Figure 5. In this very general classification, the inferred
evolution types can also be mentioned, where the evolution of galaxy properties is inferred in some
range, for example [933, 934]. It can be expected that the models that rely directly on observations,
as [928], Domı́nguez et al. (2011) will improve substantially with the advent of new data and optimized
observation tools and techniques. All these EBL models assume a ΛCDM cosmology.

Figure 5: Left. Comparison of the EBL intensity of three models [926–928]. The orange bands represent the model
uncertainties reported in [928]. Each panel considers a different redshift as indicated. Right. The absorption coefficient
as a function of the observed gamma-ray energy for gamma rays coming from sources at different redshifts (indicated by
different colors), obtained from three different EBL models as indicated.

Assuming standard Lorentz invariance, an interaction between a a cosmic messenger with mass m
(0 for a gamma ray), energy E, and speed β (in c = 1 units) with a background photon with energy ε
at an angle θ is possible if the squared center-of-mass energy of the system s = m2 + 2Eε(1−β cos θ) is
above the kinematic threshold smin. Here, we are interested in the ultrarelativistic limit, β → 1 (exact
for gamma rays, and to an excellent approximation for cosmic rays and secondary electrons). For a
given E and ε, the maximum possible s is obtained in head-on collisions (θ = π), for which smax(E, ε) =
m2 + 2Eε(1 +β), meaning that for a given background energy ε a process is only possible if the photon

energy is E ≥ Emin(ε) = smin−m2

2ε(1+β)
, and vice versa for a given E only if ε ≥ εmin(E) = smin−m2

2E(1+β)
. The

interaction rate of a process can be computed by integrating its cross section σ(s) over the distribution of
background photon energies dn

dε
(ε, z) (number of background photons per unit volume and unit energy)

and angles, assumed isotropic, which, after converting the integration over dθ to one over ds, works out
to

λ−1(E, z) =
1

8βE2

∫ +∞

εmin(E)

1

ε2

dn(ε, z)

dε

∫ smax(E,ε)

smin

(s−m2)σ(s)ds dε. (17)

(In practice, the integration over dε can be limited to an energy εmax above which the contribution of the
background photon field becomes negligible.) Since this is an immediate consequence of the kinematics
of special relativity, any modification of the kinematics will modify it and affect the expected interaction
rates.

3.3.2.1. Interactions of electrons and photons.

Pair production:
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Pair production (γHE +γbg → e+ + e−) through the scattering of a cosmic gamma ray of energy E
off a background photon of energy ε is an allowed process in special relativity, with a threshold

smin = 4m2
e → Emin(ε) = m2

e/ε, εmin(E) = m2
e/E (18)

(see, e.g., Ref. [624]) and the Breit–Wheeler cross section σPP(s). Modifications of this kinematics
can affect the expected transparency of the universe [624]. We will explore this possibility in
Sec. 5.3.1.1, especially in relation with the transparency anomaly reported in several works [930].

For gamma rays with energy between ∼ 10 GeV and 100 TeV, the EBL is the dominant back-
ground. The CMB overtakes the EBL for energies between 100 TeV and 10 EeV. For higher
energies the CRB dominates. As a consequence of the pair-production process (γγ → e+e−),
incoming high-energy photons are absorbed and their spectrum is attenuated, such that for a
source at redshift zs, the flux is absorbed by a factor corresponding to the convolution of the
source intrinsic spectrum with the corresponding background, as follows:

Φobs(E0) = Φint(E0(1 + zs))× e−τ(E0,zs). (19)

Here τ(E0, zs) is the optical depth which depends on the observed energy E0 = E/(1 + z) of the
high-energy gamma ray and the source redshift zs:

τ (E0, zs) =

∫ zs

0

λ−1(E, z)
dl

dz
dz, (20)

where λ−1(E, z) is given in Eq. (17). The integration over dz accounts for the distance covered
by gamma rays. It includes the assumed cosmology and is performed along the line of sight.
Gamma-ray absorption increases with the source redshift (see Figure 5 right). The redshift for
which optical depth reaches unity defines the gamma-ray horizon for a given gamma-ray energy.
Beyond the gamma-ray horizon, the universe becomes progressively opaque for high-energy gamma
rays.

Inverse Compton scattering: The scattering of charged leptons (in particular electrons and positrons)
by background photons can produce high-energy gamma rays: e±+ γ → γ+ e±. The CMB is the
dominant background photon field for electron energies of up to 1 EeV, above which the photons
from the CRB start to dominate the interaction probabilities. Inverse Compton scattering is one
of the most important processes at high energies because electrons created, for example, via pair
production, can then produce more high-energy gamma rays and initiate a cascade process in the
intergalactic space. For energies below ∼ 100 TeV the typical distance traveled by electrons is
of the order of tens of kpc, such that the observational signatures of this process are manifested
through the secondary gamma rays they produce. For inverse Compton scattering, the mean free
path can be computed from Eq. (17) with the cross section σIC and the kinematic threshold smin =
m2
e.

The higher-order counterpart to inverse Compton scattering is triplet pair production (e± + γ →
e±+ e+ + e−), which becomes comparable to the former for energies larger than ∼ 1 EeV. In this
case, the CMB dominates over the other backgrounds.

3.3.2.2. Interactions of nuclei. In this section we describe the interactions of UHECRs with background
photons. We neglect the nucleus recoil in the interactions, and we separate the discussion of the processes
changing the Lorentz factor of the particle from the ones changing the particle type, as done in [911, 912].
Therefore if the energy of a nucleus of mass A is written as E = ΓAmN , where Γ is the Lorentz factor
and mN is the mass of the nucleon, the energy losses can be written as

1

E

dE

dt
=

1

A

dA

dt
+

1

Γ

dΓ

dt
. (21)
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The mean free path λ for a cosmic ray of mass m = AmN interacting with a background photon
at redshift z can be computed from eq. (17), which is often written in terms of the photon energy in

the nucleus rest frame ε′ = (1− β cos θ)Γε = (s−m2)/2m rather than of s; the integral
∫ smax(E,ε)

smin
(s−

m2)σ(s) ds then becomes 4m2
∫ ε′max(E,ε)

ε′min
ε′σ(ε′) dε′, where ε′min = (smin − m2)/2m and ε′max(E, ε) =

(1 + β)Γε. Depending on the ε′ range, several types of interactions between nuclei and photons are
possible, one consequence of which is an upper limit to the energy with which UHECRs from distant
extragalactic sources can reach us, the GZK limit, which is a possible cause of the observed cutoff in
their energy spectrum (Sec. 3.1.3). These processes include:

Bethe-Heitler pair production: When the energy of the photon in the nucleus rest frame is ε′ & 1 MeV,
i.e. when the energy of the nucleus in the laboratory frame is E & 0.5A(meV/ε) EeV, pairs of
electrons and positrons can be created [935]: A

ZX + γ → A
ZX + e+ + e−. This process has a

short mean free path (∼ 1 Mpc) but each interaction results in a very small energy loss by the
nucleus (. 0.1%), thus it is usually treated as continuous. Pair production on CMB photons is
the dominant energy loss mechanism for protons with 2.5 EeV . E . 60 EeV, with an energy loss
length (mean free path divided by inelasticity) of the order of 1 Gpc. For other nuclei, the energy
loss length is Z2/A times that of protons.

Nuclear photodisintegration: When the photon energy in the nucleus rest frame is ε′ & 8 MeV (E &
4A(meV/ε) EeV, the precise value depending on the nuclide), the nucleus can be stripped of one
or more nucleons or occasionally larger fragments, e.g.

A
ZX + γ → A−1

ZX + n, A
ZX + γ → A−1

Z−1X
′ + p, A

ZX + γ → A−2
Z−2X

′′ + 4
2He, etc.

All the fragments will inherit the Lorentz factor of the parent nucleus, hence the inelasticity is 1/A
for one-nucleon ejection, 4/A for alpha-particle ejection, etc. This is the dominant energy loss for
nuclei at most energies, mainly on EBL photons for nucleus energies below a few EeV per nucleon
and on CMB photons above. The secondary neutrons will undergo beta decay n → p + e− + ν̄e
within 9(E/EeV) kpc in average, so all secondary nucleons can be treated as protons beyond
Galactic distance scales. The giant dipole resonance dominates the cross sections for ε′ < 30 MeV,
and envisages the emission of one or two nucleons. At larger energies, the quasi-deuteron effect
takes over, where the photon interacts with a nucleon pair, with the consequent emission of several
nucleons [936]. The branching ratios of the various photodisintegration channels are difficult to
measure, especially those involving the ejection of a charged fragment; in particular, those of alpha-
particle ejection have only been measured for a very few nuclides. Certain phenomenological
models are available, but they sometimes overestimate the little available data by an order of
magnitude or neglect such channels altogether (see Ref. [919] and references therein).

Pion production: At larger energies ε′ & 145 MeV (E & 72A(meV/ε) EeV), the photon can interact
with a nucleon (whether free or bound in a nucleus), typically via the ∆ resonance, producing
pions with ≈ 20% energy of the nucleon (E/A):

p+ γ → p+ π0, p+ γ → n+ π+, n+ γ → n+ π0, or n+ γ → p+ π−.

(In the case of a bound nucleon, it is thereby ejected from its nucleus.) Secondary particles are
then generated, such as neutrinos [642, 914, 937, 938], from the decay of charged pions, and
photons, from the decay of neutral pions. Pion production on CMB photons is the dominant
energy loss for protons with E & 60 EeV. At even higher ε′, the production of multiple pions,
and/or heavier hadrons such as kaons, becomes possible.

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the energy loss lengths for these different interaction processes, for four
types of nuclei: hydrogen (1H), helium (4He), nitrogen (14N), and iron (56Fe).
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Figure 6: Energy loss length (λ) as a function of the UHECR energy (E), assuming the EBL model from [927] and the
photodisintegration model from [939] (helium), [940] (nitrogen and iron).

3.3.3. Effects of magnetic fields

Charged particles like cosmic rays and the charged leptons produced in electromagnetic cascades
can be deflected by IGMFs and GMFs. The former comprises fields in clusters (∼ 1 µG), filaments
(∼ 1–100 nG), and cosmic voids, whose strength is mostly unknown, ranging from O(10−6 nG) to
O(1 nG) [941, 942]. The coherence length of these fields, i.e. the distance scale over which they can be
approximated as constant, is also poorly constrained, especially in the voids. Theoretically motivated
values lie between ∼ 10−6 Mpc and ∼ 103 Mpc [941], and there are no strong observational constraints.
For example, the detection of a flare of the blazar TXS0506+056 in neutrinos and gamma rays suggest
a range ∼ 0.1–100 Mpc [943].

The GMF is known to have both a regular component roughly following the spiral arm structure of
the Galaxy and a turbulent component (with coherence length O(100 pc)), both of the order of a few
µG, but there are large uncertainties on the details. The main difficulty is that we cannot measure the
GMF as a function of position in 3D, but only line-of-sight integrals weighed by electron densities which
are themselves poorly known (e.g. the Faraday rotation, proportional to the line integral of the radial
GMF times the total electron density, or the polarized synchrotron emission, proportional to the line
integral of the transverse GMF squared times the relativistic electron density), and the measurements
themselves are contaminated by large backgrounds (see Ref. [944] for a recent review of these issues).
Several models of the GMF are available [945–947], but none of them is fully consistent with all available
data [948].

Two regimes of cosmic-ray propagation can be identified depending on the Larmor radius rL, defined
as

rL =
R

B⊥
≈ 1.081

E/Z

EeV

(
B⊥
nG

)−1

Mpc = 1.081
E/Z

EeV

(
B⊥
µG

)−1

kpc , (22)

where the magnetic rigidity R of a particle is its momentum divided by its electric charge (R = E/Z for
fully ionized nuclei in c = e = 1 units) and B⊥ is the magnetic field perpendicular to the trajectory of
the particle (i.e., in the case of particles hitting the Earth, perpendicular to the line of sight). If the
Larmor radius is much less than the coherence length LB, the propagation is diffusive; otherwise the
magnetic deflections can be considered a perturbation on top of rectilinear propagation (quasi-ballistic
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propagation). The typical angular deflections over a distance D, in this case, are

∆θCR '


2 arcsin

D

rL

≈ D

rL

rad ≈ 53◦Z

(
E

EeV

)−1
B⊥
µG

D

kpc
, D � LB ,

53◦Z

(
E

EeV

)−1
B⊥
nG

√
LBD

Mpc
, D � LB ,

(23)

and the corresponding time delays are

∆tCR =


D

c

∆θ2

24
+O(∆θ4) ≈ 116Z2

(
E

EeV

)−2(
B⊥
µG

)2(
D

kpc

)3

yr , D � LB ,

1.2× 105 Z2

(
E

EeV

)−2(
B⊥
nG

)2
D

Mpc

(
LB

Mpc

)2

yr , D � LB .

(24)

For the turbulent GMF, the transition between the diffusive and the quasi-ballistic regime is expected
to occur at rigidities E/Z ∼ 1017–1018 eV, hence cosmic rays are generally assumed to have Galactic
origin below such energies. Note that realistic values of the time delay are much longer than the typical
duration of UHECR experiments (a few years to a few decades), meaning it is not feasible to use charged
cosmic rays to study transient extragalactic phenomena.

Concretely, using recent estimates, deflections of cosmic rays by the regular GMF are expected to
range from ∼ 15 to ∼ 40 × 10 EeV

E/Z
degrees depending on the direction [949, 950]; root-mean-square

deflections by the turbulent GMF are a few times smaller, ranging from . 3.5 (most likely ∼ 0.5) ×
10 EeV
E/Z

degrees at high Galactic latitudes to . 27 (most likely ∼ 5) × 10 EeV
E/Z

degrees at low Galactic

latitudes [951]. Deflections due to IGMFs depend on the distribution of these fields in the cosmic web,
but even in more extreme scenarios with highly magnetised voids, cosmic rays from sources closer than
∼ 50 Mpc would be deflected, on average, by . 75× 10 EeV

E/Z
degrees [921]. Less extreme scenarios suggest

that extragalactic deflections are comparable to those due to the GMF [952].
One might expect that by causing UHECRs to travel longer distances, IGMFs would alter their

spectrum and composition; but the propagation theorem [953] states that in the case of a “continuous”
distribution of sources (i.e. average distance between sources much less than all other relevant length
scales, such as the Larmor radius, the UHECR energy loss length, and the age of the sources times the
speed of light), the spectrum at Earth is not affected by the magnetic fields. Conversely, in the case
of a discrete distribution of sources with separations comparable to or larger than the Larmor radius,
the effect of IGMFs can be modeled as a low-energy exponential cutoff [954], although IGMFs may be
too weak for this effect to significantly impact observations [955]. It is important to stress that it is not
clear if the conditions required for the validity of the propagation theorem hold, so caution should be
taken when invoking this theorem to justify the omission of magnetic-field effects.

Our poor knowledge of IGMFs and GMFs is exemplified in Figure 7, which shows the major differ-
ences existing among the various available models.

Magnetic fields are not directly important for the propagation of gamma rays, but they can affect
the charged component of the electromagnetic cascades they induce, namely the electron-positron pairs
generated via high-energy gamma-ray interactions with background photons. The pairs are deflected by
an angle proportional to the magnetic field and they travel for a certain distance comparable to the mean
free path for inverse Compton scattering λIC. The local deflection angle δ of the electrons with respect
to their original direction depends on the coherence length LB of the magnetic field in comparison
with the mean free path. In the quasi-rectilinear regime (LB � λIC), this angle is δ ' LB/rL. If the
propagation is diffusive (LB � λIC), then δ ' (λICLB)1/2/rL.

It follows from this underlying picture that the secondary gamma rays detected at Earth can be
separated from the primary gamma rays by a given angle ∆θγ even if they were originally emitted in
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Figure 7: Left: the “filling factor” of IGMFs (i.e. the volume fraction of the universe in which the magnetic field strength
is greater than the specified amount) as predicted by various models, from Ref. [644]. Right: deflections of cosmic rays
with E = 20Z EeV (squares are source positions and circles are arrival directions at Earth) by the regular GMF as
predicted by various models, from Ref. [950].

the same direction. For gamma rays emitted with energy Eγ between ∼ 1 GeV and 100 TeV, ∆θγ is
roughly [956],

∆θγ '


0.07◦(1 + z)−

1
2

( τθ
10

)−1
(

Eγ
0.1 TeV

)− 3
4
(

B

10−14 G

)(
LB

1 kpc

) 1
2

LB � λIC ,

0.5◦(1 + z)−2
( τθ

10

)−1
(

Eγ
0.1 TeV

)−1(
B

10−14 G

)
LB � λIC ,

(25)

where τθ is equal to the angular diameter distance to the source of primary gamma rays divided by
the mean free path for pair production, i.e., a proxy for the optical depth (20). In practice, this
deflection will lead to the formation of a “halo” around point-like astrophysical sources of gamma rays
(see e.g. [957]). More complex morphologies such as spiral-like structures can arise depending on the
angle of observation of the object and properties of the magnetic field such as its helicity [922, 958, 959].

If all gamma rays are emitted by an astrophysical object simultaneously, then the magnetic deflection
of the charged component would incur delays (∆tγ) in the arrival times of the secondary photons [960],
approximately given by [956]:

∆tγ '


7× 105 s (1− τ−1

θ )(1 + z)−5κ

(
Eγ

0.1 TeV

)− 5
2
(

B

10−18 G

)2

LB � λIC ,

1× 104 s (1− τ−1
θ )(1 + z)−2κ

(
Eγ

0.1 TeV

)−2(
B

10−18 G

)2(
LB

1 kpc

)
LB � λIC .

(26)

The parameter κ is of order unit and accounts for EBL model uncertainties.
An immediate consequence of Eqs. (25) and (26) is that, in the presence of IGMFs, the main gamma-

ray observables will change. First, the angular broadening might spread the total flux from a source
over a larger angular window, decreasing the measured point-like flux. Second, in the case of limited-
duration transient events, part of the flux might only reach Earth millions of years later. Therefore, if
IGMFs are stronger than B & 10−16 G, as the results [961, 962] indicate, they need to be taken into
account in the modelling, given their impact in the modelling of the propagation and their degeneracy
with respect to the source properties [963, 964].

Electromagnetic cascades are well understood, although there are many uncertainties related to
the distribution of photon fields. Nevertheless, the role played by IGMFs on the cascades has been
recently questioned in a number of works [965, 966], which claim that plasma instabilities arising due to
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the back-reaction of the intergalactic medium on the electrons of the cascade could effectively halt the
production of high-energy secondary gamma rays, cooling down the electrons before they can up-scatter
background photons. Nevertheless, while this effect might actually play a substantial role, there are
indications that this process does not completely quench the development of the cascades [967, 968].
For a more detailed discussion, see Ref. [922].

3.3.4. Gravitational lensing

Light rays are deflected when propagating through a gravitational field. Long suspected before GR,
it was only after Einstein’s final formulation of his theory that the effect was described quantitatively.
According to the Einstein’s theory of gravity, the deflection angle does not depend on the photon energy,
so we assume that gravitational lensing is achromatic. Measurements of light propagation at the highest
energies of the electromagnetic spectrum, i.e. VHE gamma rays, in comparison with the propagation
at the lower energies, are of utmost importance for testing GR.

The simplest approximation for calculations of gravitational lensing is by a point mass lens. It
works very well for many objects, such as stars and planets, but also in cases of radiation from quasars
that is lensed on large scales by galaxies with regular distribution of mass which is concentrated in
the centers of spiral and elliptical galaxies. In case of strong lensing, multiple images are observed,
dependent on the geometry of the event. A special case of a ring-shaped image (“Einstein ring”) is
observed for the lensing alignments when the source, lens and the observer lie on the same line. If
the multiple images cannot be resolved, amplification (or magnification) of the source is observed, and
such case of strong lensing is called microlensing. Gravitational lensing of electromagnetic radiation
passing close to centers of massive galaxies is manifested in several ways: i) different lensed images
(created as light passes different paths through the lens) arrive with certain time delays, allowing us
to measure the mass of the lens, as well as to probe the Einstein’s theory of gravity by testing the
gravitational lensing achromacity, and possible effects of quantum gravity. ii) microlensing by single
stars and planets in the lens galaxy can help to constrain the sizes of emission regions of electromagnetic
radiation at different energies. Measurements of the time delays in different passbands, for instance
QSO B0218+357 with radio [969] and HE gamma rays [970] are not precise enough to constrain possible
QG induced energy dependence. In addition, the measured time delay could depend on the position of
the emitting region (in the AGN core or in the jets), which needs not be the same at all wavelengths
[971]. Instead, one could compare the time profiles of a flare and its lensed counterpart with detectors
such as IACTs, which cover a range of more than 2 order of magnitude in energy [455]. The shape of
the delayed flare would be affected by the QG energy-dependent travel time. The comparison of the 2
pulses could also be affected by the finite size of the emission region, but not by the time profile of the
emission or by possible microlensing induced changes in the amplitude ratio of the pulses. The main
drawback of the method is the small travel time difference between the arms of gravitational lenses
which is of the order of tens of days. This is to be compared with the travel time of photons from
AGNs or GRBs which are of the order of 1 Gyr. Requirement of co-linearity of source-lens-observer
system makes the strongly gravitationally lensed active galaxies rare. Thus, they are observable mostly
at large cosmological distances (zs & 1), allowing only brightest of those sources to be studied in HE.
In addition, in the VHE range, the large distance of those sources causes strong absorption in EBL,
which further hampers detection possibilities with IACTs.

At GeV energies, two strongly gravitationally lensed systems were detected: PKS 1830-211 [972, 973]
and QSO B0218+357 [970]. The former is a blazar located at zs = 2.507. It was discovered as a single
source in the Parkes catalog, but later radio observations by the Very Large Array (VLA) and Australian
Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) clearly revealed two sources, one in the northeast and one in the
southwest, separated by 0.98′′ and connected by an Einstein ring [974, 975]. The images cannot be
resolved by Fermi -LAT. The emission from the two images can be distinguished by measuring a time
delay from variable gamma-ray light curves. The autocorrelation of the light curve gives the time delay
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between two GeV components of 27.1 ± 0.6 days [972], in agreement with radio measurements [976–
978]. However, in a later independent analysis [973] of these two large gamma-ray flares of PKS 1830-
211 such a delayed activity was not confirmed. The authors set a lower limit of about 6 on the
gamma-ray flux ratio between the two lensed images. QSO B0218+357 was discovered by NRAO 140-ft
telescope in its strong source survey [979]. Radio imaging revealed it to be a gravitationally lensed
blazar with the smallest separation double-image known (335′′), and an Einstein ring with a similar
angular diameter [980, 981]. The lens galaxy is at redshift z = 0.6847 [982], and the blazar was later
securely measured at zs = 0.944 ± 0.002 [983]. QSO B0218+357 is the only strongly gravitationally
lensed source detected in the VHE band so far[984]. Detection by the MAGIC telescopes was achieved
during a short HE flaring activity observed by Fermi -LAT in 2014. Unfortunately observations could
be only performed during the trailing image of the source, however the time of the flare agreed with
the delay observed at lower energies. As reported in [985], in August 2014, following a flare alert by
the Fermi -LAT collaboration, the H.E.S.S. array observed PKS 1830-211 with the aim of detecting the
gamma-ray flare delayed by 20–27 days from the alert flare, as expected from observations at other
wavelengths. No photon excess or significant signal was detected, but an upper limit on the flux above
67 GeV was computed and compared to the extrapolation of the Fermi -LAT flare spectrum.

To fully exploit the gravitational lensing of AGN objects, it is essential to detect the VHE gamma-ray
emission from leading and trailing images of the same flare.

4. Receiving the message

The Earth’s atmosphere is opaque to gamma rays and UHECRs, rendering direct ground-based
observations not possible. Low-energy gamma rays and cosmic rays can be observed via satellite-borne
detectors; the fluxes of higher-energy ones are too low for that, but they are detected by arrays of
ground-based detectors via the particle cascades they produce in the atmosphere, known as extensive
air showers (EASs). Neutrinos, on the other hand, easily penetrate our atmosphere, the Earth, and
ourselves, but for that precise reason, they are notoriously difficult to detect, and require detectors of
immense sizes (neutrinos of very large energies, above tens of TeV, have non-negligible interaction with
the Earth, but their flux is very low). Regardless of the differences between gamma rays, UHECRs,
and neutrinos, ground-based detectors are based on the same principle: a primary particle entering a
medium interacts with an atomic nucleus in air, water, or ice. The interaction triggers a formation
of a cascade of particles. Further down the line, charged particles from the cascade emit Cherenkov
radiation recorded by the detectors, and the nitrogen in the air emits UV fluorescence light. Similar
processes occur in satellite-borne detectors of gamma rays. In contrast to the first three messengers,
which are detected as individual particles, GWs are oscillations of the spacetime curvature. Therefore,
they are detected with antennas which measure their amplitude and phase. GWs interact very weakly
with matter, thus propagate nearly uncontaminated by absorption and scattering from the source to
the detector.

4.1. Particle showers

Particle showers are cascades of secondary particles initiated by a primary particle (cosmic ray,
gamma ray, or neutrino) in a certain medium. Satellite-borne gamma-ray detectors use this phenomenon
as one of the detection techniques. However, detectors of UHECRs, VHE gamma rays, and neutrinos
use naturally occurring media: air, water, and ice. We will explain the process on the example of air
showers, keeping in mind that the underlying principle is the same for other media as well. Subtle
differences result mostly due to different densities and optical properties.

A high-energy photon or electron/positron colliding with a nucleus N in the atmosphere (≈ 78%
nitrogen and ≈ 21% oxygen) undergoes Bethe–Heitler pair production γ + N → N + e+ + e− or
Bremsstrahlung e± + N → N + e± + γ, respectively, and the outgoing e±, γ in turn interact with
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other nuclei, and so on, generating an electromagnetic shower. Energetic hadrons, such as UHECRs,
produce hadronic showers via repeated hadronic interactions, hadron + N → N ′ + hadrons, which
include electromagnetic subshowers initiated by decay products of unstable hadrons (mainly π0 → 2γ)
produced in previous interactions. Muons just lose energy by ionization µ± + N → N+ + e− at a rate
of ≈ 2 MeV/g cm2, so they produce a track which can be detected via Cherenkov and/or fluorescence
light but they still generally reach the surface with most of their initial energy and can penetrate
deep into the ground, being a background for underground neutrino detectors. Neutrinos generally
pass through the Earth unaffected, but can occasionally interact with electrons in matter via a neutral-
current interaction (resulting in a high-energy electron, which then initiates an electromagnetic cascade)
or a charged-current interaction (resulting in a high-energy charged lepton of the same flavor as the
neutrino; the electron, muon or tau lepton then initiates a cascade, track or “double bang” respectively).

In contrast to the showers produced in particle calorimeters, air showers develop in the atmosphere,
whose density ρ . 10−3 g cm−3, and extend over length scales of kilometers, hence the name extensive
air shower (EAS). It is customary to measure the distance traveled by the shower as an atmospheric
depth X in g cm−2, giving the amount of air traversed by the shower from the top of the atmosphere
in the direction of the shower axis, i.e. parallel to the direction of the primary particle initiating the
shower. The total vertical atmospheric depth at sea level is Xv ≈ 1030 g cm−2, increasing with zenith
angle θ approximately as Xv/ cos θ, with θ measured from the vertical (θ = 0◦) to ground.

A toy model to describe electromagnetic showers is due to Heitler [986], while for hadronic showers
a model was developed by Matthews [987]. Despite their many simplifications, these models reproduce
many important features of air showers that are also obtained with detailed Monte Carlo simulations
and observed experimentally. The models also serve to shed light on the relation between the main
shower observables and the nature of the primaries producing them, as well as the features of hadronic
and electromagnetic interactions at UHE.

4.1.1. Electromagnetic showers

The first interaction of a primary VHE gamma ray in the atmosphere is mainly the electron-positron
pair production in the Coulomb field of an atomic nucleus in the air — so-called Bethe–Heitler process
[988]. At high energies the Bethe–Heitler cross-section [988] is independent of the photon energy,

σBH =
28Z2α3

9m2
e

(
ln

183

Z1/3
− 1

42

)
, (27)

where α is the fine structure constant and Z is the atomic number of the nucleus. This is the standard
result based on special relativity. In several QG models with broken Lorentz symmetry the Bethe–
Heitler cross-section may be reduced at high energies [989, 990], as discussed in Sec. 5.3.1.1.

The products of the first interaction, electron and positron, are deflected in the Coulomb field of
another atomic nucleus, emitting photons through the Bremsstrahlung process [988, 991]. The resulting
secondary photons, in turn, again produce electron-positron pairs through the Bethe–Heitler process.
The cycle repeats, and at each step the number of particles (photons, electrons, positrons) increases
exponentially while the mean energy of particles decreases. The cascade dies out when the mean particle
energy falls below a certain critical energy Ec ' 80 MeV. Below this threshold, the energy loss rate on
the process of ionization of air molecules starts to dominate over the rate of Bremsstrahlung. At this
stage (called the shower maximum) the shower contains the maximal number of particles.

The mean free path X0,BH or radiation length X0,Br of a primary or secondary particle in the
shower is inversely proportional to the corresponding cross-section, and is X0,BH = 47 g cm−2 for Bethe–
Heitler process, and X0,Br = 37 g cm−2 for Bremsstrahlung [991] (compared to the vertical depth of the
atmosphere at sea level of ≈ 1030 g cm−2). Hence, the shower usually starts and develops in high layers
of atmosphere, at an altitude ∼ 20–30 km above mean sea level (asl).
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Some basic features of an electromagnetic shower can be obtained analytically in a simplified
Heitler model [992]. The assumptions are as follows: i) the mean free paths for Bethe–Heitler and
Bremsstrahlung processes are set equal, X0,Br = X0; ii) in the final states of each reaction, the energy is
distributed equally among the products. The Heitler model shows that the number of particles grows
with distance along the shower axis, N(x) = 2x/X0 , while the energy of each particle decreases with the
distance, E(x) = E0 × 2−x/X0 , where E0 is the energy of primary particle. At the shower maximum
distance x = Xmax the number of particles Nmax = 2Xmax/X0 = E0/Ec is proportional to the energy of
the primary particle. Thus, the number of particles at the maximum can be used to reconstruct the
primary energy. The second prediction of the Heitler model is the logarithmic dependence of the shower
maximum on primary photon energy,

Xmax = X0 log2

E0

Ec

. (28)

Although the Heitler model is based on rather rough assumptions (i and ii), its predictions are quite good
and can be improved by more complete calculation including numerical simulations. Note that in QG
models the above assumptions may be violated, leading to a somewhat different shower development.

Let us also note some important features of electromagnetic showers induced by EHE gamma rays.
First, for primary photon energies above 1018 eV scattering in the Coulomb field of several nuclei be-
comes important. The destructive interference between several scattering centers somewhat suppresses
both the Bethe–Heitler and Bremsstrahlung processes (LPM effect) [993, 994]. Second, for primary
photon energies more than ∼ 1019.5 eV the dominant channel for the first interaction in the Earth’s
neighbourhood is no longer the Bethe–Heitler process but the electron-positron pair production in the
geomagnetic field. This process occurs at altitudes of several hundred kilometers above the Earth,
outside of the atmosphere. The resulting electrons and positrons emit synchrotron radiation in the
geomagnetic field, giving rise to a small electromagnetic cascade called preshower, which gives a unique
signature for the subsequent EAS [995, 996].

As already mentioned, electromagnetic showers can also result from the decay of neutral pions, thus
constituting subshowers of larger EASs.

4.1.2. Hadronic showers

When a UHECR proton or nucleus interacts with a nucleus of air, a large number of secondary
particles are produced, with the multiplicity Nmult defined as the number of particles per collision,
reaching values of tens to hundreds at UHE. On average the collision takes place after the particle
traverses one interaction length λi(E0), decreasing with the primary energy E0 as the cross-section
increases. On average ∼ 30− 40% of the energy of the primary UHECR is carried by a leading baryon
or nucleus contributing to further developing the shower. The remaining energy is employed in the
creation of ultra-relativistic secondary particles, most of them charged π+, π− and neutral pions π0,
with a smaller number of heavier mesons such as charged and neutral kaons, ρ-mesons, etc. This
implies that the energy of the primary particle rapidly degrades into a large number of secondaries that
can subsequently interact or decay depending on the nature and energy of the particle, hence further
contributing to shower development.

Charged pions decay through the weak interaction and have a lifetime τπ± = 2.6 × 10−8 s. On
average they travel a distance dπ± = Γρcτπ± = 780ρ× Γ g cm−2 before decaying, where Γ = Eπ±/mπ±

is the Lorentz factor. On the other hand, the interaction length of pions is λπ ' 120 g cm−2, also
decreasing with energy. Once produced, if the π± live long enough they can encounter an air nuclei and
interact before decaying. This happens if dπ± & λπ, otherwise they typically decay. In general terms,
high-energy π± with Eπ± & 10 GeV mostly interact because Γ is large, while lower energy π± decay.
At high altitudes, where the atmosphere is less dense, charged pions of higher energy are more likely
to decay than at low altitudes. The stochastic competition between interaction and decay of charged
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mesons determines the details of the development of hadronic showers. Interacting charged pions along
with the leading baryon and other hadrons, form a penetrating core of shower particles constituting the
hadronic component of the cascade (see Fig. 8). Charged pions decaying into muons, π+ → µ+ + νµ,
π− → µ− + ν̄µ, represent the main contribution to the muonic component of the shower, being also
responsible for the production of atmospheric neutrinos (Fig. 8).

On the other hand neutral pions, continuously produced in the hadronic core of the shower, have
a lifetime τπ0 = 8.4 × 10−17 s characteristic of electromagnetic interactions, much smaller than that of
π±. As a result most π0 do not travel long enough distances to interact with an air nucleus unless their
energy is well above 1018 eV. Instead, π0 typically decay almost immediately into two photons π0 → γγ,
initiating electromagnetic subshowers as described above. Neutral pions are mainly responsible for the
electromagnetic component, that constitutes the bulk of the particles in an EAS.

The three distinct and intertwined shower components, hadronic, electromagnetic and muonic are
sketched in Fig. 8.
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Figure 8: Left panel: Sketch of an EAS induced by a UHECR proton (p) or nucleus (A). Depicted are the hadronic (black),
electromagnetic (red), muonic (blue) and neutrino (green) components. Right panel top: Profile along the direction of
the shower axis of the number of particles in EASs. Right panel bottom: Particle densities at ground as a function of the
radial distance to the shower core measured in the shower plane perpendicular to shower axis. In both panels electrons
and positrons (red), muons (blue), hadrons (black) were obtained with AIRES 19.04.00 Monte Carlo simulations of EASs
induced by a primary proton (solid lines) and an iron nucleus (dashed lines) of primary energy E0 = 1 EeV and arriving
at angle θ = 45◦ with respect to the vertical to the ground.

The decay of charged pions and muons within the showers generate a strong flux of atmospheric
neutrinos. The essential features of the atmospheric neutrino flux were described from the convolution
of the cosmic-ray flux and the neutrino yields, based on the hadronic interaction model [997]. Their
spectrum is a steeply-falling power-law (∼ E−3.7). Study of atmospheric neutrinos is interesting in
its own, but also because at energies above a few tens of TeV they represent a major background in
searches of astrophysical neutrinos.

From the point of view of VHE gamma-ray observations, a very important task is to distinguish
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photon-induced showers from hadronic ones. The main difference being in their spatial structures.
Photon showers are more homogeneous, thinner and axially symmetric about the primary gamma-ray
direction. Hadronic showers, as we have seen, can contain several distinctive subshowers, and have a
much higher muon content.

4.1.2.1. Simple model of shower development. The basic features of a hadronic shower can be obtained
in the Matthews model [987], where it is assumed that after the interaction of a UHE proton with
energy E0, a number Nmult of pions is produced, all with the same energy E0/Nmult, and 1/3 of them
being π0 and 2/3 being π±. The effect of the leading baryon in the collision is neglected. All neutral
pions are assumed to decay immediately feeding the electromagnetic component of the shower, which,
after the first generation of pions, carries an energy E0/3, while the energy carried by the hadronic core
of the shower (i.e. the charged pions) is 2E0/3. All charged pions are assumed to interact if their energy
is above Edec

π ' 20 GeV, below which π± are assumed to decay feeding the muonic component of the
shower. In each collision of a π±, it is again assumed that only pions are produced, 1/3 of them being
neutral, decaying immediately and starting new electromagnetic subshowers. The process goes on, and
after k generations the energy carried by the hadronic component of the shower is Ehad ' (2/3)kE0,
while that of the electromagnetic component is EEM = E0 − Ehad '

(
1− (2/3)k

)
E0. This implies

that after only k = 6 generations, more than 90% of the primary energy goes into the electromagnetic
component of the shower, reflecting its predominance over the hadronic and muonic components as
observed experimentally. After k generations, the energy per pion is Eπ = E0/(Nmult)

k. The production
of pions stops when Eπ = Edec

π and all charged pions decay producing muons. The maximum number
of generations in the shower kmax is then given by the number of generations needed for the energy per
pion Eπ to reach Edec

π ,

Eπ =
E0

(Nmult)kmax
= Edec

π ⇒ kmax =
ln(E0/E

dec
π )

lnNmult

. (29)

Since one muon per decaying charged pion is produced, an estimate of the number of muons in the
shower Nµ is given by:

Np
µ = Nπ± =

(
2

3
Nmult

)kmax

⇒ Np
µ =

(
E0

Edec
π

)β
with β = 1 +

ln(2/3)

lnNmult

. (30)

Typical values of β range from 0.85 to 0.95, reflecting that the number of muons is almost proportional
to the primary energy E0. The average energy per muon is roughly Edec

π /2 ' 10 GeV. Eq. (30) also
reflects the dependence of the scaling of Np

µ with energy on a property of hadronic interactions such as
the total multiplicity. Since energetic muons only lose energy through ionization and barely interact or
decay, they travel through the atmosphere almost unattenuated, typically reaching ground level, except
for those produced in showers with very large zenith angles θ.

Exploiting the Matthews model, we can obtain an estimate of the average depth 〈Xp
max〉 at which

the number of particles in a proton-initiated shower is maximum. Most of the particles in an EAS are
e−, e+ and γ produced in the electromagnetic subshowers initiated by photons produced in the decay
of neutral pions. Also, the largest subshowers in terms of number of particles are those initiated by the
most energetic π0s of the first generation. Taking these two facts into account, an approximate estimate
of 〈Xp

max〉 is given by the depth of maximumXγ
max of electromagnetic subshowers initiated by the photons

generated in the decay of π0s produced in the first generation and having energy Eγ = E0/2Nmult. Using
Eq. (28) for Xγ

max:

〈Xp
max〉 ' λi +Xγ

max

(
E0

2Nmult

)
' λpi +X0 log2

E0

2NmultEc

, (31)

where λpi is the mean free path of the proton. Eq. (31) reflects the dependence of Xp
max, an observable

accessible in many experiments, on the properties of the first UHE interaction: namely, on one hand the
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cross-section σp–air through λi = 〈A〉mp/σp–air where 〈A〉 ' 14.5 is the average mass number of air and
mp is the proton mass, and on the other hand the total multiplicity Nmult with a weaker dependence
(30).

If the primary cosmic rays are heavier nuclei the main observables, namely the depth of maximum
development 〈XA

max〉 and the number of muons NA
µ , can be easily obtained on the basis of the so-

called superposition model [998] considering that the shower produced by a cosmic-ray nucleus of mass
number A and energy E0 is equivalent to a superposition of A showers produced by A individual nucleons
of energy E0/A each. Following this model:

〈XA
max(E0)〉 ' 〈Xp

max(E0/A)〉 = λAi +X0 log2

E0

2NmultEc

−X0 log2A (32)

⇒ 〈XA
max(E0)〉 − 〈Xp

max(E0)〉 ' X0 log2A, (33)

making apparent the dependence of Xmax on the mass A of the primary particle initiating the shower
(see Fig. 8). As for the number of muons in a nucleus-initiated shower, using the superposition model
and Eq. (30) it is given by

NA
µ (E0) = A×Np

µ

(
E0

A

)
= A×

(
E0

AEdec
π

)β
= A1−β ×Np

µ(E0). (34)

This implies that for a given primary energy the number of muons is larger in showers induced by heavier
nuclei than in showers induced by protons. For instance an iron-induced shower has ∼ 1.5 times as
many muons than a proton shower of the same energy, making this observable a valuable discriminator
of primary mass (see Fig. 8).

On the other hand the number of electrons and positrons in showers induced by protons or heavier
primaries is similar,

NA
e (E0) ' A×Np

e

(
E0

A

)
' A× E0

AEc

= Np
e (E0), (35)

implying that the electromagnetic size is a good estimator of shower energy regardless of the composition
of the UHECR flux.

4.1.2.2. Monte Carlo simulations. Besides this simplified but yet powerful model, a more detailed
treatment of shower development accounting for the stochastic nature of the hadronic, weak and elec-
tromagnetic interaction and transport processes involved requires the use of sophisticated Monte Carlo
simulations of shower development in the atmosphere. While the electromagnetic and weak interactions
are rather well understood, QCD cannot be applied to calculate from first principles the features of
hadronic interactions such as the p/A–air cross section, multiplicity and energy and momentum distribu-
tion of secondaries; instead, one has to rely on hadronic interaction models, based on theoretical ideas
and empirical parameterizations and extrapolations tuned to describe collider and accelerator data.
The hadronic interactions in the first few generations of an EAS occur with very high center-of-mass
energies where we lack knowledge of their properties: the first interaction of a cosmic ray with energy E
has
√
s ≈ 43

√
E/EeV TeV, which for E & 1017 eV is greater than achieved at the LHC. Subsequent

interactions are mostly pion-initiated rather than nucleon-initiated, and there are few direct laboratory
measurements of the former. Moreover, most secondaries in the EASs are moving in the forward direc-
tion, almost parallel to the direction of the primary UHECR, where typically collider experiments do
not register particles because of the presence of the beam itself, but where most of the energy of the
EASs flows.

Widely used Monte Carlo codes simulating in great detail EASs initiated by UHE photons, nu-
cleons, or nuclei (and even neutrinos) are the AIRES [999] and CORSIKA [1000] programs, which
incorporate different models to describe hadronic interactions at high energy such as EPOS [1001],
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QGSJet [1002] and Sibyll [1003]. There are sizable differences among these models, severely limiting
our ability to estimate the mass numbers of primary UHECRs: for example, the 〈Xmax〉 predictions by
the latest versions of Sibyll and QGSJet differ by 26 g/cm2, corresponding to a factor of 3 in the
mass number estimated from a given observed Xmax (the latest EPOS giving intermediate predictions).
Furthermore, all of these models predict average numbers of muons in showers significantly in deficit of
the observations [1004]; the observed shower-to-shower fluctuations in muon number are in agreement
with the predictions [1005], showing that the mismatch in the averages cannot be due to only a major
effect affecting the extreme-energy interactions at the top of the showers, but must be due to a small
effect accumulating throughout the shower development including in lower-energy interactions near the
bottom.

In Fig. 8 the longitudinal profile of electrons and positrons, muons and hadrons is shown for showers
induced by protons and iron nuclei simulated with AIRES. As can be seen in the figure, the depth
at which the number of electrons + positrons is maximum, namely Xmax, is smaller in iron-induced
showers than in proton-induced EASs, while the number of muons Nµ is larger, in agreement with the
simple models described above.

Another important property of the showers is the lateral distribution of the density of particles at
ground level. This is a decreasing function of the radial distance from the shower core measured in
the shower plane orthogonal to the shower axis, as shown in Fig. 8. The lateral distribution of the
electromagnetic component of an EAS, which gets constantly regenerated by the hadronic core and
by muon decays, is mainly due to multiple Coulomb scattering. The muonic component of hadronic
showers, which is typically produced high in the atmosphere, has a flatter lateral profile inheriting the
lateral spread of the parent charged pions. At UHE energies the signals can be measured up to a few
km from the shower core.

Monte Carlo simulations also allow to model fluctuations between properties of showers of the
same energy. In particular, fluctuations of Xmax, generally quantified by the standard deviation of its
distribution σ(Xmax), are quite different for different primary masses. The spread in Xmax in proton-
induced EASs arises mostly from the fluctuations in the depth at which the first interaction occurs, with
contributions from the fluctuations in the subsequent shower development, reflecting the dependence of
σ(Xmax) on hadronic interactions at UHE and UHECR composition. For showers initiated by heavier
nuclei the fluctuations are typically smaller because these can be considered as a superposition of A
showers of energies E0/A whose fluctuations get averaged especially at large values of A. In addition
to the fluctuations in the depth at which the first interaction occurs, the width of the distribution
reflects the spread of nuclear masses at the UHECR sources and the modifications that occur during
their propagation to the Earth [1006].

In general any physics process capable of modifying the interaction or decaying lengths of particles
with respect to the values predicted by the Standard Model, is prone to have sizable effects on EASs
development (Sec. 5.3.1.3), mainly on Xmax but also on the muon size of the shower. For instance the
kinematics of π0 decay can be affected by LIV, forbidding π0 decay above some energy threshold which
instead interact, affecting Xmax [1007] and the number of muons produced. Monte Carlo simulations
are also a powerful tool to test the effect that BSM physics may have on shower observables.

4.1.3. Cherenkov and fluorescence radiation from showers

The most efficient method for observing gamma rays of astrophysical origin in energies exceeding
hundreds of GeV is to observe EASs by ground-based detectors (see Sec. 4.3.1). The particles composing
the shower can be detected directly (by water Cherenkov detectors) or indirectly, through the Cherenkov
radiation emitted by the charged particles from the shower in the atmosphere (observed by IACTs).

The particles inside the air shower have velocities larger than the speed of light in the air. This
is a condition for Cherenkov radiation: a charged particle, traveling faster than the speed of light in
a dielectric medium, emits Cherenkov radiation in a narrow cone with angle θC with respect to its
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trajectory. The angle θC depends on the refractive index of media n and the charged particle velocity β
(vacuum speed of light is set to unity),

cos θC =
1

βn
. (36)

Since n ' 1.00029 for air (at sea level), the angle θC ∼ 1◦ for an ultrarelativistic charged particle. Thus,
the shower core is accompanied by a cone composed of a large number of Cherenkov photons, which
can be detected by air Cherenkov detectors. The observed spectrum of Cherenkov photons peaks at
near-UV regime, λ ∼ 330 nm [1008]. The most of the observed Cherenkov photons comes from the
shower maximum. Similarly, neutrino telescopes (Sec. 4.3.2) detect the Cherenkov light from tracks
and cascades in water and ice; in this case, n ≈ 1.3→ θC ≈ 40◦.

For EASs with energy above 1017 eV, such as those initiated by UHECRs, the dominant emission is
the UV fluorescence light (300 nm–430 nm wavelengths) emitted near-isotropically by the atmospheric
N2 molecules excited by the charged particles in the shower. The number of fluorescence photons
emitted is proportional to the calorimetric energy, i.e. the energy deposited in the atmosphere due to
electromagnetic energy losses by the charged particles, which is ∼ 90% of the total energy of the shower;
the rest is the energy dumped into the ground by muons and neutrinos reaching the surface, known as
“invisible energy”. See Sec. 4.3.3 for more details about UHECR energy estimation.

4.2. Detection of gravitational waves

4.2.1. Single sources

GW detectors are nearly omni-directional antennas that register GWs coherently, measuring both
their amplitude and their phase [1009]. Single sources of GWs include compact-object binary systems,
signals from asymmetric dynamical processes for individual compact objects, and short burst-like sig-
nals. The latter are detected by looking for excess power in the detector outputs. The main detection
method for the former two is based on matched filtering, where the data is cross-correlated with the-
oretical models; other methods also exist but are less sensitive [1010]. For brevity, we focus here on
binary systems.

For a binary system with component masses m1 and m2, the dimensionless time-domain GWs
polarizations are to lowest-order given by

h+ = −A1 + cos2 ι

2
cos

(∫
2πfGW dt

)
; h× = −A cos ι sin

(∫
2πfGW dt

)
, (37)

where ι is the inclination angle between the orbital angular momentum and the line of sight. The
amplitude is, to lowest order, given by

A =
4(GMc)

5/3(πfGW)2/3

dLc4
, (38)

where dL is the luminosity distance and

Mc = (1 + z) (m1m2)3/5 (m1 +m2)−1/5 (39)

is the redshifted chirp mass of the binary and fGW(t) is the frequency of the emitted GWs. To lowest
order, the frequency increases with time according to

fGW(t) ≈ 1

8π

[
125

(GMc/c3)5(tc − t)3

]1/8

, (40)

where tc is the time of coalescence. This illustrates the characteristic ‘chirp’ signals from binary inspi-
rals associated with an increase in amplitude and frequency over time. It also shows that the phase
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evolution depends on the intrinsic parameters of the binary (here: the chirp mass), while the amplitude
also involves the relation to the observer (such as the luminosity distance). Such chirp signals have
different properties than noise, and can be extracted by matched filtering. Higher order relativistic
corrections to the phase and amplitude depend on different source parameters, including the mass ra-
tio, spins of the objects, various coefficients characteristic of their interior structure, and properties of
the dynamics such as eccentricity. Although not shown in detail here, the higher order effects in the
waveform are also impacted by several of the QG phenomena discussed in the previous sections, includ-
ing modified strong-field dynamics, corrections to black hole horizons, new gravity-matter couplings in
binaries involving neutron stars, the presence of BSM fields either as exotic compact objects or in the
surrounding environments of black holes or neutron stars, and propagation effects. Several of these
effects enter through generic phenomena such as spin-and tidally induced deformations, or modified
quasi-normal-mode spectra. Other features of the waveform are theory-dependent.

It is often useful to consider the properties of the frequency-domain Fourier amplitude of the time-
domain signal. Its root-mean-square value, averaged over inclinations and polarizations, is to lowest
order ∣∣h̃(f)

∣∣ =

√
4π

3

c

r

(
GMc/c

3
)5/6

(πf)−7/6. (41)

Signal amplitudes are conveniently compared with detector noise, by first converting all spectra into
characteristic strain, which is hc(f) = 2f

∣∣h̃(f)
∣∣ for the signal and hn(f) =

√
fSn(f) for the detector

noise, where Sn(f) is the power spectral density of latter.
A useful benchmark for what kinds of binary systems are promising GWs sources and how many

events one can expect is obtained by considering that binary systems that emit GWs at a frequency of
fGW will coalesce within a timescale of

τmerge = 1.4× 103 yr

(Mc

2M�

)−5/3(
fGW

0.01 Hz

)−8/3

. (42)

There are many different types of binary systems whose merger time is less than a Hubble time and are
thus promising GWs sources for current and planned detectors described in the next subsection. For
black holes, the merger frequency is inversely proportional to the total mass, which sets an upper limit
on the masses of black holes observable with each instrument. Roughly speaking, current detectors are
mainly sensitive to stellar-mass binaries, while signals involving supermassive black holes are important
for future space-based detectors. The center of every galaxy likely hosts a super massive black hole with
mass in the range of 106–109M� [1011]. When galaxies collide, friction between the super massive black
holes and the stars and gas of the merged galaxy may cause the super massive black holes to spiral into
a common nucleus and get close enough for their orbit to decay due to GW emission within a Hubble
time, in some systems [1012]. For a wide range of super massive black hole masses, the frequency of
GWs produced during the inspiral, merger and ringdown of a binary black hole merger is within the
sensitivity range of LISA (which will be able to observe any merger that happens in its frequency band
anywhere in the universe).

Sources with mass ratio m1/m2 (with m1 > m2) in the range ∼ 10−3–10−6 are called extreme
mass ratio inspirals, whereas possible sources with mass ratio in the range ∼ 10−2–10−3 are termed
intermediate mass ratio inspirals. The signals from such extreme or intermediate mass inspirals will
contain an enormous number of ∼m1/m2 cycles of waveform, which will enable extremely high precision
study. For instance, the emitted GWs [1013–1018] encode a very clean map of the spacetime geometry
of the massive black hole [1019–1023].

Beyond the inspiral epoch, a binary black hole system will undergo a nonlinear merger into a final
remnant black hole, which is initially highly perturbed, and radiates away the perturbations through
its characteristic quasi-normal modes. This is called the ringdown epoch. For a pair of super massive
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black holes, one can estimate the effective amplitude in the ring-down phase as

heff ' 3× 10−17
( ν

0.25

)( m1 +m2

2× 106M�

)(
r

6.5 Gpc

)−1

, (43)

where ν = m1m2/(m1 + m2)2 ∈ (0, 0.25] is the symmetric mass ratio. A pair of 106M� super massive
black holes would thus produce a signal with very large signal-to-noise ratio in comparison to the
LISA background noise. For a black hole, the no-hair theorem predicts a specific relationship between
different quasi-normal modes, which depend only on its mass and spin. Accurately measuring multiple
modes and looking for potential echoes associated with horizon-scale modifications [1024, 1025], as
will be possible for high signal-to-noise ratios, will enable stringent tests of the no-hair theorem, and
constraints on horizon-scale physics. Such tests, albeit with large statistical errors, are already being
performed with current detectors for the stellar-mass black hole remnants.

Mergers of compact object binary systems can also be used as standard sirens to estimate the
Hubble constant [1026–1030]. This can be exploited to test a feature shared by many QG, namely a
non-perturbative effect which underlines the way the dimension of spacetime changes with the probed
scale. This dimensional flow influences the GW luminosity distance, the time dependence of the effective
Planck mass, and the instrumental strain noise of interferometers. Investigating the consequences of
QG dimensional flow for the luminosity distance scaling of GW s in the frequency ranges of LIGO
and LISA, it was shown that the quantum geometries of GFT, spin foams and LQG can give rise to
observable signals in the GW spin-2 sector [171, 172].

Quantum black holes are expected to have a discrete energy spectrum, and to behave in some respects
like excited atoms [1031–1033]. In [1034] the authors find that black hole area discretization could impart
observable imprints to the GW signal from binary black hole merger, affecting the absorption properties
of the black holes during inspiral and their late-time relaxation after merger. The rotation of binary
black holes seems to improve the prospects to probe such quantum effects.

The most common detection methods for binary signals are based on matched filtering, searching over
large parameter spaces of potential, pre-calculated signals. For burst searches, morphology-independent
methods are used. For source localization, simultaneous observations using several detectors are re-
quired, so that the source can be triangulated in the sky (the time differences in the signal arrival times
at the various detectors are used for this). For very long-lived sources, however, one can take advantage
of the motion of a single detector around the Sun. With a baseline of 2 AU, the angular resolution
can be better than 1′′ for a source emitting at 1 kHz, for ground-based detectors or of order 1 rad for a
space-based detector, like LISA (observing at frequencies several orders of magnitude lower). For very
strong LISA sources, with signal-to-noise ratios in the range of ∼ 103–104, the angular resolution can
be arcminutes.

The O1, O2, and O3a science runs of the LIGO-Virgo detector network resulted in dozens of clear
binary black hole merger detections, as well as a few events involving one or two neutron stars. Inde-
pendent analyses of the publicly released LIGO-Virgo data reported a few additional significant binary
black hole event candidates [1035–1037]. From these observations, a binary black hole merger event
rate of 9.7–101 Gpc−3 year−1 has been inferred [170]. From the binary neutron star (BNS) merger event
GW170817 alone, the BNS event rate has been estimated as 110–3840 Gpc−3 year−1 [170]. The prospects
of observing GW transients in the next planned scientific runs of the LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA network (O4
and O5) are discussed in [1038].

4.2.2. Stochastic GW background

The superposition of countless discrete sources, such as white dwarf binaries are expected to produce
a GW foreground (detectable with LISA), whereas fundamental processes, such as the Big Bang, may
have produced a SGWB, which would have been redshifted to low frequencies. Therefore, the SGWB
is produced by two main classes of sources that are unresolved in both the time and angular domain:
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the astrophysical component generated by galactic and extra-galactic sources, and the cosmological
component induced by phenomena that occurred in the early universe.

The energy density of a stochastic field of GWs per unit logarithm of frequency is [1039, 1040]
dρGW/d ln f = 4π2f 3SGW(f), where SGW(f) is a statistical mean square amplitude per unit frequency.
The energy density as a fraction of the closure or critical cosmological density, given by the Hubble
constant H0 as ρc = 3H2

0/8π. The resulting ratio is called ΩGW(f), which is the energy density per
logarithmic interval of frequency normalized over the critical energy density:

ΩGW(f) =
10π2

3H2
0

f 3SGW(f). (44)

The characterization of the SGWB sources requires to disentangle the SGWB components. A natural
way to do so is by fitting the frequency profiles ΩGW(f) of each class of SGWB sources. Indeed, the
frequency dependence of ΩGW(f) tend to differ from source to source. A further method is to exploit
the different level of anisotropy provided by the different sources. In the long term, both approaches
are considered promising and we discuss them in detail in later on.

A SGWB signal can be split into the sum of an isotropic and an anisotropic component. In this
distinction, the angular resolution of a given detector has to be taken into account. Current detectors
are for instance sensitive to the anisotropy level of the galactic sources (aligned to the galactic disk), but
not to the one of the large structure formations. Detectable anisotropies appear as periodic modulation
of the overall signal when the detector is rotating in the background reference frame. Such rotation
does not instead affect the isotropic component of the signal, and ΩGW(f) tends to differ from a given
class of sources to an other. For instance, for detectors not sensitive to the anisotropic distribution of
the extra-galactic binaries, the overall unresolvable extra-galactic events are expected to be detected
as a SGWB with energy spectrum ΩGW(f) ∝ f 2/3, whereas the SGWB energy spectra from the early
universe have radically different predictions for ΩGW(f).

There are several SGWB searches in place in the current GW detectors. The LIGO and Virgo
Collaborations have performed searches with the power-law template ΩGW(f) ∝ fα, with α ∈ [−8, 8],
and found no evidence of a SGWB signal in the Hz frequency range [1041]. On the contrary, the NANO-
Grav Collaboration has performed a similar search in the nHz frequency range, unveiling a SGWB at
a certain level of confidence [1042]. Analyses with more data confirming or disproving this excess are
expected in around a year from now.

The power-law template is an excellent approximation for some astrophysical SGWBs but by far
not ideal for other expected signals. Searches adopting more complex frequency shape exist. Guessing
right the template enhances the experimental sensitivity to a given signal (see ref. [1043] for a detailed
example). On the other hand, nature may surprise us with an unexpected SGWB signal. For this
reason, template-free searches giving hints on the frequency shape of the overall SGWB signal, are
worthy [864, 1044–1046]. Till now, no clear evidence of a SGWB incompatible with a power-law SGWB
has been detected.

Apart from the isotropic component, the astrophysical and cosmological SGWBs are character-
ized by anisotropies, generated both at the moment of production and during the propagation. Such
anisotropies contain information about the angular distribution of the sources and can be used as a
tracer of astrophysical or cosmological structure. They can also be used to test the particle physics
content of the universe [1047].

The literature proposes several theoretical formalisms for calculating the energy density of the SGWB
and its anisotropies [1048–1053], and techniques to detect them at current and future detectors are nowa-
days very sophisticated [1054–1067]. Recently, some of them have been tuned to probe the anisotropies
induced by cosmic strings [1050] and compact binary mergers [1068, 1069]. The overall outcome is
that the characterization of the anisotropic component has enormous potential as a novel probe of the
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large-scale structures of the universe, and of late-universe cosmology [1070], although several subtleties
must be properly taken into account to achieve the correct data interpretation [1053, 1071–1074].

The LIGO and Virgo Collaborations have produced upper limits on the measurements of the SGWB
anisotropy in the 20–500 Hz band for different frequency spectra (namely for sources of astrophysical
or cosmological origin), and for point as well as extended source distributions on the sky [1075]. These
results probe different types of anisotropy by means of complementary techniques, namely spherical
harmonic decomposition of the GW power on the sky, a broad-band radiometer analysis, and a directed
narrow-band radiometer at the frequency spectrum for astrophysically interesting directions. Similar
techniques for measuring SGWB anisotropy in the 1 mHz band using LISA are being developed [1076].

Beside the frequency-shape and anisotropy tests, there have been explored other tools potentially
useful to disentangle and characterize the SGWB components. Among these, the chirality can have an
important role. To our knowledge, there are no astrophysical sources producing more of a given circular
GW polarization than the other. The observation of chirality in the SGWB would then be a clear
indication of detection of a cosmological component [1077–1100]. For an isotropic GW background,
single planar detectors are unable to detect chirality [1101–1103]. A planar interferometer indeed
responds in the same way to a left-handed GW arriving perpendicular to the plane of the detector or
to a right-handed GW of the same amplitude coming from the opposite direction. Such a degeneracy
is however broken if the SGWB is anisotropic, in which case a single planar detector becomes sensitive
to chirality [1104]. For a recent estimate of the sensitivity to circular polarization of LISA alone or
together with Taiji, see e.g. Refs. [1104, 1105].

Another crucial observable to distinguish a cosmological SGWB from other SGWB signals is the
measurement of non-Gaussianity. In fact it is plausible that the SGWB produced by incoherent as-
trophysical sources is Gaussian, due to the central limit theorem. So, a detection of non-Gaussianity
would be a signal of large scale coherency, likely causes by the presence of a cosmological component in
the signal [1051, 1052].

Finally, discovering extra-polarizations in the SGWB (besides the “plus” and “cross” polarization
predicted by GR) would be a milestone in the field. Many alternative theories of gravity predict the
existence of vector and/or scalar modes in addition to standard tensor polarizations. The detection of
these extra polarization modes would represent a clear violation of GR, while a non-detection would help
to experimentally constrain extended theories of gravity. Till now, no evidence has been found [1106].

4.3. Currently operating and planned detectors

4.3.1. Gamma-ray detectors

Due to the opaqueness of the Earth’s atmosphere to gamma rays, direct ground-based observa-
tions are not possible. Instead, the observations are performed using either satellite-borne detectors, or
ground-based observations of EASs. Space-based and ground-based gamma-ray telescopes offer com-
plementary capabilities for the study of LIV. Measurements with the satellite-borne instruments have
the big advantage to operate all the time, and cover the whole sky, allowing to gather statistics on
multiple events (GRBs, AGN flares, etc.). They probe a large range of distances because the universe
is almost transparent to MeV and GeV photons. Their effective areas, however, are not very large, and
given that the gamma-ray flux generally decreases as a power of energy, satellite-borne detectors will
be less suited for detection of gamma rays with energies & 100 TeV. Here is where ground-based instru-
ments, IACTs and water Cherenkov arrays, with their much larger effective areas take over. Similarly
to space-based detectors, water Cherenkov arrays have duty cycles close to 100%, however, being fixed
to a particular location, they can cover about 2/3 of the sky. Sensitivities of gamma-ray experiments
in different energies is shown in Figure 9.

Satellite-borne gamma-ray telescopes : utilize various techniques for gamma-ray detection, depending
on the target energy bands. Namely, more energetic soft gamma rays are typically measured using
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coded-mask technique. It consists of two type of elements, one made of very thick and heavy
material with high atomic number, and the other are either empty or made of very light and thin
material. The incoming gamma-ray radiation is stopped by the thick elements, but is unaffected
by the thin ones. Any source will cast the shadow of the coded mask on the imaging detection
plane, placed a few meters below the mask. The pattern of the mask is organized in a special way,
so that from the detected shadow the position and shape of the sources in the field of view (FoV)
can be reconstructed in a unique way. For example, the Imager on Board the INTEGRAL Satellite
(IBIS, [1107]) uses tungsten coded-aperture mask. IBIS provides fine imaging (angular resolution
12′ below 500 keV), source identification and spectral sensitivity to both continuum and broad
lines between 15 keV and 10 MeV. Future missions like SVOM [1108] or THESEUS [1109], will
have an improved sensitivity over a much broader energy range, from few keV up to 20 MeV.
To measure photons at even higher, GeV, energies one need to use different technique, like the
one used by the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope. It is an international and multi-agency
space observatory which carries two instruments: the Gamma-ray Burst Monitor [1110] and the
Large Area Telescope (LAT) [1111]. The Gamma-ray Burst Monitor flight hardware comprises
of 14 scintillation detectors, sensitive to X-rays and gamma rays with energies between 8 keV
and 40 MeV. It can detect GRBs in that energy range across the whole of the sky not occluded
by the Earth. The LAT is an imaging gamma-ray detector which detects photons with energies
from about 20 MeV to 300 GeV. It is a pair-conversion instrument, where incoming photons are
converted to electron-positron pairs. The LAT has a FoV of about 20% of the sky. On average,
it observes the entire sky every 3 hours.

Some of the current high energy missions are also able to measure polarimetry at hard X-rays and
soft gamma rays. Measuring the polarization of hard X-rays and soft gamma rays is most easily
done by Compton scattering.

Imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes : are instruments optimized for detecting VHE gamma rays.
They observe Cherenkov radiation within EAS induced by gamma or cosmic rays entering the
atmosphere, thus making atmosphere a part of detector. This allows for effective areas much
larger than satellite borne detectors, enabling observations in energy band from few tens of GeV
to ∼ 100 TeV. In order to record dim Cherenkov radiation, cameras of IACTs are composed of
photomultipliers. Characteristics of primary particles (type, energy, direction) are reconstructed
from the shower images. Sensitivity of IACTs is usually defined as the weakest flux a source needs
to exhibit in order to be detected with 5σ significance in a certain observation time. Comparison
of different instruments can be seen in Figure 9. It should be noted that energy thresholds
for observations with IACTs are not sharp, rather they are peaks of the distributions of excess.
Therefore, spectra can be reconstructed at somewhat lower energies. The most important existing
IACT observatories are H.E.S.S., MAGIC, and VERITAS. H.E.S.S. is an array of five IACTs
located on the Khomas Highland plateau of Namibia [1112]. Its original four-telescope array
(each telescope with a 12 m diameter reflector) started science operations beginning of 2004. In
2012 a fifth telescope with a 28 m diameter (currently the largest IACT in the world) reflector
was commissioned. MAGIC is a system of two IACTs, located in El Roque de los Muchachos
Observatory in the Canary Island of La Palma, Spain [1113, 1114]. The construction of MAGIC-I
was completed in 2003, and it became fully operational in 2004. The second telescope, MAGIC-
II, was commissioned in 2009. Both telescopes have 17 m diameter reflector dishes, and usually
operate as a stereoscopic mode. MAGIC is located in the same place as the Northern site of
the next generation gamma-ray observatory CTA, which is currently being built. VERITAS is
located at the historical Fred Lawrence Whipple Observatory in southern Arizona, USA. It stands
at the site where the Whipple collaboration pioneered the IACT, with the famous Whipple 10 m
telescope. The Whipple 10 m was in operation from 1968 until it’s decommissioning in 2013,
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Figure 9: The differential sensitivity of several gamma-ray detectors operating in the GeV–PeV energy range. Sensitivities
CTA [1119], H.E.S.S. [1123], MAGIC [1114], and VERITAS [1124] are for 50 hours of observation. The flux sensitivities
for HAWC [1125] and LHAASO [1126] correspond to approximately 3000 hours and 1 years, respectively. The Fermi-LAT
band includes sources at various positions in the sky, for the P8R3 SOURCE V2 instrument response function [1127].

most notably detecting the Crab Nebula as the first ever TeV gamma-ray source in 1989 [1115].
VERITAS, designed to follow up on this achievement saw first light in 2004 [1116, 1117], but it
wasn’t until 2007 when 4-telescope observations with the whole array were realized. Over the
years, it went through several upgrades and improvements to reach its present performance level
[1118].

The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) will operate in the energy range extending from 20 GeV
to 300 TeV. It will consist of two arrays of IACTs in Northern and Southern Hemispheres. While
the primary goal of the Northern array will be study of extragalactic objects at the lowest possible
energies, the Southern one will cover the full energy range and concentrate on Galactic sources.
Building on the technology of current generation ground-based gamma-ray detectors (MAGIC,
H.E.S.S., and VERITAS), CTA (see [1119]) will be about ten times more sensitive and have un-
precedented accuracy in the detection of high-energy gamma rays. It will consist of more than 100
telescopes of different sizes (large size telescopes (LSTs) [1120], medium size telescopes (MSTs)
[1121], and small size telescopes (SSTs) [1122]), located in the Northern and Southern Hemi-
spheres. This will allow to significantly boost detection area, and hence photon rate, providing
access to the faint sources and shortest timescale phenomena. The differential sensitivity of CTA
and comparison to other existing gamma-ray instruments is shown in Figure 9.

The searches for QG effects performed with observations of gamma rays mostly rely on observa-
tions of strong sources. For such sources the systematic uncertainties connected with observations
with IACT instruments often dominate the statistical uncertainties stemming from the event num-
bers. The effect of systematic uncertainties of the measurements performed with IACTs is often
split into three kinds: uncertainty on the flux normalization, uncertainty on the energy scale,
uncertainty on the spectral shape (photon index), apart from others less relevant for this case as
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uncertainties on absolute pointing and angular resolution. Since the intrinsic flux of cosmic sources
is normally not known, the pure uncertainty on the flux normalization (due to e.g. non perfectly
known trigger efficiency, or imperfections of Monte Carlo simulations) is often not so relevant. An
important exception is, however, the case a of combination of measurements from multiple IACT
instruments, particularly those of different sizes, sensitive to different energy ranges. Each will
then show independent systematic uncertainties and the combination may translate into undesired
artificial spectral features. Furthermore, comparison of sources, observed by different instruments,
and their spectral combination is often dominated by uncertainties on the absolute flux scale.

The systematic uncertainty on the spectral shape (due to e.g. instrumental non-linearities, or
spectral unfolding methods) can be important in methods that rely on finding features in gamma-
ray spectra. It is also the type of systematic uncertainty that is the most difficult to estimate in
particular due to its dependence at other observation and source parameters (e.g. whether the flux
of the source is measured at low/medium/high energies, whether the spectral shape is a simple
power-law or more complicated, and whether the source is weak, i.e. background-dominated).
Finally, atmospheric disturbances, if uncorrected, can modify the reconstructed spectral shape of
the source.

In most of the cases the dominant type of IACT systematic uncertainty is the one on the energy
scale of the instrument (due to e.g. non-perfectly known atmospheric transmission and calibration
of the light yield of the telescopes). In the methods that relay the estimated energies of gamma-
ray events to the QG energy scale, or search energy-dependent emission features, such systematic
uncertainty would directly propagate to the uncertainty of the final result. Moreover, uncertainties
on the energy scale also cause an independent uncertainty on the flux normalization, which, as
mentioned above, is important in cases of combination of data from multiple experiments. It
should be noted that since most gamma-ray sources have photon indices softer than −2, the
resulting effect on flux normalization is large. As an example, for a source with an index −2.6,
the corresponding flux uncertainty is +30%

−20% for an uncertainty on the energy scale of ±15%. For
very steep sources the uncertainty can be much larger than this, even close to a factor of two (see
e.g. [984]). The systematic uncertainties on the energy scale of the currently operating major IACT
installations are about 15% [1114] (see also [1128, 1129]). In the case of featureless spectrum like
the one of the Crab Pulsar, such systematics add between 5% and 29% uncertainty to the derived
limits on the QG scale [622, 1130, 1131], depending on the assumptions on spectral behavior of
the source and the leading order of the energy dependence of the LIV.

Requirements for CTA include a maximally allowed systematic uncertainty on the energy scale of
10%, dominated by contributions from the atmosphere [1132]. That “atmospheric” uncertainty
budget can then be more or less equally distributed between contributions from air shower simu-
lation codes and simplifications made in the simulations for speed reasons, residual uncertainties
in the atmospheric density profile and consequently the profile of the refractive index of air [1133],
light absorbing molecules (particularly ozone) and additional extinction of Cherenkov light due
to aerosols and optically thin clouds [1134, 1135]. Major efforts are devoted to reduce the last
contribution [1136], where a continuous monitoring of the extinction profile across the large FoV
of CTA is envisaged through a combination of Raman Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR)
data [1137, 1138] and wide-field stellar photometry [1139]. Besides atmospheric contributions, the
optical throughput calibration of IACTs themselves is critical, but can be relatively well controlled
(to better than a few percent uncertainty) with a careful analysis of ring images captured from
the Cherenkov light of local muons [1140]. Finally, telescope cross-calibration can be carried out
efficiently using selected stereo shower images, reconstructed with a same impact distance between
two telescopes [1141].
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Water Cherenkov experiments : are detectors of charged particles, which usually cover a vast surface
to maximize the probability that such particles interact with a medium. They do not image the
Cherenkov light from extensive air showers as IACTs; instead, they sample the atmospheric shower
of secondary particles at ground level using highly purified water as a media in an optically isolated
container. In each of them, there is one or more photomultiplier tubes to detect the Cherenkov
light produced by charged particles reaching the detector. Water Cherenkov experiments have
wide FoV, about 90◦, and close to 100% duty cycle, compared to a typical FoV of IACTs of a few
degrees, and a duty cycle of 10 – 20%. The relatively low cost of detecting VHE gamma rays with
extensive detectors is one of the most notable advantages when compared to other techniques.

The High Altitude Water Cherenkov (HAWC) observatory is a wide-FoV array located near Sierra
Negra volcano, in Puebla, México, at 4, 100 m asl. The full HAWC array covers 22, 000 m2, and it is
sensitive to primary cosmic and gamma rays in the energy range between 100 GeV and 100 TeV.
It has been operating since 2015 at 95% duty cycle, as the most sensitive currently-operating
gamma-ray observatory in the world above 10 TeV.

The Tibet ASγ Experiment is an air-shower array at an altitude of 4,300 m asl, located in Yangba-
jing, Tibet, China. With 397 plastic scintillation detectors of 0.5 m2, it covers an area of 65,700 m2.
Tibet started to operate in 1990 to observe cosmic and gamma rays in the TeV energy range. In
2014, it improved its sensitivity above 10 TeV with a muon detector array made of 64 under-
ground water Cherenkov detector, covering a total area about 3,400 m2 and installed 2.3 m under
the previous detector array, which makes it possible to suppress 99.92% of cosmic-ray background
events above 100 TeV [1142, 1143].

The Large High Altitude Air Shower Observatory (LHAASO) observes cosmic and gamma rays
at 4,410 m asl in Daocheng, Garzê, Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture in Sichuan, China [1126].
It started the first stage operations in April 2019 and is scheduled to be completely operational
by 2021 [1144]. It is expected to be sensitive to gamma rays in the energy range between 1011

and 1015 eV, and cosmic rays in the energy between 1012 and 1018 eV. The LHAASO-WCDA
will potentially detect hundreds of thousands of photons above 100 GeV from GRBs. Therefore,
using GRBs observed with Fermi -LAT, reference scenarios were made to obtain preliminary sen-
sitivity limits on LIV studying energy-depending time delay from hypothetical long GRBs. In
fact, LHAASO has recently reported [1145] indications of the existence of PeVatrons (cosmic
accelerators to the PeV scale) in our galaxy, thanks to the observation of the highest-energy pho-
tons ever detected, up to 1.4 PeV, what has already implications for Lorentz invariance violation
studies [1146–1148].

The Southern Wide field-of-View Gamma-ray Observatory (SWGO) is a next-generation ground-
based type experiment in the VHE band, proposed to be constructed in the Southern Hemisphere.
It is foreseen to be made of two arrays. The densely populated inner part will consist of 4000
detection units covering an area of 80,000 m2 (about 4 times the HAWC effective area), which
will be surrounded by the outer array with 1000 detection units housing an area of 221,000 m2.
The inner part will conduct the low-energy performance of the SWGO proposal, while the outer
with the extended effective area will increase the high-energy range. SWGO will be the first
facility of the kind operating in the south, hence effectively complementing current and future
instruments at the global multi-messenger effort to understand extreme astrophysical phenomena.
Worth to mention that in the scientific proposals of SWGO, there is a confirmed interest in testing
LIV phenomenology, for which the access to south astrophysical sources and the extended and
complementary sensitivity to the northern experiments as HAWC, will open a new frontier of
opportunities to such endeavor [1149, 1150].
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4.3.2. Neutrino telescopes

The design of neutrino telescopes follow the idea proposed for the first time in the 1960s [1151].
The weak interaction with a detector target and the low flux of cosmic neutrinos determine the size
of neutrino telescopes to be in the order of a km3, which represents a technological challenge in many
ways. The principle is to detect the Cherenkov light emitted by the products of the interaction of a high-
energy neutrino inside or in the vicinity of the detector. The design of the existing and planned neutrino
telescopes is basically the same: a large array of optical sensors with ns time resolution deployed in a
very large volume (100 kt to Gt) of a natural transparent medium, like water or ice. They are installed
as deep as possible to attenuate the flux of muons produced by the interaction of cosmic rays in the
atmosphere, which otherwise can mimic the signal of charged-current νµ interactions. The known
location of the optical modules, the relative time they detect light and the amount of photoelectrons
detected are used to reconstruct the characteristics of the events: flavour, energy and direction of the
neutrino.

There are currently several neutrino telescopes in operation or in construction phase at different
locations: IceCube, at the South Pole [1152], which with 1 km3 instrumented volume is currently the
largest neutrino telescope in operation; ANTARES, off the coast of Toulon (France) [1153]; and Baikal,
in Lake Baikal (Russia) [1154]. All these projects have plans for upgrades that increase the detection
volume and sensitivity to high-energy neutrinos: IceCube-Gen2 [1155], KM3NeT [1156] and Baikal-
GVD [1157], respectively. Even if the underlying technology is similar in all these projects, photon
scattering and absorption in the detector medium are key variables to take into account in the design of
a neutrino telescope. Deep sea and lake water typically contain less suspended impurities and present
less scattering than ice. On the other hand, water is less transparent than deep ice. Scattering and
absorption in the detector medium are directly related to the pointing and energy resolution achievable
in a neutrino telescope. Note that, given the steeply decreasing flux of astrophysical neutrinos with
energy, the detection of extremely high energetic neutrinos (E & 1016 eV) would require impractically
huge detection volumes, even for open geometries like the projects mentioned above. The attenuation
of light in water or ice makes it economically unrealistic to instrument the required volume with optical
modules. At such energies another technique is being explored: the detection of the radio pulses
that are emitted by electromagnetic showers produced in neutrino interactions, the so called Askaryan
effect [1158]. This technique works only in ice, water being opaque to radio waves, and there are
currently several prototypes and ongoing R&D efforts. See [1159]for a review.

Neutrino telescopes are all-flavor detectors. Events are usually classified as “tracks” or “cascades”,
or a mix of the two. Tracks are the signature of the muons from charged current muon-neutrino
interactions while cascades arise from electron- or tau-neutrino charged current interactions or neutral
current interactions of any flavor. The distinct characteristics of these events in a neutrino telescope
are due to the different penetrating capabilities of muons, electrons and tau leptons in matter. Muons
of O(100) GeV or higher can travel several kilometers in ice or water, while electrons quickly loose
energy through scattering in the medium, and tau leptons quickly decay. Due to the typical sparse
instrumentation of neutrino telescopes (from 10s to 100s of meters between optical modules), the burst
of Cherenkov radiation from the secondary particles (“cascades”) emitted by electrons or in the decay
of the tau appears as a point source of light in the detector, as opposed to the long track of a muon.
Due to the transparency of water or ice the interactions of the neutrinos can occur well outside the
detector and still produce a detectable signal. The trigger effective volume of a neutrino telescope is
therefore much larger than its instrumented volume. It is important, however, to keep in mind that
the real measure of the efficiency of a neutrino telescope to a given signal is the effective volume of the
detector calculated for that specific signal. In this sense, neutrino telescopes can not be considered to
have a unique effective volume, but it depends on the analysis performed, and it can be very different
for different searches. It is important to take this into account when using public data from neutrino
telescope collaborations to probe theoretical models.
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Tracks and cascades have complementary characteristics. Tracks provide pointing with a good
angular resolution (depending on energy and down to ∼0.1◦ above TeV energies) thanks to the long
lever arm, but rather poor energy resolution since the neutrino interaction can occur outside the detector
and only part of the track is seen. They benefit from the highest effective area but suffer from a huge
background of atmospheric muons, several orders of magnitude larger than the atmospheric neutrino
flux, not to mention the astrophysical neutrino flux. Cascades have poorer angular resolution due to the
roughly spherical topology of the events, but excellent energy resolution if the interaction occurs inside
the instrumented volume since all the initial neutrino energy is then deposited within the detector. The
atmospheric muon background can be in principle eliminated by either considering only events entering
the detector from below, i.e. using the Earth as a filter, or by using the outer layers of the detector as a
veto region for tracks entering from outside, considering only events with their interaction vertex inside
the fiducial volume. In the first approach, only half the sky is visible at any time, while the second
approach opens the whole sky to observation, but at the expense of reducing the energy reach of the
detector (since, for example, only starting or fully contained tracks are considered).

Flavor identification is crucial in neutrino telescopes to be able to measure QG effects. These would
typically appear as deviations of the expected flavor ratio from standard neutrino oscillations both in
the atmospheric neutrino flux and in the astrophysical neutrino flux, in the latter case under certain
assumptions about the flavor composition at the source [1160]. The distinction between atmospheric
and astrophysical neutrinos is in reality a distinction of energy and pathlengths, and the sensitivity to
QG effects reflects this separation. Atmospheric neutrinos travel at most one Earth diameter, but they
are copious (IceCube detects about 105 per year), while astrophysical neutrinos are still few, but tiny
effects on the flavor oscillations due to QG effects in their propagation can be amplified by the large path
lengths involved. Besides, many effects in the neutrino flavor mixing due to QG effects scale as (length ×
energy), instead of (length/energy) as in standard oscillations. Astrophysical neutrinos present therefore
an advantage for this kind of searches. On the other hand, the copious flux of atmospheric neutrinos
can be useful to test scenarios that predict annual variations or directional asymmetries in the detected
flux due to rotational invariance violations, as discussed in Sec. 5.5. In general, neutrino telescopes have
proven to be very versatile detectors able to address physics topics well beyond their original target of
study, the high-energy neutrino universe [1161].

4.3.3. UHECR detectors

Modern UHECR experiments are hybrid detectors, consisting of an array of surface detector (SD)
stations surrounded by fluorescence detector (FD) telescopes overlooking the SD area. SDs are sensitive
to the secondary particles of the EAS (muons, electrons, positrons and photons) as they reach the surface
of the Earth, providing information on their arrival times and lateral distribution, whereas FDs measure
the UV fluorescence emitted by charged particles in the shower (Sec. 4.1.3). By measuring the rate of
fluorescence emission as a function of atmospheric slant depth X, the detector measures the longitudinal
development profile of the air shower. The integral of this profile gives the calorimetric energy, to which
an estimate of the “invisible energy”dumped into the ground by muons and neutrinos is added to
estimate the total energy of the shower. Whereas FDs provide a nearly calorimetric measurement
of the shower energy, they can only operate in clear, moonless nights, corresponding to a duty cycle
of about 15%. Hybrid events, i.e. those simultaneously detected by both FDs and SDs, are used to
calibrate measurements performed by SDs with a duty cycle of about 100%. Moreover, hybrid detection
enhances the reconstruction capability with respect to the individual FD and SD reconstruction.

The largest UHECR array in the world is the Pierre Auger Observatory [1162], located in Malargüe,
Mendoza Province, Argentina (35.2◦ S, 69.2◦ W, 1400 m asl). Its main array for detecting the highest-
energy cosmic rays (full detection efficiency above 3 EeV) consists of 1600 water-Cherenkov SD stations
deployed in a isometric triangular grid of 1500 m spacing covering an area of 3000 km2 overlooked by
four FD sites on its perimeter with six telescopes each. It has been taking data since 1 January 2004 and
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is sensitive to EASs with zenith angles up to 80◦. In order to extend the sensitivity to lower energies,
there are two denser regions within the boundary of the 1500 m array, one extending over 28 km2 within
which the stations are spaced by 750 m and one covering 2 km2 with 433 m spacing, overlooked by three
extra FD telescopes with higher elevation. Each SD station consists of a polyethylene tank with a
diameter of 3.6 m and a height of 1.5 m containing 12,000 liters of ultra-pure water, surmounted by
three photomultiplier tubes detecting the Cherenkov light emitted when relativistic secondary particles
from an air shower propagate in water. In data analyses, all detector effects are corrected in a way
as independent of simulations as possible: the zenith-angle dependence of atmospheric attenuation via
constant intensity cuts [1163], the “invisible energy” via SD measurements of the muon flux at the
ground [1164], and the energy resolution and bias from the distributions of the ratios between SD and
FD energy estimates.

The Telescope Array experiment is the largest UHECR experiment in the Northern Hemisphere [1165].
It is located in a semi-desert area in Millard County, Utah, USA (39.3◦ N, 112.9◦ W, 1400 m asl). Its
SD array consists of 507 plastic scintillator detectors in a 1.2 km-spacing square grid covering an area
of ≈ 700 km2, and the three FD stations at the periphery of the SD array contain 38 fluorescence
telescopes in total. Events can be observed by either the SD or FD separately, or in coincidence. The
“main” array has been fully operational since March 2008, and is sensitive to showers with E & 1 EeV
and zenith angles up to 45◦ (and up to 55◦ above 1018.8 eV); the Telescope Array Low-energy Extension
[1166], consisting of 10 extra FD telescopes looking at higher elevations (operating since 2013) and 103
extra SD stations with closer spacing (deployed in 2018), extends the energy range down to a few PeV,
allowing the whole energy range from a few PeV to hundreds of EeV to be covered by one experiment.
The energy of FD events is estimated calorimetrically plus a 7–9% correction for “invisible energy” from
QGSJet-II.03 proton simulations, and that of SD events by comparing the particle density at 800 m
from the shower core to that of QGSJet-II.03 proton simulations and dividing the result by 1.27 to
bring the SD and FD estimates of hybrid events into agreement.

The Pierre Auger Observatory is currently undergoing an upgrade known as AugerPrime [1167] to
improve the mass composition in the whole energy range and particularly for energies above 40 EeV,
where the intrinsic duty cycle of the FD and the scarce accuracy of the SD-based composition mea-
surements become important. This upgrade includes improvements of existing technology as well as
new detectors. New SD electronics and an additional small photomultiplier tube will be implemented
to increase the sampling rate and to extend the dynamic range. Moreover each SD station will be
equipped by a 3.8 m2 plastic scintillator detector on top, as well as a radio antenna to detect air showers
in the frequency range from 30 to 80 MHz [1168]. The sampling of the shower particles by different
detectors, which have different responses to the muonic and electromagnetic components, will enable
disentangling these two components providing an estimate of both, mass and energy of the shower, on
an event-by-event basis, also providing data with a duty cycle of almost 100%. The deployment of
AugerPrime is at the moment in progress, and will allow to extend the operation of the Auger Observa-
tory until 2030. The Telescope Array is expanding its operations with the TA×4 project [1169], to cover
an area that four times as wide, reaching a combined coverage of 3000 km2. The expanded SD array of
TA×4 is overlooked by two new FD stations. This setup was designed to study cosmic rays with the
focus on energies above 57 EeV, where, owing to the quadrupled covered area, it is expected to collect
about four times as many events as the original array. At the time of writing, the two new FD stations
and 257 out of 500 new SD stations have been deployed and taking data. Other projects scheduled for
the 2020s include the radio array GRAND [1170] and the space-based FD missions EUSO [1171] and
POEMMA [1172], and there are ongoing discussions about a Global Cosmic Ray Observatory (GCOS)
in the farther future.
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4.3.4. Gravitational wave detectors

Ground based detectors. The current network of ground-based GW detectors comprises Advanced Laser
Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) [1173], with sites in Hanford, Washington and
Livingston, Louisiana, Advanced Virgo [1174] (named for the Virgo constellation) near Pisa in Italy,
KAGRA [1175] (KAmioka GRavitational-wave Antenna) in Japan, and a 600 meter-scale detector
GEO600 in Germany [1176]. Multiple such detectors are important to verify the astrophysical origin
of a signal, determining its sky localization which is important for multimessenger counterparts and
cosmology, and for tests of GR. The interferometer detectors have armlengths of three to four kilometers
and are sensitive to GWs with frequencies of ∼ 20—2000 Hz, owing to their kilometer-scale arms and
the intricate technology implemented to reduce, for instance, seismic noise at low frequencies, thermal
noise at intermediate frequencies and laser shot noise at high frequencies. Mitigating noises from various
sources is an extremely challenging task, because the GW signals even from the strongest sources have
only a tiny amplitude on earth, of order ∼ 10−21, requiring the detectors to sense changes in the
armlength much smaller than the size of an atomic nucleus.

The era of GW astronomy was initiated with the historic detection of the first binary black hole
merger event GW150914 [1177]. The first detection of the BNS merger event, GW170817 [1178], was
accompanied by detections across the electromagnetic spectrum [1179]. Binary black hole mergers may
also be accompanied by electromagnetic emission, if there is surrounding material [1180]. Observational
searches of transient signals were reported in [170, 816, 1178, 1181–1189].

The detector facilities were already funded in the 1990s. They underwent an initial stage that lasted
several years. This was intended mainly as a proof of concept to facilitate the development of the highly
sophisticated technology and experience required for the advanced, second generation of detectors, which
were planned to achieve sufficient sensitivity to make the first discoveries. The advanced detectors have
completed three observing runs O1-O3 [1190]:

1. The first observing run (O1) involved only the LIGO detectors and officially lasted from 18
September 2015 to 12 January 2016. Data of good quality was also collected a week before and
after these dates. The detectors achieved a 80 Mpc range for BNS detections, and measured three
binary black hole mergers.

2. O2 lasted from 30 November 2016 to 25 August 2017, and the typical sensitivity was 80–100 Mpc
for BNSs. The Virgo detector joined on 1 August 2017 with a 30 Mpc range. The three detector
network in operation significantly improved the sky localization of GW events [170]. During this
run, seven binary black hole mergers and one BNS inspiral were observed.

3. O3 started on April 1, 2019 and ended on March 27, 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic, with a
commissioning break from October 1 to November 1, 2019. Various changes to the hardware led to
a significant increase in sensitivity and more than tripled the number of GW candidate detections.
A further change compared to O1-O2 was that alerts about candidate events were made public
immediately, for instance on the GCN network. In the first half of O3 before the commissioning
break, 39 events were detected [1191]. The KAGRA detector came online on February 25, 2020.
The data analysis of the second half of O3 has not yet been published, only a special events paper
on neutron star-black hole discoveries.

The observations to date are summarized in the O1-O2 first GW transient catalog GWTC-1 [170] and
in the O3a catalog GWTC-2 [1191]. Altogether, they include 11+39 events. The next observing run is
planned to start in 2022 with a duration of one year and the detectors operating close to their design
sensitivity. There are plans for further detector upgrades and a fifth observing run in the mid-2020s,
including also a detector in India [1190].

The GW community is currently very active in planning for new facilities and third-generation
ground-based detectors. The main concepts are known as the Einstein Telescope in Europe [1192, 1193],
and the Cosmic Explorer in the US [1194], both of which target an order of magnitude better sensitivity
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than the current detectors and a significantly wider sensitive frequency bandwidth. In Australia, current
ideas focus on smaller scale facilities that could work in unison with the current detector network such
as a dedicated high-frequency detector [1195]. The Einstein Telescope vision was recently selected to
the 2021 ESFRI roadmap, which paves the way for concrete funding investments, and a technology
pathfinder is under construction in Maastricht. The third-generation detectors will observe hundreds
of thousands of source per year, and take the next step for precision physics with GW sources in that
frequency range.

The current GW measurements are impacted not only by statistical but also by systematic uncer-
tainties. On the experimental side, these are due to the calibration of the detectors, as described in
detail in [1196, 1197]. Calibration is necessary to convert from the electronic detector output to the dif-
ference in armlength, which is a direct measure of the dimensionless strain GW amplitude, the quantity
of interest for extracting the physics and astrophysics of the source. Detector calibration requires thor-
oughly determining the response of the detector, for example, by inducing well-defined small changes to
the armlength by using the lasers to vary the photon pressure on the mirrors. Most of the time, this is
performed only at specific frequencies to avoid contaminating measurements, and is less often applied
across the entire sensitive frequency range. In addition to such quantitative measurements, computer
modeling is used to further characterize the detector behavior. This enables accounting for numerous
other effects in the feedback control system and the opto-mechanical response of the detectors. The
overall calibration uncertainty is usually determined in two stages, with a first low-latency estimate
superseded by a later refined estimate obtained after an offline characterization of the errors based on
additional measurements on individual detector components. Currently, the typical calibration uncer-
tainties are less than 10% in the wave amplitude and 10 degrees in phase over the calibrated range in
frequencies, but vary over time, as explained in [1196, 1197].

A second source of systematic uncertainties, especially for GWs from binary systems, are the the-
oretical model waveforms used to extract the fundamental information from the data. Not only the
detections but also the measurements rely on cross-correlating the data with theoretical model wave-
forms, which facilitate the highly nonlinear connection between the source and the asymptotic GWs.
Using MCMC sampling over millions of waveforms compared with the data over a range in parame-
ter space, the Bayesian data analysis methods determine the posterior probability distributions of the
source parameters. Shortcomings in the models, such as lack of sufficient accuracy, parameter space
coverage, missing physical effects, and the like, may thus bias our interpretation of the signals. To
quantify the impact of the theoretical uncertainties on recent detections, the data analysis is performed
using different available waveform models that combine analytical and numerical relativity information,
or are surrogates to numerical relativity data. So far, the waveform systematics have been subdominant
compared to the statistical errors as far as could be quantified in this way but are starting to become
noticeable in some cases [1191].

Space based detectors. The most advanced planned and approved space-based detector is LISA [885],
which after the successful LISA-Pathfinder mission, which tested part of the needed technology, in
particular the drag-free control [1198], is now under development under the leadership of ESA with
important contribution from NASA. It aims to measure GW s directly by using laser interferometry.
The LISA concept has a constellation of three spacecraft arranged in an equilateral triangle with sides
2.5 million km long, flying along an Earth-like heliocentric orbit. The distance between the satellites
will be precisely monitored to detect a passing GW.

The scope of LISA is to detect and study low-frequency GW from about 0.1 mHz to 1 Hz, and thus
to complement ground-based gravitational observatories. LISA opens new possibilities for astrophysical
studies by allowing, for instance, to detect supermassive black holes (typically of 106−107 M�) merging
at cosmological distances. Mergers of a supermassive black hole with another compact object (such as
another black hole or a neutron star) produce a very clean GW signal which LISA will be able to
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measure with high precision. Alternative gravity theories influence the dynamics of such mergers and
hence LISA is expected either to directly see the imprints of certain alternative theories or to put severe
constraints on them. Another class of objects, which will be observed by LISA, are ultra-compact
binaries, in particular of white dwarfs in our Galaxy. They are important sources of GWs in the mHz
frequency range. Moreover, it will be possible to detect or put strong constraints on the primordial GW
background, which is just, as the CMB, a leftover from the Big Bang.

The observation of long-wavelength GWs with LISA is particularly promising as a probe of funda-
mental physics [510]. Anomalies related to violations of the Equivalence Principle or Lorentz invariance
could produce modifications in the dispersion relation of matter or horizon-scale modifications in black
hole physics due to QG effects. Observations of the dispersion relation of GWs could constrain a large
class of modified theories, which include massive gravity models that attempt to explain the late-time
acceleration of the universe, as well as other Lorentz-violating theories, whose renormalizability makes
them attractive candidates for QG.

4.4. Multiwavelength and multimessenger astronomy

The most powerful tool for studying astrophysical objects, is the multi-wavelength (now also multi-
messenger) characterisation of the sources obtained by simultaneous observations with different tele-
scopes across the whole electromagnetic spectrum. The study of the flux of photons, from the radio to
the VHE gamma-ray band, is a decisive tool for the understanding of the emission scenario of AGNs,
pulsars and GRBs. The lightcurves, that represent the evolution of the flux of photons over time, give
insights into the origin of the observed emission. The SEDs define a typical spectral shape (a two-
bumped structure) that is the fingerprint of each object and is directly connected to the source and
mechanism of acceleration of the most energetic photons [695]. The first bump of the SED is located in
the optical-UV part of the electromagnetic spectrum, while the second bump appears at higher energies
of the photons, in the HE or VHE gamma-ray band. While the former bump is universally explained
as produced by synchrotron radiation, the latter can have different interpretations and this is why
modeling the entire SED, especially with gamma-ray data, is of extreme importance in this field. For
this reason, recently the astrophysics community is pushing towards the creation of new facilities which
can detect VHE gamma rays with better sensitivity than the currently operating telescopes [1119], and
at the same time, to refine the observational strategies in order to collect simultaneous data from very
different types of telescopes and experiments. In an event of a flare from an astrophysical object, the
analysis of simultaneous data can then provide a scenario for the emission mechanism. The SEDs can
be interpreted by different models, that can be leptonic, hadronic, or hybrid, depending on how they
explain the high-energy part of the SED. In 2014 the important discovery of IceCube Collaboration of
an extraterrestrial neutrino [1199] opened a new era in astrophysics: if neutrinos can be detected from a
blazar, then their detection could be simultaneous to photons, and a SED could be built which includes
other than photons, another particle, or messenger, a neutrino. This possibility became a reality in
2018, when the first multi-messenger study was performed during the flare of the blazar TXS 0506+056
[1200, 1201]: in that occasion a neutrino was detected simultaneously to photons across the entire
electromagnetic spectrum. Other messengers are GWs, for the first time directly detected the first ob-
servation of a binary black hole merger [1177]. In 2017 another important multi-messenger observation
was performed, when a GW generated by a BNS inspiral was associated with a GRB [1178], later re-
classified as a kilonova. The detection of AGNs in the VHE gamma-ray band [731, 733, 734], roused the
expectations in the astrophysical community of a nearby connection between multi-wavelength obser-
vations and GWs [1202]. Gathering simultaneous data from all the available messengers would improve
sensibly our knowledge of astrophysical objects and emission mechanisms.
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5. Phenomenology of quantum gravity

In the preceding chapters we have outlined the theory of QG scenarios, we have described and
summarized the various cosmic messengers that one can use as probes, including how they are produced
in their sources and how they propagate to the observer, and we have discussed how those messengers
are detected. In the present chapter we finally describe the various effects QG models can have on
these messengers and how they can be, and have been, searched for with existing and future detectors.
We include the constraints that have been derived on the parameters of the QG model, typically the
QG scale, based on the non-observation of such effects. We separate the possible phenomena into
subsections on time delays of messengers relative to some baseline, on birefringence, i.e. dependence
of propagation speed on polarisation and possibly direction, on modification of interaction rates and
thresholds for interactions, on decoherence of oscillations between different particle states, on the role
of CPT symmetry, and on further quantum gravity signatures in GWs. We provide the most prominent
results of experimental tests as we go along. For a comprehensive and up-to-date census of experimental
studies and results, we refer the reader to the QG-MM Catalogue [2].

5.1. Time delays

Among the effects that have favored the birth and the development of QG phenomenology, the
possibility of in-vacuo dispersion in particle propagation has played undoubtedly a prominent role [61,
98, 99, 338, 446, 577, 1130, 1203–1219]. It is indeed presently well understood that the large cosmological
distances, generally characterizing the propagation of particles in astrophysical observations, can provide
a source of amplification of the tiny possible Planckian effect, such that it could be within the reach of
present experimental sensitivity. In the frame of QG, the emergence of in-vacuo dispersion is related
mostly to the hypothesis of a Planck-scale MDR characterizing particles propagation. One can expect
the Planck-scale modification either violating the relativistic symmetries (LIV, [99, 1205, 1206, 1208,
1210]) or deforming them (DSR, [361, 370, 372, 470, 590, 1220, 1221]; see also Secs. 2.2.1, 2.2.2 and 2.2.4).

The key to link in-vacuo dispersion with observations is the analysis of time delays in the arrival
of ultra-high energy particles from a distant source [98], assuming they are emitted simultaneously.
While in flat (Minkowski) spacetime, it is relatively straightforward to associate a time delay formula
to a MDR, in order to comply with the cosmological distances of the relevant astrophysical sources
(redshift & 1), one has to take into account the contribution of spacetime curvature due to cosmological
expansion. In the LIV scenario, after several stages [99, 1206, 1208], a consensus has been reached for
an empirical formula for QG induced time delays including the contribution of redshift [1210]. The time
delay formula proposed in [1210] has been so far the only one used for testing QG time delays against
observations. For the DSR scenarios, due to the much greater complexity demanded by the (deformed)
relativistic framework (see also Secs. 2.2.2.1, 2.2.2.2 and 2.2.2.4), a formulation of in-vacuo dispersion
time delays including the contribution of curvature/expansion has been obtained only recently [590],
showing that the same empirical formula of [1210] is obtained naturally also in the DSR scenario, but
depending on the specific of the deformed symmetries also some alternatives may arise (see below). The
DSR scenario is expected to require a quantum description of spacetime, in most studies formalized as
non-commutative spacetime (see also Sec. 2.2.2.3) and since the operative understanding of spacetime
quantization has still not reached full maturity, the phenomenology at present still relies on some
effective classical spacetime coordinates and classical translation transformation parameters. While
most proposed versions of the effective classical coordinates and transformation parameters all lead to
the same result for the time delay formulas (see e.g. [1221] and [367]), there are some of these effective
schemes that give different time delay formulas and in some cases [450, 623, 1222, 1223] do not lead to
any time delay.

The aim of this section is to discuss the search for traces of QG in-vacuo dispersion in the propagation
of messengers (photons, neutrinos, GWs) over astrophysical scales through a comparison of their times
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of arrival and their spectral observations in association with astrophysical sources. In contrast, charged
cosmic rays cannot be used for such studies because they are deflected by magnetic fields, so they incur
time delays even assuming standard physics.

GRBs have particularly interesting features for LIV searches. Being among the most energetic
explosions in the universe, the extremely transient GRBs can be seen on cosmological distances (redshifts
up to z ∼ 8), emitting in different energy bands (from keV to GeV in the prompt phase), up to very-
high-energy photons (0.2–3 TeV [714, 733]). Furthermore, GRBs are believed to be truly multimessenger
objects, even if there is still no significant association with a neutrino signal [728, 1224]. GW170817 was
at first associated with GRB 170817A [1225], but then this burst was reclassified as a kilonova [670].

Due to the limited amount of multimessenger observations, the works on testing in-vacuo dispersion
focus mostly on the electromagnetic observations of GRBs. Other possible probes are AGNs which
have lower redshift and broader time structure but higher energy photons, and pulsars, with better
defined transient structure, but visible on much lower distances. Refer to Sec. 3.2 for a more detailed
description of astrophysical sources.

An important limitation comes from the fact that the observed time delay is a combination between
the intrinsic time delay due to the emission mechanism of the source, the QG time delay and other
three (at least) possible terms (due to non-zero rest mass of the messenger, dispersion by the line-of-
sight free electron content, and Shapiro effect [1226] due to the propagation in gravitational potentials).
Thus, in order to evaluate the QG time delay, it is needed to make assumptions on the source, on the
contributions of the different time delay mechanisms and on the underlying cosmology. While the three
additional effects can be assumed negligible for high-energy photons, neutrinos and GWs [1227] and the
effect of different cosmologies can be evaluated numerically [1228, 1229], the problem of the intrinsic
time delay is more complicated, since it requires precise knowledge of the physics of the source. The
study of emission and acceleration models in order to constrain intrinsic delays in astrophysical sources
is a recent effort (see e.g. [1230] in the case of blazar flares) and a lot of progress is still needed in that
field.

Methods to alleviate this problem have been developed [98, 1229, 1231–1234] and are based on the
idea that the LIV time delay will depend on the redshift, while the intrinsic time delay will not, thus
allowing for statistical sampling on different redshift bins and using linear regression analysis with the
slope corresponding to the QG scale related to the LIV effect, and the intercept representing the possible
intrinsic time delay. In [1235], the authors used different intercepts for different groups of GRBs, making
the strong assumption that the GRBs falling on the same line have the same intrinsic time delay.

Another problem is that GRBs are divided into two groups, short (sGRB) and long (lGRB), with
different progenitors (affecting the intrinsic time delays), different time-series and selection bias with
respect to z (lGRBs are seen on higher z) [1236]. There are different theories on the jet-producing
mechanism in GRBs [1237–1240] and Ref. [1241] shows that even the variation of the distance from
which the jet is launched has an effect on the estimated QG energy. This can be aggravated by high
energy and low energy photons being emitted from different regions [1242] or by including stochastic
effects [99]. Since lGRBs usually have a spectral lag (a delay between high and low energy photons
related to their spectral evolution), while sGRBs do not have it, another method to avoid the intrinsic
time delay problem is to take only sGRB and use their duration as a conservative upper limit for the
QG time delay [1243, 1244]. Finally, in Ref. [1245] a single GRB (GRB 160625B) is used, but with a
unique positive-to-negative lag transition, which serves as an anti-correlation between the intrinsic time
delay and the QG time delay.

The results so far do not show strong evidence of in-vacuo dispersion and different methods used in
the characterization of the timing and the gaps in our understanding of the sources, lead to contradictory
conclusions about the absence or presence of hints of observable effects of QG in time delays. The most
recent first order effective QG energy scale varies between EQG,1 ≥ 2.23× 1014 GeV [1246] and EQG,1 ≥
0.58 × 1019 GeV from GRB 190114C, while the result obtained with GRB 090510 is EQG,1 > 9.3 ×
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1019 GeV [1218]. Assuming a physical association between a PeV neutrino and the blazar PKS B1424-
418, a limit of EQG,1 > 1.09 × 1017 GeV was obtained in [1247]. Other analysis propose to reconsider
the bounds adopting a statistical approach combining data from multiple sources. This type of analysis
have been applied to both GRB photons [1219, 1235, 1248] and GRB-neutrinos [446, 1249–1251] (and
the combination of the two [446]). The results suggest a significant correlation between time delays and
particle energies, with a quantum gravity scale EQG roughly compatible with the order of Planck-scale
(EQG,1 ∼ 5 × 1017 GeV). However, on the photon side they must deal with the tightest (and solid)
bound provided by GRB 090510 [1218], as well as with the assumptions on the intrinsic time lag, and
on the neutrino side with the ambiguities in determining the associated sources. As already pointed
out, (see also Sec. 5.1.4.4), no significant association between a GRB and a neutrino signal has been
reported so far.

Finally, a possible origin of different dispersion relations can be a modified theory of gravity in-
troducing a massive graviton and/or extra scalar fields [1252–1254]. While such theories have been
severely limited by the GW observations [1225], some specific classes are still considered viable [1255].
It has been estimated that a modified gravity will have a significant effect on the derived bounds of QG
[1228, 1229].

5.1.1. Formulae for time delay

Since the energies of particles relevant for the analysis of QG in-vacuo dispersion are ultra-relativistic,
we can limit ourselves to discuss the massless case. In flat spacetime, the velocity of a massless particle
with (spatial) momentum p can be derived from its dispersion relation E(p) (in unmodified special
relativity E = |p|) through the relation (group velocity) v = dE/dp. If the previous relation still holds
(this is straightforward for the LIV case, and it is also possible to prove in the DSR case, once the
properties of translation generators and relative locality are carefully taken into account [1256, 1257]),

then, a MDR relation of the type E = p
(

1 + ξ n+1
2

En

EnQG

)
yields an energy dependent particle velocity

v ≈ 1 + ξ
n+ 1

2

En

En
QG

, (45)

where ξ = ±1 is a parameter which is either +1 for superluminal or −1 for subluminal propagation,
and n labels the leading order of the Lorentz invariance deformation or violation.

This result allows one to consider the following thought experiment: two massless particles, whose
energies differ by an amount ∆E, are simultaneously emitted from a given source at coordinate distance
R from the detector. Due to their different velocities they arrive at the detector with a time difference

∆tQG ∼ ξR
∆E

EQG

. (46)

Therefore, the distance R behaves as a natural amplifier of this effect, enhancing the contribution due
to the ratio ∆E/EQG, and ultra-relativistic particles emitted simultaneously with low energy photons
at large distances from Earth are suitable candidates to observe such a time delay [577].

In order for the sensitivity to the Planckian effect to be within the reach of observations, one has to
consider sources at high redshift (z & 1) cosmological distances. This requires to generalize Eq. (45) to
include the contribution of spacetime curvature/expansion. More precisely, several features have to be
taken into account,

1. curved spacetime effects (redshift and expansion of the universe) in the MDR, in the context of
cosmology assuming a homogeneous and isotropic universe;

2. a careful characterization of the observer who detects the time of arrival of the massless particles,
in particular the observer measurements of time intervals and measurements of energy;
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3. lack of precise knowledge of the physics of the source, and in particular of the mechanism of
emission;

4. other possible features that could affect the characterization of time delays, like interaction of the
massless particles with the intergalactic medium.

A first attempt of deriving an empirical formula that could be used in these phenomenological
investigations was made by Ellis et al. [1206] in the context of LIV. After several stages [99, 1208],
this result was later amended in [1210, 1232]. Since this formula is the only one that is used for the
phenomenological analyses, and it has proved some robustness also in respect to various conceptual
arguments [590, 1208] (see below), we discuss its derivation in more detail.

Let us fix the notation referring to the unmodified Lorentz invariant background. In a FLRW
universe, where the universe expansion is parametrized by the scale factor a(t), with t the co-moving
time coordinate, the dispersion relation for massless particles can be described as

E =
cp

a(t)
, (47)

where c is the speed of light and p is the conserved co-moving momentum. The redshift z is given by
a(t) = 1

1+z
, with at present time z = 0 and a = 1.

While it is not obvious how to describe leading order Planck-scale corrections to (47), a natural
ansatz, pursued in [1210] (see also [1208]), is to modify (47) by powers of the “redshifted” comoving
momentum p/a(t), so that one assumes a dispersion relation of the type

E =
cp

a(t)

√
1− ξ

(
cp

a(t)EQG

)n
, (48)

and obtain, to first non-vanishing order in 1
EQG

, the velocity v = dE/dp ∼ ca−1(t)
[
1− ξ 1+n

2

(
cp

a(t)EQG

)n]
,

leading to the time delay formula (ξ = ±1 for subluminal resp. superluminal propagation)

∆tQG = ξ
1 + n

2H0

(
E0

EQG

)n ∫ z

0

(1 + z′)n dz′√
Ωm(1 + z′)3 + ΩΛ

, (49)

where E0 is the redshifted energy of a high energetic massless particle measured at present, H0 is the
Hubble parameter at present, Ωm the pressureless matter density, and ΩΛ the dark energy density of
the universe.

Here ∆t is the time interval measured by an observer at a fixed position, i.e. the t-coordinate interval
between the time of arrival of a low energetic photon and high energetic photon. Effects coming from
the spatial curvature parameter k of the universe have been neglected, since for the derivation k = 0
was assumed.

5.1.1.1. Proposals for alternative and extended formulae. While the formula proposed in [1210] starts
from a minimal “natural” modification of the FLRW dispersion relation, some extensions of (49) have
been suggested in the literature.

A first possible generalization arises noticing, as suggested in [1208], that there is some arbitrariness
in the choice of the dependence on the scale factor in (48). Considering just linear (leading order)
modifications of (47), i.e. setting n = 1 in the above equations, in [590] a more general ansatz for the
LIV modified FLRW dispersion relation was assumed,

E ' cp

a

[
1− cp

EQG

(
λ′a(t) + λ′′ +

λ

a(t)
+

λ′′′

a2(t)

)]
, (50)
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with λ′, λ′′, λ′′′, λ dimensionless parameters, and such that for λ′ = λ′′ = λ′′′ = 0, λ = ξ, one obtains
(48). The corresponding expression of the time delay (for n = 1) then reads

∆tQG '
E0

H0EQG

∫ z

0

dz′√
Ωm(1 + z′)3 + ΩΛ

[
λ(1 + z′) +

λ′

1 + z′
+ λ′′ + λ′′′(1 + z′)2

]
. (51)

It is worth mentioning that for a particular choice of the parameters, e.g. assuming λ = −λ′ and
λ′′ = λ′′′ = 0, the LIV modification is triggered by the spacetime curvature/expansion (i.e. it vanishes
as a(t) → 1). The phenomenology of such a so called “curvature induced” quantum gravity effect has
been recently analyzed in [1258] using data from GRBs photons (see also below).

Besides that, also in [590], the time delay was calculated when the translation and Lorentz symme-
tries are not violated, but deformed, in a DSR scenario. The analysis for the DSR case turns out to
be much more complex, requiring to take carefully into account the effects of relative locality [393] (see
Secs. 2.2.2.1, 2.2.2.2 and 2.2.2.4). The starting point of the analysis in [590] is a deformation of the de
Sitter on-shell relation (see also [1221])

m2 ' E2 − p2 − 2HNp+ (αE3 + βEp2)/EQG, (52)

with H the constant (de Sitter) expansion rate and N the boost/charge generator (in 1+1 dimension).
The relative locality setting requires to describe carefully the action of the time and space translation
symmetry generators E and p corresponding to energy and momentum, and the role of the observers
measuring the times and positions of the photons. This is obtained in [590] through a suitable procedure
of foliation of FLRW spacetime in terms of (deformed) de Sitter slices, so that, finally, the following
time delay formula is obtained

∆tQG '
E0

EQG

β ∫ z

0

dz′(1 + z′)

H(z′)
+ α

∫ z

0

dz′

(1 + z′)H(z′)

(
1 + z′ −H(z′)

∫ z′

0

dz̄′

H(z̄′)

)2
 , (53)

where H(z) = H0

√
Ωm(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ is the Hubble parameter and α, β and γ are dimensionless param-

eters that govern the deformation of the Lorentz and translation symmetries. For α = 0 and β = ξ,
one has again (49). It was pointed out in [590] that the formula (49) proposed in [1210] has the special
role, both for LIV and DSR , of complying with translational invariance in the de Sitter limit (see [590]
and [1221]).

In [449] general perturbations of the dispersion relation (47), parametrized by a free perturba-
tion function h have been considered. Starting from the general dispersion relation E = cp/a(t) +
ξh(t, E0/a, p), the time delay for photons of different red shifted particle energies E01 and E02 is, to first
order in the perturbation function h,

∆tQG = t2 − t1 =
ξ

H0

∫ z

0

f(z′, E02)− f(z′, E01)√
Ωm(1 + z′)3 + Ωk(1 + z′)2 + ΩΛ

dz′, (54)

where the photon of energy E01 arrives at time t1 and the photon of energy E02 arrives at time t2. The
function f(z, E0) is given by

f(z, E0) =
1

2E2
0(1 + z2)2

(
h− E0

∂

∂E0

h− p ∂
∂p
h

)
. (55)

Depending on the choice of the perturbation function h(t(z), E0(1 + z), p) this formula reproduces the
above equations (49), (51) and (53).

Another possible extension of the time delay formula (49), comes from the observation that, in
some string/brane-inspired microscopic models of quantum gravity, the QG-induced space-time “foamy”
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effects might be associated with interaction of photons with effective “D-particles defects” [1259–1262].
This would result, due to the line density of D-particle defects at a given redshift z, on a redshift
dependent effective QG scale

EQG → EQG(z). (56)

While such a dependence on the redshift depends on the details of the models, a natural expectation
is that it scales linearly with the expansion scale factor a(t). In that case the phenomenological time
delay formula would coincide with one of the above formulae for a specific parametrization (for instance
with (51) for only λ′′′ 6= 0).

5.1.1.2. Time delays from other models. In the framework of GUP, see Sec. 2.2.4, the speed of a particle
is modified via the standard dispersion relation which is GUP-modified. In addition, in a gravitational
field, the speed of a particle is modified due to the curvature via the dispersion relation. Combining
both frameworks, the speed of gravitons emitted by a GW event is modified due to gravitational and
quantum effects. In the context of a gravitational theory beyond GR, the speed of photons can also
be modified accordingly. Therefore, using data from the GW detectors (to “hear” the gravitons) and
the Zwicky Transient Facility (to “see” the photons emitted during the specific GW event) as well as
employing a value for the GUP parameter given by other experiments/observations, one can compute
the difference in the speeds of gravitons, i.e., ṽg, and photons, i.e., ṽγ, coming from the same GW event
[549]. In particular, for the case of a GUP with a quadratic term in momentum [526], the difference in
the speeds of gravitons and photons reads

∆ṽg = |ṽγ − ṽg| =
3 β

c

∣∣(E2
g − E2

γ)
∣∣ (1 +

2GM

r c2

)
, (57)

where β = β0`
2
P/~2 = β0/M

2
Pc

2 is the dimensionful GUP parameter, while β0 is the corresponding
dimensionless GUP parameter. For the case of a GUP with a linear and quadratic term in momentum
[528, 529, 628–630], the difference in the speeds of the gravitons and photons reads

∆ṽg = |ṽγ − ṽg| = 2α |(Eg − Eγ)|
(

1 +
GM

r c2

)
, (58)

where α = α0`P/~ = α0/MPc is the dimensionful GUP parameter, while α0 is the corresponding di-
mensionless GUP parameter. Finally, assuming that ∆t = r/∆ṽg, with r to be the distance between
our detectors and the GW event, we can compute the time delay ∆t between the signals.

Besides QG, it is possible to modify the dispersion relation also trough some theories of modified
gravity. In this case one may expect LIV due to a generalized dispersion relation of the form:

E2 = p2c2 +m2
gc

4 + Apαcα,

where α and A are parameters depending on the modified theory of gravity and mg is the graviton
mass. One can derive

v2
g/c

2 = 1−m2
gc

4/E2 − AEα−2(vg/c)
α,

which for AEα−2 � 1 simplifies to:

vg/c = 1 +
(α− 1)

2
AEα−2.

For α > 1 and A < 0, the GW travels more slowly than the speed of light. For the simplest
case, A = 0 (or α = 0), corresponding to massive graviton, from the multimessenger observation
of GW170817/GRB170817 , one obtains the limit of mg ≤ 1.3 × 10−19 eV/c [1225]. Other possible
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values (omitting the value of A) are: α = 3 corresponding to DSR, α = 4 – Hořava–Lifshitz the-
ory, extra-dimensional theories and non-commutative geometries, multifractional spacetime theory for
α = 2 − 3 etc. [671, 1254, 1255]. From the LIGO measurements [1225] putting a strict bound of
|cg − c| ≤ 10−15 follows that the only surviving theories of modified gravity are either these starting
with cg = c and applying a conformal transformation, or those that start with cg 6= c and compensate
the difference with a disformal transformation [1255].

5.1.2. Towards comparison with the experiment

In [99] (see also the analyses in [1219, 1235]) it has been suggested that the above time delay formulas
can be extended in the following way

∆tobs = ∆tQG + (1 + z)∆tint (59)

to include time delays due to a non simultaneous emission of the photons of different energies, as

mentioned in Sec. 5.1.1. For the comparison with experiment one introduces Kn :=
EnQG

ξ
∆tQG for n-

power expansion of the MDR. Then, if there is an energy-dependence of light speed, it will manifest as
a linear relation between ∆tobs/(1 + z) and Kn. This means that photons with the same tint/(1 + z) will
fall on the same line on a Kn − tint/(1 + z) plot and from this slope one can find ξ/En

QG. Here ∆tint is
often called “intercept” [1227]. This method is referred to as the Figure of merit formula [1212, 1213].

It is important to remember that finding the time delay is based on the assumption that the observed
time delay is a sum between the QG time delay and the intrinsic time delay. In general, however, there
are more terms contributing to the observed time delay ∆tobs = ∆tint + ∆tQG + ∆tspec + ∆tDM + ∆tgra.
Here ∆tint is the delay due to a delay of the emission of high and low energy photons at the source,
∆tspec – is caused by special-relativistic effects for non-zero rest mass photons, ∆tDM – by dispersion
of photons by the free electrons in the line of sight, ∆tgra is the relative Shapiro time delay due to
the difference in the arrival times of two particles moving in a potential well (if Einstein’s equivalence
principle is violated). Some of these contributions are directional (for example ∆tDM), other should
not depend on the direction (like ∆tint). Studies on the effect from these contributions can be found in
[1234, 1263] and it is generally considered that they should be negligible for the high energy photons
emitted from GRBs, AGNs or pulsars.

5.1.3. Analysis of energy and time profiles from gamma-ray data

As discussed earlier in Sec. 3, the two classes of effects which are commonly used in order to look
for a possible signature of QG with gamma-ray experiments are energy-dependent time delays and
anomalous spectral features at the highest energies, for example due to gamma-ray decay into e+e−

pairs in vacuum or to a LIV-induced decreased absorption by the EBL.
The analyses of energy and time profiles require a large amount of good quality data to be collected

in the first place. In particular for the search for QG induced effects, and in order to provide stringent
constraints on the corresponding models, the study of the two classes of effects mentioned above implies
the detectors to have a good sensitivity and energy resolution. A good sensitivity on a wide energy
range not only allows the detection of more sources with a broad distribution of distances, but also the
observation of the high variability needed to measure time lags. Satellites such as Fermi -LAT constantly
monitor a large fraction of the sky in the search for these events. For ground-based detectors such as
IACT, which have a limited FoV, and in order to maximize the number of transient and random flares
recorded, it is essential they can quickly move to a new target when receiving alerts issued by other
instruments.

Analysis procedures have the same goal for satellites or ground-based experiments: to identify
the incoming particles and reconstruct their energy and direction. Selection cuts are carefully chosen
from Monte Carlo numerical simulations to minimize the amount of misidentified events, to optimize
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background event rejection and to maximize energy and angular resolutions. In addition, on all present-
day experiments, time-stamping is provided for each event by GPS receivers which guarantee a sub-
microsecond accuracy. The end result of the overall analysis procedure is simply a list of events which can
be used as the main ingredient for time delay or anomalous spectral feature searches. To be complete,
it is necessary to stress that some of the methods listed below also require to take into account detector
response functions such as energy resolution and effective area.

5.1.3.1. Basic time profile analyses. The goal of time profile analyses in the context of searches for QG
induced time delay effect, is mainly to look for energy-dependent time delays. This type of search has
been performed in many different ways, either starting directly from individual photon properties or
from energy and time distributions obtained from a larger data set.

A simple method consists in comparing directly the time when the highest energy photon in the
sample is detected with the time when the detector is triggered [1212, 1213]. This is done assuming
this particular photon is really emitted by the source, and cannot be emitted before the main emission
starts. Another technique to be applied directly to a photon list was used in [1218] to analyze Fermi
data. The procedure, called PairView, consists in constructing the distribution of spectral lags defined
as

li,j =
ti − tj
En
i − En

j

(60)

for all pairs of photons (i, j) in the studied sample with no duplicate (i > j), where n is the order of the
LIV effect. The lag can then be estimated directly from the maximum of the distribution (Figure 10,
left).

The next class of analysis techniques uses distributions of the detection times or light curves as an
input. The light curves are usually produced in two or more energy bands and they are then compared
with each other, either directly, or using sophisticated signal processing algorithms. The simplest
method which has been used consists in a direct comparison of the position of the main maximum of a
light curve in different energy ranges [1264, 1265]. As far as signal processing methods are concerned,
cross-correlation functions (CCFs) or wavelet transforms were used. The CCF is a standard method to
measure the time shift between two time series. The lag can be extracted simply from the position of
the maximum of the CCF (see e.g. [1266]). When using wavelet transforms, several steps are required:
the light curves are first de-noised using a discrete wavelet transform and then the extrema are located
using a continuous wavelet transform. The difficulty here comes from the fact the extrema have to be
associated in pairs (one in the low-energy light curve, the other in the high-energy one). The lags are
then computed for each pair and averaged to get the overall lag for a particular source [1206, 1232].
The last class of methods to be discussed in this section uses the fact that any kind of dispersion
tends to decrease the sharpness of peaks in the light curves. Several methods were developed to use
this particular feature. Assuming the kind of dispersive effect at play, the opposite effect is applied
to the data in order to maximize sharpness. The sharpness-maximization method [1218], dispersion
cancellation ([1236]) and energy cost function ([1215]) all use this principle to extract the amount of
dispersion present in the data. In the case of the sharpness-maximization method, each photon (energy
Ei and time ti) is first shifted to a new time t′i = ti − En

i × τn, where τn is the LIV parameter to be
estimated. Then the sharpness of the corresponding light curve is computed as

S(τn) =

N−ρ∑
i=1

ln

(
ρ

t′i+ρ − t′i

)
, (61)

where ρ is a parameter of the method and N the number of photons in the sample. It allows to probe the
light curve with different levels of details and has to be carefully chosen, usually using a large number
of simulated data sets. The best estimate of τn is obtained maximizing function S (Figure 10, right).
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Figure 10: Application of PairView and the sharpness-maximization method on Fermi data collected for GRB 090510,
in the case of a linear LIV effect. Left: distribution of spectral lags li,j . A kernel density estimate (black curve) is
used to locate the maxima of the distribution. Right: sharpness as measured by the sharpness-maximization method
algorithm. The maximum of the curve corresponds to the best estimate for the LIV parameter. Reprinted with permission
from [1218].

In the case of the ECF method [1212, 1213, 1215], the idea is to restore the lost power of an EM pulse
due to its propagating trough a linearly-dispersive medium. It aims to find a transformation restoring
the original power of the signal, with MQG,n corresponding to the maximum restored power. In practice,
it finds the time interval in which the burst is most active with Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistic and then
it looks for all the photons shifted by such δt(E) and sums their energies. By repeating this procedure
for different δt, one obtains the maximal energies as a function of δt, with the position of the maximum
corresponding to the lag that best recovers the signal.

The so called Band function proposed in [1212–1214, 1267] is based on studying the CCF and the
autocorrelation function (ACF) of an observed transient and the temporal correlation of two time series
(v1, v2) separated by a lag τ . For an observation of duration T consisting of N data points divided
between time bins of length ∆t = T/N , one defines the ACF and the CCF as:

vi = di − bi, σ′ 2v =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(v2
i − di),

ACF(τ = k∆t; v) =
1

Nσ′ 2v

∑min(N,N−k)

i=max(1,1−k)
vivi+k,

CCF(τ = k∆t; v1, v2) =
1

N
√
σ′v1σ

′
v2

∑min(N,N−k)

i=max(1,1−k)
v1iv2(i+k),

where di is the observed signal from the i-th bin, bi is the background rate and thus vi is the background-
substracted signal. The noise is assumed to be Poissonian, and σ′ 2v is the variance with removed noise.
The lag here is τ = k∆t.

To connect them with the physical properties of the GRB, one approximate them empirically with
the Band function – a smoothly joined power law with high-energy exponential cutoff and a high-energy
power law – from which one may derive the needed time lag (and other quantities such as the peak
energy) [1268]. The simplest application is to consider two signals for the high and low energy of the
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Figure 11: Application of a likelihood method on H.E.S.S. data collected for the flare of PKS 2155-305 in 2006. Left:
light curve in the range 0.25-0.28 TeV, with a 61 s bin width. The parameterization (black curve) is used as an input for
the calculation of the probability density function. Right: likelihood curve, here shown as −2∆ lnL in the case n = 1.
The minimum corresponds to the best estimate for the LIV parameter τn=1. Reprinted with permission from [1130].

type vh = exp(−t/th), vs = exp(−t/ts) for which ts > th for hard-to-soft evolution. Then:

ACF(τ, vh) = exp (− |τ |/th) ,

CCF(τ, vh, vs) =

{
2
√
thts

th+ts
exp (−τ/ts) , τ > 0,

2
√
thts

th+ts
exp (τ/th) , τ < 0.

Fitting such theoretical ACF and CCF to the observational one allows to describe the spectral evolution
of the burst. Other possible approximations for the signal can be used, depending on its shape and
other properties.

In order to find the peak energies and the spectral indexes, the Band function can be defined as:

fBand(E) = A×


(

E
100 keV

)α
exp

(
− (α+2)E

Ep

)
E < Ec,(

E
100 keV

)β
exp

(
(β−α)Ec

100 keV

)
E ≥ Ec,

(62)

where Ec = α−β
α+2

Ep, α is the low-energy power-law photon index, β is the high-energy power-law photon
index, Ep is the peak energy, Ec is the characteristic energy, and A is a normalization factor. This is
one possible empirical approximation; others also are used, such as the smoothly broken power law, the
cutoff power law, etc. [1268].

Since the ACF and CCF average over the entire burst, they assume that quantities separated by a
given time-lag are related the same way throughout the burst. An improvement on this method can be
found in [1214] with the modified CCF, which is a CCF applied to oversampled light curves. Its main
benefit is that it can resolve time delays below the duration of the fluxbins [1214].

5.1.3.2. Advanced likelihood techniques for time and energy profile analyses. Likelihood techniques are
commonly used in many areas of physics to evaluate to what extent a set of data agrees with a partic-
ular theoretical model. In the context of QG phenomenology with gamma rays, they have been used
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extensively to look for energy-dependent time delays as well as non-standard spectral features at the
highest energies.

Concerning the search for anomalous phenomena in HE gamma-ray spectra of distant sources, the
way the likelihood is used is straightforward and consists in fitting the energy distribution with a
model taking into account QG induced effects. The fit provides estimated values, or limits on model
parameters.

For energy-dependent time delay searches, a specific likelihood technique was developed to take into
account both energy and time distributions [1269]. The likelihood to be maximized is computed as the
product:

L =
∏
i

P (Ei, ti|τn), (63)

over all events, where P is the probability density function of observing one event at energy Ei and
time ti, given a QG LIV parameter τn. The probability density function is obtained from a propagation
model, including QG LIV effects, and parameterizations of measured energy and time distributions:

P (Ei, ti|τn) = N

∫ ∞
0

D(Ei, ES) Λ(ES)F (ti − τnEn
S) dES, (64)

where D combines instrument response functions for energy resolution and effective area, Λ is the energy
distribution, F is a parameterization of the light curve at emission, i.e. with no QG induced delay, and
N is a normalization factor (Figure 11). While the energy distribution is obtained from the full data
set, the parameterization of the light curve is taken below a fixed separation energy, where QG induced
effects are assumed to be small. In order to minimize bias, photons used to obtain this parameterization
are usually excluded from the data sample when computing the likelihood. Therefore, the separation
energy has to be chosen as a compromise to maximize the number of photons used in the likelihood fit,
while keeping high enough statistics for the low energy parameterization to be as accurate as possible.

The likelihood procedure as quickly described here has become a standard for time lag searches since
it has a very good sensitivity. It was applied to AGN flares (see e.g. [1130]), GRBs [622, 1218] and
pulsar data [1131].

5.1.3.3. Additional remarks. All the methods briefly described in this section have their advantages
and drawbacks. As already mentioned, likelihood techniques have a very good sensitivity but their
implementation can be complex and often require some simplifications. Also, the model used has to be
as accurate as possible. In addition, algorithms can require long computation times, especially when
all systematics are included as nuisance parameters. On the contrary, basic techniques for time profile
analysis are easy to implement and quicker to execute, but are less sensitive. Since the different methods
use different ways to probe the data, it is generally a good practice to compare their results (see e.g.
[1218]).

To end this section, let us stress also that since no significant QG-induced effect has been detected
so far, either from time delay or EBL absorption analyses, the limits published in the literature rely on
a careful assessment of statistical and systematic errors.

5.1.4. Experimental bounds

The methods introduced in Sec. 5.1.3 allow to measure a time delay with a statistical error and most
of the time with systematic errors. To find the energy scale from the time delay, one uses the formulas
given in Sec. 5.1.1 with the Figure of merit formula [1212, 1213]. The principal experimental bounds
derived from time delay measurements are summarized here for each type of source separately: AGNs,
pulsars, and GRBs. For an exhaustive list of bounds the reader is referred to [2].
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5.1.4.1. Tests with AGNs. AGNs are galaxies mainly characterized by accretion of matter onto super-
massive black holes at their center (see Sec. 3.2.1 for more details). This results in emission of jets of
highly relativistic plasma producing VHE gamma rays likely through inverse Compton scattering. For
experimental purposes, only AGNs with their jet pointing towards the Earth (blazars and flat spectrum
radio quasars) can be actually exploited. Among these variable sources, some are slowly evolving while
another flaring type has strongly variating gamma-ray flux on period from minutes to months. The
energy spectra of AGNs has an exponential cut-off in the TeV regime, likely due to absorption of VHE
gamma rays by pair-production. The interest of AGN flares is that they can be observed with large
statistics of VHE photons up to a few tens of TeV, contrary to GRBs for which typical energies are
∼ O(100) GeV. On the other hand, EBL gives rise to extinction of VHE photons, thus limiting the
efficiency of these sources to redshift z . 1.

The best limits for the linear deviation are obtained from PKS 2155-304 data from H.E.S.S. [1130],
a blazar at z = 0.116. The corresponding data sample with threshold ∼ 120 GeV has a large signal-to-
background ratio. The emission time distribution is fitted by a superposition of five Gaussian spikes (left
panel of Fig. 11) while the energy spectrum is consistent with a power law in the range 0.25–4.0 TeV.
From the calibration studies, it is found that the main uncertainty is related to the event selections
and to the parameterizations for the emission time distribution. The obtained 95% CL limit is EQG,1 >
2.1 1018 GeV for the subluminal case with closely comparable value for the superluminal case. The best
limits for the quadratic deviations are obtained from one flare of high flux from Mrk 501 observed by
the H.E.S.S. telescopes in 2014, involving gamma rays at multi-TeV, fast flux variability and energy
spectrum up to 20 TeV [1270]. Mrk 501 is a blazar at z = 0.034. The usual Jacob-Piran formula for the
relative energy-dependent time delay is confronted to the data, using the Maximum Likelihood Method.
Since the data have a large signal-to-background ratio, the contribution of the background is neglected.
Events whose energy is in the range 1.3–3.25 TeV are used to fit the emission time distribution at the
source while the events with energy above 3.25 TeV serve to calculate the likelihood and obtain the best
estimate for the time delay. Statistical as well as systematic uncertainties are taken into account. The
obtained 95% CL limits are EQG,2 > 8.5(7.3)× 1010 GeV in the subluminal (superluminal) case.

5.1.4.2. Tests with pulsars. Pulsars (see Sec. 3.2.6) have the following advantages for LIV searches:
they are not random events thus allowing for crosschecks with different instruments and observations
for a extended periods of time, which increase the statistics and improves the limits. Moreover, the
origin of the delays, intrinsic or induced by LIV, can in principle be determined since intrinsic lags
should be constant when normalized by the rotation period. In addition, pulsars observed are generally
nearby galactic sources, so that the time delay do not depend on a particular lag-redshift relation.

The best limits from Crab pulsar data for linear and quadratic departures (both subluminal and
superluminal) from dispersion relations have been recently reported by MAGIC collaboration in [1271].
The Crab pulsar, located at 2.0 ± 0.5 kpc, has a rotational period of 33.7 ms, slowly increasing, is a
well-studied pulsar due to its brightness and large spectrum coverage. Its emission involves a main
pulse (P1), an inter-pulse (P2) and a bridge region between P1 and P2. The energy spectrum of both
pulses can be described by power-laws, extending to ∼ 1.5 TeV for P2.
In the analysis, only events close to P2 above 400 GeV have been considered among all recorded events.
Two methods have been used, leading to comparable bounds although more sensitive for the second
method. The first method is a direct comparison of peak positions of a pulse (the differences in mean
fitted pulse positions at different energies), combined with the standard formula of average phase delay
between photons of different energies. One considered the high energy band 600-1200 GeV and 2 lower
bands (400-600 GeV and below 400 GeV which is likely free of change in the emission process). The
second method is based on a maximum likelihood method first proposed in [1269], applied to the events
with energy above 400 GeV. The systematic uncertainties have been included in the bounds and the
profile likelihood have been calibrated for energies above 400 GeV.
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The best 95% CL limits obtained from the Crab pulsar data analysis are EQG,1 > 5.5(4.5) 1017 GeV for
subluminal (superluminal) linear departures and EQG,2 > 5.9(5.3) 1010 GeV for subluminal (superlumi-
nal) quadratic departures. In the quadratic case, the bounds are slightly weaker by a factor ∼ 2 than
the bounds from GRB 090510 published in [1218], while in the linear case the obtained limits are two
order of magnitude below the best bounds from GRB 090510. Pulsars then appear also as appropriate
sources to investigate quadratic departures from dispersion relations.

5.1.4.3. Tests with GRBs. GRBs are prime sources in the search for QG effects due to their extreme
brightness, high redshift and high energy emission (see Sec. 3.2.2 for more details). Before considering
test with GRBs a word of caution should be added. At present intrinsic temporal dependencies of the
spectrum are not well understood and it is difficult to isolate those from LIV effects. A particularly
interesting result was that of [99] using 35 GRBs with known redshifts and the wavelet transform
technique to search for genuine features. The obtained bound was EQG,1 ≥ 0.9 × 1016 GeV (≥ 1.6 ×
1016 GeV with stochastic time-lags) and in it, the intrinsic time delay and the QG time delay are found
with statistical sampling on different redshift bins for all GRBs.

A bound is obtained [1213] by analyzing a 31 GeV photon from GRB 090510. Depending on the
choice of the starting (ending) time, one obtains different LIV bounds. In the sub-luminal case, the
most conservative estimate comes from assuming that the GeV photon has been emitted after the
onset of the initial soft gamma-ray spike (the GRB trigger) and it implies > 1.45 × 1019 GeV. If
instead, one assumes that the GeV photon comes from the main soft gamma-ray emission epoch, the
bound is > 4.17× 1019 GeV, while if it comes from the onset of the 100 MeV (or 1 GeV) photons, then
one gets > 6.24 (> 12) ×1019 GeV. For the super-luminal case (negative time delay), estimates give
> 1.24 × 1021 GeV if the high-energy photon was emitted before the end of the low-energy spike, or
> 1.63×1019 GeV if one takes the 750 MeV photon observed during the first soft gamma-ray spike. Final
bound is obtained from the spectral lag procedure in the 30 MeV–30 GeV range giving > 1.49×1019 GeV.

Another estimate from GRB 090510 using 3 different methods (PairView, sharpness-maximization
method and maximum likelihood) gives EQG,1 > 9.27 × 1019 GeV and EQG,2 > 1.3 × 1011 GeV [1218].
Using GRB 169625B, which is the only burst so far with a well-defined transition from positive lags
to negative ones, the bounds EQG,1 ≥ 0.5 × 1016 GeV and EQG,2 ≥ 1.4 × 107 GeV are obtained [1245].
A sample of 56 GRBs was analyzed by fitting their spectral lag with known redshifts and by using a
maximization of the likelihood function and χ2 statistic, leading to EQG ≥ 2.0× 1014 GeV [1272]. Also,
no redshift dependence for ∆tQG is found.

More recently, results based on the maximum likelihood analysis of GRB 190114C and the detection
of more than 700 photons above 0.3 TeV and up to ∼ 2 TeV [622] found the bounds EQG,1 > 0.58 ×
1019 GeV (EQG,1 > 0.55 × 1019 GeV for the superluminal) for lineal corrections and EQG,2 > 6.3 ×
1010 GeV (EQG,2 > 5.6× 1010 GeV for the superluminal) for quadratic corrections. The 2 TeV GRB is
currently the most energetic observed event but the limits obtained from it in the linear case are below
those from GRB 090510 due to the lower redshift (the redshift of GRB 090510 is z = 0.9, vs z = 0.4225
for GRB 190114C) and also due to the limitations in the duration of the observation.

Ref. [1246], using a global fit of the spectral lag data with Bayesian analysis on GRB 190114C,
found EQG,1 ≥ 2.23× 1014 GeV and EQG,1 ≥ 0.87× 106 GeV (by seeing an evidence of a transition from
positive lags to negative lags well measured at ∼ 0.7 MeV).

In [1227] GRB 169625B along with 23 other time delay GRBs measured by [99] were analyzed with
a Gaussian process to reconstruct H(z), utilizing a more complicated relation between the intrinsic and
the QG time delay, to produce the following bounds: EQG,1 ≥ 0.3×1015 GeV and EQG,2 ≥ 0.6×109 GeV.
Their results showed a strong correlation between the parameters describing intrinsic and propagation
time-lags pointing to a need of a better model of the intrinsic lags.

A method based on a statistical analysis of multiple GRB photons was proposed in [1235], looking
for regularity patterns between energy dependent time delays and some fitted values of the intrinsic
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time lag in the observations. The same analysis was repeated in [1219], but, differently from [1235],
where the trigger time of the Fermi Gamma-ray Burst Monitor was taken as the reference time for the
time delays, in [1219] it was taken the peak time of the first main pulse of GRB low energy photons.
It was found that 8 out of the 13 GRB photons relevant for the analysis manifested a strong regularity
along a line with ∆tint ∼ −10 s, yielding an estimated EQG ∼ 3.6×1017 GeV. A following analysis [1248]
considered a further GRB photon from GRB 160509A, finding that it falls on the same line of those
previous 8 GRB photons considered, supporting the conclusion of [1219].

5.1.4.4. Tests with multi-messenger data: gravitational waves, photons and neutrinos. Multi-messenger
astrophysics is still in its infancy. As this review is being written, only two confirmed multi-messenger
detections have been reported. The first one associates the GW signal GW170817 with the gamma-ray
signal from a kilonova. The second event, the one associated with blazar TXS 0506+056, was detected
in both photon and neutrino sectors. For the other results mentioned in this section, the associations
between multi-messenger signals were assumed.

The GW event GW170817 detected by the LIGO and Virgo detectors [1178] was first associated
with GRB 170817A detected by the Fermi -GBM with a very high probability: the probability of these
two signals occurring by chance at nearby locations and in a short period of time is 5× 10−8 [1273]. In
the same reference, the delay between the GW and the photon signals was measured to be 1.74± 0.04
seconds. This delay was then used to provide limits on SME parameters. GRB 170817A was eventually
found to be extremely under-luminous and was reclassified as a kilonova (see e.g. [670]).

For completeness, let us mention another work [677] in which GW150914 signal is compared with a
low-significance signal from Fermi -GBM. The limit derived in this work is weak, with EQG,1 > 100 keV.

The object TXS 0506+056 is a blazar located at redshift z = 0.34. The muon neutrino signal was
recorded on 22 September 2017 by IceCube [1200], while a significant (6.2 σ) detection, corresponding
to a gamma-ray flare of the source, was reported by MAGIC after a 13 hour-long observation period
starting on 28 September. This event was analyzed searching for the first time a LIV evidence from
both photon and neutrino signals [1274]. Based on a time lag of ∼10 days between the neutrino and
the flaring episode in the VHE gamma-ray range, the limits obtained are EQG,1 > 3 × 1016 GeV and
EQG,2 > 4× 104 GeV. This delay of ∼10 days illustrates one of the main difficulty when searching for
LIV-induced delays between photon and neutrino signals. Indeed, in the presence of LIV at the Planck
scale, the expected time delay between a neutrino with energy O(10−100) TeV and low energy photons
would be of the order of several days for redshifts z ∼ 1 − 2. As a result, establishing the association
between the neutrino and GRB signals is even more challenging with LIV than in a no-LIV scenario.

Another limit obtained with the blazar PKS B1424-418 (z = 1.522) and a PeV neutrino gives
EQG,1 > 1.09× 1017 GeV and EQG,2 > 7.3× 1011 GeV [1247]. However, it is important to stress that in
this reference, the association between the neutrino and gamma-ray signals is assumed. Until recently, it
was believed that GRBs were natural high energy neutrino emitters. However, as of now, no significant
detection of a neutrino signal associated with a GRB was ever reported (see e.g. [1275]). Due to their
high variabilities and large distances, GRBs are nonetheless extremely promising candidates to perform
time-of-flight LIV analyses using both neutrino and gamma-ray data when a significant association is
ascertained in the future. In the remaining part of this section, we report on several analyses which
were performed looking for time delays between gamma-rays and yet speculative neutrinos from GRBs.
Such a study of the correlation of time delays between IceCube TeV neutrinos and GRB photons was
proposed for the first time in [1249]. In [1250], the analysis was extended considering possible effects
related to dual-gravity lensing and discussing in greater detail the role of the background signal. In [446],
the analysis for the neutrinos was combined with a similar one for the GRB-photons, drawing from the
results of [1219, 1248]. A significant correlation was obtained for both kinds of signals, suggesting
a quantum gravity scale EQG,1 ∼ 3 − 6 × 1017 GeV. In [1251], four additional IceCube events were
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considered 8, leading to EQG,1 ∼ (6.5± 0.4)× 1017 GeV. Such a correlation, even if reported in several
articles by different teams, has nonetheless to be taken cautiously. In particular, it has to be stressed
again that as of now, neutrino–GRB associations are only assumed. In addition, the number of data
points is still too low to draw any conclusions, especially considering the unknown aspects of the
mechanisms of emission at the sources.

5.1.5. Additional features

The aforementioned time delays (49) refer to individual photons of a given energy, viewed as particles.
That description is suitable for systematic effects that concern the comparison of times of arrival between
single (isolated) high energy photons and some reference time fixed by the detection of the low energy
part of the signal associated to a given source (GRBs or AGNs etc.). This kind of analysis is particularly
powerful since typically only a few (rarely more than one) very high energy photons (e.g. with energy at
the source & 40 GeV) are associated to a rather wide low energy signal, so that the tightest constraints
on in-vacuo dispersion are the ones on systematic effects (see e.g. [1213]). It is however interesting to
consider possible non-systematic QG contributions that may affect the shape and width of the signal
distribution itself, even at relatively lower energy ranges. In such a case, the time delays (49) refer to
the position of a peak of a photon pulse. However, once there are QG-induced MDRs, the shape of the
photon distribution will be affected, in the sense that the width of the path will exhibit non trivial,
frequency(energy)-dependent in general, modifications in its spread as the time evolves [1276], compared
to the Lorentz-invariant case. If we assume a generic dispersion relation ω = ω(k), a standard analysis
using Fourier transforms shows that at time t a Gaussian wave packet, which is a typical example of a
photon pulse, sufficient for our purposes here, will have the form:

|f(x, t)|2 =
A2√

1 + α2t2

(∆x0)4

exp

(
− (x− cgt)

2

2(∆x0)2
(
1 + α2t2

(∆x0)4

)), (65)

where α ≡ 1
2

(d2ω/d2k), and cg ≡ dω/dk is the group velocity, which is the velocity with which the
peak of the distribution moves in time, and ∆x0 indicates the spread of the pulse at the emission time
(t = 0) at the source, which is an intrinsic source effect.

We see immediately in Eq. (65) that the quadratic term α in the dispersion relation does not affect
the motion of the peak, but only the spread of the Gaussian wave packet:

|∆x| = ∆x0

√
1 +

α2t2

(∆x0)4
, (66)

which thus increases with time. The quadratic term α also affects the amplitude of the wave packet: the
latter decreases together with the increase in the spread (66), in such a way that the integral of |f(x, t)|2
is constant. In QG models entailing photon refractive indices that scale linearly with the photon energy
(frequency ω), the quantity α in (66) is constant, proportional to the inverse power of the QG energy
scale. This leads to a spread (66) in the width of the photon wave packet independent of the energy of
the photon to leading order in the QG scale.

For generic QG dispersive models, one can use statistical estimators, based on the irregularity,
kurtosis, and skewness of the photon sources, e.g. GRBs [1277] that are relatively bright, to constrain
possible QG dispersion effects during propagation (scaling linearly or quadratically in the photon energy)
in a rather robust way, and also to disentangle source from propagation effects. For instance, in the

8The reader’s attention should be drawn to the fact that in this reference, the authors claim that IceCube collaboration
suggested a probable association between neutrinos and GRBs, quoting references [1224] and [1275]. However, on the
contrary, no association is reported in these papers.
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case of relatively bright GRBs, in the 100 MeV to multi-GeV energy band, detected by the Fermi -LAT
detector [1278], such a detailed statistical analysis implies [1277] that the energy scale characterizing a
linear energy dependence of the refractive index should exceed a few 1017 GeV.

In QG , however, one may encounter additional effects, associated with stochastic fluctuations of the
light cone. In the context of the (string theory) D-particle foam models [1259–1262], such effects would
result in stochastic fluctuations in the velocity of light of order [1259] δc ∼ E/Estoch

QG c2, where Estoch
QG

is the scale associated to stochastic effects, that in principle can differ from the scale EQG associated
to systematic effects 9. Such an effect would motivate the following parametrization of any possible
stochastic spread in photon arrival times from a distance L (here we absorb, for notational brevity, the
universe expansion effects in the definition of L):

(δ∆t) =
LE

cEstoch
QG

. (67)

We emphasize that, in contrast to the variation (48) in the refractive index - which refers to photons of
different energy - the fluctuation (67) characterizes the statistical spread in the velocities of photons of
the same energy. We note that, in the case of QG models entailing linear-in-energy refractive indices,
for astrophysical sources at cosmological distances with redshifts z ' 1, and with an initial ∆x0 of
a few km, one finds that the correction (66) is very suppressed for the relevant QG scales of order

E
(1)
QG & 1017 GeV. Therefore, in such cases the dominant broadening effect would be the stochastic

quantum-gravitational effect on the refractive index (67).

5.2. Birefringence

Similarly to the time delays discussed in the previous section, birefringence is associated to anoma-
lous in-vacuo dispersion of astrophysical messengers. Historically, birefringence has been mostly studied
in the electromagnetic sector, but lately also GW have been shown to be potentially affected. In this
section we will cover both kinds of birefringence, respectively in Secs. 5.2.1 and 5.2.2.

In the electromagnetic sector, birefringence produces a rotation of the polarization plane of photons,
which accumulates over cosmological distances to become potentially observable. Such rotation can be
generated by several extensions of the standard electromagnetic theory, if they predict different speed
of propagation for opposite photon polarization states (see Sec. 5.2.1 for details). Focusing on QG-
motivated modifications of electromagnetism, which produce effects that are suppressed by the Planck
mass scale, the first proposal for photon birefringence was put forward in the context of (semiclassical)
LQG [61]. A few years later, it was shown that birefringence is also predicted by mass-dimension five
operators in the EFT extension of the quantum electrodynamics (QED) sector of the Standard Model
[1207]. Both these derivations lead to the same kind of birefringence effect, encoded by eq.(69) in the
following section.

Regarding gravitational birefringence, it is caused by differences in propagation speed between the
h+ and h× eigenstates of a GW, which is potentially observable at the detectors without the need for an
electromagnetic counterpart. For mass dimension 5 coefficients and higher, it may yield delays between
such eigenstates causing either scrambling or splitting of the signal (shorter/longer delays between
the eigenstates than the duration of the signal); changes in the amplitude between the left versus
right polarized models; and also polarization-dependent lensing deflection allowing for multiple images.
These effects are of particular relevance for testing QG phenomenology in regions with matter sources

9Notice moreover that in general the “effective” scale of the QG effects relevant for the analyses of this section could
differ from the fundamental QG scale (usually taken to be around the Planck scale), especially in QG theories like string
theory, where, depending on the details of compactification, the effective scale can be some combination of the string
scale and the fundamental QG scale. For economy, in this section we refer in general to EQG as the effective scale for the
relevant effects.
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where QG-modifications to GR predictions are non-negligible. This is the case, for instance, of theories
with screening mechanisms, such as in scalar-tensor theories due to the existence of additional scalar
degrees of freedom [1279]. The latter modifies the background geometry around a matter-filled region
and triggers the mixing of the polarization eigenstates in a way dependent on the particular screening
mechanism chosen. Birefrigence can also test LIV theories [348] (see Sec. 5.2.2), while parity-violating
modifications may induce birefringent effects in circular polarizations for the amplitude [1079] and/or
time delay [1280, 1281] of the GW with observable cosmological imprints (see Sec. 5.5 for other effects
of CPT violations). For instance, in Chern-Simons models amplitude-birefringent effects at the onset of
inflation affect the scalar-to-tensor ratio in the CMB [1079], and can also be tested with the LIGO–Virgo
Collaboration detections [1282] (bounding the Chern-Simons length scale by l0 . 1.0 × 103 km) and
with LISA [1283, 1284]. Gravitational birefringence can also be induced by PT breaking terms coupled
to gravitation. A well-known example is provided by the gravitational Chern-Simons term, also present
in models including axions. This term yields a very rich phenomenology, related to fundamental physics
and dark matter, see e.g. [1079, 1285].

5.2.1. Electromagnetic birefringence

5.2.1.1. Main formulas. As was mentioned in the introduction, in the SME when considering the QED
sector, mass dimension 5 CPT breaking operators induce slight different speeds of propagation for
opposite photon “helicities”10,

ω = k ± ξk2/MP (68)

implying that the polarization vector of a linearly polarized plane wave with energy k rotates, during
the wave propagation over a distance d, by an angle

θ(d) =
ω+(k)− ω−(k)

2
d ' ξ

k2d

MP

. (69)

Clearly such angle increases quadratically with the energy and linearly with the distance, so that highly
energetic astrophysical sources are optimal probes of this effect.

When considering astrophysical sources one needs to account for the effects of energy redshift. For
a source at redshift z with measured energy k, the polarization rotation angle θ is given by [1286, 1287]

α(k, z) =
ξ

MP

k2

∫ z

0

(1 + z̄)H(z̄)−1dz̄ , (70)

where H(z̄) encodes the universe expansion history (see Sec. 3.3.1).
Constraints on vacuum birefringence are set using two different techniques: the first one aims at

measuring directly the polarization rotation angle (70), by comparing the expected direction of the
linear polarization of a source with the measured one; the second one relies on the fact that the energy
dependence of the polarization rotation could potentially disrupt the amount of linear polarization
present in a some polarized light beam traveling over long distances. If some net amount of polarization
is measured in the band, say, k1 < E < k2, an order-of-magnitude constraint arises from the fact that
the angle of polarization rotation (69) cannot differ by more than π/2 over this band, as in this case
the detected polarization would fluctuate sufficiently for the net signal polarization to be suppressed
[1288, 1289]. From (69), assuming ∆θ ≤ π/2 implies

ξ .
πMP

(k2
2 − k2

1)d(z)
. (71)

10In the LQG model mentioned in the introduction, the dispersion relation of the two photon helicities is written
as ω± =

√
k2 ∓ 4χlPk3 ∼ |k| (1∓ 2χlP |k|), with χ a constant [61]. This is equivalent to (68) upon the identification

2χlP = ξ/MP , so that in the following we will only make reference to the parameterization of (68).
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This constraint merely relies on the detection of a polarized signal and does not make use of the
observed polarization degree, however, one can obtain a more refined limit by calculating the maximum
observable polarization degree, given some maximum intrinsic value.

5.2.1.2. Distinguishing Quantum Gravity effects from standard effects. The polarization rotation effect
discussed above might be caused also by different physics besides QG (e.g. Faraday rotation in presence
of a magnetic field).

The main criterion that allows us to distinguish the cause of a possible birefringence effect is its
energy dependence. As seen in equation (69), the expected energy dependence for a QG-induced effect
is quadratic. The expected energy dependence for other possible sources of birefringence is different,
ranging from an inverse square law to energy-independence to linear dependence, and is discussed in
[1287, 1290].

Of course, while in principle a measurement of the polarization rotation angle performed at a given
energy can be translated into a constraint on the parameter ξ of equation (69), this measurement does
not allow us to distinguish QG-induced birefringence from other kinds of birefringence, because it does
not allow us to test for the energy dependence. For this reason a strategy to determine the quantum-
gravitational origin of the effect is to compare data on the rotation of the polarization vector from
different sources emitting radiation at different energies [1287, 1290]. This kind of analysis assumes
that the effect should be the same for all sources and isotropic. Isotropy can in fact be violated by more
general birefringence effects with quantum-gravitational origin, see [1291], but constraints on this kind
of effect are much less studied at the moment and rely mainly on studies of the CMB [1292, 1293].

Recent analyses of GRB polarization overcome these difficulties, since they rely on the comparison
of the polarization direction within different energy bands of the same source, see below.

5.2.1.3. Existing bounds. In the following we list the main sources used to measure directly the polar-
ization rotation angle, grouped by energy of the source and distance. We also report the constraints
in Table 5.2.1.3. We distinguish the observations made within a single energy band, and those that
compare several energy bands, see the discussion above. In some of the works reported below, only the
constraints in terms of the rotation angle θ are provided and not in terms of ξ. In order to translate
the constraints on θ into constraints on ξ one can use the relation (70).

• UV emission of radio galaxies [1294], energy at detection E ∼ 2.5 eV, distance 2 . z . 4,
obtaining θ = −0.8◦ ± 2.2◦ assuming isotropy of the effect;

• Radio sources [1295], energy E ∼ 10−5 eV, z < 1, obtaining θ = −2.03◦±0.75◦ assuming isotropy
of the effect;

• Crab Nebula (comparison between the neutron star rotation axis - measured by the HST and
Chandra satellites - and the gamma-ray polarization direction - observed by INTEGRAL) [1296],
energy E ∼ 102 keV, distance z ∼ 10−7, obtaining |ξ| < 9 · 10−10 at 3σ c.l.;

• GRBs (method based on the comparison of the polarization angle of different energy bands of
the same GRB, so this measurement assumes a given energy dependence of the effect and for this
reason is capable to determine the quantum-gravitational origin of the effect) [1297], energy bands
are in the range 250− 350 keV and 350− 800 keV and the redshift is z = 1.33, ξ < 3.4 · 10−16.

Besides the above-listed constraints which rely on just one kind of sources, Ref. [1287] provides a
constraint cast by combining measurements of the polarization rotation angle from different kinds of
sources at different redshifts and energies (this constraint assumes isotropy), obtaining ξ = (1.2±14.1) ·
10−11 if GRB data are excluded and ξ = (0.0± 8.6) · 10−17 including GRB data.
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Source E z constraint

Radio sources 10−5 eV z < 1 θ = −2.03◦ ± 0.75◦ [1295]
Distant radio galaxies 2.5 eV 2 . z . 4 θ = −0.8◦ ± 2.2◦ [1294]

Crab Nebula 102 keV z ∼ 10−7 |ξ| < 9 · 10−10 [1296]
GRBs 250− 350 keV and 350− 800 keV z = 1.33 ξ < 3.4 · 10−16 [1297]

As mentioned above, upper bounds on birefringence can be also cast by observing that if the po-
larization rotation angle were larger than π/2 over a certain energy band, then polarization would be
erased in that band, see discussion above and equation (71). In the following we list constraints cast
using this technique

• GRBs: |ξ| < O(10−15) [1298]

• UV emission of radio galaxies |ξ| < 5 · 10−4 [1288]

Another way to constrain birefringence is based on the analysis of the polarization of the CMB.
These constraints lie beyond the scope of this review, so we just list a few references [1286, 1299–1302].
Regarding these studies, it is interesting to note that in reference [1302] the authors claim to have found
a birefringence angle of 0.35 ± 0.14, excluding a zero value at 99.2% c.l. Notice that CMB data also
allow us to perform a study of the energy dependence of the effect, even though just a few studies
exploit this possibility [1287, 1290].

5.2.2. Gravitational birefringence

5.2.2.1. Birefringence constraints from multimessenger signals. The space of viable modified gravity
theories was already heavily constrained by the observation of |cGW/c− 1| . 5 × 10−16, as follows
from the BNS merger event GW170817 [1178] and its EM counterpart GRB170817 [1225], which ruled
out many QG-motivated theories predicting different in-vacuo propagation speeds between messengers
[1303]. The consideration of birefringence effects via time delays may allow to further constraint the
space parameter of specific theories. In QG-motivated theories, in general this time delay will be a
combination of the modified effective metric induced by the theory in which all eigenstates propagate,
and the pure birefringence effects causing each eigenstate to propagate differently. The time delay
between two GW eigenstates I, J with respective velocities cI , cJ as a matter-filled region (the lens) is
crossed in the direction of propagation of the signal, u, can be estimated, under some approximation,
as [1304]

∆tIJ =

∫
du

(
1

cI
− 1

cJ

)
+

(1 + zL)

2c

DLDLS

DS

(
|~̂αI |2 − |~̂αJ |2

)
(72)

where the first term is the Shapiro delay while in the second (geometrical time delay) term DL, DLS, DS

are the angular diameter distances to the lens, source, and between the lens and the source, respectively,
zL the redshift of the lens, and ~̂αI ≈ −1

2

∫
du~∇⊥c2

I(~x, k̂). The exact value of the birefringence-induced
time delay will thus depend on the QG modifications to the background geometry, allowing to probe
specific QG-motivated theories. This is the case of the quartic Horndeski one, as it can be seen in Fig. 16
of [1304], where testable delay times from birefringence are estimated to be in the range ∆t10 > 1 s for
GW-electromagnetic wave delay, and ∆t21 > 1 ms for delays between polarizations, allowing to test the
space parameter of this theory beyond the constraint of GW170817 + GRB170817. Additionally, time
delay constraints from multimessenger observations allow to constraint the energy scale for any theory
of gravity with the lowest-order parity-violating terms (which excludes the Chern-Simons model, where
this effect does not exist) to the level MPV ≥ O(104 eV) [1305].
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5.2.2.2. Birefringence in the Standard-Model Extension. In the SME, operators of mass dimension
d ≥ 5 induce gravitational birefringence due to a polarization-dependent dispersion of the GW during
its propagation [356]. The dispersion breaks the rotational symmetry of Lorentz invariance, contrarily
to the polarization-dependent dispersion phenomena occurring at lower mass dimension that break the
boost symmetry. The GW 4-momentum is modified by the dispersion as:

ω = 1− ς0 ±
√

(ς1)2 + (ς2)2 + (ς3)2 , (73)

where birefringence is due to the ς1,2,3 terms that can be expressed as a function of the GW spheri-
cal harmonics and SME operators of mass dimensions 5 and 6, k

(d=5)
(V )jm, k

(d=6)
(E)jm and k

(d=6)
(B)jm. For mass

dimension 5 coefficients, the birefringence time delay reads as follows:

∆t ' 2ωd−4

∫ z

0

(1 + z′)d−4

Hz′
dz′
∑
jm

Yjm(n̂)k
(d=5)
(V )jm . (74)

In [348] the non-observation of a double peak in the LIGO interferometers with the GW150914 event
is exploited to constrain a linear combination of mass dimensions 5 and 6 LIV operators. They obtain
the first constraints on gravitational LIV d = 5 operators and competitive bounds with laboratory
experiments for d = 6. Beyond the delay that may be observed at the peak, the modification of the
GW signal due to spacetime birefringence is derived in [348], and sensitivity studies carried in [1306]
show that single events observable at advanced LIGO and Virgo sensitivities can place constraints on
the order of O (10−13) on mass dimension 5 coefficients. Using the 11 samples of the catalog of GW
detections during the first LIGO–Virgo Collaboration observational runs described on Sec. 4.3.4, [1307]
constrains individually the same coefficients. Bounds are consequently improved with factors 102 to

105, with orders
[
O(k

(d=5)
(V )jm)

]
. 10−15 and

[
O(k

(d=6)
(E,B)jm)

]
. 10−11, respectively.

5.2.2.3. Distinguishing quantum from classical effects: the case of the gravitational spin Hall. The grav-
itational spin Hall effect is a purely classical effect which emerges as a next-to-leading-order correction
to the geodesic approximation for the propagation of wave packet solutions to Maxwell’s equations or
to the equations of linearized gravity of a fixed spacetime background. The effect gives polarization-
dependent trajectories for circularly polarized waves and leads to the splitting linearly polarized waves.
The magnitude of the effect is inversely proportional to the frequency of the wave, depends on the
curvature of spacetime, and has only recently been understood to full extent for Maxwell’s equations
[1308] and for linearized gravity [1309]. A similar treatment for the Dirac equation can be found in
[1310], and a general overview can be found in [1311]. In [1312], questions of spin Hall effect induced
time delay have been considered in black hole spacetimes, albeit with an incomplete set of correction
terms. Given the quite recent developments of the theoretical foundations, observational confirmation
or observational bounds do not exist yet.

5.3. Modified interactions and threshold effects

Planck-scale modifications of elementary particles’ dispersion relations, emerging in several ap-
proaches to quantum gravity (see Sec. 2), modify the kinematics of particle interactions.

The kinds of modifications one might expect for a given process depend on two main factors:

• whether the MDR is universal or different for different particles;

• whether the MDR is accompanied by a modified energy-momentum conservation law.
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Concerning the first point, the possible non-universality of the MDRs introduces a high level of
complexity in phenomenological analyses. In fact, predictions for a given process, say a + b → c + d
where two particles a and b interact to produce particles c and d, depend on the dispersion relation
that is assigned to each of the four particles, with a large number of different possible combinations.
Even assuming, as a simplifying example, that for each particle i (i = a, b, c, d) just the leading order
corrections to dispersion relations should be taken into account,

E2
i = |~pi|2 (1 + ξi |~pi| /EP) , (75)

still the values of the correction coefficients ξi could all be different, leading to a variety of different
predictions for the same process.

Concerning the second point, there are fundamentally two options for the energy-momentum con-
servation law, depending on whether the theory is breaking Lorentz symmetries (this is the case of LIV
theories, discussed in Sec. 2.2.1, where the conservation laws are unmodified with respect to SR) or it is
just deforming them (this is the case of DSR theories, discussed in Sec. 2.2.2, where conservation laws
are modified in order to be invariant under the same deformed symmetries that leave the dispersion
relation invariant). An in-depth discussion of the differences between the two options can be found
in Sec. 2.3.2. Here we briefly mention that the two options produce different predictions for particle
interactions, even if one starts from the same dispersion relation. Most notably, in the case of DSR one
cannot have an appearance of thresholds that would normally be absent in SR, because the relativity
principle is still valid and these kinds of thresholds would introduce a preferred frame. In contrast, such
thresholds do appear in LIV models. This is the reason why the phenomenology related with thresholds
has been focused on the LIV scenario.

Besides the two kinematical issues just discussed, one has to consider the dynamical features of the
theory within which the deformed dispersion relations (and possibly deformed conservation laws) are
embedded in considering constraints on interaction processes. This is relevant, for example, in studying
the onset of a threshold above which a process that is usually forbidden in SR becomes allowed in the
modified theory. The non-observation of such a process above the threshold energy does not completely
rule out the kinematical modifications, because there could be dynamical reasons why the process does
not happen. These considerations explain the popularity of a framework to study LIV in the SM, known
as (nonminimal) SME [325, 1313], which includes the LIV terms in the SM Lagrangian (see Sec. 2.2.1).

In the following, we review the main processes that are relevant to constrain Planck-scale-modified
kinematics in particle interactions, grouped by relevant SM sectors. We discuss the constraints obtained
in the LIV scenario, and in the last section, we discuss the cases where the DSR scenario can be applied.

5.3.1. Sectors

Here we classify the different LIV phenomenology regarding its sector: QED, with processes involving
electrons, photons, and neutrinos; hadrons, focused on UHECR and air shower thresholds modifications;
and gravity, describing the consequences of having a MDR for gravitons.

In the following, we consider the following dispersion relations for the i-th particle:

E2
i = m2

i + p2
i

(
1 +

∑
n=0,1,2

ηi

(
pi

E
(n)
LIV,i

)n)
. (76)

Here the mass scale E
(n)
LIV,i determines the scale of LIV for the i-th particle type for the corresponding

power n. In the case n = 0, the parameters ηi0 are small values determining the maximal velocity of the
corresponding particle. In the cases n = 1 and n = 2, the parameters ηin are just ±1 since the magnitude

of LIV is determined by the scale E
(n)
LIV,i. The positive sign refers to the so-called superluminal type of

LIV while the negative sign refers to subluminal type.
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5.3.1.1. QED sector. In the following, we denote the LIV parameters for photons ηγn as ξn and those
for electrons and positrons ηen as ηn. In some CPT-odd models the signs of ξ1 depend on the photon
polarization and the value of η1 depends on the electron helicity state [1314]. Note that only part of LIV
effects, referred to kinematics, can be described in terms of MDRs. The full picture including dynamic
LIV effects came from the Lagrangian for a concrete model.

For example, the term

− 1

4
(kF )µνρσF

µνF ρσ (77)

with the real and dimensionless tensor (kF )µνρσ that can be taken as double-traceless leads to CPT-even
LIV. 10 of the independent components of (kF )µνρσ lead to birefringence, 8 lead to direction-dependent
effects, one can be absorbed into the photon field normalization and only the component

(kF )µνρσ =
1

2
(ηµρκ̃νσ − ηµσκ̃νρ + ηνσκ̃µρ − ηνρκ̃µσ) , with κ̃µν =

κ

2
[diag(3, 1, 1, 1)]µν (78)

leads to isotropic nonbirefringent LIV, characterised by the real dimensionless parameter κ. Apart from
this example, which in particular has been considered in the context of UHECRs, for compactness, we
do not provide the concrete Lagrangians here explicitly but refer to the dynamic effects as well.

In the following paragraphs we discuss some relevant QED processes, appearing or modified in the
case of LIV, and the corresponding bounds on LIV parameters in QED sector.

Synchrotron radiation: Synchrotron radiation is a classical process of electromagnetic radiation by a
charged particle moving not parallel to magnetic field. Most of the radiation from the charged
particle is emitted around a critical frequency ωc = 3

2
eBγ3(E)/E, where B is the magnetic field,

E is the particle’s energy, and γ(E) ≡ (1− v2(E))
−1/2

is particle’s Lorentz factor; v is its group
velocity. In the case of LIV, the formula for the critical frequency keep the same form but the group
velocity v and so the Lorentz factor γ(E) get modified [1315]. The best constraints on LIV mass
scale for electrons [1315–1317] came from the observation of the Crab Nebula photon spectrum
in 100 MeV energy range which is assumed as a result of synchrotron radiation by electrons with
energy up to 1 PeV [1318] inside the Crab Nebula. The constraints on the LIV mass scale are

two-sided, E
(1)
LIV,e < 1024 GeV for the case n = 1 [1316], and E

(2)
LIV,e < 2 × 1016 GeV for n = 2

[1317], see also Table 1. The synchrotron constraints refers only to LIV in electron sector since
the outgoing photons are sufficiently less energetic than the initial electrons.

Vacuum Cherenkov radiation e± → e±γ and related processes:

The process of photon emission by a moving electron in a vacuum is called vacuum Cherenkov
radiation, in analogy with the standard Cherenkov radiation in media. Vacuum Cherenkov ra-
diation is forbidden in SR and occurs if the electron velocity exceeds the velocity of the emitted
photon (superluminal dispersion relation for electrons). Thus, it happens when the electron energy
exceeds a threshold [1319, 1320].

The simplest case of vacuum Cherenkov radiation is related to the emission of soft photons so
that the Lorentz breaking is negligible in the photon sector. For n = 0, 1, 2 the vacuum Cherenkov
threshold energy is given by [1320]

Ethr
VC =

m2
e

(
E

(n)
LIV,e

)n
(n+ 1)ηn

1/(n+2)

. (79)

Just above threshold this process is also extremely efficient, with a time scale of order τVC ∼ 10−9 s
[1314]. The presence of at least 1 PeV long living electrons inside the Crab Nebula [1318] allows

to cast the bound E
(1)
LIV,e > 1022 GeV, E

(2)
LIV,e > 1014 GeV.
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If the parameters ηn have different values for two helicity states, the decay process with changing
helicity may occur 11 [1314, 1316]. This process is usually called helicity decay. Contrary to
vacuum Cherenkov radiation, helicity decay is allowed for any energy. However, there is an
effective threshold for this process: at smaller energies than the effective threshold helicity decay
is suppressed; for larger energies the rate of helicity decay and vacuum Cherenkov radiation are
of the same order [1314]. The similar effect appears in other subsectors of SME not reduced to
the modifications of dispersion relations [1321]. For some parameters ranges the process of pair
emission e− → e−e−e+ may be also effective [1314].

Photon decay γ → e+e−: One of the simplest LIV reactions in QED is the process of vacuum photon
decay to an electron-positron pair γ → e+e−. This process is kinematically forbidden in SR.
In the case of LIV (superluminal photon dispersion relation) the photon decay become allowed if
the photon energy exceeds a certain threshold, determined by the energy-momentum conservation
[1320, 1322, 1323]. Assuming that LIV in the electron sector is suppressed compared to the photon
sector, the threshold energy reads [1320]

Ethr
γ =

(
4m2

e

(
E

(n)
LIV

)n/
ξn

)1/(n+2)

. (80)

If LIV terms in photon and electron sector are assumed of the same order, the threshold condition
is a bit more complicated, see [1324]. Above the threshold the rate of the photon decay is in
fact very fast [990, 1314, 1325]. Thus, the observation of an astrophysical photon with energy Eγ
means that this energy is less than the threshold one, Eγ < Ethr

γ . Inverting this condition, one
obtains the constraint, which in case of suppressed LIV for electrons reads

E
(n)
LIV >

(
En+2
γ

4m2
e

)1/n

,

where n = 1, 2 and ξn = +1. The observation of the most energetic gamma rays leads to
the constraints presented in Table 1. Gamma rays with energy larger than 200 TeV have been
detected [1143, 1326], and very recently up to 1.4 PeV [1145]. Shortly, for Eγ = 1.5 PeV exactly,

one may expect E
(1)
LIV < 3.1× 1024 GeV for the case n = 1, and E

(2)
LIV < 2.2× 1015 GeV for n = 2.

Remarkably, these constraints are an order of magnitude weaker than the synchrotron constraints
on LIV in electron sector for n = 0 and 2, but on the same order of magnitude for n = 1.
Therefore, it is really acceptable to neglect any LIV in electrons considering the photon decay and
related processes, including photons with energy ∼ 100 TeV or less.

One can expect a fraction of photons with energies larger than 1019 eV in cosmic rays. Considering
photon decays for these energies, one should also take into account LIV in electrons, the perspective
constraints are set on a combination between photon and electron LIV parameters [1327] (see also
the discussion in Sec.5.3.1.3).

Photon splitting γ → 3γ:

The process of photon splitting to three photons is forbidden in SR but allowed in the LIV case
for any energy, when the photon dispersion relation is superluminal and n ≥ 1. The width of the
splitting process strongly depends on the photon energy, leading to observable effects when the
energy is sufficiently high. In this sense, one has an effective threshold due to LIV which induces
a cutoff in the high energy gamma-ray spectrum: the photon flux for a given energy decreases by
a factor P = exp (−Ls/〈Lγ→3γ〉), where Ls is the distance to the source and 〈Lγ→3γ〉 is a photon

11For ultrarelativistic electrons the helicity states almost coincide with electron or positron states.
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mean free path related to the splitting. Very stringent bounds on the scale of LIV [1328–1331]
can be obtained from the non-observation of such cutoff in photon spectra which continue beyond
100 TeV, as we present them in Table 1.

Pair production on the EBL γγ → e+e−: Electron-positron pair creation by γγ interaction is a
kinematically allowed process in SR. It is responsible for attenuating the gamma-ray flux’s energy
propagating through cosmological distances by the interaction with the background light, such as
the EBL discussed in Sec. 3.3.2.1. Modifications in the photon dispersion relation due to the LIV
lead to changes in the energy threshold for this process (18). Now, the modified pair-production
threshold can be written as [1327, 1332–1334]:

εthr =
m2

e

Eγ
± 1

4

(
Eγ

E
(n)
LIV

)n

Eγ. (81)

Both superluminal and subluminal types are allowed, leading to two different outcomes [1335].
In the superluminal type, the energy threshold is lowered, compared to LI scenario, leading to
a stronger absorption and consequently to a steeper source spectrum. On the other hand, in
the subluminal type the energy threshold is increased and domain of the target EBL photons for
pair creation is reduced. In this case, gamma rays at higher energies are less absorbed making
the spectrum less attenuated. Until now, stringent constraints on the scale of LIV using this
channel have been obtained only in the subluminal type, with the most prominent ones presented
in Table 1.

Pair production in Coulomb field of nuclei (Bethe-Heitler) γN → Ne+e−:

This process, allowed in SR, is also responsible for energy losses of extragalactic EeV cosmic rays,
see Sec. 3.3. In case of subluminal photon dispersion relation the cross-section of the process
decreases compared to SR [989, 990]. Thus, the photon-initiated air showers begin deeper than in
the standard case. If the shower starts significantly deeper, it cannot be recognized as a photon
shower by the observations. The predicted effect is similar to those of photon splitting: the
observable photon flux from a source is suppressed by an energy-dependent factor P [1336]. The
absence of such effect in the observations of Crab Nebula photon spectrum leads to the strong
constraint on LIV of subluminal type in the photon sector [1330, 1336], see Table 1. Note that
although the suppression of Bethe–Heitler process seems to be a general feature whenever the
photon dispersion relation is subluminal, the quantative calculation has been made only for the
case n = 2 [990]. The calculation related to n = 1 have not been provided yet and may be an
interesting task. The Bethe–Heitler process applied to the showers initiated by UHE photons is
discussed in Sec. 5.3.1.3.

5.3.1.2. Neutrinos. The propagation of cosmic neutrinos may be affected by processes which are for-
bidden in SR and allowed in a LIV scenario. Neutrino pair production (ν → νe+e−) is an example
of a reaction which is due to LIV and has a threshold depending on the energy scale of LIV and on
the electron mass. This reaction is dominant over, e.g., production of a pair µ+µ−, which has a much
higher threshold because of the large muon mass with respect to the electron mass.

Another process which is comparable to the neutrino pair production is neutrino splitting ν → ννν̄.
In this case, there is no threshold if one assumes zero mass for neutrinos, but LIV defines an energy
scale with acts as an effective threshold, since the process has a suppression below that energy scale,
which can be seen to be of the order of the threshold scale for pair production for LIV scales around
the Planck mass.

Neutrino decays according to the previous processes entail a mechanism of energy loss for neutrinos
besides the one given by the expansion of the universe, together with a change in the neutrino population
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of the neutrino flux. It is important then to understand how the spectrum of cosmic neutrinos gets
modified by these non-conventional LIV effects.

Neutrino pair production proceeds through neutral or charged channels, mediated by a Z0 boson,
or a W±, respectively. The first process was carefully computed in Ref. [1337], which obtained the
corresponding decay rate in different LIV scenarios. This result was then used both in Monte Carlo
simulations [1338] and in an analytical model [1339] to obtain the new features in the LIV-modified
spectrum. The simulations of Ref. [1338] contained both pair production and neutrino splitting pro-
cesses, neglecting charge current interactions (which only affect to electron neutrinos and are only
important 1/3 of the time because of neutrino oscillations) and approximating the decay rate in the
case of neutrino splitting, which is driven only by a neutral current interaction, as three times the result
given in Ref. [1337] for the pair production process. In contrast, the analytical model of Ref. [1339]
only included the pair-production process.

The previous numerical and analytical works both found a cutoff in the neutrino spectrum around the
value of the above mentioned threshold energy scales for the case of a quadratic correction (proportional
to Λ−2, where Λ is a high-energy scale) of the neutrino dispersion relation as the most characteristic
feature of the modified spectrum.

Choosing Λ in such a way that the cutoff is of the order of 10 PeV (which corresponds to a value of Λ
around two orders of magnitude below the Planck scale), the feature is compatible with the IceCube data
for the detected cosmic neutrinos of the highest energies [1340]. While the initial absence of detected
neutrinos around the Glashow resonance at 6.3 PeV (corresponding to a resonant formation of a W−

boson in the interaction of a high-energy electron antineutrino with an electron) [1341] could, in view of
the previous results, support a LIV scenario, the IceCube collaboration has very recently reported [1342]
the detection of a particle shower consistent with being created at the Glashow resonance. This means
that the previous LIV studies should better be interpreted as estimates of the sensitivity of present and
future experiments detecting cosmic neutrinos to LIV corrections to standard physics, which would then
be able to put constraints on the high-energy scale controlling this departure from special relativity at
or near the Planck scale.

Neutrino pair production as well as neutrino splitting can also be due to a difference in the maximal
velocity of propagation of neutrinos and charged leptons or among different neutrinos, which is another
possible correction due to LIV. For a recent detailed analysis of this possibility, see Refs. [1343, 1344].

On the other hand, in the context of the SME, SU(2)L gauge invariance may imply tight limits on
LIV in the neutrino sector from the strong constraints in the charged-lepton sector; see the discussion
in Ref. [1345].

Lorentz invariance can also be tested through its effect on the atmospheric neutrino oscillation
pattern. Anomalous flavor-changing effects in the zenith angle and energy distributions can be looked
for in the rates of atmospheric muon neutrinos. This has been tested by large water Cherenkov neutrino
detectors like IceCube [1160].

Moreover, already existing limits on neutrino non-standard interaction (NSI) obtained looking also
for anomalies in the atmospheric neutrino pattern [1346], [1347] can be transformed into limits in Lorentz
invariance [1348]. As pointed out in [1348], even if we can directly relate the parameters that control
these non-standard effects, the physics behind them is completely different, as follows from the fact
that NSI effects require propagation in matter, which is not the case for CPT violation in this context.
When doing the transformation of NSI experimental limits into CPT limits, underlying assumptions
like those on the matter composition should be taken into account.

Further improvements on these results can be obtained with neutrino beam projects as DUNE [1349]
or P2O [1350], thanks to a better sensitivity to neutrino oscillation parameters.

5.3.1.3. Hadronic sector. The description of the kinematical effects of LIV in the hadronic sector are
given by the MDR for the protons, pions, and photons (76). As mentioned above, ηni determines a
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maximal velocity for n = 0 and represents signs ±1 for n = 1 and n = 2. Due to their energy,
UHECRs, and their sub-products in air showers, are the most used messengers to test LIV scenarios.
The constraints to LIV are given by the possible modifications on the thresholds of processes.

Proton (nuclei) vacuum Cherenkov radiation p(N) → p(N)γ: This is a process which is forbidden
in SR, but becomes allowed above a given energy threshold in LIV scenarios. Since protons and
nuclei above the energy threshold lose their energy rather quickly, an observation of a cosmic UHE
particle from a distant source can be used to put constraints on the energy threshold and con-
sequently on LIV. Using this ansatz, a stringent bound on isotropic, nonbirefringent subluminal
LIV in the photon sector was obtained [1351, 1352], corresponding to κ . 6 × 10−20 in eqs. (77)
and (78).

GZK processes pγCMB → pπ0(→ nπ+): The GZK cutoff (Sect. 3.3.2.2) can be used in two possible
ways to constrain Lorentz breaking dispersion relations up to order n = 2. First of all, a MDR
leads to a shift of the standard thresholds, which can be in principle tested albeit in practice the
systematic uncertainties severely complicate the interpretation of results [579, 1007, 1353, 1354].

GZK photons: An alternative route is to use the secondary photons, so-called GZK photons, which
are produced by the decay of the π0 → 2γ [1327, 1355]. For some LIV in pion and QED sectors
this process is kinematically forbidden [1322], the other type of LIV reproduces the standard pion
decay, producing GZK photons. These photons are mainly absorbed by pair production onto
the CMB and CRB. Thus, the fraction of UHE photons in UHECRs is theoretically predicted
to be less than 1% at 1019 eV [1356]. The most recent limits on the presence of photons in the
UHECR spectrum are imposed by the Pierre Auger Observatory [1357] and the Telescope Array
[1358]. Very tight constraints can be then cast thanks to the strong dependence of the photon
pair production on LIV modifications. In particular, not only the usual threshold energy can be
shifted but also an upper threshold can be introduced [1320], i.e. the reaction can be shut down
at high energies. If such an upper threshold energy is for some LIV parameters lower than 1020 eV
for the GZK secondary UHE photons, then they would be no longer attenuated by the CMB
and would be able to reach the Earth and so make up a significant fraction of the total UHECR
flux [1359]. However, in this case they would violate the above mentioned experimental bounds.
This implies that such values of the LIV parameters could be excluded leading to severe constraints
on Lorentz breaking QED at order n = 1 and n = 2 [1324, 1327, 1355, 1359]. Of course, once LIV
is introduced, these extra UHE photons could also be removed via the above discussed photon
decay [1355] or photon splitting process for superluminal photon dispersion relation. However,
for photons around 1019 eV the analysis proposed in [1320] is correct (the same it is not true at
lower energies) and the splitting time scale to be negligible at Eγ ' 1019 eV. In a more recent
paper [1007], with updated results, it was shown that in the case that the cutoff is due to the
sources, the limits almost disappear.

On the other hand, UHE photons with subluminal dispersion relation initiate deeper air showers
that probably cannot be experimentally recognised as photon events [1360]. This effect decreases
the expected flux of UHE photons and may remove the tension related to the pair production on
CMB. The similar effect of the observed flux suppression for the UHE photons with energy larger
than 1019.5 eV (subluminal dispersion relation as well) came from the suppression of preshower
formation [1361] [see Sec. 3.3 for the preshower formation].

Development of air showers: The kinematics of the π0 decay in the development of the atmospheric
showers could be modified by LIV effects; this has been tested in [1353], showing that the change
in the particles’ decay has the effect to move the shower maximum to higher altitudes as the
electromagnetic part of the shower consumes faster. The suppression of the pion decay implies
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the number of their interactions to be higher. The final effect could be then visible in the number
of muons at ground, in particular in the fluctuations of the number of muons. This has been
studied in [1362]; LIV effects in this observable are expected to be larger than the change in the
shower maximum.

Secondary photons in air showers: Finally, some LIV bounds can be obtained from the analysis of
secondary photons in UHE showers initiated by protons/hadrons. In the first stages of the de-
velopment of an extensive air shower initiated in the Earth’s atmosphere by a UHE particle, it is
expected that very-high energy photons are produced as secondary particles. These photons can
have energies far beyond those accessible by other means, but they cannot be directly observed.
However, if these photons undergo the decay process γ → e+e−, the development of the electro-
magnetic part of the shower is accelerated. Indeed, it was found that LIV at a level allowed by
previous bounds would significantly reduce the average atmospheric depth of the shower maximum
〈Xmax〉 [1353, 1363]. Using this ansatz and recent 〈Xmax〉 measurements from the Pierre Auger
Observatory, a stringent bound on isotropic, non birefringent superluminal LIV in the photon
sector was obtained [1364], corresponding to κ & −3× 10−19 in eqs. (77) and (78). A subsequent
extension of the analysis including data on the fluctuations of 〈Xmax〉 led to a strengthening of
the bound to κ & −6× 10−21 [1365].

5.3.2. Further discussions: LIV vs DSR

As commented in the introduction, the main ingredient of DSR scenarios, differing from LIV theories,
is a non-additive composition law for the momenta. This produces a cancellation of effects such that
the possible phenomenology induced by LIV corresponding to forbidden processes in SR, is not allowed
in this case. Moreover, stringent constraints coming from LIV modifications of allowed processes in SR
(such as those obtained from the development of air showers mentioned above) do not immediately apply
to DSR, since in this case, and in contrast with the LIV case, the fractional change of the threshold
energy is proportional to the threshold energy divided by the high-energy scale [624, 1223]. Whilst
this fractional change is really small when the high-energy scale is of the order of the Planck scale,
one could contemplate the possibility of a much lower high-energy scale if one discards possible effects
in time delays in a DSR scenario. Then, this opens up a completely new phenomenology usually not
contemplated in the literature. In particular, there are recent works considering this possible scenario in
particle accelerator physics [625] and in astrophysical processes, like photon interaction with EBL [624],
allowing to get a constraint of the order of some TeV on the high-energy scale.

5.3.3. Current experimental limits on LIV parameters

A list of the constrains on the LIV parameters in the QRD sector obtained from different observations
are collected in Table 1.

5.4. Decoherence

The most widely used formalism to describe fundamental decoherence is the one based on the
Lindblad equation describing the evolution of open quantum systems. The Lindblad evolution equa-
tion [1369–1371] is a linear equation for the density matrix ρ of an open system, interacting with an
environment, which ensures the complete positivity of ρ at any moment t of the evolution, and the
conservation of probability, tr ρ = 1:

ρ̇ = −i[H, ρ] +D[ρ], D[ρ] =
∑
j

(
{ρ,D†j , Dj} − 2Dj ρD

†
j

)
, (82)

where the overdot denotes time derivative, and Dj are the Lindblad operators, associated with the
quantum interactions of the open system with its environment, assuming a well-defined separation
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e−/γ
Test
of

QG

Sub(−) or
super(+)
luminal |ξ0|(|η0|)

Limits

E
(1)
LIV (eV) E

(2)
LIV (eV)

Source Ref.

e− Synch. both 2× 10−20 1033 2× 1025 CRAB [1316, 1317, 1336]

e− VC (+) 10−20 1031 1023 CRAB [1314, 1320, 1366]

γ PD (+) 7.1× 10−19 1.7× 1033 1.4× 1024 LH. J2032+4102 [1147]
γ PD (+) 1.3× 10−17 2.2× 1031 8× 1022 MultiSrc [1331]
γ PD (+) 1.8× 10−17 1.4× 1031 5.8× 1022 eHWCJ1825-134 [1331]
γ PD (+) 2.2× 10−17 9.9× 1030 4.7× 1022 eHWCJ1907+063 [1331]
γ 3γ (+) - - 2.5× 1025 LH. J2032+4102 [1147]
γ 3γ (+) - - 1.2× 1024 eHWC J1825-134 [1331]
γ 3γ (+) - - 1.0× 1024 eHWC J1907+063 [1331]
γ 3γ (+) - - 4.1× 1023 CRAB [1330]
γ AS (−) - - 1.7× 1022 diffuse (Tibet) [1148]
γ AS (−) - - 6.8× 1021 LH. J1908+0621 [1148]
γ AS (−) - - 1.4× 1021 CRAB [1330]
γ AS (−) - - 9.7× 1020 CRAB [1330]
γ AS (−) - - 2.1× 1020 CRAB [1336]
γ PP (−) - 1.2× 1029 2.4× 1021 MultiSrc (6) [1367]
γ PP (−) - 2.6× 1028 7.8× 1020 Mrk 501 [1368]
γ PP (−) - 1.9× 1028 3.1× 1020 MultiSrc (32) [1334]

Table 1: Strong and recent astrophysical bounds to LIV in the QED sector using synchrotron radiation (Synch.), vacuum
Cherenkov radiation (VC), photon decay (PD), photon splitting (3γ), air shower suppression (AS), and pair production
(PP) on the EBL. The bounds from Ref. [1334] were translated to the pure photon sector and n = 2 term.

between system and environment, which is valid for weak couplings of the system with the environment
(a case of relevance to quantum gravity). Below we discuss some physical applications of QG-induced
decoherence relevant to this review.

5.4.1. Meson decoherence

In the case of oscillating neutral mesons, say for definiteness kaons in a φ factory, or single-state
kaons, as e.g. in the CPLEAR experiment at CERN [1372], one may use the so-called σ-matrix basis,
comprising of {σ0 = 12×2, σ1, σ2, σ3}, i = 1, 2, 3, where σ1, σ2, σ3 are the 2× 2 Pauli matrices, in which
the density matrix is expanded as ρ =

∑3
α=0 ρασα. In this way the evolution (82) can be represented

as ρ̇α = hαβ ρβ +LDαβ[ρ]. Imposing complete positivity of ρ(t) during the evolution, one can parametrize

the non-commutator, decoherening, term of the evolution (82), in the most general case, by six real
constant parameters [1373],

LDαβ = −2


0 0 0 0
0 a b c
0 b α β
0 c β γ

 , (83)

with the conditions

a < α + γ, 4b2 ≤ γ2 − (a− α)2

α < a+ γ, 4c2 ≤ α2 − (a− γ)2

γ < a+ α, 4β2 ≤ a2 − (α− γ)2. (84)

Eq. (83) generalizes the special cases considered in [1374, 1375] with just three real parameters. The
decoherence parameters lead to in principle observable effects in neutral mesons (or other oscillating
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particles, such as neutrinos, to be discussed in this subsection and in Sec. 5.4.2, as well as in Sec. 5.5). By
purely dimensional grounds the authors in [1375] have studied the possibility of maximal decoherence
effects in quantum gravity, where the coefficients above are taken to be of the order E2/MQG, where E is
an average energy of a neutral meson, and MQG the quantum gravity scale, expected to be of the order
of the Planck mass, although, strictly speaking, such parameter might depend on the specific model
considered. In this case it can be shown that the sensitivity of current neutral meson experiments [1376]
has reached the Planck scale sensitivity. Under similar phenomenological assumptions, in the case of
neutrinos, in some cases, one can even exceed the Planck scale sensitivity by several orders of magnitude
(see discussion in Sec. 5.4.2).

A specific model is obtained by imposing energy conservation on the average and monotonic increase
in the von Neumann entropy S = −tr ρ ln ρ, where tr is over the environmental degrees of freedom. In
this case one needs to impose self-adjointness of Lindblad operators: D†j = Dj, and also require that
these operators commute with the Hamiltonian of the open system [Dj, H] = 0, which leads to D[ρ] =∑

j

[
Dj, [Dj, ρ]

]
. Although in general, in such systems one has the evolution of an initially pure state into

mixed ones, nonetheless one may consider a specific subclass (energy-driven decoherence models [1377–
1379] in which the purity of states is preserved, tr ρ2 = tr ρ = 1. For these specific Lindblad systems,
the evolution equation can be written in terms of state vectors |ψ〉 [1380] in an Ito form, employing
appropriate stochastic differential random variables. In addition, we may assume Dj = λjH, with λj
c-number constants. Without loss of generality, we may assume a single environmental operator [1379]:
D = λH, λ2 =

∑
J λ

2
j , which leads to

dρ = −i[H, ρ]− λ2

8

[
H, [H, ρ]

]
+
λ

2

[
ρ, [ρ,H]

]
dWt, (85)

where t is the time and dWt are the stochastic Ito differentials, satisfying the white noise conditions
dW 2

t = dt, dt dWt = 0.
In QG motivated models of decoherence, it is natural to assume λ = 1/MQG. In view of the

double commutator term involving the Hamiltonian in (85), there is a much stronger suppression of the
decoherence effects in such energy-driven decoherence models, compared to generic phenomenological
models of Lindblad decoherence [1379, 1381], used e.g. in neutral mesons [1374], given that in the
former case the decoherence term is proportional to the square of the energy variance ∆E2, γ ≡
〈D[ρ]〉 = tr

(
ρλ

2

8

[
H, [H, ρ]

])
= λ2

8

(
〈H2〉 − 〈H〉2

)
∼ ∆E2

MQG

2
, while in the latter, the decoherence terms

are proportional to powers of the energy of the neutral mesons, e.g. γ ∼ E2/MQG in the minimally
suppressed case of decoherence [1375], discussed above.

Another scenario in which a Lindblad-type evolution equation emerges is within the framework of
Planck-scale deformation of relativistic symmetries discussed in Sec. 2.2.2.1. In [474] it was shown that
the non-trivial Hopf algebra structure of the generators of time-translations in a specific realization of
the κ-Poincaré algebra [380, 381, 1382] naturally lead to a non-symmetric Lindblad equation which is
covariant under the action of the deformed Lorentz generators.

The Lindblad formalism is based on a linear evolution of the density matrix ρ of an open quantum
system, interacting with an environment. Quantum gravity may also entail non-linear evolutions,
which go beyond the Lindblad formalism. For instance, it is known [1383–1385] that, if one has a
QM system described by a wave function ψ(t, ~x), whose probability density ψ? ψ satisfies a Fokker-
Planck equation, so that the theory admits diffusion currents, then ψ satisfies a specific non-linear
complex equation (Doebner-Goldin form). The diffusion currents stem from unitary representations
of an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra of vector fields and group of diffeomorphisms. Such non-linear
wave-function equations can be generalised to include mixed states, thus providing non-linear evolution
equations of density matrices, generalising the Lindblad formalism [1386]. It has been argued in [1387],
that a toy model of space-time “foam” in the context of string/brane theory, in which the non-trivial
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space-time structures are provided by point-like brane defects, does satisfy such a non-linear equation,
with the diffusive non-linearities stemming from quantum recoil stochastic fluctuations of populations of
such defects. This, then, could induce non-linearities in the temporal evolution of the matter subsystem.
A simple example of a non-linear generalization of Lindblad equation is given by [1388, 1389]

ρ̇ = i[H, ρ]− βλ[D, [D,H]ρ]− λ[D, [D, ρ]], (86)

where D† = D and

[D,H]ρ =

∫ 1

0

ds ρs [D,H] ρ1−s. (87)

This non-linear generalization of Lindblad equation has an interesting fixed point which corresponds to
Boltzmann thermal equilibrium ρ = e−βH . In this way Hawking radiation can emerge as a quantum
decoherence phenomenon induced by black hole formation.

5.4.2. Neutrino decoherence

Neutrinos propagate as a superposition of mass and flavor eigenstates, which in combination with
the non-zero differences between the mass state masses results in the phenomenon of neutrino oscilla-
tions. Neutrinos interact only very weakly with other matter and are stable, allowing this quantum
superposition effect to be maintained over macroscopic (perhaps even cosmological) distances.

Such superposition, however, will eventually degrade if the neutrino couples to a stochastic environ-
ment, resulting in a loss of coherence and the damping of neutrino oscillations. Quantum gravity may
provide just such a stochastic environment, with spacetime itself expected to be fluctuating or uncertain
at tiny distance scales. Such a scenario is often referred to as quantum foam, space-time foam or fuzzy
spacetime. Some specific QG scenarios that can induce neutrino decoherence include:

Lightcone fluctuations If spacetime is fluctuating/uncertain in nature in QG, the travel distance/time
between two points may fluctuate, resulting in an otherwise coherent neutrino ‘beam’ becoming
out of phase [1390, 1391].

Neutrino–virtual black hole interactions It is postulated that fluctuating spacetime may be permeated
by virtual black hole pairs, the QG analogue of the electron-positron pairs of vacuum polariza-
tion in QED. A neutrino encountering a virtual black hole may experience severe perturbation
to its state and undergo e.g. flavor-violating processes [1392], resulting in a potentially strong
decoherence effect. Specific decoherence operators for a range of scenarios are proposed in [1393].

Whilst various particle species are in principal prone to such effects, neutrinos are particularly sensi-
tive probes. In addition to their oscillating behavior (allowing them to act as quantum interferometers),
neutrinos are observed over vast (including cosmological) distances, allowing even weak effects to ac-
cumulate into potentially measurable signals, and at high energies (up to PeV), which allows them to
partially overcome any suppression of QG effects at energies below the Planck scale.

The phenomenological neutrino decoherence models tested typically feature damping terms of the
form e−ΓL, where Γ quantifies the strength of the damping effects, resulting in a coherence length
Lcoh = 1/Γ. In experimental searches, energy-dependence of Γ is frequently modeled phenomenologically
as [1394]:

Γ(E) = Γ(E0)

(
E

E0

)n
, (88)

where n is a power-law index to be defined by theory or tested by experiment. When considering Planck
scale physics this can be written [1392, 1393]:
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Γ(E) = ζ
En

Mn−1
P

, (89)

where ζ is a dimensionless constant. Heuristically, ζ ∼ O(1) for a ‘natural’ Planck scale theory, or
equivalently Lcoh(MP) ∼ O(`P) [1393]. In such a scenario, strong decoherence effects would have
already been identified in terrestrial neutrino experiments if n ≤ 2, indicating that such effects are
either more strongly suppressed at low energies or ζ � 1 in Nature [1393].

In neutrino–virtual black hole interaction scenarios, 1/Γ can be be heuristically interpreted as the
interaction mean free path [1393], relating experimental constraints on Γ to the virtual black hole number
density and interaction cross section. In lightcone fluctuation scenarios, travel distance fluctuations,
δL, can be modeled as [1391]:

δL(E,L) = δ`P

(
L

`P

)m(
E

MP

)n
, (90)

where δ`P is the distance fluctuation/uncertainty for a particle traveling `P, and m is a power-law index
characterizing the accumulation of distance fluctuations over travel distance. Similar parameterizations
have been employed in X-ray and gamma-ray searches for fluctuating spacetime via stochastic arrival
time spread [1395] or image degradation [1396].

Neutrino decoherence results in such scenarios when the distance fluctuations become comparable
to the oscillation wavelength. However, as oscillation wavelengths are macroscopic (and increase with
neutrino energy), Planck scale fluctuations must accumulate to macroscopic scales to yield significant
effects. This is only achieved in the most optimistic scenarios, where either there is no energy-suppression
of the effects below the Planck scale, or distance fluctuations are highly correlated along the neutrino
path (a more natural scenario would be that the neutrino velocity fluctuates, rather than the travel
distance). And even then, measurable effects only accumulate over cosmological baselines.
Experimental searches for neutrino decoherence have been conducted with a broad range of neutrino
sources and detectors. In general, large baselines are preferable to allow significant effects to accumulate,
favoring astrophysical or atmospheric neutrino searches. For coherent neutrino sources, the signal
sought is a distance- and energy-dependent modification to the neutrino detection rate resulting from
the damping of oscillations, or indeed flavor transitions outside of the normally expected oscillation
region (for example at higher energies [1393]).

The most stringent bounds on energy-suppressed (n > 0) scenarios result from the non-observation
of such signals in atmospheric neutrinos by the IceCube neutrino observatory [1397]. A range of de-
coherence operator textures for energy-dependence scenarios with n ∈ {−2,−1, 0,+1,+2} were tested
in [1398], producing world leading limits, and significant increases in sensitivity are expected using
more recent IceCube data. Earlier pioneering limits were set using Super Kamiokande data [1394]. For
energy-independent scenarios (n = 0), solar neutrinos presently yield the strongest limit [1399]. For
energy-enhanced (n < 0) scenarios, the best limits to date were obtained using MINOS (long baseline
accelerator) [1400] and KamLAND (reactor) [1401] data, although these are generally less amenable
to QG motivated explanations (although such cases can result from lightcone fluctuations due to the
neutrino oscillation wavelength dependence). Constraints have also been derived from MINOS and T2K
long baseline accelerator data [1402] and from NOνA and T2K [1403].

Naively, astrophysical neutrinos should offer strong sensitivity to neutrino decoherence due to the
unparalleled travel distances and very high energies observed for the extragalactic astrophysical neutrino
flux observed by IceCube [1392]. However, the diffuse neutrino flux is an incoherent source, limiting
its use for neutrino decoherence searches. For example, constraints from the flavor composition of
the diffuse astrophysical neutrino flux are not possible in cases where the effect of decoherence is to
average oscillations, since this is entirely degenerate with the standard expectation for an incoherent
source [1393]. Scenarios which result in an equal population of neutrino flavors (for example those
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result from in some neutrino–virtual black hole interaction scenarios, featuring relaxation effects) do
differ somewhat from the standard expectation, but depending on the (as yet unknown) production
mechanism for these neutrino the effect is small and not currently distinguishable by current generation
neutrino telescopes.

5.5. CPT symmetry

CPT invariance is one of the cornerstones of QFT and thus of high energy physics. It is worth
recalling somewhat precisely the set of assumptions underlying the proof of the CPT theorem for QFT
in flat spacetime carried out a long time ago by Jost [1404] within the Wightman framework of QFT
[1405]. Besides the positivity of the energy, the assumptions can be conveniently formulated as: i)
the theory is Poincaré invariant, ii) the Poincaré transformations of fields yield a (finite dimensional)
representation of the Lorentz group in the space of indices, iii) each field comes along with its charge
conjugate, these items being supplemented by the condition of locality/microcausality, expressing the
fact that Bose (Fermi) fields commute (anticommute) with each other for space-like distance. Whenever
these conditions are all fulfilled12, the corresponding local theory is CPT invariant. Notice that these
are only sufficient conditions. In particular, one can construct non-local gauge theories (e.g. on non-
commutative Moyal spaces) with CPT invariance which however are not Lorentz invariant, or non-local
field theories which violate CPT but are still Lorentz invariant (among them some preserving C leading
to equal masses of particle and conjugate anti-particle) [1406, 1407].

It is widely expected that when quantum gravitational effects are taken into account they could lead
to small but potentially measurable departures from CPT invariance. In this section we list some of
the most relevant mechanisms that QG furnishes for such departures from CPT. See also Sec. 5.2 for
birefringence effects produced by parity violations.

5.5.1. CPT violation and Lorentz invariance violation in Standard-Model Extensions

A widely studied framework for modeling CPT violation is that of SMEs [325]. We refer the reader
to Section 2.2.1 for a review.

Let us recall here that the so-called Greenberg theorem [1408], states that a CPT-odd QFT neces-
sarily violates Lorentz covariance. The theorem can be proved using the basic assumptions of axiomatic
QFT recalled above [1409–1412], but the idea that CPT violation automatically implies LIV has been
widely debated in literature [1406, 1413–1416]. The CPT-odd terms in the Lagrangian of SMEs are
those constructed contracting an odd number of Lorentz indices and explicitly violate Lorentz invari-
ance. These new perturbation terms have a direct impact on particle free kinematics modifying the
dispersion relations and therefore they can influence the oscillation pattern.
For instance the LIV part of the effective neutrino Lagrangian density can be written modifying the
Dirac matrices:

ΓµAB = γµδAB + cµνABγν + dµνABγνγ5 + eµAB + ifµABγ5 + gµνABγν +
1

2
hµαβAB σαβ , (91)

with capital Latin letters indicating flavor indices and σµν = 1
2
[γµ, γν ]. Even the mass matrix can be

amended by the introduction of LIV terms:

MAB = mAB + im5ABγ5 + aµABγµ + bµABγ5γµ +
1

2
Gµν
ABσµν . (92)

It is possible to demonstrate that objects with an even number of Lorentz indices are CPT-even and on
the contrary with an odd indices number are CPT-odd, hence the CPT-preserving terms are proportional

12There are several equivalent ways (up to technical precautions) to formulate these conditions, one popular one being
to require Lorentz invariance, unitarity and locality.
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to: c, d, g and G and the CPT-odd ones are: a. b, e, f and h. The neutrino Lagrangian density in SME
context can therefore be amended by additional LIV terms [1417] and the most studied possibility is
given by:

LLIV = −1

2

(
pµABψAγµψLB + qµABψAγ5γµψLB + irµνABψAγµ∂νψLB + isµνABψAγ5γµ∂νψLB

)
+ h.c.. (93)

The CPT-odd contributions are parameterized by the coefficient:

(aµL)AB = (pµAB + qµAB) , (94)

and assuming only the component µ = 0 is non-zero, choosing the simplest contribution form, the LIV
Hamiltonian CPT-odd term can be written in the flavor basis as:

HCPT-odd
LIV = a0

AB , (95)

an opportune Hermitian matrix. The CPT-odd perturbations of this kind are therefore similar to the
contribution given by the introduction of NSI with matter for neutrinos, letting a0

AB =
√

2GFNeεAB,
where GF is the Fermi coupling constant, Ne is the electronic matter density and εAB is the Hermitian
matrix containing the NSI coupling constants. The magnitude of the perturbation terms in Eq. (95) can
affect the standard oscillation pattern with a perturbation proportional to the baseline length L and can
be constrained analyzing the atmospheric neutrinos data. The off-diagonal elements are the CPT-odd
LIV terms which can affect the neutrino flavor transition. These parameters are theoretically expected
as highly suppressed and the current constraints on their magnitude are obtained from atmospheric
neutrino data by Super-Kamiokande (at 95% C.L.) [1418]:∣∣a0

eµ

∣∣ < 2.5× 10−23 GeV,
∣∣a0
eτ

∣∣ < 5.0× 10−23 GeV,
∣∣a0
µτ

∣∣ < 8.3× 10−24 GeV. (96)

Improved sensitivity to some of these parameters can be obtained by DUNE [1349]:∣∣a0
eµ

∣∣ < 7.0× 10−24 GeV,
∣∣a0
eτ

∣∣ < 1.0× 10−23 GeV, (97)

while the diagonal coefficients can also be constrained by the synergy of projected T2K and NOvA
data [1419] (at 95% C.L.)13:

a0
ee ∈ [−5.5, 3.3]× 10−22 GeV, a0

µµ ∈ [−1.1, 1.2]× 10−22 GeV, a0
ττ ∈ [−1.1, 0.9]× 10−22 GeV, (98)

and by DUNE [1349]:

a0
ee ∈ [−2.5,−2.0]× 10−22 GeV ∪ [−2.5, 3.2]× 10−23 GeV, a0

µµ ∈ [−3.7, 4.8]× 10−23 GeV. (99)

CPT invariance implies that the coupling constants in the Lagrangian and the masses present in the
dispersion relations of particles and the related antiparticles must be the same. The CPT invariance
can be tested verifying the previous statement, that is different dispersion relations for particles and
antiparticles or different coupling constants must imply CPT violation.

One of the most promising method to look for LIV effects associated to SME is the sidereal variation
search. Experimental data are often checked with day-night period (24 hours) to check systematic
effects, such as temperature dependence. The sidereal day, or the rotation period of the Earth against

13Note that bounds on diagonal coefficients can also be derived using the constraints on NSI from Super-
Kamiokande [1349].
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the fixed stars is slightly shorter, 23 h 56 min 4.1 s. LIV shows up as the periodic effect with sidereal
period, this means the system is coupled with background fields of the universe. This is equivalent with
the search of classic æther effect, i.e. physics may depend on directions and the rotation of the Earth
with sidereal period can reveal this. Lorentz violating background fields are assumed uniform within
the solar system, and the Sun-centered inertial frame is chosen to be the standard frame so that results
from different experiments can be comparable [340].

Sidereal time dependent effect is one of many predict signals of Lorentz violation under the SME.
Extra terms in the Lagrangian can modify almost all physics observables, energy spectrum, decay rate,
oscillation length, etc. Expected effects are small, and systems with sensitive to small effects are more
interesting. These include quantum interference such as neutrino oscillations. All fermions and bosons,
including composite particles (hadrons and atomic nuclei) are assumed to have different coupling to
the background fields, and couplings are provided separately. Also, different couplings are assumed
to be different dimensional operators [1313, 1417, 1420]. Variety of limits are reported from different
communities, and all limits make large tables updated every year [340].

5.5.2. CPT symmetry implications in the gravitational sector

A fundamental issue about CPT symmetry is related to its implications in the gravitational sector.
In this context it can be useful to investigate the behavior of antimatter in a gravitational field. The CPT
theorem for curved spacetime has not yet been demonstrated. Indeed the CPT theorem demonstration
is based on Wightman axiomatic definition of QFT set in a Minkowski flat spacetime and cannot
be straightforwardly generalized to curved spacetime. A possible CPT theorem generalization can
be obtained axiomatically defining the QFT in a curved space using the ordered product expansion
[1421, 1422].
If one assumes the validity of the CPT theorem even in curved spacetimes, one first notices that the
Einstein equations:

Rµν −
1

2
gµνR = 8πGTµν (100)

are CPT-even since they are written using 2 indices tensor fields (even rank tensors are CPT-even in flat
spacetime). This means that antimatter should behave like ordinary matter and be gravitationally self-
attractive, but this point is still under debate [1412, 1423–1426]. Many theoretical arguments suggest
that CPT operator can affect internal quantum numbers, but presumably leaves unaffected the gravity
sector. The aspects of matter and antimatter gravitational interaction is widely debated [1427–1429],
indeed depending on the interpretation antimatter even if self-attractive can interact with ordinary
matter attractively or repulsively. Following an argument present in [1430] the geodesic equations of
motion are:

mi
d2xµ

dτ 2
= −mg

dxα

dτ
Γµαβ

dxβ

dτ
(101)

where mi is the inertial mass and mg the gravitational one and the action of the CPT operator can be
resumed by the relations:(

dxµ

dτ

)
CPT

= −
(
dxµ

dτ

)
CPT

;

(
d2xµ

dτ 2

)
CPT

= −
(
d2xµ

dτ 2

)
CPT

;
(
Γµαβ
)

CPT
= −Γµαβ, (102)

using the fact that the Christoffel symbol is a 3-index object. The antimatter equation of motion
becomes therefore in a ordinary matter generated gravitational field:

mi

(
d2xµ

dτ 2

)
CPT

= −mg

(
dxα

dτ

)
CPT

Γµαβ

(
dxβ

dτ

)
CPT

⇒ (103)

⇒ −mi

(
d2xµ

dτ 2

)
CPT

= mg
dxα

dτ
Γµαβ

dxβ

dτ
, (104)
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where the CPT action is restricted to the antimatter terms of the equation, that is the affine connection
(Christoffel symbol) is unaffected since generated by ordinary matter. In this framework matter and
antimatter should interact repulsively. Such effect can be potentially tested in the ASACUSA [1431],
AEGIS [1432] and QUPLAS experiments [1433], where the behavior of antimatter in the ordinary
matter generated gravitational field is investigated using interferometric techniques.

5.5.3. CPT from non-commutativity

Many approaches to QG based on non-commutative spacetimes (Sec. 2.2.2.3) predict some depar-
tures from ordinary CPT invariance. Such modifications of CPT symmetry can occur whenever some
of the basic structures characterizing the quantum space differ from their standard (i.e. low-energy)
counterparts, leading possibly to a deformed CPT operator which would reduce in the low-energy limit
to the usual CPT operator plus a small correction responsible for departures from usual CPT invari-
ance. A representative example from the non-commutative world is provided by the κ-deformations of
the Minkowski spacetime, for which different Hermitian conjugations (i.e. involutions) and/or different
differential calculi may be chosen to carry out the construction of a Lagrangian, resulting in different
possible choices for C and/or P, hence of CPT operation (see e.g. [471, 1434]). For a recent attempt
for a systematic investigation of CPT symmetry within field theories on κ-Minkowski, see [1435]. For
modified hermitean conjugation, see [1436]. A full investigation of these different possibilities is still
missing although one such deformed CPT invariance has been confronted to the muon and anti-muon
lifetimes giving rise to a bound κ > O(1014) GeV [471].
It must be noted that the fate of causality for quantum spaces described by a non-commutative structure
has not been thoroughly explored yet. Such question is of great relevance for the issue of departures
from CPT since the notion of causality and hence microcausality, as we recalled above, plays a major
role in the proof of the CPT theorem. It appears that the notion of causality in a non-commutative
framework is not necessarily unique. It would be thus helpful to determine whether different modified
notions of causality in non-commutative spaces give rise at low energy to different departures from the
usual CPT invariance. Taking again the κ-deformations of the Minkowski spacetime as an example,
the modifications of usual causality stems from the fact that the light-cones can be actually modified.
Starting from the non-commutative analog of the Pauli-Jordan function, one finds that the commutator
of 2 bosonic (free) fields decays rapidly over a region of finite thickness (where space-like and time-like
regions blur), instead of strictly vanishing in the space-like region [1437].

A different approach based on non-commutativity is given in terms of non-commutative fields [1438–
1444]. Here, instead of considering spacetime non-commutative coordinates, a modified commutator
between fields is introduced. For example, consider the free complex scalar field theory described in
terms of two real fields φ1, φ2 with the following commutation relations

[φi(x), φj(x
′)] = εijθ δ

(3)(x− x′), [πi(x), πj(x
′)] = εijB δ(3)(x− x′), (105)

while fields and conjugate momenta remain unchanged and the free Hamiltonian given by

H =
1

2

∑
i

∫
d3x

[
π2
i + (∇φi)

2 +m2(φi)
2
]
, (106)

which can be expressed in terms of a set of creation and annihilation operators {ap, a†p, bp , b†p} as follows

H =

∫
d3p

(2π)3

[
E−(p)

(
apa

†
p +

1

2

)
+ E+(p)

(
bpb
†
p +

1

2

)]
, (107)

with E±(p) = ω2
p

√
1 + λ2

− ± λ2
+ and λ± = B/(2ωp)± (θωp)/2 and ωp =

√
p2 +m2.

This model incorporates in this way an explicit particle-antiparticle asymmetry. The model also
breaks the Lorentz symmetry preserving rotational invariance.
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This simple model shows an explicit violation of CPT in the infrared regime at finite temperature
[1445, 1446]. The number of particles at temperature T in a volume V in the limit θT � B/T �
m/T � 1 shows the explicit asymmetry due to the infrared scale B

n−
n+

− 1 ∼ B

T
, (108)

showing that this non-commutative extension brings a CPT violation effect.
In general, matter and antimatter densities (n and n̄, respectively) will depend on temperature and

then corrections to its ratio can be parametrized by some constant (δ) with dimensions of energy. For
the case in which δ � T , we expect a correction with the form n/n̄ ∼ 1 + δ/T , a sort of infrared
correction, as the one previously obtained.

Even though this model has no interactions and no fermions are considered, it exhibits exciting
properties. For example, particles and antiparticles have zero mass difference since the only modification
in the mass term is a shift m2 → m2 +B2/4. The CPT violation in this model occurs at the kinematical
level, but for particles and antiparticles with equal masses. On the other hand, processes including
particle-antiparticle creation should be sensitive to the energy difference in this model. For example,
for the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron, even if the present model is a free field theory, we
expect a deviation for this quantity with the form

δae ≈
α

π

(
B

me

)n
≈ 2n × 10−(3+6n)

(
B

eV

)n
.

According to present data [1447], δae < 10−12 and then, a suppression mechanism is necessary in order
to cancel contributions with high values of n. For example, for B ∼ keV, n ≥ 3 should be suppressed.

Finally, it is worth noting that processes preserving the number of particles minus antiparticles will
not show this CPT violation effect at kinematical effect.

5.5.4. Decoherence, CPT and the ω effect

In the presence of decoherence induced by QG effects [1381], i.e. quantum fluctuations of the space-
time metric at the microscopic scale at which quantum gravity effects set, the quantum operator that
generates the CPT symmetry may not be well-defined [1448]. This is a strong (‘intrinsic’) form of
“violation” of CPT symmetry, which should be contrasted with the situation in which the CPT operator

ĈPT is well defined, but does not commute with the Hamiltonian of the system [ĈPT , Ĥ] 6= 0, which,
for instance, characterizes the SME [325], in the presence of Lorentz-violating backgrounds that induce
CPT violation [1408, 1449]. The evolution of an initially pure quantum state to a mixed one which
characterizes an open relativistic local QM system, interacting with an environment (which in the case of
QG is identified with the quantum fluctuating singular gravitational degrees of freedom, inaccessible by a
low-energy observer (e.g. microscopic (Planck scale) event horizons in space-time foam situations [1450]),
may result in an ill-defined CPT operator14 as it follows from a mathematical proof which results in a
reductio ad absurdum [1448]: one initially assumes a well-defined unitary CPT operator, Θ, acting on
the density matrices of the mixed states of the open system,15 and then proves that this assumption is
incompatible with the decoherent nature of the evolution, that is, the loss of information it entails for
a low-energy observer, who can only observe degrees of freedom of the EFT corresponding to the open

14The reader should have noticed that we insist on the matter system being local and relativistic, otherwise there is no
a priory reason for CPT violation, in the absence of an environment [1408, 1449].

15The CPT operator θ acting on state vectors is anti-unitary [1409], due to the anti-unitary nature of the time-reversal
operator, however when one considers the action of the CPT operator Θ on density matrices |x〉〈y| then it is unitary, as
it is essentially a product of θ†θ.
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matter quantum system. Indeed, consider the CPT operator Θ, acting on asymptotic (‘in’ and ‘out’)
density matrices,

Θρin = ρout , Θ† = Θ−1 . (109)

One should take into account that in decoherent quantum systems the asymptotic density matrices are
related by the (linear) super-scattering operator of Hawking [1451]:

ρout = $ρin , ρout = $ρout . (110)

In such a situation, the factorizability property of the super-scattering matrix $ in terms of the ordinary
scattering S-matrix, S = e−Ht, with H the Hamiltonian of the matter system, breaks down, $ 6= SS†.
This property is equivalent to the breakdown of the local effective Lagrangian formalism, which relies
on well-defined perturbative scattering matrices. It is important to notice that, as a result of “loss of
information” for the asymptotic low-energy observer, the $-matrix has no inverse [1448, 1451].

From (109) and (110), we readily obtain:

ρin = Θρout = Θ $ ρin = Θ $ Θ−1Θρin = Θ $ Θ†ρout = Θ $ Θ† $ ρin , (111)

from which it follows that Θ$Θ† is the inverse of $, thus contradicting the above-mentioned property of
$ of having no inverse. It implies that the assumption on the existence of a well-defined unitary CPT
operator Θ, acting on density matrices, was false.

This is really a breakdown of microscopic time reversibility [1448], which, being unrelated, in prin-
ciple, to CP properties of the system, implies a breakdown of the entire CPT symmetry. The result
should not come as a surprise, since decoherence violates one of the important assumptions of the CPT
theorem [1409], that of unitarity.

The aforementioned ill-defined nature of the CPT operator in cases of quantum-gravity decoherence,
leads to an entirely novel effect of CPT violation, which is rather exclusive to neutral-meson factories,
the so-called ω-effect [1452]. The effect is associated with appropriate modifications of the Einstein-
Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) correlators of entangled neutral meson states in a meson factory. If the CPT
generator is ill-defined, the properties of the antiparticle may be modified, but only perturbatively,
given that the antiparticle is a physical state which should exist even in the case of an ill-defined CPT

operator of the effective matter open system. In such a case, the neutral mesons M0 and M
0

should
no longer be treated as indistinguishable particles, as in the case where the generator of the combined
CPT transformations is a well-defined quantum operator, even in the cases where the symmetry is
violated, e.g. in SME effective theories [325]. As a consequence [1452], the initial entangled state in
the meson factory |i〉, after the initial-meson decay, which was symmetric under CP, in the case of a
well-defined CPT generator, will now acquire a component with opposite permutation (P) symmetry
(for definiteness, below we consider explicitly the case of a φ factory, where an initial φ meson decays

into two neutral kaons, K0 and its antiparticle K
0
):

|i〉 =
1√
2

(
|K0(~k),K0(−~k)〉 − |K0(~k),K0(−~k)〉

)
+
ω

2

(
|K0(~k),K0(−~k)〉+ |K0(~k),K0(−~k)〉

)
= N

[(
|KS(~k),KL(−~k)〉 − |KL(~k),KS(−~k)〉

)
+ ω

(
|KS(~k),KS(−~k)〉 − |KL(~k),KL(−~k)〉

)]
,

where N is an appropriate normalization factor, and KS(L) denote the short- (S) and long(L)-lived kaon
mass eigenstates. The quantity ω is a complex parameter. Notice that, as a result of the ω-terms, there
exist KSKS or KLKL combinations in the two-kaon state, which entail important observable effects in
the various decay channels. Due to the ω-effect, there is contamination of P-odd state with P-even
terms, the amount of which is controlled by the ω-parameter. A time evolution of the ω-terms, even in a
purely unitary Hamiltonian evolution, will lead [1452–1456] to observable differences in the final states,
as compared with the CPT conserving case, which can be tested experimentally in principle, and, in
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fact, would constitute, if observed, a rather “smoking-gun” evidence of this type of decoherence-induced
CPT Violation.

These effects are qualitatively similar for kaon [1452, 1453] and B-meson factories [1454–1456],
but in kaon factories there is a particularly good channel, that of both correlated kaons decaying to
π+π−. In that channel the sensitivity of the ω-effect increases because the complex parameter ω,
parameterizing the relevant EPR modifications [1452], appears in the particular combination |ω|/|η+−|,
with |η+−| ∼ 10−3. In the case of B-meson factories one should focus instead on the “same-sign” di-
lepton channel [1454, 1455], where high statistics occurs. Moreover, the real and imaginary parts of
the ω parameter can be in principle measured experimentally, if they are sufficiently large [1452, 1456],
and can also be disentangled [1453] from the conventional CPT-Violation parameters that exist in the
SME [325], as well as other decoherence parameters that enter the Lindblad evolution of the meson
density matrices, e.g. the α, β, γ parameters [1374], discussed in Sec. 5.4.

To give the reader an idea on the appropriate observables for the potential detection/bounding of
ω-like effects, we consider, for concreteness, the case of φ-factories (for which, as already mentioned, one
expects maximal sensitivity of the ω-effect, as compared to other neutral meson factories). The relevant
φ-meson decay amplitude A(X, Y ), where one of the kaon products decays to the final state X at t1
and the other to the final state Y at time t2, with t = 0 the time moment of the φ-meson decay, reads:
A(X, Y ) = 〈X|KS〉〈Y |KS〉N (A1 + A2), with A1 = e−i(λL+λS)t/2[ηXe

−i∆λ∆t/2 − ηY e
i∆λ∆t/2], A2 =

ω[e−iλSt−ηXηY e−iλLt] denoting the CPT-allowed and CPT-violating parameters respectively, and ηX =
〈X|KL〉/〈X|KS〉 and ηY = 〈Y |KL〉/〈Y |KS〉. In the above formulae, t is the sum of the decay times
t1, t2 and ∆t is their difference (assumed positive). The “intensity” I(∆t),

I(∆t) ≡ 1

2

∫ ∞
∆t

dt |A(X, Y )|2 , (112)

which depends only on ∆t, is the desired observable for a detection of the ω-effect,

Theoretical estimates of the ω effect exist only in toy, but quite instructive, models of decoherening
quantum gravity, in which the “environment” of singular gravitational degrees of freedom is provided
by, say, point-like massive gravitational defects in bosonic string/brane theories [1457], which recoil
upon interactions with low-energy matter degrees of freedom. Such recoil effects are inaccessible by a
low-energy observer. If one considers entangled meson states in such toy models, then the decay of the

initial meson state into pairs of neutral mesons M0, M
0
, and the propagation of the latter into the

environment of populations of gravitational defects, leads, as a result of the recoil of the latter during

their interactions with the M0,M
0
, to an ω-like effect, with magnitude of the ω-parameter given by:

|ω|2 ∼ ξ2 (m2
1 +m2

2)

M2
QG

k2

(m1 −m2)2
, (113)

where k is the amplitude of the (average) momentum of propagation of the neutral mesons M0, and MQG

is a mass scale where quantum gravity effects set in (in the example of [1457], this is the mass Ms/gs, of
the gravitational stringy defects, which provide the “quantum-gravity environment”, with Ms the string
scale, and gs < 1 the string coupling.). The factor ξ2 expresses an average momentum transfer during

the collision of the neutral mesons M0,M
0

with populations of gravitational defects, encountered during
their propagation. In the absence of a complete theory of quantum gravity, this parameter cannot be
further specified. The important feature of (113) is that, although, as expected, the effect has an overall
suppression factor inversely proportional to the square of the quantum-gravity scale M2

QG, nevertheless
there is significant enhancement due to the denominator which is also proportional to the (square of
the) difference between the masses of the pertinent meson eigenstates, which is very small in nearly
mass-generate situations, as is the case in the meson factories.
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The most sensitive bounds of the real (<) and imaginary (=) parts of the ω-parameter to date
come, as already mentioned, from the φ-factory DAΦNE in Frascati National Laboratories (Italy), in
the KLOE2 experiment [1376], and are given by:

<(ω) = (+1.6+3.0
−2.1 stat ± 0.4syst)× 10−4, =(ω) = (−1.7+3.3

−3.0 stat ± 1.2syst)× 10−4,

which are consistent with the absence of such a CPT violation. For comparison, we mention that the

corresponding bound in the case of B0B
0

systems in the Ba-Bar experiment is [1456]:

<(ωB0) = (+1.1± 1.6)× 10−2, =(ωB0) = (+6.4± 2.8)× 10−2.

The fact that there is an observed effect for the imaginary part of ω is attributed to the quality of the
current data, as far as the measurement of this parameter is concerned.

5.5.5. Neutrino oscillations and CPT

Neutrino oscillation experiments can be used to bound CPT invariance in a model-independent way
by analyzing neutrino and antineutrino oscillation data independently. If CPT is conserved both analy-
ses should give the same result for the oscillation parameters associated with neutrino and antineutrino
oscillations. Using global neutrino and antineutrino oscillation data the current 3σ bounds [1458] are
given by ∣∣∆m2

21 −∆m2
21

∣∣ < 4.7× 10−5 eV2,∣∣∆m2
31 −∆m2

31

∣∣ < 2.5× 10−4 eV2,∣∣sin2 θ12 − sin2 θ12

∣∣ < 0.14, (114)∣∣sin2 θ13 − sin2 θ13

∣∣ < 0.029,∣∣sin2 θ23 − sin2 θ23

∣∣ < 0.19.

Here, the quantities with (without) overline correspond to antineutrino (neutrino) parameters. Note
that no data from atmospheric experiments was used to derive these bounds, since currently running
experiments can not distinguish neutrinos from antineutrinos. This could be possible, however, in future
experiments [1459, 1460]. Some of these bounds will be further improved by the next generation neutrino
oscillation experiments Hyper-K and DUNE [1461–1463]. It was shown [1462] that an independent
analysis of neutrino and antineutrino data is crucial in the context of DUNE, since if CPT was violated
in nature, the combined analysis of neutrino and antineutrino data would lead to so-called impostor
solutions, which do not reflect the real character of neutrino or antineutrino oscillations. This is not a
problem in current experiments due to lack of sensitivity.

5.6. Particle oscillations: other effects

Neutrino physics is in general an ideal playground to also test other classes of low-energy phe-
nomenological effects that could be induced by quantum gravity inspired models or by any kind of very
high energy quantum modifications of the space-time structure and property. The golden channel for
this kind of analyses is the detailed study of the flavor oscillation parameters and pattern, since this
pattern would be changed by any modification of the dispersion relations. The introduction of LIV
perturbations for instance can modify the free particle dispersion relations, this effect can be encoded
in the simple relation

E2 − p2 = m̃2
i (E), (115)

where m̃2
i (E) is a sort of effective mass term containing the LIV corrections. Such modification of the

dispersion relation implies, for instance, a change in the free particle oscillation pattern for neutrinos.
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As stated in eq. 93 in the SME framework [325, 1417] this effect for CPT-even perturbations is parame-
terized by the coefficient (cµνL )AB = 1

2
(rµν + sµν)AB. Again in the oversimplified scenario where only the

µ = ν = 0 coefficients are non-vanishing, the corresponding effective LIV and CPT-even Hamiltonian
can be written as:

HCPT-even
LIV =

4

3
E(c0)AB. (116)

It is possible to demonstrate that under the hypothesis that the Hamiltonian can be written as H =
H0 +HLIV with HLIV a perturbative order term, the oscillation probability can be written as:

P (νA → νB) = P 0(νA → νB) + P 1(νA → νB) + · · · , (117)

with P 0(νA → νB) the standard probability and the following are perturbative terms.
In the SME framework a specific attempt to explain neutrino oscillations in the LIV context is the
PUMA model [1464, 1465]. The effective Hamiltonian associated to the oscillations is written in the
form:

HLIV = A(E)

1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1

+B(E)

1 1 1
1 0 0
1 0 0

+ C(E)

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

 , (118)

where A(E), B(E) and C(E) are energy dependent coefficients with A(E) = ∆m2

2E
and ∆m2 is the

unique mass parameter required by this model instead of the usual two ∆m2
atm and ∆m2

solar required by
the 3νSM. This model is invariant under the action of rotations but not under boosts.
Another possibility is given by the introduction of modified free particle kinematics in the context of a
CPT-even modification of special relativity [443, 459, 460]. This model provides a minimal extension
of the particle SM in a covariant fashion. In this context the dispersion relations are written as:

E2 − p2 (1− f(p, E)) = m2, (119)

where f is a degree-0 homogeneous perturbation function of the ratio |~p|/E. This particular choice
guarantees that the metric structure in a Finsler geometry and the modified special relativity covariance
(Sec. 2.2.2.4) are preserved. The high-energy limit of this model is the isotropic sector of the SME [325]
and first formulation of VSR [1322]. In this scenario the LIV correction introduces an additional term
to the standard phase ruling the neutrino oscillation:

∆φij =

(
∆m2

ij

2E
− δi − δj

2
E

)
L, (120)

where δi is the high energy limit of the perturbation fi introduced in the dispersion relation (119) of
the i-th neutrino mass eigenstate. The LIV term introduced in the phase presents a peculiar energy-
baseline dependence being proportional to the product L× E. This LIV effect, which is in accordance
with other models such as SME, provides a correction to the general oscillation pattern, that, clearly,
can represent only a small perturbation to the standard mass generated oscillation, but would in any
case present a characteristic experimental signature.

As for the possible experimental tests, a clear advantage is offered by the possibility of studying
neutrino sources of different origins, spanning a wide range of values for the baselines (from a few
meters of short-baseline experiments to cosmological distances) and energies (from keV neutrinos up
to the hundreds of TeV of the IceCube detected neutrinos and to the even higher energies investigated
by experiments like Auger). The very-high- and ultra-high-energy cosmic neutrinos offer a natural
privileged opportunity of searching for this kind of energy dependent corrections, but, as discussed
in [460, 1466, 1467], the investigation of the potentialities is in progress also for other experimental
contexts in which one could take advantage also from the high statistics and the unprecedented energy
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resolution offered by experiments that are going to start their data taking or are planned for the
near future. This is the case, for instance, of the long-baseline accelerator experiment DUNE [1349]
or a possible study with the JUNO experiment of medium and high energy atmospheric neutrinos.
Another experimental advantage offered by the isotropy preservation in models like the one considered
in [443, 459, 460, 1468], would be the possibility of including the full set of data in the statistical
analyses. Notice that these considerations about neutrino oscillations can, in principle, be extended to
oscillations of other particles such as mesons for instance [1469].

Also LIV has been searched in neutrino oscillation experiments. The main motivation is their
sensitivities. Neutrino oscillation is a natural interferometer, and it is sensitive to small quantities
otherwise impossible to measure, such as neutrino masses. Typical neutrino oscillations are tuned to
measure the oscillation maximum by making certain neutrino energy beam and locating the far detector
at a certain distance to choose the baseline. By doing this, the combination of them, ∆m2

4E
L is tuned

to be order π/2 to maximize the oscillation effect. Thus, if the new physics is bigger than ∆m2

2E
, it

can be seen as a distortion of the standard oscillation signal. For example, with atmospheric neutrino
parameters (assuming 1 GeV neutrinos), ∆m2

2E
∼ 10−21 GeV, thus, this approach can explore dimension-

three LIV down to 10−21 GeV or 10−21 to explore dimension-four LIV operators. This already exceeds
the sensitivity of the latest Michelson–Morley type experiment [1470]. Since the mass term goes smaller
at the higher energy, in general we expect higher-energy neutrinos are more sensitive to new physics by
this approach. For 1 TeV atmospheric neutrinos, the sensitivity goes down to 10−24 GeV. This number
can be comparable with the sensitivity of a high precision magnetometer [1471]. These examples show
a naturally high sensitivity of neutrino oscillations to look for new physics including LIV.

LIV was speculated as the source of the excess observed by LSND [1472] and sidereal time dependence
of LSND data [1473] and MiniBooNE data [1474] were used to search for LIV. Since the effect becomes
larger for the higher-energy beam and longer baseline, it was more interesting to search for LIV in
MINOS using both near detector data [1475, 1476] and far detector data [1477, 1478]. Search continues
to other accelerator experiments such as T2K [1479]. On the other hand, reactor neutrinos are sensitive
to channels including electron anti-neutrinos and Double Chooz [1480, 1481] and Daya Bay [1482]
searched for LIV. At the higher energy end, conventional atmospheric neutrinos can reach up to
∼ 20 TeV and they are attractive source to test LIV. Since they are not controlled beams, most
of experiments only test spectrum distortion due to LIV and not sidereal variation. Searches are
performed by AMANDA [1483], Super-Kamiokande [1418], and IceCube [1160]. In particular, IceCube
limit reaches down to ∼ 10−36 GeV−2 for a dimension-six operator responsible to νµ–ντ oscillations. A
naive expected signal region of quantum-gravity motivated dimension-six operator is order inverse square
of Planck mass, or ∼ 10−38 GeV−2, and neutrino experiments are likely to reach this milestone first time
in all testable systems. As the long baseline limit, SNO [1484] used their solar neutrino data to look
for LIV. High-energy astrophysical neutrinos are the combination of the highest energy and the longest
baseline, and the weakest signal of new physics can be detected from their flavor structure [1485, 1486].
Search for LIV from the astrophysical neutrino flavors will reach to the quantum gravity-motivated
signal region (∼ 10−38 GeV−2), however, current statistics of high-energy astrophysical neutrino data
from IceCube is low [646], and we need to wait IceCube-Gen2 [1487] to conclude the search for LIV by
this approach.

Neutrino physics can also be used to test one of the features of the new formulation of quantum
gravity presented in the guise of metastring theory [400] based on Born geometry [398, 399] which
also introduces the concept of “gravitization of the quantum” [397]. For example, a deformation of
quantum theory with a non-canonical time evolution described by the Jacobi elliptic functions, as
opposed to canonical circular functions, can be tested using neutrino oscillations and, in particular, the
current knowledge about atmospheric neutrinos. Similarly, the zero modes of the metastring, called
metaparticles [328, 404, 405], even though consistent with Lorentz symmetry, are non-local, and thus
allow for non-canonical statistics, such as infinite statistics, which may be probed in the context of a
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dynamical dark energy.
Spectral anomalies, that is, deviations from the standard neutrino oscillations picture, are not the

only possible signature in the presence of CPT and Lorentz violation. In the SME context, rotation-
invariance violations lead to sidereal and annual variations. This induced periodic variation of observ-
ables with time represents a signature of LIV and has been searched for in several neutrino experiments
[1476, 1479, 1482]. Rotation-invariance violations can also induce time-independent signatures, such as
the observations of unexplained directional asymmetries in the detector, as pointed out in [1488]. Fi-
nally, LIV can also manifest as neutrino-antineutrino oscillations [1481], which are well-described in the
framework of the SME. MDRs have been also explored in the context of light sterile neutrino searches
[1489] but have been found not to be responsible for the anomalous experimental results reported [1490].

The growing relevance of neutrinos in particle physics and, more recently in the quest for signatures of
QG, has prompted their investigation from a more rigorous QFT perspective. This analysis has revealed
the shortcomings of the QM treatment by pointing out the nontrivial structure of the interacting-field
vacuum as a generalized SU(2) coherent state and the related problem of the unitary inequivalence
between the Fock spaces for fields with definite flavor and mass [1491]. To clarify this issue, let us
consider a toy model with two interacting Dirac neutrino fields, say electron νe(x) and muon νµ(x)
neutrinos. It is well-known that these fields are related to the corresponding free fields νi(x) of mass mi

(i = 1, 2) by Pontecorvo mixing transformations [1492], here rewritten for each α-component as ναe (x) =

G−1
θ (t) να1 (x)Gθ(t) (and similarly for ναµ (x)), where Gθ(t) = exp

[
θ
∫
d3x

(
ν†1(x)ν2(x)− ν†2(x)ν1(x)

)]
.

This operator provides the dynamical map between the Fock space H1,2 for the fields with definite
mass and the Fock space He,µ for the fields with definite flavor [1491]. Symbolically, one can write
G−1
θ : H1,2 7→ He,µ. At level of vacuum, this gives |0(θ, t)〉e,µ = G−1

θ (t) |0〉1,2, where |0〉1,2 and |0(θ, t)〉e,µ
denote the mass and flavor vacua, respectively.

Strictly speaking, the above map is well-defined only in the finite volume limit. Indeed, in this case
Gθ(t) is a unitary operator which preserves the canonical (anti-)commutators. On the other hand, for
systems having infinite degrees of freedom (such as quantum fields), Gθ(t) is no longer unitary and
limV→∞ 1,2〈0|0(θ, t)〉e,µ = 0,∀t. The orthogonality of the two vacua lies at the heart of the QFT
description of mixing, as it expresses the unitary inequivalence between H1,2 and He,µ. Specifically,
the flavor vacuum acquires the structure of a SU(2) coherent state, becoming a condensate of particle-
antiparticle pairs with density e,µ〈0(θ, t)|αr†k,i αrk,i|0(θ, t)〉e,µ = sin2 θ |Vk|2, where

|Vk| =
(
ωk,1 +m1

2ωk,1

) 1
2
(
ωk,2 +m2

2ωk,2

) 1
2
( |k|
ωk,2 +m2

− |k|
ωk,1 +m1

)
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and αr†k,i creates a quantum of mass mi, frequency ωk,i = (m2
i + |k|2)1/2 and polarization r.

The flavor/mass inequivalence poses the problem of selecting the right (i.e. physical) representa-
tion for mixed fields. A clue to an answer may be found by looking at its phenomenological con-
sequences. For instance, it has been shown that the complex structure of the flavor vacuum leads
to nontrivial modifications of the oscillation probability. By introducing the flavor charge operators
Qνσ(t) =

∫
d3x ν†σ(x) νσ(x), σ = e, µ , the exact formula for neutrino oscillations reads

Qk
νe→νµ(t) ≡

〈
νrk,e
∣∣ ::Qνµ(t)::

∣∣νrk,e〉 = sin2(2θ)

(
|Uk|2 sin2 ωk,2 − ωk,1

2
t + |Vk|2 sin2 ωk,2 + ωk,1

2
t

)
, (122)

where |Uk|2 = 1−|Vk|2 and
∣∣νrk,σ〉 = αr†k,σ(0) |0(θ, 0)〉e,µ is the single-particle state for the mixed field νσ(x)

(defined, for convenience, at the time t = 0). Here ::Qνσ(t):: is the normal ordered charge with respect
to the flavor vacuum |0(θ, t)〉e,µ. As opposed to Pontecorvo formula [1492], one can see that (i) the
oscillation amplitudes in Eq. (122) are momentum-dependent, (ii) there is an extra oscillating term
depending on the sum of the frequencies, whose effects might in principle be tested experimentally.
Clearly, the QM result is recovered in the relativistic limit |k| � (m1m2)1/2, since |Vk| → 0.
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Further attempts to test the implications of the flavor-mass inequivalence have been recently made
in the context of particle decays [1493–1495] and Casimir effect [1496], among others. Nevertheless,
deviations from the standard QM results turn out to be far below the sensitivity of past experiments.
More solid evidences are supposed to be obtained by current/future tritium β-decay experiments and
measurements on the non-relativistic cosmic neutrinos by capture on tritium, for which the effects of
the inequivalence are expected to be maximal. Indeed, in [1497] it has been shown that the spectrum of
the tritium β-decay near the end-point energy is sensitive to whether neutrinos interact as either mass
or flavor eigenstates. Similar considerations hold for the neutrino capture by tritium too. Therefore,
it is reasonable to expect that high-precision measurements from KATRIN, Project 8 and PTOLEMY
experiments might provide important pieces of information in the problem at hand.

Manifestations of LIV at low energy can also be tested in double-beta decay. LIV effects can be
induced in this process by the coupling of neutrinos to the countershaded (oscillation-free) operator
in SME, particularly to its time-like component, and could manifest as perturbations in the shape of
the energy spectra of electrons [1498]. In the absence of observation of such perturbations, one can
constrain the values of the oscillation-free (‘of’) coefficient (a3

of)00, that controlled the size of these LIV
effects. Such investigations are currently been conducted in several double-beta decay experiments
[1499–1502] and are based on theoretical predictions of the electron spectra and angular correlation
between electrons in 2νββ decay [1503, 1504]. The current limit is (a3

of)00 10−4 MeV [1501].

5.7. Further quantum gravity signatures in gravitational waves

In addition to the effects categorized nicely in the previous subsections, we discuss some additional
possible imprints of quantum gravity in GWs, the graviton mass and the cosmic strings, which do not
fit in the previous subsections.

5.7.1. Graviton mass

Quantum gravitational modifications to the gravitational dynamics are often implemented by adding
new terms to the Einstein–Hilbert action, in an analogous way in which extra LIV terms are added
to the SM [339]. This leads to different phenomenological implications, such as modification of the
dispersion relation of the graviton or the post-Newtonian corrections to weak field GR [338].

Graviton dispersion relations In modified theories of gravitation, the graviton satisfies dispersion rela-
tions of the type (76)

E2 = p2c2 + Apαcα, (123)

where α ≥ 0 and A are two independent parameters. In Hořava–Lifshitz theories, α = 4 [316],
in scenarios as LIV [1317] and DSR [1505], α = 3, and in massive gravity theories, α = 0 but
A 6= 0 [1506]. All these families of theories are strongly constrained by the events GW150914,
GW151226, and GW170104 detected by the LIGO-VIRGO collaboration [1182]. In particular,
they lead to very stringent bounds on the graviton mass (α = 0, A = m2

g)

mg ≤ 7.7 × 10−23 eV

c2
. (124)

The constrains on α and A are coming from the induced changes in group velocities of propagating
GWs and can be summarized in Figure 12.

Cherenkov radiation The gravitational Cherenkov effect with radiative corrections to the graviton
propagator is the analogue of the Cherenkov effect with radiative corrections to the photon prop-
agator. Some physical properties in extended theories of gravity have been discussed in [1509],
where there is a clear indication that a gravitational Cherenkov radiation could be detected rang-
ing from low energy scales up to TeV scales when gravitational degrees of freedom are considered.
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Figure 12: Bounds on MDRs from the second LIGO–Virgo Gravitational-Wave Transient Catalog [1507]. Constraints
on the allowed amount of dispersion through the 90%-credible upper limits on Aα (corresponding to A in the main text),
computed separately for Aα > 0 and Aα < 0. Marker style distinguishes the new GWTC-2 results from the previous
GWTC-1 results in [1508]. Figure taken from [1507].

Furthermore, graviton masses of the order mg = 10 − 30 eV could be detected by observing the
characteristic signature of a a strong monochromatic signal in GW detectors due to relic gravitons
at a frequency which falls in the range for both of space based (LISA) and earth based (LIGO
and Virgo) gravitational experiments, in the frequency interval 104 Hz < f < 10 kHz.

5.7.2. Spacetime dimension and discretization of area

Many QG theories share a non-perturbative effect which underlines the way the dimension of space-
time changes with the probed scale. This dimensional flow influences the GW luminosity distance, the
time dependence of the effective Planck mass, and the instrumental strain noise of interferometers. The
number of spacetime dimensions estimated from the comparison of the luminosity distance inferred from
gravitational and electromagnetic radiation from GW170817 is compatible with 4 [1510], a measurement
sensitive to the shape of the distance posterior distributions as studied in [1511] with higher redshift
events. Investigating the consequences of QG dimensional flow for the luminosity distance scaling of
GWs in the frequency ranges of LIGO and LISA, it was shown that the quantum geometries of GFT,
spin foams and LQG can give rise to observable signals in the GW spin-2 sector [171, 172].

Quantum black holes are expected to have a discrete energy spectrum, and to behave in some respects
like excited atoms [1031–1033]. In [1034] the authors find that black hole area discretization could
impart observable imprints to the GW signal from binary black hole mergers, affecting the absorption
properties of the black holes during inspiral and their late-time relaxation after merger. The rotation
of black holes seems to improve the prospects to probe such quantum effects.

5.7.3. Cosmic strings

Cosmic strings are one-dimensional topological defects which could have been produced in a phase
transition in the early universe [1512]. They are predicted in many high energy particle-physics models
of the early universe [1513]. Cosmological scenarios based on string theory also predict in many cases
the existence of a network of strings. In these models there are several objects that can play the role of
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a cosmic string. In particular, fundamental strings (F-strings) and the solitonic 1-dimensional Dirichlet
branes (D-strings) of string theory could be cosmologically stretched until their dynamical behavior is
practically classical. These type of scenarios lead to the formation of a network of cosmic superstrings
[1514–1517]. Observational constraints on cosmic superstrings could be a way to learn something about
one of the most promising avenues to quantum gravity, string theory.

At formation, the cosmological string networks are dominated by long strings whose length is larger
than the Hubble size. These long strings are called infinite strings. The number and the total length of
infinite strings inside the horizon increase as the size of the horizon grows. However due to their tension,
they start to move relativistically eventually colliding with other string segments. In this way, the string
network continuously forms closed loops via self-intersection of a string or by the collision of two infinite
strings. Once loops are formed, they oscillate with relativistic speeds and shrink by transferring their
energy to GWs. This process continues until they eventually disappear. Within the Hubble horizon,
while the length of infinite strings increases as the horizon extends, they can also reduce their length
by forming loops. The balance between these two effects leads to a constant number of infinite strings
within the horizon, a process known as the scaling law. as a result, the energy density of strings remains
a fixed fraction of the overall energy density in agreement with the standard evolution of the universe.

One important feature which differentiates field theory cosmic strings from superstrings is that
cosmic superstrings may have a reconnection probability P significantly smaller than unity [1518],
while solitonic cosmic strings in field theory models always reconnect when a string collision occurs
(P ∼ 1) [1519, 1520]. The value of P can range as 10−3 < P < 1 in collisions between F-strings and
10−1 < P < 1 for D-string collisions [1518]. This means that superstrings may pass through each other
without reconnection when they collide. As a result, cosmic superstring networks tend to produce less
loops and lose energy less efficiently. However, as the network contains more infinite strings, the number
of collision events increases and the network starts to produce more loops. Thus, contrary to intuition,
cosmic superstring networks contain more loops than the ordinary case (P = 1).

Another interesting property of the cosmic superstring network is that it may contain Y-junctions.
D-strings and F-strings can form bound states and produce Y-junctions where two different strings join
and separate. It has been shown that the string network follows the scaling law even in the presence of
Y-junctions [1521–1527]. On the other hand, the small-scale behaviour of the network is dramatically
changed by Y-junctions and it may give interesting signatures in the GW signal, as discussed below.

There is currently no observational evidence of the existence of cosmic strings. One of the most
promising ways to probe cosmic strings is to search for the GW radiation [1043, 1528, 1529], emitted by
both loops as well as infinite strings [1530]. In addition to continuous GWs from the oscillation modes
of cosmic string loops, strong GW bursts are emitted from singular points such as cusps and kinks
[1531, 1532]. Cusps are points of the string which instantaneously acquire high Lorentz boosts. They
are generically produced in loops [1533]. Kinks on the other hand are discontinuities in the string’s
tangent vector produced by the reconnection of different segments of string with different directions.
They exist both on infinite strings [1530, 1534] and loops [1535] and continuously emit GWs while they
propagate on a curved string until they get smoothed out by GW backreaction [1536–1539].

The continuous emission of GWs from the cosmic string network and in particular the radiation
emitted by loops throughout the cosmological history of the network leads to a SGWB (see Sec. 4.2.2).
The calculation of this SGWB depends on several different ingredients but most importantly on the
modelling of the string network evolution [1529, 1540–1543]. The amplitude of the SGWB strongly
depends on the cosmic string tension Gµ. In the case of field-theoretic cosmic strings, the tension
directly corresponds to the energy scale of the phase transition η as

Gµ ∼ 10−6
( η

1016GeV

)2

. (125)

Ten dimensional fundamental strings have a tension close to the Planck scale. A network of strings
of that tension would be ruled out by CMB observations as well as the non-detection of GWs in the
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LIGO or PTA arrays frequency bands. However, the process of compactification to a four dimensional
universe allows the possibility of reducing the tension of these strings to a much lower value by placing
them in specific regions of the internal manifold with a deep gravitational potential.

Thus, observational constraints on the string tension are important for testing the underlying theory.
Currently the most important constraints come from the low frequency band where the upper limits
reported by Pulsar Timing arrays restricts the tension of the strings to be Gµ < O(10−10), although
tighter constraints may be obtained if the reconnection probability of cosmic strings is assumed to be less
than one, which, as mentioned above, appears to be the case for cosmic superstrings [1518, 1544–1546].
Finally, we mention that Y-junctions in cosmic superstring networks also affect the GW spectrum [1547–
1549].

6. Summary and outlook

For decades, the search for a quantum theory of gravity was exclusively a theoretical endeavor. This
was mainly due to the expected realm of QG, the Planck scale. Although some phenomenological models
of QG suggest that certain effects could manifest themselves at significantly lower energies, there is little
hope that they can be tested in human-made accelerators. Cosmic messengers offer a solution to this
problem. They achieve substantially higher energies and reach the Earth from enormous cosmological
distances. Even though the energies of the astrophysical gamma rays, neutrinos, cosmic rays, as well as
gravitational waves detected so far are still orders of magnitude below the Planck energy, large distances
can serve as an amplifier to the possibly small effects of QG. This puts us in a position to search for
and test these effects using astrophysical observations. The circumstances for experimental tests have
become more favorable than ever with the dawn of multi-messenger astronomy.

In this work we provided a comprehensive review of theoretical and phenomenological approaches
to QG. We presented up-to-date information on theoretical models and frameworks, and explored the
state-of-the-art status of cosmic messenger astronomy, with the aim of discussing the most stringent
bounds on the relevant QG effects to date. Hopefully, this review has convinced even the most skeptical
reader that QG phenomenology is a viable and currently timely branch of fundamental physics research.
Among the current bounds that we listed, many of them already reach Planck-scale sensitivity. In some
cases we are even able to exclude specific Planck-scale effects with a reasonable confidence level. On
the other hand, many proposed effects are still under scrutiny. Putting reliable bounds (or making
a discovery) requires a thorough understanding not only of the theoretical framework of QG and QG
phenomenology but especially of the subtleties involved in the experimental analysis and the physics
of the sources and propagation of the messengers. The goal of this review is to equip the reader with
the basic tools to embark in this endeavor: it provides an in-depth summary of the many aspects that
are involved in the search for QG signatures in astrophysical observations, ranging from the theoretical
development to phenomenological modeling and to experimental techniques.

On the theoretical side, we followed both a top-down and a bottom-up approach. In the context
of the former, we presented (Sec. 2) brief descriptions of the basic fundamental theoretical frameworks
of QG, discussing their properties. In the context of the bottom-up approach, we gave an overview
of the most relevant effective frameworks, including: doubly special relativity models, string-inspired
effective field theory, higher-derivative extensions of general relativity, the standard-model extension
with Lorentz invariance violation, non-commutative geometries, Finsler and Hamilton geometries, as
well as models with modified uncertainty principles. The link between these effective models and the
fundamental theories is yet to be established rigorously, due to the difficulties in working out definite
predictions from the fundamental frameworks. For this reason, the main part of the review focused on
the predictions from the effective models, and their experimental verification. We like to stress that so
far there is no single figure of merit for the one or the other approach to QG. All approaches must be
simultaneously considered and investigated further.
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From a phenomenological point of view (Sec. 5), effective models of QG can be classified according
to the fate of Lorentz symmetries. Besides Lorentz-invariant models, two other options are Lorentz
invariance violation (for instance, of the type encountered in the so-called standard-model extension
framework, or in non-critical string theory with recoiling cosmic defects) or deformed relativistic sym-
metries (which characterize doubly special relativity models, relative locality or some non-commutative
geometries). One of the potential manifestations of departures from Lorentz invariance, common to
some models from both approaches, are modified dispersion relations of matter and radiation probes,
which typically amount to an induced refractive index in vacuo, with the relevant modifications in-
creasing with (some positive power of) the energy of the probe. The experimental detection of such
phenomena would constitute an important paradigm shift from our current knowledge and understand-
ing of the fundamental interactions in nature. Whether this phenomenon is detected or not, a careful
analysis is required in order to work out the implications for the different effective models, also taking
into account their distinguishing features, e.g. concerning the laws of conservation of energy-momentum
in interactions. Another important feature that could potentially characterize effective models of QG is
charge–parity–time violation, which could exist either as a result of Lorentz invariance violation, or as
a consequence of an ill-defined nature of the respective quantum generator of the charge–parity–time
symmetry in theories with space-time foamy structures. The latter entail quantum decoherence. In such
cases, one may obtain “smoking-gun” type of effects in entangled particle-physics oscillating systems,
such as neutral mesons.

From the experimental side, we discussed the nature and origin of cosmic messengers (Sec. 3) and
described the most important instruments and detection techniques (Sec. 4). We refrained from going
into detailed description of specific instruments. Instead, we wanted to paint the picture from the
emission in astrophysical sources until the detection. We focused especially on explaining the analysis
methods used in search of effects of QG, with a critical discussion of the results. It was our intention to
point out the experimental difficulties encountered in these kinds of studies, in particular, the systematic
effects which limit our sensitivity. Furthermore, we discussed the issue of degeneracy between the source-
intrinsic effects, the astrophysical propagation ones, and those genuinely due to QG. Given that our
understanding of emission processes in astrophysical sources, as well as the nature of intergalactic and
interstellar medium is rather limited, there is no exact way of resolving the mentioned effects. The usual
approach is to exploit the expected distance and energy dependence of QG effects in order to disentangle
them from astrophysical effects. To this aim, we can perform analysis on several sources at different
distances, or even on several different types of sources. These combinations should reduce the influence
of the source intrinsic effects, leaving a signal that is more likely the consequence of propagation effects
influenced by QG. Nevertheless, even if an effect possibly related to QG is detected, such as an energy-
dependent modification of a messenger dispersion relation, numerous additional measurements will be
necessary to understand the origin, nature, and the magnitude of this modification.

To unambiguously detect experimentally any of the effects mentioned above is a daunting task that
we are only starting to be able to tackle with the latest generation of detectors. The last two decades
have witnessed the development of a truly multi-messenger approach to the study of the universe. In
the last twenty years large-area, stereoscopic imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes, large-volume
neutrino telescopes, huge extensive air shower arrays and gravitational wave detectors have joined the
plethora of previously existing telescopes, allowing us to start peeking into the far universe with new
“eyes”. These, and future, highly sensitive instruments will surely lead to significant improvement of
the bounds on current fundamental and phenomenological models of QG, possibly reaching Planck-scale
sensitivity and beyond. They might even enable us to measure some of the effects of QG mentioned
in this review. Another tantalizing possibility, always present in high-sensitivity measurements, is
that we might detect effects or phenomena which we never expected. The two latter scenarios would
spawn a plethora of new experiments, measurements, and theoretical interpretations. Any of the three
possibilities will guide us towards a more fundamental understanding of the gravitational interaction
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and of the physics of the Planck-scale realm.
The title of this review, “Quantum gravity phenomenology at the dawn of the multi-messenger era

— A review”, is inspired by that of the COST Action CA18108, within which it was prepared; indeed,
multi-messenger observations have only recently become available, with only two astrophysical events
having been detected with more than one type of messengers so far. We are at the very dawn of the
multi-messenger era, which makes this collaboration between theorists, phenomenologists, and experi-
mentalists in various experiments and in different messenger sectors most timely and convenient. By the
time the multi-messenger observations become routine, our partnership will strive to devise the observa-
tional strategies and analysis methods optimized for testing a range of QG models on multi-messenger
data samples. Future endeavors should also include experimental efforts, such as terrestrial precision
measurements and cosmological observations, which test models of quantum gravity not discussed in
this review.

Victor Hess in his Nobel lecture in 1936 [1550] said “In order to make further progress, particularly
in the field of cosmic rays, it will be necessary to apply all our resources and apparatus simultaneously
and side-by-side; an effort which has not yet been made, or at least, only to a limited extent.” This
is exactly how we should proceed in order to ensure further progress in the search for QG with multi-
messenger astronomy. It will be necessary to combine all theoretical insights, resources and experimental
efforts, something that has indeed only been done to a limited extent so far. This review article is the
first step in forming such partnership. It is accompanied by a comprehensive and up-to-date census of
experimental studies and results, the QG-MM Catalogue [2], in which current observational bounds on
QG phenomenological effects are collected and made easily publicly available. A substantial progress
towards the understanding of QG and the Planck scale realm is expected to result from collaborations
formed throughout this COST Action, and the activities which will follow after it ends.

Acronyms

ACF autocorrelation function

AGN active galactic nucleus

asl above mean sea level

BNS binary neutron star

BSM beyond the Standard Model

CCF cross-correlation function

CDT causal dynamical triangulation

CMB cosmic microwave background

CP charge–parity

CPT charge–parity–time

CRB cosmic radio background

CTA Cherenkov Telescope Array

DSR doubly (or deformed) special relativity

EAS extensive air shower

EBL extragalactic background light

EFT effective field theory

EHE extremely high energy (E > 100 PeV)

FD fluorescence detector

FoV field of view

GFT group field theory

GMF galactic magnetic fields

GRB gamma-ray burst

GR general relativity

GUP generalized uncertainty principle

GW gravitational wave

GZK Greisen–Zatsepin–Kuz’min

HAWC High Altitude Water Cherenkov

HDA hypersurface deformation algebra
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HE high energy (100 MeV < E < 100 GeV)

H.E.S.S. High Energy Stereoscopic System

IACT imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescope

IGMF intergalactic magnetic field

IR infrared

LAT Large Area Telescope

LE low energy (100 keV < E < 100 MeV)

LHAASO Large High Altitude Air Shower Ob-
servatory

LIDAR Light Detection and Ranging

LIGO Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave
Observatory

LISA Laser Interferometer Space Antenna

LIV Lorentz invariance violation

LQC loop quantum cosmology

LQG loop quantum gravity

MAGIC Major Atmospheric Gamma Imaging
Cherenkov

MDR modified dispersion relation

NSI non-standard interaction

QCD quantum chromodynamics

QED quantum electrodynamics

QFT quantum field theory

QG quantum gravity

QM quantum mechanics

SD surface detector

SED spectral energy distribution

SGWB stochastic gravitational-wave background

SME Standard-Model Extension

SM Standard Model

SR special relativity

UHE ultra-high energy (100 TeV < E <
100 PeV)

UHECR ultra-high-energy cosmic ray (E >
1 EeV)

UV ultraviolet

VERITAS Very Energetic Radiation Imaging
Telescope Array System

VHE very high energy (100 GeV < E < 100 TeV)
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